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Abstract
This work investigates the structure of the conditional sentence in Arabic under 
different headings, following a descriptive method and analysing the topic through 
elements, uses, functions and meanings. This method will develop statistics regarding 
the frequency of occurrence of these structures in the Qur’an. The puipose of utilising 
the descriptive approach is to provide a picture of the use of each particle in the Qur’an 
and other classical Arabic texts. In doing so, this study aims to derive some general 
conclusions which can help us begin to focus in on more accurate interpretations, and 
similarly help us to avoid common pitfalls. Four major headings are covered in this 
work. Firstly, an investigation is conducted into the list of the conditional particles 
provided by the grammarians. The particles are divided into two groups according to 
certain rules within the conditional structure. Certain particles are investigated in detail 
and others discussed in terms of views relating to their acceptability or unacceptability, 
including the author’s contributions to this field. In doing so, statistics on the frequency 
of the appearance of these particles in the text of the Qur’an, which was chosen as the 
main source for examples, are listed in brief tables at the end of the discussion of each 
particle. This study of the conditional particles analyses the material via typological 
classification, examines methods of connecting the two clauses of conditional 
sentences, and undertakes a structural review of the word order and syntactical position 
of each element of the conditional sentence. Secondly, some common conditional 
structures that do not occur with all the particles are covered. Examples of these are the 
use of the fa- as an apodosis introducer with the ’in conditional particle, or the emphatic 
lam with the law conditional structure and the interrupting conditional sentence. 
Thirdly, I discuss the functional position of the conditional sentence within given 
Qur’anic texts. Finally, the thesis concludes with a study of discourse function which 
contributes to modern linguistics studies on the subject. The thesis represents a broad 
investigation of the sources on this subject and an examination of selected data, and it is 
intended for use as reference for further studies not possible within scope of this work.
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Main Transcription and Transliteration
The system of transliteration I will use in this work is the classical form, the system 
normally used for Arabic and international pining or transliteration. Also, it is built 
upon a combination of different forms used by various research groups, individuals, and 
national and international institutions. I attempted to choose the simplest, most common 
and clearest symbols in order to make the texts as lucid as possible.
Arabic letter Symbol in 
transliteration
Arabic Letter Symbol in 
transliteration
c- Ji z
I Long vowel a t
t
I ’a i g
j ’i f
j ’u O q
L_1 b k
cii t J I
cii t m
E j u n
C h h
t X J w
j d y
j 4 j Long vowel u
J r l$ Long vowel T
J z - Short vowel a - fatha
(_>“ s r Short vowel i - Kasra
LP s - Short vowel u- damma.
(J-3 s
U-3 d
t
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CHAPTER I:
INTRODUCTION
The Arabic language has received more consistent attention in the theoretical branch of 
linguistics than in the practical and applied branches. Linguists make judgements about 
grammatical issues by relying on theoretical studies when they do not use applied 
linguistics in the various fields of linguistic classification. The majority of linguists 
believe that it is important to reinvestigate and describe languages in order to clarify 
their hidden secrets and to find clear classifications for their elements and uses.
Arabic is one of these languages that need studies which could yield such new 
descriptions. This is because the majority of its linguistic studies were written more than 
twelve centuries ago, and there have been no substantial changes or developments since 
then.
One of the richest and most controversial fields in contemporary linguists is syntax. In 
addition, the field has seen the birth of linguistics theories such as Chomsky’s theory of 
genetics, which was a result of syntax requirements.
The topic of the Arabic sentence is an essential contemporary grammatical issue. Such 
studies focus on definitions and analysis. In the grammar of Classical Arabic, there is no 
clear theory about the sentence in general. This makes grammarians describe Arabic in 
terms of its structural form.
The ‘associated’ structure seems to be one which needs special treatment because of its 
rich sources and the bifurcations of the theoretical definitions. This led me to choose the 
conditional structure as a topic for the thesis because this structure falls initially under 
the associated structures, which cannot be treated by analysing the context solely 
according to the concept of syntax. The conditional structure needs to be studied by 
examining the individual elements of the sentence and the different ways they combine 
to form the final sentence structure.
Most linguistic studies devote a chapter to the conditional structures in the languages 
they describe. In Arabic, it is common to find some information on this topic written by 
researchers of Arabic as a second language. From the foundation of Arabic linguistics -
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including syntax, semantics meanings and theoretical studies -  the topic of the 
conditional structure remains controversial on many levels.
By searching the studies on Arabic grammar, syntax and literature, I found that this 
discussion stalled with the first Arab grammarians in the early days of Islam.
Studies of the conditional structure are scattered throughout grammar books, sometimes 
as independent chapters. However, the information given in such chapters remains 
insufficient. In addition, some books give very little information. Some medieval and 
modern scholars discuss the issue and describe the conditional sentences in detail, such 
as Ibn Hisam. He and others have written essays, theses and even entire books on 
specific conditional particles. The fact that he and others have written these books 
shows the ability of these types of structures to generate additional research.
The conditional particle is one of many particles which links two sentences to form a 
new unified sentence. Grammarians listed and discussed these particles in linguistic 
history with more attention to some of them than to others. Some writers reject or 
ignore some of these particles, whereas others introduce new particles. Therefore, there 
is a need to reinvestigate them thoroughly.
Another unexplored area related to this subject is the irregular structures of conditional 
functions, which can cause confusion to readers or language researchers in new studies 
of Arabic or in cross-language works.
From the syntax point of view, there is also a need to study the place of the conditional 
sentences within larger texts in order to clarify their function in discourse.
Another factor which led me to study the conditional structure is that the Arab 
grammarians have not been very consistent in their coverage of different areas. As a 
result, their studies need comprehensive examination and a number of issues still need 
investigation, including the relation between the conditional structure and the adverbial 
structure on the one hand, and between the conditional structure and the interrogative 
structure on the other. In these previous studies, there were no definitive conclusions 
about the identity of conditional particles and the two main clauses of this type of
15
sentence. The absence of such decisions left the relation of the particle with the protasis 
and the apodosis vague.
For example, they include the conditional apodosis when it is introduced by a verb in 
the jussive mood, but not when it is introduced by a verb that is not in the jussive mood. 
They also put the apodosis clause whose verb is not in the jussive mood among those 
which do not have a syntactic function. At the same time, there is no clear agreement on 
the protasis or to which class it belongs.
Another issue that remains unsolved is the issue of the conditional structure as a term 
and a concept. There is no final agreement among grammarians as to whether as-sart 
‘the condition5 is a general linguistic expression or a structural form similar to the 
interrogative, interdiction or specification. It is also not clear if the condition is a 
classified concept. In other words, is it possible to call it a conditional sentence 
according to its structure, like the nominal or verbal sentence? Or, is it a functional 
concept, where we describe this structure as we describe an adjectival or adverbial one.
Finally, the implied semantic meanings carried by the conditional structure do not 
appear to have received enough careful analysis by grammarians to show the language 
in common usage, in addition to its position in linguistic and grammatical studies. 
Despite the importance of this subject, more light still needs to be shed on the topic in 
order to clarify why we need to examine these semantic meanings and to what extent 
they are important in communication.
Studies of the conditional structure are scattered in a number of grammar books, 
sometimes set aside as an independent chapter. However, the information given in such 
chapters remains insufficient to fulfil the needs for detail of an interested scholar. 
However, some medieval scholars such as Ibn Hisam and some modern scholars make 
an effort to discuss the issue and describe conditional sentence. Nevertheless, still more 
needs to be done despite these works. These studies, which are of various types, treat 
specific conditional particles and show the ability of these types of structures to 
generate long research projects.
I was inspired to undertake this work by the issues above including the 
misunderstandings and incorrect interpretations of classical texts, the Qur'an in
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particular, and also the scattered nature of these studies in the literature covering issues 
of terminology, particles, structural problems and semantic meaning.
1.1 Aim of the work
This work attempts to achieve the following goals:
First, to produce a comprehensive and integrated descriptive overview of conditional 
structures, which can be used as a reference for data when attempting to discuss related 
subjects and which may also be a basis for further work or translation.
Second, to shed light on some unsolved problems and concepts noted by ancient and 
contemporary grammarians.
Third, to examine new claims which reject the conditional status of particles such as ’id 
‘when’ and ’ammd ras for’, as discussed by Staytiyyah.
Finally, to explore areas related to the topic in addition to structural studies. It will 
discuss topics such as the place of the conditional sentence within a larger context and 
the semantic meaning carried by the conditional structure.
1.2 The Corpus
This work is based on the text of the Qur’an, which is a rich source of Arabic language 
despite the fact that, according to Peled (1992, p.2), it represents a genre in its own right 
and has its own grammatical norms. It is for the latter reason that many researchers 
prefer to select examples from other sources such as poetry, early Islamic texts, prose, 
hadit, literature, historiography, geography, philosophy, theology and medicine. Within 
this thesis, a large number of grammatical works are also cited. These include books of 
early grammatical studies from the seventh to the twelfth centuries in addition to 
grammar books by modem authors. It also includes books of tafsir or Qur’anic exegesis, 
such as those of Ibn Katlr, ar-RazT, az-Zamaxsart, Ibn Si‘dl, Sayyid Qutb and as- 
Sa‘rawT. I use these to examine the semantic meanings and structures of sentences. I 
also refer to works of ’i'rab al-qur’an ‘Qur’anic syntax’. English translations of the 
Qur’an are also consulted.
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1.3 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is composed of eight chapters. Each describes the nature of the structure, its 
components and formation, its syntactic function and its meaning.
Chapter I provides a brief introduction to some points that motivated me to undertake 
this study. It also gives a general view of the topic and its importance. Here I provide 
the main sources of the data for the study. This chapter also includes a discussion of the 
issue of terminology, identification of the conditional sentence and its elements 
(protasis, apodosis and conditional particles), and finally a summary of the conditional 
particles covered in two lists.
Following this, Chapter II provides a literature review that covers the historical 
background and an overview of works by Arab and Western researchers and 
grammarians related to the subject and their contributions to the topic.
Chapter III begins the structural study. Here I list the first group of conditional particles 
following the traditional Arabic classification, which includes those particles which put 
a following imperfect verb in the jussive mood. I analyse each particle independently, 
starting with the explanation of the meaning of the particle. In addition, I will provide 
other different meanings, if there are any, for which this particle is used in classical 
Arabic, eliminating any confusion in understanding the text with a particle which is not 
conditional.
Following this discussion, there is a description of the typological classification of the 
conditional structure, designed to show the use of verbs and nouns or other clauses as 
introducers to each clause of the conditional sentences. It clarifies the question of 
whether the apodosis and protasis start with verbs or nouns. It also provides statistics on 
the frequencies of each of these conditional sentences in the Qur’an.
As mentioned above, the examples chosen for this study are from the Qur’an unless the 
particle being treated does not appear there; in such cases I have used texts from Arabic 
literature and poetry. The examples are provided in Arabic, followed by a transliteration 
of the text, followed by a translation into English. The name of the Surah and its verse 
number is given to identify the Arabic text.
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At the end of this chapter, and before I introduce the particle ’id ‘when’ as a conditional 
particle, it is worthwhile to introduce a range of meanings for this particle aside from 
the conditional one.
Chapter IV presents an analysis of the conditional particles which form the second 
group. It includes those regarded as nouns ‘asma ’ which do not have a syntactic effect 
on the verbs of the two clauses forming the conditional sentence.
The same steps are used in the investigation of the second group as for the first group, 
mainly: the study of the typological classification, word order, and methods of 
connecting the protasis and the apodosis.
Chapter V examines three particular structures which often cause confusion for readers 
of Arabic texts. The first structure is al-hadf ‘ellipsis’, where one or more elements of 
the conditional sentence is deleted or left unsaid for reasons of eloquence or poetic 
license. The second structure is ’Vtirad as-sarti ‘aid as-sart or duxul as-sart ‘aid as­
sart, for which we have used the term ‘interruption*. This type of structure is 
characterised by a conditional sentence in which the protasis of the first clause and its 
apodosis are ‘interrupted’ by an intervening second clause. The third structure is the 
conditional apodosis introduced by fa-.
Chapter VI introduces a functional study of the conditional structure in Arabic which 
intends to show the place of the conditional sentence within the other main types of 
sentence specifically the nominal and verbal sentences. The conditional sentence can 
serve as a subject, object or predicate of another sentence. Here I discuss the concept of 
function in grammar. The discussion is supported by examples from the Qur’an in 
addition to texts from Arabic literature.
Chapter VII covers the semantic study of the conditional sentence. I list approximately 
fifty different implied meanings mentioned in the books of tafslr ‘exegesis’.
Chapter VIII presents the conclusion, outlining the main contributions of this study and 
pointing towards potential future studies.
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1.4 The issue of terminology
The issue of terminology has been given more attention than many others, especially in 
recent linguistic studies. Stbawayh (1968, v.l, p.443) refers only to the structure as al- 
jumlatu as-sartiyya ‘the conditional sentence’. Later scholars introduced more elaborate 
terminology. In the following discussion, we will illuminate some of these arguments 
regarding the term ‘conditional sentence’.
A clear definition of the concept of the conditional sentence in Arabic grammar was 
difficult to reach, partly because studies of the conditional are widely scattered and only 
partially investigated, since the early grammarians paid less attention to terminology. 
Ibn Ya’Ts (1999, v.8, p. 155) notes that they have discussed the concept using general 
descriptions such as as-sart ‘the condition’ or as-sartiyyah ‘the conditional’ as a type of 
sentence following az-Zamaxsarl who classified Arabic sentences into nominal, verbal, 
conditional and adverbial (ibid. v.l, p.88). Other grammarians such as al-’AnbarT (1957, 
p.336) referred to this under the heading bab us-sarti wal-jaza \ ‘the section of the 
condition and reward’, dividing the concept into its two elements of structure.
These multiple terminologies have been reflected in modem linguistic studies. Some 
grammarians like al-Bukair, al-Muhain, at-Tuhaml and Ibn ‘Alyyah (Ibn ‘Alyyah, 
1965, p. 150) have approved the term al-jumlatu as-sartiyya ‘the conditional sentence’ 
while it is described as talazumiyyah ‘associated’ by others. A third group describes it 
as as-sart ‘the condition’, and others add the term al-jawab\ as-sartu wal-jawab ‘the 
condition and the answer’ (at-Tahhan, 1972, p.91). This is to categorise it with a group 
of sentences with two parts. Another group, including al-Maxzuml (2006, p.57), has 
found it enough to use the term jamlat us-sart ‘the sentence of condition’ to describe the 
whole structure.
In this thesis, I will use either the term of ‘the conditional structure’ or ‘the conditional 
sentence’, as noted previously. A simple and clear explanation is provided by Arabic 
grammarians who adopted the term of the al-jumlatu as-sartiyya ‘the conditional 
sentence’. Furthermore, this provides a general meaning, despite the ambiguity 
surrounding the word ‘sentence’ -  a matter which seems to lead to confusion. We have 
chosen the first term within the title of our work ‘the Conditional Structure’ whilst
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preserving the two terms denoting the partition of the apodosis and the protasis, as well 
as the term ‘the conditional sentence’.
1.5 Definitions of elements in the conditional sentence
In the following section, I will identify the elements of the conditional sentence and 
proceed to outline the modifications of the elements that form the structure.
1.5.1 Form of the conditional sentence
If we put aside the linguistics aspect of the definition provided by Ibn YaTs, the 
meaning of the condition is the sign and the indication; it is the presence of the protasis 
as a sign for the presence of its apodosis, and the conditions of the Doomsday mean the 
signs preceding that day. So, all that we can find in their works to define the conditional 
structure is the statement that the protasis comes before the apodosis and that the latter 
is a dependent clause. Ibn YaTs (1999, v.7, p.41) says:
J lilul lilijS jk i iA-AlL) V ^  Lm CiLuj jji .fajlillj
Was-sartu kal- ’istfhami f t  'anna say'an mimma f t  hayyizihi la yataqaddamahu, 
wa nahwa qawlika: 'dfika ’in ta ’tint, wa qad sa ’altuka law ’a ‘taytani laysa md 
taqaddama fthi jazd !un mugaddamun wa lakin kalaman waridan ‘aid sabil l- 
'ixbdr M>a l-jaza ’u mahdufun.
And the condition is like the interrogative in that anything within its limit can 
not precede it. It is as if you say; ‘I will come to you if you came to me and I 
would ask you if you gave me’, there is no forwarded apodosis in this, but it is 
an informative speech while the apodosis is omitted.
It is more logical linguistically to recognize the preceding clause as a forwarded 
apodosis for purposes of eloquence and style, but in a way which does not affect or alter 
the reality of the grammatical structure or the semantic meaning.
Al-MisaddT (1985, p. 18) states that the recent definition provides us with grounds for 
comparing between the conditional structure and the interrogative one. This leads us to 
two findings:
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The first is that the conditional structure, by having similar features to the interrogative 
structure, becomes a type of structure that leads to a unique form which needs to be 
labelled.
The second is that by regarding the conditional structure as a fixed and stable one 
similar to the interrogative structure, this produced greater interest in the apodosis than 
in the protasis. Ibn YaTs explains this by clarifying that the conditional structure only 
carries future meaning. This statement will be investigated later in the thesis with 
respect to the particle preceding the structure. In his discussion and explaining his point 
of view, Ibn YaTs (1999, v.8, p. 155) says:
jA Laj) (jS/ hdj J
wa s-sartu ’innama yakunu bil-mustaqbal li~ ’anna ma ‘na ta liq is-say 7 ‘ala 
sartin ’innama huwa wuqufu duxulihi fil-wujud *ala dnxuli gayrihi fd-wujud 
wa la yakunu hada l-ma ‘na fi md mada.
The conditional structure can only be in the future because making a condition 
on something means that its existence in reality,depends on the presence of 
something else in reality, and this could not happen in the past.
Because of the above situation, it became necessary for grammarians and researchers to 
look at the varieties of the conditional particles and their specific meanings and where 
they affect the meaning of the conditional status. This discussion involved the particle 
law on the one hand, which can be used in the past, and ’id, ’ammd and lamma on the 
other hand, which involve situations which have already occurred.
It was important in examining the conditional structure to look at its classification. 
However, we already know that the effect of past scholarly debate and modern criticism 
suggests that the Arabic sentence includes two main types only: verbal and nominal. 
Some Arabic grammarians believe that any structure forming a sentence that does not 
start with a verb or noun should be treated in a way that puts it under one of the two 
classifications, for example, to posit an omitted verb or noun or a switch in word order. 
Despite this general agreement, the case has triggered a continuing dispute. Az- 
Zamaxsart, as mentioned before, defined four types of sentence in Arabic: verbal, 
nominal, conditional and adverbial. On the other hand, Ibn YaTs finds only two types,
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verbal and nominal, and includes the other two types under the verbal class. Ibn Hisam 
believes that there are three types of sentences, represented by the verbal, nominal and 
adverbial.
However, Ibn YaTs (1999, v.l, p.88) criticises az-Zamaxsarfs point of view, saying:
A_aus3 oS A j  j jS l A tn a J l  jixu3 A jI
( j ja  Aj E j j s  ( J j J i i l l l  A j]a^)ju ill AaajwI j  1 U ^ O jL"'a  3  _J A j i a d  Aj 4joi2
/(Jpti j  tif'tSj (J*?
wa ‘lam ’annahu qassama l-jumlata ’ild ’arba ‘ati 'aqsamin: f i  ‘liyyatun wa 
ismiyyatun wa sartiyyatun wa zarfiyyatiin wa hadihi qismatu ’abl ‘All wa hiya 
qismatun lafziyyatun, wa hiya fil-haqiqati darban, fi  ‘liyyatun wa ismiyyatun 
l i ’anna as-sartiyyatu f i  it-tahqiqi murakkabatun min jum lataynifi‘liyyatayni : 
as-sartu f i  ‘lun wa fa  ‘ilun wal-jazd ’u f i  ‘lun wa fa  ‘ilun .
And know that he divided the sentence into four types verbal, nominal, 
conditional, and adverbial and this is the classification of A b l4 All. In addition, 
it is a literal classification while they are, in fact, only two types verbal and 
nominal because the conditional one in reality consists of two verbal 
sentences, the protasis is a verb and a subject ‘doer’ and the apodosis is a verb 
and a subject too.
Ibn Ya‘Ts (1999, v.l, p.89) adds that the third sentence is: zaydun ’in yaqum ’aqum 
m a‘ahu ‘Zayd if he stands I stand with him’. He says that this sentence is a type of 
verbal sentence. Originally, in such a structure the verb should be independent with its 
subject, as in: qama zaydun ‘ Zayd stood up’. However, here there is a conditional 
particle preceding the structure which creates a relation between the two clauses 
forming one sentence where the protasis is not independent and needs an apodosis. Ibn 
Hisam adds that it is the same case when we look to the nominal sentence where the 
subject cannot be independent without the predicate. It is a similar case with the subject 
and the predicate in nominal sentences, where the subject cannot be useful without a 
predicate. To support his argument by using a syntactic explanation, he says that the 
protasis used to be independent, but when the conditional particle preceded it, the 
protasis became dependent and needed an apodosis to form a new sentence, which is a 
conditional one. He adds that when the new conditional structure becomes one sentence, 
it is permissible to use it as a predicate of a subject in a nominal sentence. As an
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example: zaydun 'in tukrimhu yaskurka ‘amru ‘Zayd, if you honour him, ‘Amru will 
thank you. So he believes that the suffix -hu is attached to tukrim in itukrimhu* refers to 
Zayd, and no part of the apodosis refers to the subject.
However, Ibn Hisam (1998, v.2, p.376) provides another method of classifying the 
sentence types. In his definition, the nominal sentence is introduced by a noun, the 
verbal one starts with a verb and the adverbial sentence begins with an adverb or 
prepositional phrase. He says:
.Ajikall (JjjS qa AjJajIill 4\a-\W j  ^ j j
wa zada az-zamaxsarT wa gayruhu al-jumlata as-sartiyyata was-sawabu 
’annaha. min qabil l-fi ‘liyyati.
’Az-Zamaxsarl and others have added ‘the conditional sentence’, however, it 
is a type of verbal sentence.
Thus we see that the majority of grammarians have swung between two questions on 
this topic.
The first question is whether the conditional structure is one grammatical sentence or 
two, and in this respect they did not take a fixed decision. Ibn YaTs (1999, v.8, p. 156) 
seems that he was about to decide that the conditional structure is one single type 
grammatically and cannot be separated. He states the following:
(jl jjxj aAaJjll 4 VAIlS LcA jAjucdj jj] (Jk°Ju j
V lIiLu j  yl Clila lil i Li iJklik] JjJ \Jsls nihil
4 i
wa tadxulu ’in 'aid jumlatayn fa-tarbitu ’ihdahuma bil- 'uxra wa 
tusayyiruhuma kal-jumlat il-wdhidati nahwa qawlika : ’in ta ’tini 1atik wal- 
’aslu ta ’tini ’dtika fa-lamma daxalat ’in ‘aqadat ’ihdahuma bil- ’uxra hatta 
law qulta ’in ta ’tini wa sakatta la yakunu kalaman hatta ta ’ti bil-jumlati l- 
’uxra.
And ’in precedes two sentences and links one to another making them into 
one sentence just as if you say: ‘if you come to me, I will come to you’, while 
the sentence before using ’in was ‘come to me and I will come to you’. So,
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when ’in is used it links one to another, but if you say, only; ‘if you come to 
me’, this is not a full sentence until you add the second part.
The second question is whether the conditional sentence is an independent type or 
should be included in one of the two main types of sentences. Al-‘Anbari (2002, p.236) 
states that grammarians were led by their view to adopt the dual classification of the 
sentences and to ignore the inner characteristics of the conditional structure. Therefore 
they were preoccupied with issues of formation led by syntactic considerations looking 
for the 'amil ‘agent’ that controls the apodosis clause. For this reason, modern 
grammarians try to prove that the conditional structure is one unit which cannot be 
separated. ’Al-MaxzumT (2006, p.57) asserts that two conditional clauses together 
represent one sentence which cannot be deconstructed, because the two parts create one 
idea. Nevertheless, al-Maxzuml restricts this consideration to the linguistic level, but he 
believes that according to the rational view and to logical analysis, the conditional 
structure consists of two sentences.
The authors of annahwu l- ‘arabi min xilali an-nusus ‘Arabic grammar through texts’ 
clarify this strong link between the elements of the conditional structure by identifying 
the conditional sentence as:
Jumlatun murakkabatun tastamilu 'aid jumlatayn mutalazimatayn 
masbuqatayn bi ’adati sartin layatimmu ma'na ’ihdahuma. ’ilia bit-taniyati.
It is a combined sentence that contains two correlative sentences, preceded by 
a conditional particle, where the meaning of the first one cannot be completed 
without the second one.
Applying contemporary linguistic theory, other grammarians have attempted to provide 
more explanation of the identification of the conditional structure. At-Tahhan (1972, 
v.2, pp.90-91), includes the conditional definition within the group described as: al- 
jumal dat is-siqayn ‘sentences with two parts’ and modified it as a linguistic structure 
built on a mechanical sentence containing a particle or pronoun and two structures. The 
first one is called as-sart ‘the protasis’, and the second one is al-jazd1 ‘the apodosis’, 
because the particle links the two parts and prevents any of them from being 
independent from the other. The first is the cause, the second the result.
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However, al-Misaddl (1985, p.23) notes that if we return to the concept of the ‘methods’ 
or ’asalib ‘styles’ mentioned above by at-Tahhan we find that he talks about the 
rhetorical concept where the imperative, wishing, wondering and interrogative forms of 
sentences are all ‘methods’ and ‘styles’ in his view. He adds that there is some 
confusion in at-Tahhan’s views because he has removed the conditional structure from 
the zone of grammar.
1.5.2 Protasis
Like a good deal of other linguistic terminology, the protasis is described by more than 
one name, such as al-mawquf ‘alayhi ‘the subject’, al-masrut ‘the conditional’ or fi  ‘lu 
assart ‘the verb of the condition’, all of which are commonly used by Arab 
grammarians. It is a “cause” that can lead to a certain “result” which cannot exist 
without it. In English, grammarians use the term ‘protasis’ for this part of the 
conditional sentence, which we will also do in this work.
Some grammarians who deny the function of the particle Jamma ’attafslliyyah ‘ ’amma 
that provides details’ had explored the above definition. Staytiyyah (1995, p.9) claims 
that in the sentence ’amma Zaydun fa-muntaliqun ‘as for Zayd, he will go’, the meaning 
is: ‘whatever happened, Zayd will go’. He explains that the second case does not rely on 
the first one; therefore, he sees that this particle has not been used as a conditional one. 
In this work, we adopt the position of the majority of the grammarians and will treat 
1amma as a conditional particle because it works similar to the other conditional 
particles by making two sentences rely on each other and carrying the future 
implication.
1.5.3 Apodosis
The second pail of the conditional sentence is called al-mawquf ‘the predicate’, al- 
masrut lahu or jawdb assart ‘the reward of the conditional’, or assart ‘the 
conditional’. The latter usually defines the structure with its two clauses because it is the 
result of the condition (ibid. p. 10). He notes that it cannot take place without the 
presence of the first clause. Staytiyyah explains that the sentence mahmd yakun min 
say’in ‘whatever happened’ is not suitable for a protasis, and as a result the sentence
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Zaydun muntaliqun cannot be an apodosis. It seems that there is an acceptance among 
the majority of grammarians to permit the use of some conditional sentences as a 
grammatical structure that does not carry semantic meaning. This is also what it seems 
that Staytiyyah means when he talked about what he calls as-sartu al-mufarrag ‘the 
emptied condition’. In such structures it looks as though Staytiyyah was right when he 
noted that this case can exist where there is no need for the protasis to take place, 
because the apodosis will take place definitely. It is a case which some grammarians 
prefer to call ‘an opened condition’. The following is an example:
8 jlj
wallahu mutimmu nurihi wa law karih al-kafinin
But Allah will complete his light (religion), even though the disbelievers may 
detest. 61:8
It is clear that when wa- was used before the conditional particle law, it carried the 
meaning of ‘even’, and the result is that the apodosis does not rely on the protasis to
take place. The case in this structure is an opened condition, which means that the
apodosis will take place either the condition is fulfilled or not.
1.5.4 Conditional particle
The conditional particle represents any particle that can be used to join the two parts of 
a conditional sentence (the protasis and the apodosis) which we mentioned earlier. Just 
as with the protasis and the apodosis, the conditional particle can be omitted from the 
structure according to semantic requirements and yet still exist potentially. An example 
of this case appears when we compare the two following sentences:
(a) ’in tadrus tanjah If you study you will succeed.
(b) ’udrus tanjah Study, (so) you will succeed.
The two sentences are apparently linked semantically by conditional relations. But the 
difference is that the first sentence shows a conditional case that refers to the addressee 
and his desire, while the second one reflects the interest and wish of the speaker.
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Staytiyyah (1995, p. 10) states that the above example is enough to reject the opinion of 
some Western scholars who claim that the sentence ’uqtul yaqtul is not derived from a 
conditional sentence. The conditional particles can appear with different meanings 
where they are not clarified by the context and the structure of sentence. Also, one 
conditional particle can have various levels of semantic meaning. In such cases the 
writer aims to achieve comprehensibility by making his language suit the field in which 
he is writing. The relations among the elements of the speech (the speaker and the 
addressee, for example) can also affect the goals and meanings of the conditional 
particle.
1.6 The conditional particles
In this section we consider the list of conditional particles approved by grammarians 
and listed in the ’alfiyya by Ibn Malik. The first group is defined as particles which 
govern imperfect verbs in both conditional clauses and which put the verbs in the 
jussive mood ‘majzum ’. According to Ibn ‘Aqll (1997, v.2, p.335), Ibn Malik lists them 
in the following two lines of his poem:
fa 31 tjjl (jUI y  faj f  jk lj
UwJ CllljiVl fail Lija.j Loluskj
wajzim bi ’in wa man wa ma wa mahma, ’ayyu , mata, ’ayyana, ’ayna ’id md 
wa haytuma ’anna, wa harfu ’idma ka ’in, wa bdqT 1- ’adawdti ’asma 
Elide with ‘i f ,  ‘whoever’, ‘whaf, ‘whatever’, ‘any’, ‘when’, ‘wherever’, 
‘when’ and ‘wherever’, ‘whenever’ and the particle ‘when’ is like the particle 
‘i f ,  and the rest of the particles are pronouns.
In this work, we divide the list of particles into two groups following Ibn Malik. The 
first group includes the particles which work as an agent ‘amil and govern the imperfect 
verbs. They are as follows:
’in - O) - ‘even i f ,  ‘although’, ‘i f , ‘in case’ , ‘whether’, ‘but’. 
man -£>*- ‘who’. 
m a-b0 - ‘whatever’. 
mahma - - ‘whatever’.
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mat a - - ‘when’.
’ayyana - - ‘any time’.
»■* £> ^
‘ayna - ‘where’.
Jaynama ** A \* “ ‘wherever’.
’anna - C5-1' - ‘however’, ‘whenever’. 
haytuma - \ - ‘wherever.
kayfama - - ‘however’.
£ \
’ayyu -l£> - ‘who’, ‘which’, ‘what’, ‘what kind o f, ‘what sort o f.
’idma - 1^ - ‘whenever’, ‘when’, ‘whereupon’.
The second group which we will examine in the fourth chapter are those which Ibn 
Malik describes as ’asma’ ‘pronouns’. They are:
law - j i  - ‘i f , ‘contrary to fact’, ‘supposing that’. 
lawla - - ‘were it not’, ‘unless’ (followed by noun),
lawma - - ‘if it were not’ (followed by verb).
’amma - ^  - ‘as for’, ‘but’, ‘however’, ‘yet’.
’ida - ftj - ‘i f , ‘behold’, ‘when’, ‘whenever’, ‘whether’.
I amma - ‘when’, ‘after’, ‘as’, ‘not yet’, ‘since’.
kullamd - - ‘whenever’, ‘every time that’.
’id - 'A -‘since’, ‘as’ , ‘at that time’, ‘then’, ‘when’, ‘while’.
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CHAPTER II : 
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter I attempt to shed light on the motivations and origins of Arabic linguistic 
studies and the early stages of the formation of syntactic principles and grammar in 
general. In addition, there will be information about the scholars who undertook the task 
of initially developing this science. The coming review will mainly concentrate on those 
grammarians who contributed to establishing the grammatical rules in general as well as 
on those who have contributed to the topic of the conditional structure in particular.
2.2 Beginnings and early stages
At-Tantawi (2005, p.22) notes that the beginnings of Arabic linguistic studies were the 
result of a perceived need by the Arabs to protect their cultural and religious heritage, in 
particular the Qur’an. Because of the spread of Islam from Baghdad, the capital of the 
Islamic empire during the first century of Islam, a large number of people from non- 
Arab nations converted to Islam and began to use the Arabic language. It was not 
surprising that they made mistakes in grammar and syntax. Many writers and linguists 
provided stories of occasions that led to a decision by caliph ‘AIT Bin ’Abi Talib to ask 
’Abu al-’Aswad ad-Du’all to establish principles and ways to systematise the Arabic 
language.
2.2.1 ’Abu al-’Aswad ad-Du’all (d.69/688)
’Abu al-’Aswad ad-Du’all was one of several grammarians of that era and the legendary 
‘inventor’ of grammar. Versteegh (1988, p.56) states that ’Abu al-’Aswad started his 
work by providing symbols for short vowels. This was an altogether complicated 
problem: when people started to collect and record the fragments of the Qur’anic 
revelation, there was a need for a uniform and unambiguous system of short vowels. So 
he is credited with the introduction of a system of coloured dots below and above the 
letters to indicate the three short vowels. In the version of the tradition reported by Ibn 
al-’AnbarT (1963, pp.6-7), ’Abu al-’Aswad gives a scribe the following instructions:
Ijjj L—ulk. 4jaAll (JiAll )^ j j  <■—s 1 j\i
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J a i j l i  A l e -  C - A S ^ p J l  (jj> t i i i l  C l l x J j f  l i l i  { j x  A J a i i l l  
fa - ’ida fatahtu safatayya fa-nqut wdhidatan fawqa l-harf wa’ida 
damamtuhumd fa-j lal an-nuqtata ’ild janib il-harfi, wa 'ida kasartuhumd fa-j ‘al 
an-nuqtata min *asfalihi, fa- ’ida ’atba ‘tu say ’an min hadihi l-harakati gunnatan 
fa-nqut nuqtatayn;
When I open my lips, put one dot above the letter, and when I press them 
together put a dot next to the letter, and when I draw them apart put a dot 
beneath the letter and when I make a humming sound after one of these vowels, 
put two dots.
In addition to dot notation of the three vowels and tanwm ‘double vowel’, the names of 
the vowels (fathah, dammah, kasra) are also ascribed to him and are connected with 
their articulation.Versteegh (1997) notes that initially there was considerable opposition 
to the use of vowel dots in the Qur’anic manuscripts in Kufic script as well as in the 
inscriptions. In some manuscripts, the dots have been added by a later hand.
Two other innovations attributed to ’Abu al-’Aswad concern the notation of the hamzah 
‘glottal stop’ and the sadda ‘geminating’.
2.2.2 Alxalll bin ’Ahmad al-Farahldl (d.175/791)
Alxhalll bin ’Ahmad is regarded as part of the third generation of the Basra School. 
Versteegh (1988, p.56) notes that Alxalll’s work began with a substantial improvement 
to the existing system of short vowel notation following the work of ’Abu al-’Aswad 
and replaced the system of dots with shapes for the three short vowels. In this system, 
vocalization is represented by small wciw for the vowel u, a small 'alifiox a vowel a and 
a part of a small yd ’ for the vowel i. In addition, he changed the sign for the sadda, 
using a small sin, short for sadTd ‘geminated’, instead. When a single consonant was 
intended, a small x a \  short for xajjf"light’, could be used.
It appeal's that the system of Arabic orthography was completed after Alxalll’s 
contribution, and, apart from a very few modifications and additions, has remained 
essentially the same ever since.
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Alxalll (at-Tantawi, 2005, p.46) was bom in Basra in Iraq and received his education 
from students of ’Abu al-’Aswad. He travelled all around the Arabian Peninsula, where 
he communicated with the Bedouin and came to understand various dialects and various 
ways of using Arabic. He visited Najd, Hijaz and Tihama in the south west of Arabia. 
He then returned to his home, Basra, and became a unique scholar, contributing not only 
to the subject of language but also to different fields of knowledge such as the science 
of qiyas ‘analogy’. Az-Zabldl says that Alxalll defined grammar and expanded it, 
founded its mechanisms, explained its meanings and clarified related arguments. Az- 
Zabldl adds that he reached the highest level of knowledge and thought that he should 
not write a single letter as a continuous work of the others, which means that he did not 
attempt to complete any work started by other scholars. However, he did not conceal the 
works of other scholars, but passed them on to his students - mainly Sibawayh - who 
carried that knowledge and used it to invent his remarkable book, Al-Kitab.
We can be reasonably sure that without Alxalll, Sibawayh would not have been able to 
write the main book of Arabic Grammar, Al- Kitab (Carter, 2004, p.29).
The precise contribution of Alxalll to Al-Kitab can be tentatively grouped under four 
key headings: (1) lexical data, (2) phonological data and theory, (3) morphological data 
and theory and (4) syntactic data and theory.
In addition to the vast amount of grammatical knowledge which Alxalll left for 
Sibawayh and others in many fields, he was also inventor of the science of al- ‘uriid 
'Meter5. Not only this, but he also wrote Kitab al lain ‘the book of al-'ain, the first 
Arabic dictionary, in addition to other books on non-linguistic topics,
2.2.3 Sibawayh (d.179/796)
It is impossible for a researcher of Arabic grammar to accomplish anything without 
referring to Sibawayh and his outstanding work, Al-Kitab. It is the first written work 
which covers most of the known phenomena in Arabic language in his time.
Sibawayh is the founder not only of Arabic grammar but also of Arabic linguistics, 
which are by no means the same thing. Furthermore, as becomes obvious with every 
page of his Kitab, he was also an outstanding academic whose concept of language has 
a universal validity. When we bear in mind that he was probably not even a native
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speaker of Arabic - being the son of a Persian convert (Carter, 2004, p.29) - his 
achievement becomes all the more astonishing.
According to Carter (ibid, p.29), many sources refer to the difficulty of Al-Kitab, and 
we should perhaps be guided by the advice of one early scholar, al-Mazinl (d.249/862), 
who warned that anybody with ambitions to add anything to the science of grammar 
after Sibawayh should display an appropriate modesty.
When Sibawayh started his work in a period known as the fourth generation of the 
foundation of Arabic grammar, which is restricted to the Basra School. (Kufa was not 
involved in this issue.) The era of Sibawayh was followed by the fifth generation, led by 
al-’Axfas, who later agreed with the scholars of Kufa on some grammatical issues, 
joined by Qutrub (d.225/839) who also contributed to the study of the conditional 
structure in addition to general grammatical studies (as-Slrafi 1986, pp.89-93).
The sixth generation was led by al-Mazinl and 5Abu Hatim as-Sijistanl, and was 
followed by the last stage of the early Basra School in the person of al-Mubarrid 
(d.289/902) Carter (ibid, p.29)
During the period of Alxalll and other Basran scholars, there were signs of interest in 
the second large city of Iraq, Kufa, where ar-Ru’asT and al-Hara’(d. 187/802) appeared 
as the first generation of that school. They were followed later by al-Kisa’T (d. 189/804), 
who played a major role in starting debates between the scholars of Basra and Kufa. 
That period also witnessed the grammatical efforts of al-Farra’, who investigated 
several elements of the conditional structure, in particular regarding the particle ’id as a 
conditional particle, supporting Sibawayh in this issue.
2.2.4 The schools
Owens (1990, p.2) states that because of the differences in thoughts, culture and 
political circumstances, we find that from the beginning of the interest in Arabic texts 
there are disputes and disagreements between scholars about certain topics. This did not 
happen in the study of grammar or literature only, but was preceded by debates in 
Qufanic studies in the fields of recitation and interpretation. Therefore, it is not 
surprising to see disagreements and differences in points of views between
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grammarians. Arabic linguistic thinking is divided into three schools: Basran, Kufan 
and Baghdadi. Basra and Kufa were the earliest Islamic cultural centres in Iraq. 
However, Baghdad was the capital of the Abbasid caliphate. The classic presentation of 
the model was written by the twelfth-century grammarian al-’Anbarl. According to him, 
linguistic thinking can be classified as Basran, Kufan or Baghdadi (Neo-Basran). The 
last is sometimes seen as synthesising the viewpoints of the two earlier schools, 
although for reasons mentioned by Owens Basran and Baghdadi are effectively the 
same (ibid. p.2). Troupeau (1962, p.399) notes that the tenth-century biographer Ibn an- 
Nadim offers an alternative three-fold classification, Basran, Kufan and those who 
mixed elements from both schools, though this interesting approach was largely 
abandoned by Ibn al-Nadlm’s successors. Nevertheless, the linguistic content of the 
mixed school was never fleshed out in any significant way. The large Basran and Kufan 
schools are represented by Sibawayh (d.177/793), al-’Axfas (d.215/815 or 221/835), al- 
Mazinl (d.249/863), al-Mubarrid (d.285/898) and others for the Basran school, and al- 
Kisa’i (d. 183/799), al-Fara’ (d.207/799) and Tha'lab (d.291/904) for the Kufan school, 
although on any given point a linguist could align himself with ideas from the other 
school. The relevant issues are explicitly developed by each school, and al-’Anbarl in 
his classic work renders a final judgement on each issue. In all but seven of the 121 
questions discussed, the decision goes in favour of the Basran view (Versteegh, 1977, 
p.5; Bohas, 1985, p. 124; Owens, 1988, p.49).
This Basran predominance is explained by the fact that they developed a highly efficient 
method of grammatical analysis based on the use of analogy. With this they developed 
linguistic hierarchies that were used to classify and explain all aspects of Arabic 
grammar (Weil, 1913, pp.7-28). In contrast, the Kufans relied to a greater degree on the 
citation of anomalous linguistic forms and textual examples in the analysis of a 
particular grammatical construction, used analogical reasoning to a lesser degree and 
generally attached less weight to strict methodological procedures in their 
argumentation (ibid. pp.29-37). Owens (1990, p.2) notes that given the Basran’s alleged 
linguistic sophistication, it is small wonder that they should so often emerge triumphant 
in questions concerning formal grammar*.
As al-’Anbarl tells the story, Basra and Kufa represented historically real schools of 
grammatical theory, just as much as the Generative School of Chomsky, the Systematic 
School of Halliday or the Lexical Functionalists School of Bresnan do today. There was
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diversity within each school, but this was less significant than the contrasts to the ideas 
of the other school. Linguists from both Arabic (‘Udayma, 1931) and Western (Troupe, 
1961) traditions more or less accepted the accuracy of al-’Anbarfs characterization.
Nonetheless, the historical reality of these schools was challenged as early as the 
beginning of the twentieth century by German scholar Gotthold Weil in an essay that is 
one of the classics of the Western orientalist tradition. After summarising al-’Anbari’s 
representation of the Basran and Kufan schools (cf short presentation above) he makes 
three main observations (ibid. p.2).
He notes that neither a Basran nor a Kufan school existed before the end of the ninth 
century, that is, until after the death of most of the Basran and Kufan protagonists. This 
is supported by three main points:
(la) The oral nature of disputation and research made it logically difficult for 
different schools in two separate cities to develop consciously opposed models; 
Sibawayh and al-Farra’, presumably the main protagonists of the Basran and 
Kufan schools, never actually met (ibid. pp.53-59).
(lb) The actual theoretical differences between the schools were not great (ibid. 
p.39), and on many issues Basrans and Kufans divided on more than strict party 
lines (ibid. pp.51-64). Thus even in al-’Anbarl’s fairly dogmatic representation 
of the dispute, it is not always clear who can be regarded as Basran and who as 
Kufan.
(2) The Basran and Kufan schools were created by a generation of linguists after 
al-Mubarrid (d.285/898) and represent more a systematisation of grammar in the 
4th/10th century than the actual grammatical thinking of the earlier “Basran” and 
“Kufan” grammarians (ibid. pp. 57- 81).
(3a) No real Kufan school existed, al-Farra’ being the last to develop a 
characteristically “Kufan” methodology (ibid. pp.65-73 ;76-77).
(3b) The Basran school, or the synthesising school of Baghdad as it was also 
known, was based on Sibawayh’s methodology (ibid. p.77).
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Weil’s analysis is remarkably prescient - Owens thinks that the first two points have 
largely been confirmed by subsequent research. In addition, while he argues in (3 a) and 
in part (3b) in subsequent chapters, it must be remembered that Weil himself did not 
have access to al-Farra’s major text, ma’am al-qur'an ‘the meanings of the Qur’an’, 
when he wrote his essay, nor to the work of many later grammarians.
Owens continues to comment on Weil’s essay by praising the work, saying that he 
rightly draws attention to the historical nature of the Basran and Kufan schools, 
assigning as they do linguists to doctrines on a post facto basis (which means on an old 
discipline basis). At the same time, it would be inadvisable simply to dismiss the 
schools as a figment of a collective imagination, for the question must be raised as to 
how precisely these two locations came to be universally identified with different 
grammatical traditions; put another way, if the schools are myths, there is nevertheless 
an historical basis for them (Versteegh, 1978, pp.157-158; al-Ba‘albakT, 1981).
Finally, Owens suggests that a prerequisite to a finer characterisation of the linguistic 
thinking during the earliest period is an adequate examination of relevant linguistic 
ideas and a definition of what they are and who held them.
What is important for this study is to bear in mind the nature of those schools in order to 
see the different points of views on general grammatical topics discussed among the 
grammarians at that time, especially those related to this work. It is also to see the 
influence of various factors on the thinking of grammarians, e.g. politics, geographical 
locations and the surrounding cultural situation.
2,2.5 Al-’Anbarl (d.577/ 1181)
Debates and different points of view among Arab scholars reached the Islamic sciences, 
mainly the Qur’anic ones, in the early days of Islam. The debates were the main factors 
that led to the early developments of the Islamic sciences. Later this phenomenon found 
its way into the field of linguistics and became a new science that appealed to some 
scholars who were interested in the development and the history of Arabic language.
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Al-’Anbarl was one of those scholars who founded this system of research to address 
the disagreement between Arabic linguistic schools regarding certain grammatical 
issues. He became one of few scholars who founded this debate in linguistics and made 
it acceptable as an independent science of language. He introduced his book al- ’insaf f i  
masa’il al-xilaf, in which he listed 125 issues in Arabic grammar and syntax on which 
the Basran and Kufan schools disagreed or held differing opinions. Among these issues 
he recorded eight main issues related to the conditional structure and its elements in 
Arabic. They include the following:
(a) What causes the present tense which introduces the apodosis to be in the jussive 
mood? Al-’Anbarl (2002, p.483) notes that the Kufans went on to say that this 
jussive mood takes place because of the neighbouring words, while the Basrans 
held various opinions, the majority saying that the ‘dmil ‘the factor’ that leads to 
this is the conditional particle. Others explained that both the conditional 
particle and the verb of the protasis are the factors which lead to the jussive 
mood. Another group claimed that the particle affects the protasis verb and the 
latter acts upon the verb of the apodosis. Al-’Anbarl provides the evidence and 
arguments of each school.
(b) The second issue is the occurrence of the noun in the nominative after the 
conditional particle ’in (ibid. p.490). This issue was treated with three different 
points of view. It was argued among the Kufans that if the noun comes after the 
conditional particle ’in in nominative case, as in ’in zaydun ’atanl ‘atihi ‘If 
Zayd came to me I will come to him’, then it would be the subject of the verb. 
This is because the verb is used clearly and is not deleted. The Basrans believe 
that it is nominative by positing a deleted verb before the noun as ’in ’atanl 
zaydun, since the verb which is used also shows the hidden verb, but it is not the 
main one. It is said that al-’Axfas stated that it is in nominative case as it is the 
subject in a nominal sentence as mubtada ‘subject’.
(c) The third issue concerns the forwarded object and the subject (al-mansub wal- 
marfu ) which come before the apodosis (ibid. p.494). The Kufans said that if 
the nominative noun introduces the apodosis, then the verb should not be in the 
jussive mood and the noun should be nominative, as in :’in ta ’tini, Zaydun 
yukrimka ‘if you come to me, Zayd will honour you’. The two groups disagreed
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about the forwarding of the noun in the accusative 4 mansub ’ when it introduces 
the apodosis, as in: ’in ta ’tim, zaydan ’ukrimu ‘if you come to me I will honour 
Zayd’. This construction was rejected by al-Farra’ while it was accepted by al- 
Kisa’T. The Basrans believe that both cases are permitted.
(d) The fourth issue concerns the forwarding of the object in the apodosis clause 
before the conditional particle, where al-’Anbarl (2002, p.496) states that the 
Kufans accept the sentence: zaydan ’in tadrib ’adrib ‘if you beat, Zayd I will 
beat’; in other words, ‘If you beat, I will beat Zayd’. In addition, they disagreed 
with the Basrans about the case when the object belongs to the protasis clause. 
Al-Kisa’T approved this but not al-Farra’. On the other hand, the Basrans 
rejected both cases.
(e) The fifth issue concerns the meaning of ’in and the claim that it sometimes 
carries the meaning of ’id ‘when or since’ (ibid. p.496). This was approved by 
the Kufans and rejected by the Basrans.
(f) In the sixth issue, the Kufans believe that if ‘in comes after ma, it also carries 
the meaning of ma, which is a negation particle (ibid. p.501). The Basrans reject 
this, saying that the particle ’in in this structure is a superfluous element with no 
meaning.
(g) The seventh issue concerns the case of ’in when followed by an emphatic la- 
attached to a verb. The Kufans believed that in this case, 'in will carry the 
meaning of ma, and the lam here means ’ilia ‘but’ or ‘only’. The Basrans said 
that it is a lightened ’inna ‘indeed’, and the following lam is emphatic (ibid 
p.508).
(h) The eighth issue concerns the use of kayfa ‘however’ as a conditional particle. 
This was supported by the Kufans similar to the case of mata ‘when’, ’aynama 
‘wherever’ and other particles which work as conditionals, but it was rejected 
by the Basrans (ibid. p.511).
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In conclusion, the debates between the Arabic schools of linguistics on the above issues 
were noticeably discussed but unresolved entirely, and this disagreement regarding 
some of them has continued among grammarians through the present day.
2.2.6 Later Iraqi scholars
The study of this topic continued from the 4th to the 7th century in Iraq, where issues 
concerning the conditional structure appear occasionally in general studies. Certain 
scholars will be mentioned frequently in this study, including as-STrafi (d.368/979), az- 
Zamanl (d.384/994), Ibn JinnT (d.392/1002), az-Zamaxsan ( d.538/1144), Ibn as-Sajarl ( 
d.542/1147), al-’Anbarl (d.577/ 1181) and al-'Ukbuii (d.616/1219).
2.2.7 Scholars from the Levant and Egypt
After the collapse of Baghdad (at-Tantawi, 2005, p.46) the study of the Arabic language 
and other cultural activities moved to Damascus. Syrian scholars who investigated the 
conditional structure and are referred to in this thesis, are listed below.
2.2.7.1 Ibn Ya‘Is (d.643/1245)
The Syrian Ibn YaTs treated the topic of the conditional structure in his book sarhu al- 
muffassal, explaining the work of az-ZamaxsarT, al-mufassaL
2.2.7.2 Ibn Malik (d.672/1271)
Ibn Malik was an Egyptian scholar who evolved a new style of writing that was a 
mixture of prose and poetry. His ’alfiyyah or xulasa is the poem which was commented 
on later by Ibn Hisam and by Ibn ‘Aqll (d.769/1368) and which provides the list of 
conditional particles with their meanings and explanations.
2.2.73 Ibn Hisam (d.761/1360)
Ibn Hisham contributed greatly to the study of particles in Arabic. He explained their 
meanings and provided examples from Arabic sources, mainly from the Qur’an and 
poetry. This was introduced in his book mughm l-labib 'an kutub /- ’a ‘arib, which he 
wrote in Makka (749/1348). I also rely heavily on two short essays by him covering the
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topic of the conditional particle man and the interrupted form in the conditional 
structure. These two manuscripts have been recently investigated for the interrupted 
form. The first, entitled ’i'tirad us sarti ‘aid as- sart, is by al-Hammuz (1986), and the 
second, al-mabahit l-mardiyyah al-muta'alliqah biman as-sartiyya, is by Mazin al- 
Mubarak (1987). Ibn Hisam also explained Ibn Malik’s poem about Arabic grammar 
’awdah l-masalik ’ild ’alfiyyat ibn Malik, in which he provides a clear explanation of 
the conditional particles listed by Ibn Malik.
2.2.1 A  As-SuyutI (d.911/1505)
As-SuyutT was an orphan from Egypt who contributed to many fields of knowledge 
including Arabic grammar and wrote more than three hundred books. The most famous 
are al-’asbah wan-naza’ir, ja m ‘ ul-jawdmi‘ and ham ‘ ul-hawdmi'. He also wrote 
commentaries on alfiyyat Ibn Malik, al-kafiyat us-safiya by Ibn al-Hajib, as-sudur and 
nuzhat ut-tatf by Ibn Hisam.
2,2.8 Contemporary grammarians
From the above it can be seen that Arabic linguistic scholarship continued for ten 
centuries until the Middle Ages, and it is the opinion of some writers that the 
grammarians of this long period did not leave anything for future generations to 
investigate. Some grammarians expressed the feeling that Sibawayh covered almost all 
grammatical phenomenon in his work.
With the twentieth century, interest in language studies has become universal. Arabic 
has received considerable interest and historical developments in syntax and semantics.
Many Arab grammarians have worked particularly in the fields of the conditional 
structure, but none of them deal with it completely, since they prefer to concentrate on 
just one area of the subject. For example, some examined one or several conditional 
particles in a single work, such as the work of Radwan (1989), who investigated the 
particle 'in in Arabic structures in an applied and contrastive study. In his work he 
examined the meanings of Jin where it appears as a conditional particle. Radwan also 
examined the uses of ’in in other Arabic structures such as the conditional and the oath 
structures when they come together in one sentence. In addition, he examined the issue
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of ellipsis in conditional sentences. Another work provided by Makram (1988), entitled 
‘usliib ‘id, investigated the meanings and functions of ‘id including the conditional 
function. ‘As-sart f i l  Qur‘an, by al-Misaddl and at-TarabulsI (1985), investigated the 
conditional from both descriptive and structural approaches, but limited their study to 
those particles which appeal* in the Qur’an, and did not include lamma, ’amma. or ‘id. 
‘As-sart wal ‘istifham by Staytiyyah (1995) discussed the conditional via a structural 
analysis and investigated the fa- as an introducer to the apodosis. Staytiyyah also 
discussed the ellipsis in conditional sentences, as well as implied semantic meanings 
carried by the conditional sentence.
Despite the fact that many other works have been produced by Arab scholars in Arabic 
and other languages, few including those we have mentioned above have investigated 
the topic of the conditional structure under the headings mentioned above. The majority 
of their works have concentrated on the history of the study or on selected areas of the 
conditional structure in specific texts.
With regard to the contribution of Western scholars, works that treat the conditional 
structure are very rare. As with many of the Arabic works, they deal with the 
conditional sentence in only a few words. Among such Western works we find Modern 
written Arabic: a comprehensive grammar by El-Said M. Badawi, M. G. Carter, and 
Adrian Gully (2004), in which the authors designated a full chapter for the conditionals, 
beginning the chapter by shedding light on the general conditional syntax, followed by 
introducing the particles ‘in, ‘ida and law. This part of the chapter includes an 
explanation of the use of ‘in in the regular classical model, apodosis as non-logical 
result of protasis, parenthetical ‘in clauses, continuous and non-conditional tenses. They 
also discuss the implied conditional, such as the use of imperative + apodosis structure 
to convey a conditional sentence. In addition, this chapter covers the negation of 
conditional clauses with ‘in, such as the structure when ‘in is followed by lam (did not) 
of negation. One other interesting investigation of the conditional structure was 
provided by C. H. M. Versteegh in an article published in the Journal o f Semitic 
languages and included in the book by Naphtali Kinberg (2000) entitled Studies in the 
linguistic structure o f classical Arabic. In this article, Versteegh covers a particularly 
interesting conditional topic: the compenation of ‘in law in classical Arabic. He believes 
that classical Arabic often has a conditional clause of law preceded by ‘in. Versteegh 
notes that different explanations have been offered for this usage by both Arabic 
grammarians and Western grammarians. He believes that the variety of explanations is 
the result of differing interpretations not only of this construction’s meaning, but also of 
its vocalisation of ‘in namely an versus ‘in.
One of the most interesting of the Western works, however, is Peled’s (1992), entitled 
Conditional Structures in Classical Arabic.
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Peled’s (1992, p.9) contribution is innovative in that it has set itself goals to providing a 
syntactico-semantic characterization of conditional structures in classical Arabic. This is 
with special emphasis on the relationship between the protasis and the apodosis, thus 
encouraging scholars to conduct new studies and offering the reader a new angle for 
looking at this grammatical phenomenon. The main structures discussed by Peled are 
the 'regular' pattern of a protasis followed by an apodosis and the pattern in which an 
adverbial modifier follows or is embedded within a main clause.
In his work he sets out the conditions for the ‘conditio-selectional rules’, which are 
basically a brief analysis of the conditional particles which precede the protasis, namely 
’in, 'ida, etc., and those connectors preceding the apodosis clauses, namely fa- and la-. 
Peled moves on to deal with the difference between ‘modal interdependence’ and 
‘modal split’, which signify the ability or inability of the protasis and apodosis to 
function independently in the conditional sentence. He also discusses the functions of 
the main conditional particles within the framework of modally interdependent 
conditional sentences. The work covers a discussion of the conditional particle law, 
noting its original function and its inversion into a hypothetical conditional particle. The 
problems connected with this structure which he mentions are the inclusion or omission 
of the apodosis introducers fa- and la- and their effect on the meanings of the sentences.
In Chapter IV of his work, Peled deals with the modally split conditional sentence and 
examines here the relationship between the protasis and apodosis in view of the possible 
independence of the latter from the former. In addition, the subsequent function of the 
apodosis introducer fa-, which often denotes the omission of a verb ‘embedded’ 
originally at the beginning of the apodosis, allows its independence.
In his study, Peled gives special attention to the question of logical split and pseudo­
conditionals and examines cases where the conditional particle ’in does not convey the 
idea of conditionality, or when the apodosis does not follow logically from the protasis. 
In addition, he presents an inquiry into the subordination of conditional structures 
within larger constructions, which often involve relativity or nominalisation.
Peled reaches the conclusion that as far as this type of sentence is concerned, the vast 
majority are ‘modally interdependent’ (ibid. p.99). The same applies to the type of 
sentences which he calls ‘attributive and elaborated conditionals’. On the other hand,
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‘modally split conditional sentences5 may occur in the case of ‘nominalised conditional 
sentences’. He also examines the phenomenon referred to as ‘modifying conditional 
clauses’, i.e. the case when the apodosis precedes the protasis.
Finally, he sums up the main points discussed and draws several conclusions regarding 
the structures and functions of the conditionals, the relationships between the protasis 
and the apodosis, the conditional particles and the obligatory and optional 
circumstances under which apodosis introducers appear or are omitted, and the 
‘semantic-syntactic implications’ of the ‘inverted’ conditional sentence.
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CHAPTER III:
STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION :
CONDITIONAL PARTICLES GROUP I
3.1 Introduction
The large number of particles of conditional function, or which carry the implication 
and effect of the conditional function, makes it preferable to divide the structural part of 
the conditional particles into two chapters. Chapter III will cover the ‘in group, which 
are the particles which affect imperfect verbs by putting them into ‘the jussive mood5. 
Chapters III and IV will describe the conditional sentences, which include conditional 
particles only. This is because some grammarians accept the existence of some 
conditional sentences containing a posited conditional particle which does not appear in 
the text.
Conditional particles occurring in the Qur’an and Arabic literature, mainly pre-Islamic 
poetry, will be examined. In addition, summaries of their use and structures will be 
provided. Throughout the following two chapters, we will attempt to list those 
conditional particles represented by pronouns that are called in Arabic grammar ’asma’
as-sart ‘conditional nouns’.
Furthermore, we have made an effort to provide the statistical frequency of the use of 
each particle in order to find out which one dominates in a certain text or a specific 
field.
One interesting feature of Arabic structure is the use of a variety of word orders. In 
these cases the writer puts the elements or strings of words in different positions to 
produce a new structure that gives the sentence a more eloquent shape. Therefore, the 
study of each particle will examine the word order of the elements which form the 
structure in which it occurs, namely the particle, the protasis and the apodosis.
Finally, the study will attempt to find the methods used to link the protasis and the 
apodosis in the structure.
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3.2 Conditional particles: Group I
The first group of conditional particles are those which are followed by the jussive 
mood. These Ibn Malik lists in his poem al- ‘alfiyyah and were previously mentioned in 
Chapter I. These particles will be examined in the following order:
’in -  u! - ‘even if ,  ‘although’, ‘if ,  ‘in case’ , ‘whether’, ‘not*.
man -  Cy* - ‘whoever, he who’.
md -  ‘whatever’,
mahma - ‘whatever’.
mat a - - ‘when’.
’ayyana - - ‘any time, when’.
’ayna - '<3 - ‘where’.
’aynama - - ‘wherever’.
’anna - - ‘however’ , ‘whenever’.
haytumd - ^ 4 ^  - ‘wherever’. 
kayfamd - -‘however’.
dS f
’ayyu. - l£> - ‘who’, ‘which’ , ‘what’, ‘what kind o f , ‘what sort o f.
’idma - - ‘whenever’, ‘when’, ‘whereupon’.
We will also examine the conditional sentences which show these particles with regard 
to three main points. These are:
1. The typological classification of the types of clauses used in the two parts of the 
conditional sentence (nominal or verbal). To represent this, we use a hyphen (-) between 
the two parts (e.g. Verbal - Nominal), where the first one is the protasis and the second 
one is the apodosis, unless they come in an inverted word order, in which case this will 
be mentioned.
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2. Word order of the structure.
3. The particles used to connect the two clauses of the conditional sentences working as 
introducers for the apodosis, notably: fa- ‘so or thus’ and the emphatic particle la-. In 
this case, the relationship will be called a ar-rabt ul-lafzT‘overt connection’.
If the two clauses do not have a connecting particle and their relationship is clear, this 
relation is known as ’ar-rabt ul-ma‘nawl ‘covert connection’. At the end of each 
discussion of these aspects, there will be a table summarising the findings.
The first group of conditional particles are those which were introduced by later 
grammarians and added to the main list. They have been divided into two groups with 
respect to their semantic function. We have already mentioned the conditional particles 
’in and law as huruf sart ‘conditional particles’ which do not have independent 
meanings. Some of those particles have an element of syntactic control, where they 
affect the mood of the verb that follows them, putting it into the jussive mood. The 
second group are called ’asma’ us-sart ‘conditional pronouns’, and refer to time or 
place. They have no syntactic effect on any part of the sentence, unlike the first group. 
Not all grammarians agree on which particles can be classified as conditional ones. This 
is mentioned under the particular particle, where disagreement occurs.
3.2.1 7n
Theoretical studies of conditional sentence commonly focus on the particle ’in, which 
grammarians such as Ibn YaTs (1999, p.41) regard as ‘the mother of the conditional 
topic’, following Sibawayh (al-Misaddi, 1985, p.27). Therefore, some grammarians use 
the term ‘in as-sartiyyah’ when they talk about the conditional sentence in general. The 
conditional structure is called by others ’in wa ’axawatuha ‘ ’in and its sisters’, in just 
the same way as kana wa 'axawatuha lkana and its sisters’. The analysis of this particle 
requires more care than the other conditional markers for two reasons:
Firstly, it is claimed that this particle is the only one that has exclusively conditional 
function without any other meaning. Sibawayh (1983, pp.56-63) says:
^ ^  da fal AilllaS ^A (j) (Jdkll
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t i l  ( j l k  p i  j k l i  C J J ^ i  ^  ^ 4 ^  J  t l ^ 9  ( J S j ^ V !  iS
.SI^ jLa-dt
wa za ‘ama al-xalTlu ’anna ’in hiya ’ummu huruf il-jazd ’, fa-sa ’altuhu lima 
qulta dalik? fa-qdla: min qibali ’annl ’am huruf al-jazd ’i qad yatasarrafna 
fa-yakunna istifhdman wa minha md yufdriquhu fa-la yakunu fih il-jaza ’u, wa 
hadihi ‘aid hdlin wahidatin ’abadan Id tufariq ul-mujazati.
Al-Xalil claims that ’in is the mother of the rewarding particles ‘conditional 
particles’. And when I asked him “why did you say that?, he said: it is because 
I see that the conditional particles are sometimes used as interrogative 
particles, and among those goes another part where it is not conditional 
anymore and yet this one remains in one case and does not leave the 
conditional status.
Ibn Ya'Is (1999, v.8, p. 156) makes similar statements on a number of occasions, saying:
wa jam 3anna ’in ’ummu hada al-babi liluzumiha hadd al-ma ‘na wa ‘adami 
xurujiha canhu ’ila gayrihi.
And learn that ’in - is the mother of this section because it is restricted to this 
one meaning and does not carry any other meaning.
Secondly , al-Misaddl (1985, p.28) notes that it is a result of the firist reasonwhere it is 
represented by its dominate existence in conditional structure. He gave an example that 
the conditional structure involving ’in appeal's in the Qur’an in more than 570 examples 
which is about 50% of the total amount of the conditional structures.
It seems that Ibn Ya‘Is follows Sibawayh without stating why. It is demonstrated that 
this particle comes in four different versions (Ar-RummanT, 1987, p.74; Al-Maliql, 
p. 186; Ibn Muqsid, pp.39-40), listed as follows:
A- Conditional particle:
'in is used as a conditional particle followed by the jussive in conditional and main 
clauses. For example:
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wa 'in fudtum ‘udna.
And if you return, we will return, 17:8
B - Particle of negation:
In this case the particle comes in initial position in either a nominal sentence or a verbal 
one. Here it means ‘not’. It is also used as a replacement for ma al-hijdziyyah. ma and 
the particle 'in of negation are usually used in association with 'ilia, but the latter is 
used less often.
1- With a nominal sentence:
4Q;<— {ill ^-dl (jl)
'in il-hukmu 'ilia lillah.
The command is for none but Allah. 12:40
2- With a verbal sentence:
8 8 : ^ j A  V j  W u i >
'in 'uridu ‘ilia /- ’islah 
I only intend to reform. 11 :S8
C - Lightened ’inna:
On other occasions, 'in is used in the Qur’an carrying the meaning of 'inna referred to 
as 'inna al-muxaffafah Tightened 'inna\ particularly in nominalised sentences. This 
term was used by Peled (1992, p. 114) to describe sentences which are preceded by ’inna 
or one of its sisters. He also called this type of particles ‘nominalisers’.
1- With a nominal sentenced
91 \j£ (j)j liiio aIIIj)
tallahi laqad 'ataraka allahu ‘alayna wa 'in kunnd la xati 'in.
By Allah! Allah really did favour you over all of us and we were in 
the wrong!had preferred you above us, and we certainly were wrong.
2:91
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2- With a verbal sentence:
5 6: ciAiL-iall ‘^v^5 u! ^  y
qala tallahi ’in kidta laturdin.
He said: by Allah you were about to put me in ruin. 37:56
It appears that this situation occurs when we do not use the attached pronoun in ’innaka 
‘indeed you’ or ’inna ‘indeed we’.
D - Superfluous particles without meaning:
Finally, the particle ’in comes as an additional particle without semantic meaning or 
effect. It is often used in Arabic poetry - perhaps for reasons of poetic licence in 
different structures preceding ma az-zarfiyyah ‘adverbial m a\ For example:
1 - With ma ’az~zarfiyyah ‘circumstantial mlV introducing a verbal sentence as in 
(‘Abbas, 2000, p.7):
( j S j  s^jaj2) cjkij Cliil k d & \ £jl U
ma ’in ’ataytu bisay’in ’anta takrahahu... ’idan fa-la rafa ‘tu sawti ’ildyadi 
Whenever I do any thing you hate ...hence, I wish I will not be able to raise 
my whip to my hand.
2 - With the ma of negation introducing a nominal sentence:
bam gadanata ma ’in ’antumu dahabun..,wa la sanfun wa lakin ’antum ul- 
xazafu.
O, children of Gadanata you are not as gold... or silver, but you are pottery.
3 - With the relative pronoun ma ‘what’ (Sibawayh, 1983):
yurajjTI-mar 'u ma ’in la yardhu...wa tu ‘ridu duna ’adnah ul-xutubu
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Man is wishing what he doesn’t see...while misfortunes intercept the nearest 
wish to him.
4 - With ma al-masdariyyah ‘ma of originality’:
ma is used preceding verbs where they syntactically form the gerund, while some 
grammarians like to describe it as a nominaliser similar to ’an which precedes verbs 
forming nouns called gerunds, meaning that the particle that turns the verb into a noun 
(El-Dahdah, 1988, p. 174).
cl' Ji ^ '!>£■ 0^1' csk l)] ^  £ 1>J
warj ul-fatd lilxayri ma ’in ra’aytahu ... ‘aid s-sinni xayran layazalu yazTdu. 
And wish the man a good reward by seeing him... increasing his good deeds 
as he grows up.
5 - Following ’aid al-’ibtidd’iyyah ‘the primary ,ald’\
In the following example 'in carries the meaning of qad ‘already’.
\jjhnVj tjl
‘aid ’insaralaylT fa-bittu ka’Tba...‘uhddiru ’an tan’a an-nawa bigaduba.
O, my night already had run, so I spent it in a grief.. .frightened that the house 
will be far away with a touchy lover.
Ibn Ya‘Is (1999) states that the particle ‘in is used only as a conditional particle. 
However, the evidence that we have seen of different uses strengthens the claim of the 
flexibility of this particle in a positive way. As a conditional particle, it is more 
frequently used than the majority of the conditional particles, introducing 572 
conditional sentences out of 1379 cases, representing 42% in the Qur’an.
Grammarians consider a group of particles consisting of pronouns and temporal 
adverbs, such as man, ma, haytumd and matd, as particles of conditional function 
because they carry the meaning of ’in (Ibn Muqsid, 1999, p.39). These particles are 
sometimes preceded by the particle la-, which provides the structure with emphasis and 
confirmation, as in la ‘in ‘indeed if ,  while some Arab grammarians give a more 
complicated relationship between these words, considering this la as lam ul-qasam ‘the 
lam of oaths’.
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Ibn Ya'Ts (1999, v.9, p.22) states that Arab grammarians consider that this la- is a result 
of an oath structure, such as wallahi la- ’in by God i f . He adds that other grammarians 
call it lam us-sart ‘the conditional la- because it is joined to the conditional particle 'in. 
Others call it al-lam ul-muwatti’ah ‘the paving lam’ claiming that it is followed by 
jawab nl-qasam ‘the consequence of the oath5 - paving the way to the result.
Another structure shows ’in combined with the negative particle la. as a suffix and 
expresses suspended and negated condition (Ibn Hisam, 1998, pp.22-75), for example: 
‘ilia tansuruhu fa- qad nasarah ullah ‘if you don’t help him, Allah has already helped 
him’.
The particle ’in, when preceded by md and joined with it, is considered by some 
grammarians as a superfluous particle (ibid. p.61). Some interpreters, such as al- 
Baydawi (1999, p.222), consider md as an emphatic particle when it is joined with the 
conditional ’in (m d’in). On the other hand, ’Al-MisaddI and others treat ’in together 
with md as a new compound. We find this conclusion logical, because in this case the 
particle ’in with md has a new meaning. Therefore, we will include ’in+ma ( ’imma) as 
an independent conditional particle later in this chapter.
Ibn YaTs (1999, v.7, pp.41-42) adds that the Arab grammarians agreed on a basic 
concept with respect to their syntactic function of this particle. They agreed that ’in is an 
effective particle which influences the first part of the conditional sentence (protasis). 
However, at the same time, they did not agree about its syntactic relation with the 
second part of the sentence (apodosis). Most of them considered ’in as ‘amil ‘agent’ 
which influences the apodosis directly, while others suggested that it influences the 
apodosis indirectly through the protasis. In this view the apodosis falls under the 
influence of both the particle and the protasis together.
3.2.1.1 Typological classification
The typological classification of conditionals used in the thesis is based on the two 
types of clause which form the conditional structure: the protasis and the apodosis. The 
most important characteristic in this classification is the extent of the coherence between 
the two parts. In other words, we look at the types of the protasis and apodosis in 
relation to the types of words which can introduce them, i.e. nouns or verbs producing 
nominal or verbal sentences. In addition, a third type of structure occurs when a
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conditional sentence starts with protasis followed by an apodosis then another protasis 
that shares the first one in its apodosis. This type is called by al-Misaddl (1985, p.35) 
talazumiyyah. It will be called in this work a ‘double protasis sentence’
Some grammarians believe that in the structure of the ‘double protasis sentence’ the 
apodosis of the second protasis is omitted because the first apodosis carries the same 
meaning and implication as the second apodosis. Here, the agreement between the two 
clauses of the conditional sentence in having either a verbal or a nominal clause is the 
dominating factor. It is noticeable that the types of words that are used to introduce the 
two clauses of this type of the conditional sentence, i.e. verbs in different tenses or 
nouns, agree with each other. In other words, if we start the protasis clause with a verb 
in the past, then we will have past also in the apodosis clause. This phenomenon appears 
in the Qur’an in 320 cases out of 572 in the conditional sentences involving ‘in, 
representing 55.97%. They occur with non-agreement in 252 cases, representing 44%.
The typological classification is presented below under the following two structures:
A - Two clause agreement structure
If we examine the content of this agreement, we find a lack of balance in the use of two 
verbal sentences forming the parts of the conditional sentence and the sentences which 
are nominal in the same structure. This two-verb agreement type is confined to 244 
sentences, while the percentage of the two types (agreement in verbs and agreement in 
nouns) appeal's as 76.25% and 23.75% in the Qur’anic text.
To discuss the agreement between the verbs which introduce the two parts of the 
conditional sentence and to have a more comprehensive view, we have to look at the 
other main variations represented in the three different types of verbal forms: present, 
past and imperative. By considering this variety and examining the use of the two verbs 
in the conditional sentence, the Qur’anic text shows a clear harmony between the two 
verbs included in the conditional sentence. The following section illustrates the different 
occurrences of tense in the two parts of the sentence. It will be followed also by the 
sentences which involve clauses consisting of nominal sentences as conditional clauses.
1 - Past - Past (24)
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In the Qur’an, the tense of the two verbs of the sentence agrees in 113 cases, and 
disagrees in 131 cases. Agreement with past tense was substantially less frequent (only 
24 times) than agreement with present tenses which is 89 times:
^  Jdialp, La (JILu ijia l* .
Fa-’in ’dmanu bi mitli ma ’amantum bihi fa-qad ihtadaw
So if they believe in what you believe, they are indeed on the right path. 2:137
2 - Present - Present (89)
The two verbs appeared as present tenses in 89 cases:
4 2:60 jU 1I I k i j j l i a j  L>AA-* uljfi
wa ’in tu ‘rid ‘anhum fa-lan yadirruka say ’an.
And if you decline, they will not harm you. 5:42
On the other hand, variation in tense between the two parts of the conditional sentence 
appeared in four different forms:
3 - Past - Present (67)
69 :i— 1^ Lsrjji^ .3 >»
qala satajidum ’insa'a allahu sabiran.
You will find me, if Allah wills, patient. 18:69
4 - Present - Past (17)
'in yamsaskum qarhun, fa-qad mass al-qawma qarhun mitluhu.
If a wound has touched you, be sure a similar wound has touched the others. 
3:140
5 - Past (protasis) - Imperative (apodosis) (41)
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99: l a ‘'■Hi pG jl j I j J k j l ^
udxulumisra ’in sa’actllahu ’aminh...
Enter Egypt, if Allah will, in safety. 12:99
6 - Present - Imperative (6)
41; e-Luiill (fljjJik.ll ejJji 1^ jl
wa ’in lam tu ’tawhufa-hdaru...
And if you are not given it, be aware. 5:41
If we look at the nominal type of conditional sentence where the two parts agree with 
each other in being nominal clauses, we find that the first part, the apodosis, is preceded 
by kdna in general, as in the following example:
7 - Nominal involving kdna - Nominal involving ’inna (74)
The normal nominative sentence does not appear except on two occasions out of 76.
2 9 :^ 1  4} I j kf  j” v T '  •ic'f 4-111 u l3 j lS l t j  ^ J j ju i j j  Alll j 3 j j  j ) j ^
wa 'in kuntunna turidna allaha wa rasulahu wad-dar al-’axirata, fa-'inna
alldha a ‘adda lil-muhsindti minkunna ’ajran ‘aztma.
But, if you (all) seek Allah and his messenger, and the home of the Hereafter, 
verily Allah has prepared for the well-doers among you a great reward. 33:29
8 - Nominal - Nominal (2)
1 2 8 :A ju i i l l  l«v.\kaJ Ix ^ V Ir  L ia l jE .1  j t  1 j j 2 l j  Q A  C‘,^ A  o l j x l  j f
wa ‘in imra’atun xafat min ba'lihd nusiizan ’aw ’i'radan , fa-la junaha 
‘alayhimd ’an yusliha baynahuma sulhan.
And if a wife fears cruelty or desertion on her husband's part, there is no 
blame on them, if they arrange an amicable settlement among themselves. 
4:128
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For this type of sentence where the two parts are in nominal agreement, the percentage 
appears to be the opposite, since the normal cases without kdna amount to 64 out of 76, 
whilst nominal cases used with kana in the first part made up only 12 out of 76.
B -  Two-clause non-agreement structure
This term is a translation of the Arabic term ittijaq at-tarafayn and ixtildf at-tarafayn 
‘agreement between the two parts’ and ‘non-agreement between the two parts’ of the 
conditional structure. It shows the agreement between the verbs and their tenses or the 
verbs and nouns. There are 252 cases of non-agreement between the two parts of the 
conditional sentences in the Qur’an. These can be divided into five types:
1 - Past- Nominal (72)
Verbal-Nominal sentences amounted to 126 out of 252 cases, the dominant type where 
being the protasis is represented by past tense in 72 cases out of 126, as in the following 
example:
11 ^  filial I Ijjlp j  ejlltall IjAaij IjjIj
fa- ’in tabii. wa ’aqamu ns-salata wa ’ataw iz-zakdta, fa- ‘ixwdnukum fid-din. 
But (even) so, if they repent and establish regular prayers and pay 
Zakat, then they are your brothers in faith. 9:11
Other conditional sentences contain the present tense and occur 54 times.
2 - Present - Nominal (54)
167:*'
la ’in lam tantahi yd lutu, la-takunanna min al-muxrajm.
If you do not desist, O Lut, you will surely, be cast out. 26:167
It also appears as a nominal sentence involving kdna or ’inna (see 26:167 and 63:126).
3 - Nominal - Verbal (2)
The protasis of the conditional sentence as-sart occurs rarely as a nominal sentence and 
occurred only in 2 out of 91 cases, as in the following example:
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^a11| .^AuJ <^ 1^ . u^ ljLajijuil (JjSjlSwJl (_[>« Jlkt tjij^
wa ’in ’ahadun min al-musrikin istajaraka, fa- ’ajirhu hatta yasma ‘a kalama 
allah
If one amongst the pagan asks you for asylum, so grant it to him so that he will 
hear the words of Allah.9:6.
4 - Nominal involving kdna -Verbal (89)
[jl <111 (jji (ji 1 Jfr l^J <li* Lslc- UlN Ulj^
2 3 :»  j* 4 ' 4  u A A -a
wa 'in kuntum f i  raybin mimmd 'anzalna ‘aid fabdina fa- ‘atu bisiiratin 
min mitlihi wad'au suhada’akum min dunilldhi 'in kuntum sadiqin.
And if you are in doubt as to what we have revealed to our servant, then 
produce a Surah like it and call your witnesses a side from Allah, if you are 
truthful. 2:23
The previous section examined variation in the first part of the conditional sentence. 
The next section will examine variation according to the tense of the verb in the second 
part of the conditional sentence, as in the following:
4.a - Past (apodosis) - Nominal involving kana (protasis) (10)
11 <-)! u! ^1
qad bayyanna lakum il- ’aydti ’in kuntum ta ‘qilun .
We have made plain to you the signs, if you have wisdom. 3:118
4.b - Nominal involving kana - Present (17)
65:JliiSM 1 ^  i f i  oJj)
wa ’in yakun minkum mi ’atunyaglibu ’alfan.
And if there are a hundred amongst you, they will vanquish a thousand. 8:65
4.c - Nominal - Imperative (64)
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ikljlkujjl ( f  Aki (jjj}>
wa ’in ahadun min al-musrikm astajaraka, fa- ’ajirhu.
If one amongst the pagans asks you for asylum, grant it to him. 9:6
5 - Double protasis sentence (19)
A - Past - Present - Past (6)
In this type, the verb of the protasis clause is in the past tense, as in the following 
example:
28: u! jy» ^  ^  i-sjLii
wa ‘in xiftum ’aylatan fa-sawfa yugmkum ulldhu min facllihi ‘in sa ’
And if you fear poverty Allah will enrich you out of his grace, if he 
wills. 9:28
B- Present - Present - Nominal involving kdna (1)
18: jhli ^ Aju L)ka4 d \ <^1 £Aj (jl j y
wa ’in tud'a mutqalatun ’ila hamlihd, Id yuhmalu minhu say'un wa law kdna 
da qurbd.
If a heavily laden soul should cry for help, none of it load will be earned, not 
even by a close relative. 35:18
C - Nominal involving kdna - Imperative - Nominal involving kdna (12)
This type appears in all its cases sharing the existence of kdna as an introducer of the 
protasis clause in 12 cases.
Y'O i  ^ 1 (jASlI ijjA Akallk aJLH ajc- jIaII ^1 culU 
’in kdnat lakum ud-dar ul- ’axiratu ‘inda allahi xalisatan min dun in-ndsi, fa- 
tamannaw il-mawta ’in kuntum sddiqin.
If the last home with Allah be for you specially, and not for anyone else, then 
wish for death if you are sincere. 2:94
6 -Nominal involving kdna (Truncated sentence) (16)
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All examples of this type occur with the protasis as a nominal sentence involving kana 
and an omitted apodosis.
15-11 Qj. ^at jl (jlS (jl Clupjt^
'ara ’ayta ’in kdna ‘ala l-hudd, ’aw ’amara bit-taqwd, ’ara ’ayta ’in kaddaba 
wa tawalld, ’alam ya ‘lam bi ’anna allaha yard.
Have you seen if he is on the guidance? Or enjoins Taqwa ‘piety5? Have you 
seen if he denies and turns away? Is he then unaware that Allah sees? 96:11 -15
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Table 1: Typological classification o f  conditional sentences involving ’in showing numbers o f
occurrences in the Qur ’an
Word type Protasis Apodosis
Past Past 24 113 244
Verbal - Verbal Present Present 89
Past Present 67 131
Present Past 17 320
Past Imperative 41
Present Imperative 6
Nominal - Nominal Nominal
involving
kdna
Nominal 
involving 
’inna
74 76 76
Nominal Nominal 2
Verbal -  Nominal Past Nominal 72 126 217
Present Nominal 54
Nominal -  Verbal Nominal Past verb 10 91
Nominal Present verb 17
Nominal Imperative 64
233Truncated sentence Nominal
involving
kdna
No apodosis 16 16 16
553
Table 2: Typological classification o f  double protasis conditional sentences involving ’in
Protasis Apodosis Protasis
Past Present Past 6
Double Present Present Nominal 1
protasis involving kdna 19
sentence Nominal
involving
kdna
Imperative Nominal 
involving kana
12
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3.2.1.2 Order of elements of conditional sentences involving ’in
From the above, we see that conditional sentences involving ’in amount to 572 
occurrences out of 1379 in the Qur’an. It is seen also that those sentences vary in the 
order and structure of the two parts of the conditional sentences in four different 
patterns as follows:
A - Regular structure
The regular structure is that which starts with a conditional particle, followed by the 
conditional clause as-sart ‘the protasis’ and the following clause al-jawab ‘the 
apodosis’ -  this being the most frequent structure. This structure occurred involving ’in 
in the selected Qur’anic text in 406 sentences out of 572. More specifically, by looking 
at the features of each structure related to each part of the clause, we can reduce this to a 
list of 12 different types of word orders.
1 - Nominal - Nominal (31)
1 2 9 :  ^ L j a l j i l  j t  t j j l i j  q *  ci i s l A St j Ul  ( j l  y
wa ’in imra'atun xdfat min ba ‘lihci nusuzan ’aw 'i‘rddan, fa-1 a junaha 
‘alayhimd ’an yusliha baynahuma sulhan.
And if a woman fears cruelty or desertion on her husband’s part, there is no 
blame on them if they arrange an amicable settlement between themselves. 
4:129
2 - Verbal - Nominal involving kdna / ’inna (110)
la ’in lam iantahi yd lutu la-takunanna mina al-mnxrajin.
If you do not desist, O Lut, you will surely be cast out. 26:167
3 - Nominal involving kdna / ’inna - Verbal (33)
27:i—suuijj (jji jk j  tiujSa qa cia (jlS
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wa ‘in kana qamlsahu qudda min duburin fa-kadabat wa huwa mina as- 
sadiqin.
But if his shirt is torn from the back, then, she is a liar and he is telling 
the truth. 12:27
4 - Verbal - Verbal
4.1 - Past - Imperative (38)
40:cJt^ Sfl A lj-dfrts AA oh}
wa ’in tawallaw, fa- ‘lamu ’anna alldha mawldkum.
But if they pay no heed, be sure that Allah is your protector. 8:40
4.2 - Present - Past (16)
57: s t^-dl 4 cjjtL 12a (Jksj Jd (j)j }
wa ’in lam ta f‘al fa-md ballagta risalatahu.
If you do not do so, you have not fulfilled his mission. 5:67
4.3 - Past - Past (21)
137: 12 lj2*l o
fa- ’in ’amanu bimitli md ’dmantum bihi fa-qad ihtadaw.
So if they believe in similar to what you believe in, they are indeed on 
the right path. 2:137
4.4 - Past - Present (47)
230: Sjisdl
Fa- ’in tallaqahd fa-la tahillu lahu min ba ‘du hatta tankiha zawjan gayrahu.
So if he divorces her, he cannot after that re-marry her until after she has
married another husband. 2:230
4.5 - Present - Present (89)
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wa ’in tu ‘rid ‘anhum fa-tan yadurruka say ’an.
And if you decline, they will not harm you. 5:42
5 - Double protasis sentence (13)
5.1 - Nominal involving kdna - Imperative - Nominal involving kdna (1)
94:8jfull fj\ ciijjall (jjjUll j j i  ^  <111 jje. ^  ciulS (jl^
’in kanat lakum ud-ddr ul-’dxiratu 'inda allahi xalisatan min duni in-nasi, fa- 
tamannaw l-mawta ’in kuntum sadiqin.
If the last home with Allah, be for you especially and not for any one else, then 
seek the death if you are sincere. 2:94
5.2 - Past - Nominal - Past (6)
230:‘A>^ Uuij (j! lHa (jl liktjll j^f Leslie. \gslla jU>
fa- ’in tallaqahd fa-la jundha ‘alayhimd ’an yatardja ‘a 'in zanna ’an yuqlma 
hududa allah.
So if he (the other husband) divorces her, so no blame on both of them to re­
unite if they feel that they will keep the rules of Allah. 2:230
5.3 - Present - Present - Nominal involving kdna (6)
wa ’in tud‘a mutqalatun ‘ild hamlihd la yuhmalu minhu shay’un wa law kdna 
da qurbd.
If a heavily laden soul should cry for help, none of it load will be carried, not 
even by a close relative. 35:18
B - Reversed structure
This structure appeal's when the two clauses of the conditional sentences come in 
reversed positions, that is, when the apodosis clause comes before the conditional 
particle and the protasis. Grammarians disagree about the status of these examples 
because some suggest that this structure does not include an apodosis. They claim that 
the sentence before the particle and the protasis carries an implication which enables the 
reader from predict the apodosis, and it cannot be the apodosis itself which is used in
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that position. Here we follow those grammarians who say that the sentence that 
precedes the conditional particle is a fronted apodosis.
In the Qur’an there are 140 conditional sentences which come in reversed word order 
out of 572 sentences involving the particle ‘in. They include the following different 
types of sentences:
1 - Nominal (apodosis) - Nominal involving kdna (protasis) (45)
139:u!j u i  
wa ’antum ul ’a ‘lawn ’in kuntum mu'mimn 
and you will be triumphant if you are indeed believers. 3:139
2 - Nominal (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (11)
21 ^,.,4 (jl ^
’amman hada al-ladi yarzuqukum ’in ’amsaka rizqahu 
Who can provide for you if He withholds His provision? 67:21
3 - Imperative (apodosis) - Nominal involving kdna (protasis) 58
23 Oi u j*1
wad'u suhada’akum min dun illdhi ’in kuntum sadiqh .
And call your witnesses or helpers if there are any besides Allah, if you are 
truthful. 2:23
4 - Imperative (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (2)
fa-dakkir ’in nafa ’at ad-dikrd.
Therefore give admonition if the admonition may profit. 87:9
5 - Past (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (3)
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jC'Vl ^  Ijtic. LiS aAII (jlc. UjjSI
qad iftarayna (ala allahi kadiban ’in ‘udnafi millatikum 
We should indeed forge a lie against Allah, if we returned to your 
religion. 7:89
6 - Present (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (17)
34:A_jA [jl £iojt IjJ ^>1^ ' Vj>
walci yanfa ’ukum nushi ’in ’aradtu ’an ’ansaha lakum .
And my advice will not benefit you, if I desire to give you advice. 11:34
7 - Nominal (apodosis) - Double protasis sentence (4)
(^ 1 Jaiii [3! 1 j3 (J^ Cjj^l li) ^
t  0 6 : " ® ^ ^ !  ( j l  ^ i l L j  { j L u a i j a  i s ! } C L t f a l l  A )  q a  f a g j j j j j k j  4_ l U ^ o
‘ida hadara ’ahadakum ul-mawtu hina al-wasiyyati 'itnani dawa ‘adlin 
minkum ’aw ’axardni min gayrikum ’in ’antum darabtum fi l- ’ardi fa- 
'asdbatkum musTbat ul-mawti tahbisunahuma min ba ‘di is-salati fa-yuqsimani 
billdhi ’in irtabtum.
When death approaches any of you, take two witnesses among yourselves 
when making bequest, or two others from outside if you are journeying 
through the earth and the chance of death befalls you. Thus if you doubt their 
truth detain them both after prayer so they both swear by Allah. 5:106
It is clear that the above verse as a sentence is a very complicated one as regards its 
structure. Here we have more than one conditional particle and more than one sentence. 
This kind of sentence will be treated in detail when we come to talk about common 
conditional structures in Chapter V.
C - Interrupted structure
In this structure, the protasis and the apodosis are overlapping with each other. Here we 
find the particle and the protasis breaking the structure of the apodosis, which leads to a 
new structure and word order.
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If we examine the Qur’an, we find ten different sub-types of the interrupted order. Only 
one of each type is found out of the 572 sentences showing ’in.
1 - Nominal involving kana I ’inna (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (5)
1 5 :^ 1  >
qul, ’inm ’axafu ’in 'asaytu rabbi ‘adaba yawmin ‘azjm
Say; Indeed, I fear, if I disobey my lord, a chastisement of a great day. 6-15
2 - Imperative (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (1)
Bjuijj frlliu (j)
udxulu misra ’in sa3a allahu ’amimn.
Enter Egypt, if Allah wills, safe. 12:99
In this case the sentence can be rewritten as ‘Enter Egypt -  you are safe, if Allah wills’.
3 - Present (protasis) - Past (apodosis) (1)
22:-iAa-<i IjiixiSj (jlajVl (ji (jt f&SjJ cjl fdluiC.
fa-hal ‘as ay turn ’in taw allay turn ’an tufsidu fil- ’ardi wa tuqatti ‘u ’arhamakum. 
If you turn away now, could it be that you will go on to spread corruption all 
over the land and break your ties of kinship. 47:22
In the above example, ‘asaytum is the second masculine form of ‘asa ‘to be expected’. 
The line between it and its following subordinate sentence beginning with ’an tufsidu is 
broken by the protasis preceded by ’in (Al-Misaddi, 1985, p.40).
4 - Past (protasis) - Present (apodosis) (3)
69;i-i$£Jl *dll pUi (jl
satajidum ’in sa ‘a allahu sabiran.
You will find me, if Allah wills, truly patient. 18:69
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D - Truncated conditional sentence emuxtazalah'>
In this structure, the conditional sentence consists of the conditional particle and the 
protasis without any apodosis. This is a translated expression referring to a conditional 
sentence that built on the conditional particle and the protasis without an apodosis, 
which called by al-Misaddi (ibid. p.40) al-jumlah as-sartiyyah al-muxtazalah. This 
happens for reasons of poetic licence or for the purpose of eloquence. The structure 
appears clearly in Arabic poetry and literature when the poet has no choice but to drop 
the apodosis and leaves it to the context. Of this type, 16 conditional sentences were 
found in the Qur’an out of 572 conditional sentences involving ’in.
When treating this type of sentence according to the position of the elements which 
form the conditional structure, this process is referred to as ‘ellipsis’, where one or more 
elements are missing but the conditional implication is retained. In elliptic structure, this 
truncated sentence is the one where the apodosis is omitted.
Crystal (1987, p. 107) defines ellipsis as a term used in grammatical analysis to refer to a 
sentence where, for reasons of economy, emphasis or style, a part of the structure has 
been omitted which is recoverable from a scrutiny of the context. The following is an 
example:
34:A?* j * ^
'in kdna allahu yuridu ’an yugwiyakum, huwa rabbukum wa ’ilayhi turja ‘un. 
If Allah wishes to leave you to your delusions: He is your Lord And to Him 
you will be returned. 11:34
In the above example there is no overt linking element between the two parts of the 
sentence so that it can be considered as exhibiting a semantic connection. According to 
the context and interpretation, the apodosis can be understood as: fa-sayugwlkum ‘so He 
will lead you astray’.
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Table 3: Order o f  elements o f  conditional sentences involving ’in
T ype o f  clause R egular
structure
R everse
structure
Interrupted
structure
T runcated
structure
T otal
P rotasis A podosis
N om inal Nom inal 31 45 0 0 76
Verbal N om inal 110 11 5 0 126
N om inal Verbal 33 58 0 0 91
Verbal/
Present
Verbal /  
Imperative
6 0 0 0 6
Verbal/
Past
Verbal
Imperative
38 2 1 0 41
Verbal/
Present
V erbal/ Past 16 0 1 0 17
Verbal/
Past
Verbal/ Past 21 3 0 0 24
Verbal/
past
Verbal/
Present
47 17 3 0 67
Verbal /  
Present
Verbal/
Present
89 0 0 0 89
Nom inal Double
protasis
sentence
8 4 0 0 12
Verbal/
Past
D. Pro. Snt.
*
6 0 0 0 6
Verbal/
Present
D. Pro. Snt. 1 0 0 0 1
Protasis
only
0 0 0 16 16
406 140 10 16 572
* D ouble protasis sentence
3.2.1.3 Methods of connection
Conditional sentences are characterised by different methods of connecting protasis 
with apodosis. This section of the thesis will only cover the sentences showing the 
regular word order, in other words, the use of the conditional particle followed by 
protasis and then apodosis. This is because the order of the elements cannot be disturbed 
until their interconnecting features have been disturbed - that is, in response to 
contextual requirements. This section covers only 406 cases out of the 572 ’in
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conditional clauses. The methods of connection have included particles such as fa-, la-, 
‘ida, tamma and ‘idan.
A - Covert connection
This includes all cases where there is no perceptible verbal connector between the 
protasis and apodosis. Here it seems that the strength of the semantic bond in these 
structures causes the language to have no requirement for showing the two parts of the 
clause in an overt grammatical structure. Covert connection occurs in 170 clauses out of 
406. Nevertheless, the cases of this type of connection are multifarious according to the 
characteristics of the structures of the protasis and apodosis, as follows:
1- Verbal - Nominal (21)
1 2 0 : * j j y i  4 c >  tlfea d l l  Us dle.Ua.
wa la- ‘in ittaba (ta ‘ahwa ‘ahum min ba ‘d illadT jd  ‘aka min al- ‘ilmi, md laka 
mina alldhi min waliyyin wala nasir.
And if you were to follow their desires after the knowledge that has come to 
you, you would find no one to protect you from Allah or help you. 2:120
2 - Nominal involving kdna - Verbal (15)
47 4 ^  3^  u}^
wa ‘in kdna mitqala habbatin min xardalin ‘ataynd biha.
And if there be a weight of a mustard seed, We will bring it. 21:47
3 - Past - Past (3)
^4;Sjjhll 'ff 1 jkii Uj <UiT i C ^ J >  
wa la ‘in atayta al-ladina ‘iitu I- kitdba bikulli ‘dyatin md tabi ‘u qiblataka.
And if you brought the people of the book all signs, they would not follow 
your Qibla ‘way\ 2:145
4 - Present - Present (33)
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’in tajtanibu kaba ’ira ma tunhawna (anhu, nukaffir 'ankum sayyi ’atikum.
If you avoid the most heinous of the things which you are forbidden to do, We 
shall remit your evil deeds. 4:31
5 - Double protasis sentence (3)
5.1 - Nominal involving kana - Present - Nominal involving kana (1)
fa-lawla ’in kuntum gayra madinln, tarji ’unahd ’in kuntum sadiqin.
Then if you are exempted from account, why do you not call it (the soul) back, 
if you are true. 56:86-87
5.2 - Verbal - Nominal - Nominal involving kdna (2)
’in ‘atdkum eadab ullahi ’aw ’atatkum us-sa'atu, ’agayra alldhi tadTina ’in 
kuntum sadiqin.
If there come upon you the punishment of Allah, or the Hour, would you then 
call upon other than Allah!, If you are truthful. 6:40
B - Overt connection
An overt connection is shown in 236 clauses out of the 406 conditional clauses 
preceded by ’in in the Qur’an. There are three verbal elements:
B1 - Connection with fa- (224)
This kind of connection is a structure where the fa- comes as an introducer for the 
apodosis. Az-Zamaxsari (1947) insists that the fa- is necessary to introduce the apodosis 
in the conditional sentences involving ’in. This type will also be described in more 
detail in Chapter V, ‘Most common conditional structures in classical Arabic’.
1 - Nominal involving kdna - Nominal (29)
87- 86:^31^1 (j} ((jjiijua j!ic
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2 8 0 ub^ 
wa ’in kanadu 'usratin fa-naziratun ’ild maysaratin.
And if he (the debtor) is in difficulty, then grant him time. 2:280
2 - Verbal - Nominal involving kana /  'inna (78)
1 3 7 : ® Ob)
wa 'in tawallaw fa- ’innama hum f t  siqdq .
But if they turn backs, then it is they who are in schism. 2:137
3 - Nominal involving kdna - Imperative (1)
39:cjX-o>dl liS jdi] (jlii ub^
fa  ’in kdna lakum kaydun fa- kidun.
Now, if you have a trick (a plot), then use it against me. 77:39
4 - Present - Imperative (6)
279 ljbls ob^
fa  'in lam tafalu fa- ’danii bih arbin mina allahi wa rasulihi,
If you do not do it, then be informed of a war from Allah and his Messenger. 
2:279
5 - Past - Imperative (38)
40:<JijVl ^  ljljj ub)
wa 'in tawallaw, fa- ‘lamii ’anna alldha mawlakum.
If they pay no heed, be sure that Allah is your protector. 8:40
6 - Present - Past (15)
67:®^kdl (AjIHoj ClAh 12S (Jkii j b )
wa ’in lam tafalfa-ma ballagta risalatahu.
And if you do not, then you will not have communicated His message. 5:67
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7 - Past - Past (11)
57;-ijA Co Jua 1j5jj
fa- ’in tawallaw fa-qad ’ablagtuknm md 'ursiltu bihi ’ilaykum.
So if they turn away, then say, CI have conveyed the message with which I was 
sent to you. 11:57
8 - Past - Present (14)
230:'<Uhl' Co p
fa- ’in tallaqaha fold tahillu lahu min ba ‘du hatta tankiha zawjan gayrahu.
So if he divorces her, then she will not be permissible for him, until she has 
married another husband. 2:230
9 - Present - Present (3)
57:L_i$£Jl iJl uij)
wa ’in tad ’uhum ’ild al-huda fa-lan yahtadu ’ithan ’abada.
And if you call them to the guidance, so they will never then accept guidance. 
18:57
10 - Nominal - Truncated conditional sentence (7)
gA a\ »\l L « L j i  jl I a a j  j m  (jt C L l x l a l u i !  (jla (jlS (jf
3 5 :^ 1
wa ’in kdna kabura ‘alayka ’i 'raduhum, fa- ’in istata ‘ta ’an tabtagiya nafaqan 
fil- ’ardi ’aw snllaman fis- samd ’i, fa-ta ’tihim bihi.
If you you find rejection by the disbeliver so hard to bear, then seek a tunnel 
into the ground or a ladder into the sky, if you can, and bring them a sign. 6:35
This verse contains two conditional particles as well as two protasis clauses, but no 
apodosis clause is following them. The second protasis is a part of what we call the 
Truncated sentence5. However, the truncated conditional sentence represents the 
apodosis of the first protasis.
11 - Double protasis sentences (Verbal - Nominal - Verbal) (5)
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230:*j*4t Cfdll Ol u^  ul^
fa- 'in tallaqaha fa-ld junaha ‘alayhima 'an yatardja ‘a 'in zanna 'an yuqima 
hududa allah
If that one divorces her, there will be no blame if she and the first husband 
return to one another, provided they feel that they can keep within the bounds 
set by Allah. 2:230
B2 - Connection with ’ idd
This type of connection has occurred in one example. Here, the protasis is a verbal 
clause and the apodosis clause is a nominal sentence.
1 - Present - Nominal (1)
C^ujA’ih.! ^  Cliais 12j A.uIm
wa 'in tusibhum sayyi'atun bima qaddamat 'aydihim 'ida hum yaqnatun.
And if some evil affects them because of what their hands have done, behold, 
they are in despair. 30:36
B3 - Comiection with la- (11)
Connecting the two clauses of the conditional sentence with the emphatic particle la- 
occurs 11 times out of the 406 conditional sentences involving 'in and also in one 
typical verbal - nominal clause structure (Al-MisaddI, 1985, p.45).
1 - Verbal - Nominal involving kdna (11)
167>^ j*2iSl (ja -Ljl Alii -J 0^
la ’in lam tantahiya lut, la-takunanna min 1-mnxrajTn.
Surely, if you do not cease what you do, O Lut, you will surely be cast out. 
26:167
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Table 4: Table showing the methods o f  connection o f  the two clauses o f  the conditional sentence
involving ‘in
Types of Clauses Covert
Connection
Overt Connection Total
Protasis Apodosis fa - *ida la-
Nominal Nominal 2 29 0 0 31
Verbal Nominal 21 78 0 11 110
Nominal Verbal 15 18 0 0 33
Present Imperative 0 6 0 0 6
Past Imperative 0 38 0 0 38
Present Past 1 15 0 0 16
Past Past 10 11 0 0 21
Past Present 33 14 0 0 47
Present Present 85 3 1 0 89
Double protasis sentence 
(Verbal - N om inal - Verbal)
1 7 0 0 8
2 5 0 0 7
406
3.2.2 man
As a conditional particle, Ibn YaTs (1999, v.4, pp.11-13) states that man is classified by 
grammarians as a noun. It is masculine singular in form, but can be used with all 
persons and with all numbers and gender characteristics, including singular, dual, plural, 
masculine or feminine. According to Ibn Hisam (1998, p.327), man is used in different 
contexts where it can be a relative pronoun or interrogative pronoun. It can also serve as 
a conditional particle meaning ‘whoever’.
In conditional sentences, man is used in the Qur’an 282 times out of 1379 different 
conditional clauses with various particles (20.44%). There are a number of questions 
which were raised in the early days of Arabic grammar by Ibn Hisam, in which he 
discussed many points with the grammarian TaqyyuddTn ’ AbT al-Hasan as-Subkl.
Ibn Hisam (1987, p.35) notes that as-Safi‘1 states that all grammarians agree that man is 
a noun while ’in is a particle. They do not replace each other, so how, they asked, can 
two words be different in word class but carry the same concept? Ibn Hisam responds to
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this question by saying that the two words are not the same, and there is no synonymity 
between them, and furthermore ’in indicates only one meaning, namely the condition. 
This is because it links the cause with the result. It also lends an implied meaning to 
other words, but does not have a meaning by itself. Therefore, it is considered a particle. 
However, as we mentioned above, ‘in is used in the Qur’an with the meaning of the 
negative, and when accompanied by ’ilia ‘but’ together they produce the meaning of 
‘only’ or ‘nothing but’. For example:
25:uj-k ^ '  likj Vi
'in huwa 'ilia rajulun bihi jinnatun.
He is only a man in whom is madness. 23:25
On the other hand, conditional man implies two different meanings. One of them has a 
human reference and has the form of a noun because it carries a meaning by itself, as if 
we were to say ‘person’ or ‘man’. This is the original meaning. The second meaning is 
the one we explained -  a new meaning produced when it carries the meaning of the 
conditional ’in. For this reason, many grammarians say that the conditional pronouns 
are indeclinable and have no case endings (mabniyyah), because they have the function 
of particles. In addition, they explain that it is not necessary when they have the 
function of particles to be particles themselves. They justify this by saying that the 
particle indicates a meaning in combination with other words but indicates nothing by 
itself.
Ibn Hisam comments on the claim of some grammarians that a particle is a word which 
indicates meaning by saying that what they suggest is not a complete statement 
(definition). He finds it better to follow al-JazzulI, who defined the particle by saying: 
"it is a ‘word’ that carries meaning in combination with other words only". Therefore, 
we can say that there are two types of pronouns: one which indicates a meaning by itself 
such as ‘he’, ‘she’ and ‘we’, and a second which indicates a meaning in combination 
with other words.
Ibn Hisam cites as-SubkT’s articulation of the Hanafiyyah (scholars who follow ’imam 
’Abu Hanlfa’s Islamic doctrine) point of view on this topic. According to As-SubkT, the 
Hanafiyyah believe that the ma ’mum is not required to read al-fatiha (the first surah of
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the Qur'an, which Muslims should read in each raq 'ah ‘bowing in prayer’) when they 
interpreted the hadit by the Prophet saying:
man kdna lahu ’imdmun fa-qira’at ul-cimami lahu qira’ah.
“who has an ’imam ‘prayer leader’ (reciting the Qur’an in group prayer), thus, 
the recitation of the ’imam is a recitation for him (the ’imam)".
Regarding this, Ibn Hisam notes that it is clear to any Arabic reader that the pronoun in 
lahu ‘for him’ refers to the ’imam ‘the prayer leader’, not to man ‘who’, which is the 
m a’mum ‘the one who prays behind the prayer leader’ (Ibn Hisam, 1987, p.35). This 
case results in the understanding that anyone who prays behind the ’imctm is required to 
recite al-Fatiha because the ’imam's reciting is only for the ’imam himself, not for both 
of them. This interpretation by al-Hanafiyyah and according to Ibn Hisam is not correct, 
and it will not be a grammatical sentence if we accept this interpretation. He says that it 
is clear for the reader because the attached pronoun in lahu ‘for him’ does not refer to 
the particle man ‘who’, and the apodosis should not have a pronoun representing the 
predicate of the subject.
Ibn Hisam has commented on this by confirming that the predicate of the conditional 
particle is the protasis not the apodosis. He believes that the presence of the apodosis 
should be beneficial and provide useful information. Therefore, he explains this 
misunderstanding, which he calls an ‘illusion’, by saying that the benefit in the 
conditional sentences is based on the apodosis in relation to a structural link, not on the 
part of the predicate function. Therefore, man here is a pronoun in subject position 
carrying a conditional meaning.
Ibn Hisam (Al-Mubarak, 1987, p.36) continues his explanation by choosing the 
following example:
tilljS (O'4) ^7i/nCic. 4 ^
U a  I jx S  t t _ j l l i l i i  t j l c '  J a jju il l  {_si*-<s (jV> >1 Ijd a  cAjuUcj ^  ^  I^A j  ( J i l i '  ( j ^ ' s  »~>i
fa- ’Ida qila: man yaqum ’aqum ma ‘ahu, kdna (man yaqum) ma ’a qat' in- 
nazari ‘amma dumminathu (man) min ma'na as-sarti bimanzilati qawlika:
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saxsun ‘aqilun yaqum. wa hada la sakka fi  tamdmihi, fa-lamma dummina 
ma ‘na as-sarti tawaqqafa ma ‘nahu (ald dalika al-jawab, fa- min huna j a J an- 
naqsu la min jihat al-ma ‘na al- ’isnadT”.
If it is said ‘anyone stands up, I stand up with him’, it shows that man yaqum, 
despite the implied conditional meaning of man, is like saying ca rational 
person who stands up’, and this is complete and enough information with no 
doubts. So, when it includes the conditional meaning, its meaning becomes 
restricted to that apodosis. Thus, from this side the shortage has occurred and 
not because of the predicate situation.
Ibn Hisam explains that the speech consists of al-musnad ‘predicate’ and al-musnad 
’ilayhi ‘the subject’. In addition, the sentence qdma Zaydun ‘Zayd stood up’ consists of 
almusnad and al-musnad ’ilayh together.
Ba‘albakl (2008, p. 139) explains this term by saying that the musnad ‘subject’ and the 
musnad ’ilayhi ‘predicate’ were inverted by the later grammarians. This is not likely to 
have been a mistake, but is possibly a consequence of the influence of Greek logical 
categories, where predication is the main concern, as opposed to STbawayh’s structural 
emphasis on ibtida’ ‘starting a sentence’, which could be a noun followed by its 
predicate or a verb followed by its agent. In logic, predication is not a structural matter 
and word order is irrelevant. Since predication is primarily associated with verbs in the 
Greek analysis, this may have inspired the Arab grammarians to stabilise the 
terminology to reflect verbal sentence structure, so that the first element (a verb) came 
to be called musnad ’ilayhi because it is a predicate, and this was then generalised to 
include nominal sentences.
This explanation also shows that the predicate is the verb that introduces the protasis not 
the verb that introduces the apodosis. Therefore, there will be no need for the speech to 
have a pronoun attached to the apodosis and simultaneously refer to the protasis. An 
example of this is the statement by the Prophet and documented by Ibn Hanbal (1993):
man malaka da rah /min mahramin, fa-huwa hurr.
Anyone who possesses (as a slave) an umnarriageable close relative, then, this 
slave should be free.
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The pronoun him a ‘he’ here refers to the owned person, not the owner.
As-Subki (2003) has discussed the sentence provided by Ibn al-Hasan:
C u j j J a  J  i  j k
’ayyu ‘abidl darabaka fa-huwa hur, wa ’ayyu ‘abidl darabta fa-huwa hur.
Any one of my slaves had hit you, he is free. In addition, any one of my slaves 
you had hit is free.
Regarding the first example, Ibn Hisam (1987, p.37) thinks that if all the slaves hit the 
man, all of them would be free, and in the second example, if the man hit all the slaves, 
one of them only would be free. Ibn Hisam also discussed the opinion of Ibn Jinnl in 
this aspect, who explains that the verb and the subject should be treated as one unit for 
strengthening the coherence of the sentence, which is not the case with the verb and its 
direct object. And if that is the case, he notes, the subject will be general -  e.g. ‘anyone5 
or ‘all the slaves’ in the first example -  and the verb will be general, where we 
understand that all the actions will have the same result. But he continues to explain that 
the object cannot be generalised. In addition, each one will be associated with the result 
of the action and will be freed. So, clearly, the subject (the doer), which is a pronoun 
attached to ’ayyu, is general in the first example since it comes in an ’idcifct ‘possessive 
construction’ represented by the slaves in general. By contrast, in the second example, 
the doer (the subject) is private and restricted, represented by the second person 
pronoun, so there is no verbal generalisation, but also it is unrestricted because it is 
indefinite. Ibn Hisam (ibid. p.38) explains this aspect and suggests that it should be 
revised. That is because it seems that man works as a general particle and gives the 
same meaning with different syntactic and semantic structures, whether this concerns 
verb, subject or object. He also mentioned that Abu Abdullah Muhammad Ibn Malik 
rejected any difference between the two previous two structures by saying:
M j j l u  . i k  l i l l i  ^  ( J j x A a l l j  J c - l a l l  j j / t  > i l l  j  L a ^ -lS  Q li  ( J j j S  V
Id farqa bayna as -suratayn, wal-fi'lu fihimd ‘dmmun wa ad-damfru lil f a ‘Hi 
wal mafuli fi  dalika ‘aid haddin sawa ’a.
There is no difference between the two structures, and the verb is general in 
both cases. The pronoun has the same function with the subject and the object.
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Ibn Hisam provides the following example from a poem by the poet as-Sulami:
£^ 1^5 V Us$j.a UJ^  ‘ ^  Uaj
wa ma kimta duna imri ’in minhumd..,wa man taxfid l-yawma layurfa 'u 
And you are not lower than either of them.. .and who you degrade today will 
not ever be raised.
From the above discussion and with the guidance of Ibn Hisam we conclude that the 
conditional man is a general particle as the majority of the grammarians suggest. This 
means that man includes all the subjects (doers) of the action, and not only one of them. 
The dropped attached pronoun is the one that refers to the direct object and is posited as 
(any one who you degraded).
3.2.2.1 Typological classification
In the Qur’anic text, man occurs in 282 sentences which can be classified as follows:
1 - Past - Past (12)
55: ^
fa-man so. ’a dakarah.
Let whoever wishes to take do so. 74:55
2 - Present - Present (51)
111: i* ' L1 1 ' tjL" A U UsAs Usjl t ^ h i'.5j
man yaksib 'itman fa- ’innamd yaksibuhu ‘aid nafsih.
Whoever earns a sin, he surly earns it for himself. 4:111
3 - Past - Imperative (4)
194:SJSj11 Us aIIc. Ijiis&la £y&y
fa-man i ‘tadd ‘alaykumfa- ‘tadu ‘alayhi bimitli ma i 'tada ‘alaykum.
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So if anyone commits aggression against you, attak him as he attacked you. 
2:194
4 - Past - Present (20)
wa man jdhada, fa- ’innama yujahidu linafsih .
Those who exert themselves do so for their own benefit. 29:6
5- Present - Past (24)
100:<5-koiiil <|<S1I C512 e jk l  !x& £iij21i aS ja ! -j a I j I u j j  aIII <^11 <j!u q * o ^ j P
wa man yaxruj min baytihi muhajiran ’ila allahi wa rasulihi tumma 
yudrikuhu l-mawtu, fa-qad waqa 'a ’ajruhu (ala allah.
And whoever leaves his home, emigrating for the sakes of Allah and His 
Messenger and is then overtaken by death, his reward from Allah is sure. 
4:100
6 - Nominal involving kana - Nominal (7)
Conditional sentences involving man and comprised of a protasis which is a nominal 
sentence introduced by kdna and an apodosis which is also a nominal sentence appear 
seven times. The apodosis in another three examples is a nominal sentence involving 
’inna.
134: c-bjiill v ' J* cjIjj u*P
man kdna yuridu tawab ad-dunya, fa- ‘inda allahi tawab ad-dunya wal ’dxirah. 
Whoever want the rewards of this world, the rewards of this world and the 
next are both Alla’s to give. 4:134
7 - Nominal involving kdna - Nominal involving ’inna (3)
98:&js^ CuJjalSll <111 ijta <11
man kdna 'aduwan lil-lahi wa mala ‘ikatihi wa msulihi wa jibrila wa mikala, 
fa- ’inna alldha ‘aduwwun lil-kafirin.
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Whoever is an enemy of Allah, His angels and His messenger, of Gabriel and 
Michael, then Allah is certainly the enemy of such disbelievers. 2:98
8 - Past - Nominal (84)
8  1 ^  i—iL^j_iat uSll-ljta 4!u-}laa> 4-J A_Uui t_.u h*S
bala man has aba sayyi’atan wa ’ahatat bihi xatJ’atuhu fa- did ’ika 'ashab un- 
nari hum fihd xdlidun.
Truly those who do evill and are surrounded by their sins will be inhabitants of 
the fire, there to remain. 2:81
9 - Present - Nominal (67)
184:’A£4' £0 ^  u^>
fa-man tatawwa ‘a xayran, fa-huwa xayrun lahu.
And whoever does good of his own accord, it is better for him. 2:184
10 - Past - Nominal involving lays a (47)
249 “0  ^saj"’
fa-man sariba minhu fa-laysa minnl
And whoever drinks from it will not belong with me. 2:249
11 - Nominal involving kdna - Past (2)
1 8 ;  pi JJ pUioJ 1^ -iB U lL c. A hklill l iJ J  (jlli
man kdna yurid ul-(ajilata ‘ajjalna lahu JThd ma nasa ’u liman nurld.
Whoever desires (only) the fleeting of life, We speed up whatever We will in 
it, for whoever We wish. 17:18
12 - Nominal involving kdna - Present (8)
1 5 : ^ j a  4 ' L ?  ^4112L !  ^ . 4 )  L i j j  I L L  j j  i L i l l  i l L J l  L j j
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man kdna yurid ul-hayat ad-dunya wa zinataha, nuwaffi ’ilayhim ‘a ‘malahum 
fihd
Whoever desires the life of this world with all its finery, We shall repay them 
in full in this life for their deeds. 11/15
Table 5: Typological classification o f  conditional sentences involving man
Word type Protasis Apodosis Total
Verbal 
- Verbal
Past Past 12 63 111 121
282
Present Present 51
Verbal 
- Verbal
Past Imperative 4 48
Present Past 24
Past Present 20
Nominal 
- Nominal
Nominal 
involving kdna
Nominal 7 10 10
Nominal 
involving kdna
Nominal
involving
‘inna
3
Verbal 
- Nominal
Past Nominal 84 151 161
Present Nominal 67
Nominal 
- Verbal
Nominal 
involving kdna
Past 2
10
Nominal 
involving kdna
Present 8 8
3.2.2.2 Order of elements of conditional sentences involving man
As mentioned before, conditional clauses with man in the regular word order - that is, 
using the particle followed by the protasis then the apodosis - represent 282 out of 1379 
in the Qur’an. The following is an example:
fa-man sahida minkum us-sahra fa-lyasumhu..
And whoever is present that month should fast. 2:185
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Summarising the above, the following table demonstrates the distribution of sentences 
involving the particle man according to their structure and agreement between the two 
clauses:
Table 6: Order o f  elements o f  conditional sentences involving man
Protasis Apodosis
Nominal Nominal 10
Verbal Nominal 151
Nominal Verbal 10
Verbal Past Verbal Imperative 4
Verbal Present Verbal Past 24
Verbal Past Verbal Past 12
Verbal Past Verbal Present 20
Verbal Present Verbal Present 51
Total 282
3.2.2.3 Methods of connection in conditional sentences involving man
A - Covert connection (49)
Here the connection between the two parts of the conditional sentence is not overt and 
can be inferred from the semantic meaning of the sentence.
1 - Verbal - Nominal involving kana (6)
97 :tjlj-*0 cli (J^ u*}
wa man daxalahu kdna ’aminan.
And whoever enters it, will be secure. 3:97
2 - Nominal involving kdna - Verbal (4)
15 j j  cdli oUkll ijjj
man kdna yurTd ul-hayat ad-dunya wa zinatuhd, nuwaffi ’ilayhim 'a *malahum 
fiha.
Whoever desires the life of present and its glitter, We shall repay them in full 
in this life for their deeds. 11:15
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3 - Past - Past (5)
29:0^^)^ ^ i frtii {j2®^
fa-man sa ’a ittaxada ’ila rabbihi sabila.
Whoever wishes, he chooses a way to his lord. 76:29
4 - Present - Present (34)
1 4 5 : j l e ) l  Aw 0-m^
wa man yurid tawaba ad-dunya, nu ’tihi minha.
And whoever desires the reward in this life, We shall give him of it. 3:145 
B - Overt connection with fa-
As mentioned above, this method of introducing the apodosis is called an ‘overt 
connection’. Here we use an explicit connector to link the two clauses of the conditional 
sentences. It was found in 214 sentences, the most frequent being the fa-, which 
occupied 231 sentences, while only one sentence contained the introducer la-. In the 
following sections, I will list the different types of sentences involving the fa- and the 
one example involving la-.
The following examples show eight different types of conditional sentences where fa- is 
the apodosis introducer.
1 - Nominal involving kdna - Nominal involving ’inna (9)
98;oj£2l jic  i^ll jjl! j  aXuijj jIS
man kdna eaduwwan lilldhi wa mala ’ikatihi wa rusulihi wa jibnla wa mikala, 
fa- ’inna allaha ’aduwun lil-kafirin.
Whoever is an enemy to Allah, His angels, prophets, Gabriel and Michael, 
surely Allah is an enemy to those who disbelieve. 2:98
2 - Past - Nominal (145)
131 4jvilui 12 Skj (f&y
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fa-man baddalahu ba'da md sami'ahu, fa- ‘innamci ’itmuhn ‘aid alladma 
yubaddiliinahu.
Then whoever changes the bequest after hearing it, the guilt shall be on those 
who change it. 2:181
3 - Nominal involving kdna - Imperative (6)
(5;pLljuI! (jxji ijtunjb Uyc. (jlS Cy>fp
wa man kdna ganiyyan fa-lyastafif wa man kdna faqiran fa-lya’kul bil- 
ma ‘ruf
And whoever is rich, let him abstain generously and whosoever is poor let him 
take thereof in reason. 4:6
4 - Past - Imperative (4)
61 : i H a  111 Cyfy 
man qaddama land hdda, fa-zidhu ‘addban di fan fin-nar.
Whoever brought this upon us, add him a double chastisement in the fire. 
38:61
5 - Present - Past (7)
100: ^  aIjjjijj Alii 1 Ajjj £y*P
wa man yaxruj min baytihi muhajiran ’ila allahi wa rasulihi tumma yudrikuh 
ul-mawtu, fa-qad waqa ‘a ’ajruhn ‘aid alldh.
And whoever leaves his home, emigrating for the sakes of Allah and His 
messenger, then should he die, his reward becomes due and sure with Allah. 
4:100
6 - Past - Past (7)
80: fai
wa man taw all a, fa-md ’arslanaka 'alayhim hafiza.
And whoever turns away, we haven’t sent you to watch over them. 4:80
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7 - Past - Present (19)
Vua vj c^y
man 'amila sayyi ’atan, fala yujza "ilia mitlaha.
Whoever works evil, will not be requited but by the like thereof. 40:40
8 - Present - Present (17)
111;pLuiilt fajts Lul f '>>&) jj-o y
man yaksib ’itman fa- ‘innama yaksibuhu 'aid nafsik 
Whoever earns a sin, he only earns it for himself. 4:111
C - Connection with la~:
In just the same way as other main particles of the conditional sentence such as law,
’Ida and la 'in, the three particles share the possibility of employing the particle la- as a 
connector, linking the protasis with the apodosis.
1 - Past - Present (1)
This conditional sentence contains two types of la-. One introduces the conditional 
particle as an emphatic particle and another introduces the apodosis verb in the present 
tense which simultaneously supports and confirms the first verb.
18
qcila uxruj minha mad’uman madhura, la-man tabi‘aka minhum la- 
’amla ’anna jahannama minkum ’ajma ‘m.
He said; get out from it, despised, and expelled. Surely, whoever of them 
follows you; I will surely fill hell with you all. 7:18
3.2.3 ma
In Arabic this particle is flexible in the meanings it carries. It is regarded as an impure 
conditional particle. The meaning of ma changes according to its context and semantic 
field. Therefore, we will ignore the contexts that do not relate to this study, such as 
interrogation or negation. The latter are restricted and only require a regular sentence of 
one clause whether it is simple or complex. Here we deal with ma in the context where
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it obtains what grammarians such as Ibn Hisam (1998, pp.302-303) refer to as 
‘temporal’ and ‘non-temporal’ conditional attributes. As we shall see, this particle 
sometimes carries the indication of time, but in other cases does not refer to time but 
rather carries the meaning of ‘whatever’, as in the following examples:
197:®A  ^{'dll (Ik41jl*vi 13^
a - ma tafalu min xayrin ya 'lamnh ullah.
Whatever good you do, Allah knows it. 2:197
lOb^Jid' jt [ja J'tluii
b- ma nans ax min ’ayatin ’aw nunsiha, na !ti bixayrin minha.
Whenever We abrogate a verse or cause it to be forgotten, We substitute 
another one better from it. 2:106
On the other hand, the temporal ma that represents time and condition, as shown in the 
following examples:
7 ;4j_jj1I {^3 14 ^1 I^ aLsjjuiI
a - fa-ma istqamii lakum fa-staqimu lahum.
As long as they stand true to you, stand true to them. 9:7
2d : r ''1 *31 \a fLl >^j*3a1ujI
b - fa-ma istamta ‘turn bihi minhunna, fa- ’ tuhunna ’ujurahunna.
Whatever you enjoy women through marriage, give them their dowry. 4:24
The point here is that some grammarians consider ma as a pronoun Hsm\ They explain 
that the verb following ma is imperfect and is in jussive mood because of a posited ’in, 
which is replaced by mci carrying the conditional function of ’in, as in the first two 
examples above. The jussive mood cannot be caused by a pronoun or a noun as an agent 
that affects the case ending of the verb, but the opposite is possible where some verbs 
have the power to affect and control some nouns. We also notice that using ma as a 
temporal and conditional particle, as in the previous two examples, appears with verbal 
sentences in past tense (Ibn YaTs, 1999, pp.4-5).
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Conditional ma structures occur in the Qur’an 31 times out of 1379, representing 2.24% 
of the conditional sentences in the text.
3.2.3.1 Typological classification
This section covers the agreement or non-agreement in tense between the protasis and 
the apodosis.
1 - Past - Past (1)
Jjjs Ajlcr J
wa ma ’qfci'a allahu 'aid rasulihi minhum, fa-ma ’awjaftum 'alayhi min xaylin 
wa la rikdb.
You (believers) did not have to spur on your horses or your camels for 
whatever gains Alla turned over to His Messenger from them. 59:6
2 - Present - Present (7)
115:00^ (-)' 
wa ma yaf'alii min xayrin fa-lan yukfaruh.
And they will not be denied (the reward) for whatever good deeds they do. 
3:115
3 - Past - Present (1)
39 Aif- JJJJ ^  (Jjjllll Jljld ^  jjjll b j  (_y> jiiul
wa ma 'ataytum min riban liyarbu f i  ’amwal in-nasi fa-la yarbu ‘inda allah 
And what you give in usury for increase through the property of people will 
have no increase with Allah. 30:39
4 - Past - Imperative (2)
7; t|6j2La 1^51
wa ma ‘dtakumu ar-rasulu fa-xuduh.
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And what the messenger gives you, then take it. 59:7
5 - Past - Nominal (21)
215 c l JiP" u-* jdaljt
ma ’anfaqtum min xayrin fadil-walidayni wal’aqrabma wal-yatama wa l- 
masakin wa ibn is-sabill
Whatever good things you spend, it is for parents, and kindred and orphans 
and for wayfarers. 2:215
6 - Present - Nominal involving ’inna (7)
215:® JM' ^
wa ma taf'lu min xayrin fa - ’inna allaha bihi callm.
And whatever you do that is good, surely Allah knows it. 2:215
7 - Nominal (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (1)
236:A&1' j w u  15a fAW ^Ua.
la junaha falaykum ’in tallaqtum un-nisd ’a ma lam tamassiihunna ’aw tafridu 
lahunna fandatan.
You will not be blamed if you divorce women when you have not yet 
consummated the marriage or fixed a dowry for them. 2:236
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Table 7: Typological classification o f  conditional centences involving ma
Word type Protasis Apodosis
Verbal -  Verbal
Past Past 1 8 11
Present Present 7
Past Present 1 3
Past Imperative 2
Verbal - Nominal
Past Nominal 12 19 20
Past Nominal 
involving kdna 
or ’inna
7
Present
Verbal (apodosis) 
-Verbal (protasis)
Present Nominal 1 1
3.2.3.2 Order of elements in conditional sentences involving ma
All conditional sentences involving ma appear in the regular word order with one 
exception, in which the apodosis cames at the beginning of the sentence, as in the 
following example:
la, junaha (alaykum ’in tallaqtum un-nisa ’a ma lam tamassuhunna ’aw tafridu 
lahunna faridatan.
You will not be blamed if you divorce women when you have not yet 
consummated the marriage or fixed a dowry for them. 2:236
3.2.4 mahma
Ibn Ya'Ts (1999, pp.42-43) and Ibn Hisam (1998, p.330) note that Arab grammarians 
disagree about mahma. in two aspects: firstly as to whether it is a simple or complex 
particle, and secondly as to whether it is a noun or a particle. However, they all agree on 
its conditional function.
The particle mahma is used in the Qur’an only once, representing 0.07% of the total 
conditional sentences. This verse shows disagreement in the types of words introducing 
the protasis and the apodosis. The protasis starts with the present tense while the
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apodosis consists of nominal sentence in the regular word order. The two parts are 
connected by the introducer particle fa-\
(ja 4j  U jIj \ A 1 j l  la j j?
wa qalu mahma ta ’tind bihi min ’ayatin litasharana biha fa-ma nahnu laka 
bimu ’minin .
They said, ‘We will not believe in you, no matter what signs you produce to 
cast spell on us’. 7:132
In Arabic poetry the conditional particle mahma was often used to carry the meaning of 
‘whatever’. In the following example it appears with two protasis clauses followed by 
an apodosis clause. The sentence contains a present tense verb in protasis and the 
apodosis. It also carries an implicated semantic connection.
wa mahma yakun ‘inda mri'in min xaltqatin... wa yuxdluhd taxfd ‘aid an-nasi 
tu ‘lamu.
And whatever characters the man has...and he thinks is hidden from the 
people, it will be known.
3.2.5 maid
This particle appears with the conditional function in Arabic prose and poetry, but never 
in the Qur’an. When it is used as a conditional, it carries an adverbial meaning of 
‘when’ or ‘anytime’. In the words of al-Fara’:
j c .  y s  Ui&j t jIjJI cisSj 1^ 1 ‘(jjlda CuU j is i l  Cilk3 Cilia lil CiSjlt jjlc ’ y  
j & j  ^  tlg C ili.i Cil£ Cjla lil (J*ill
tCi3jll y i t^ OajL^a
mat a yaqa ‘u ‘ala al-waqti 'ida qulta mata daxalti ad-dara fa- ’anti taliq, ’ay 
’ayya waqtin daxalti ad-dara, wa kullama taqa ‘u ‘aid l-fi ‘li ‘ida qulta kullama 
daxalti ad-dara fa-ma ‘ndhu kulla daxlatin daxaltiha, hada fi  kitab l-jaza ’, qala 
al-‘azhariw a huwa sahih, wa mata taqa ‘u lil-waqt.
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mata is used for the time, if you say: ‘when you enter the house you are 
divorced’, it means ‘anytime you enter the house’. And kullama is used as an 
act representing the verb, so if you say; ‘any time you enter the house’, you 
mean ‘each time you enter’, and this should be treated withen the conditional 
section. Al-’AzharT says; it is correct’. And mata, also, indicates time.
The following verse is an example:
(Jjjj ul
Jana mitl ul-ma 7 sahlun sa ’igun...wa mata suxxina ’ad a wa qatal 
I am like the water - easy and tasty... but when it has been heated, it harms 
and kills.
STbawayh (1983, v.3, p.56) states that many grammarians agree that mata is a temporal 
adverb which implies conditional meaning. He regarded it as a conditional adverb and 
points out that mata. is used only for time, saying:
.CllSj  iili TilljJ JSJjJ Ulli jjlc U«ij
wa ’ammd mata fa- ’innama turidu biha ’an yuwaqqata I aka waqtun.
When using mata, you are only asking for a specific time.
On the other hand, al-Mubarrid says:
.tiljl jk! (jUjl *jf] V
mata la taqa ‘u ’ilia liz-zaman, nahwa mata ta ’tin! ‘atik. 
mata is only used for time as in ‘when you come to me I come to you’
Hence it is seen to indicate time, and as a result includes an implicit conditional 
meaning. Therefore, it becomes used as a conditional particle. Karlrl (2004, p.422) 
states that grammarians also noted that mata carries the meaning of ambiguity and 
generalisation, as does the conditional ’in. Furthermore, mata is used also for unknown 
time, as in the sentence:
mata taxruj, ’axruj.
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Whenever you go out, I go out.
Here the speaker does not know the time of going out, so it will only be followed by 
verb, which might or might not take place. In this case, we cannot say: mata tatlu( as- 
samsu ’axruj ‘When the sun rises I go out’.
Since mata has a conditional status, it naturally requires verbs in the past tense or in the 
jussive mood for the protasis and apodosis (Ar-RadI, 1997, v.2, p. 116). In poetry, for 
example, we see:
.iSjt j^ail JUjjLlI Ailkk ClWiSj
wa lastu bihallal it-tila‘i maxafatan...wa lakin mata yastarfid il-qawmu 
’arfidi.
I do not live in mountains because of fear, but when the people seek favour (by 
giving food), I give it to them.
It is similar to the discussion of al-Bagdadi (1980, v.l, p.123, v.2, p.312 and v.4, p.6) 
where he provides the following example:
jlljju 'UaUwll (jJ-a.,. UUiill ilk (jjl Ui
'and ibnu jala wa talla ' ut-tandyd,..mata ’ada1 ul- ‘imdmata ta ‘rifunl 
I am the son of Jala and a rider on hills... when I put on my turban you will 
recognise me.
It is common that mata appears in conditional sentences which show the present tense 
in both the protasis and the apodosis.
Sentences with mata appear without any overt connector.
Ibn Malik (1968, p.237) notes that mata can be used with the same function as Jida ‘i f  
or ‘when’. He provides the following example from HadJt (al-Buxari, 2001):
.(jnUH jkakj V i-iVal Va Jiii tji yl
5inna ’aba bakrin rajulun 'asTf, wa 'innahu mata yaqumu maqdmaka la 
yusmi ‘ un-nas.
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Indeed ’Abu Bakr is very sensitive and when he stands for prayers on 
your behalf, he will not be able to let people hear clearly his recitation.
It also happens that the particle ma may be added to mata to provide emphasis and 
strength, to provide a similar situation as with 'in (Ibn Ya‘Ts, 1999). For example:
mata taqum 'aqum, or mata ma taqum 'aqum.
When you stand, I stand, or whenever you stand, I stand.
Al-JurjanI (1982, v.2, p.l 119) notes that:
‘it is permitted to use ma after mata and 'ayna, if you say: mata ma 
ta'tim 'atik ‘when you come to me I come to you,’ but it is not 
obligatory to do so.’
Ibn al-Hajib (1982, v.4, p.505) includes the following verse in his discussion on mata :
IjUajldj  i j j l j j
mata ma talqani fardayni tarjifu...rawanifu 'ilyatayka wa tustatard 
Whenever you meet me and we both alone, the appendages of your buttock 
will tremble and you will be frightened.
Ibn al-Xassab (1972) noted that a common use of mata is when it is associated with ma, 
although mata as an independent particle is more commonly used than mata ma as a 
conditional particle in Arabic poetry and prose.
3.2.6 ’ayna
Mainly, 'ayna is an interrogative particle used to inquire about a position or place. This 
particle occurs in the Qur’an with interrogative function and not as a conditional 
particle. In Arabic prose and poetry it is also used as a conditional particle, as in:
oil
'ayna tajlis 'ajlis, wa 'ayna tadhab 'adhab.
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Where you sit I sit and where you go I go.
Sibawayh (1983) notes that ’ayna is only used for places, but mata is used for days and 
nights only (time).
Similar to mata, ’ayna is mainly used for indicating place. Subsequently, it gradually 
came to include a conditional meaning because it carries the implication of a vague 
generalisation. For this reason Ibn Ya‘Is (1999), believes that grammarians conclude 
that ‘ayna is among the adverbs that can be used as conditional particles.
Ibn Babsad (1976, p.247) says:
wa al-hurufu al-lati yujdzd biha ’arba ‘atun, ’ayna wa ’anna wa mata, wa 
haytuma fa- ’ayna sartun fil- ’amkinati mitla: ’ayna tuqim ’uqim.
And the adverbs that are used as conditional particles are four: ’ayna, ’anna, 
mata and haytuma. ’ayna is a conditional particle for places, such as: ‘where 
you stand I stand’.
Since this particle carries conditional implication, it affects the verbs of the protasis and 
the apodosis, causing them to be in the jussive mood. Sibawayh (1983, v.3, p.58) 
provides the following example:
Ubjkj iljiadl Uj LjjAaJ Qi\
’ayna tadrib bind al- ‘iddtu tajidna....nasrif ul- ’Isa nahwaha lit-talaqi 
Wherever the enemies strike at us, they find us turning the camels toward 
them for fighting.
The same thing which was said about mata can be said about ’ayna regarding the use of 
it to include ‘any place’ and to replace ’in in a conditional structure. Al-AmidI (1968, 
v2,p.309) notes that ‘ayna is commonly used in association with ma to denote an 
emphatic act, but that this is not obligatory.
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3.2.7 ’aynama
This particle consists of two elements. The first element ‘ayna ‘where’ is considered by 
Arabic scholars to be a noun. It is used in Arabic as an interrogative particle of location, 
but may also have conditional function, depending on the context. The second element 
ma ‘what’ is described by Ibn YaTs (1999, v.8, p.156) as lagw ‘an empty word’. 
Grammarians also state that the association of ma with ’ayna in a conditional structure is 
not obligatory:
i j j i  ^ V u a j  J  s " U n it  f S - f 4  ^ J ^ V l  e d u d  t Q l i  d a l  j
[ £ |  ^  u j  l °£$  °CJ& ( 1 $  c l j i i s  f t
_La q\ L^lLxueluil
wa ’amma ‘ayna , fa- ’ismun min ‘asma ’ il- ‘amkinati mubhamun yaqa ‘u fala 
al-jihat is-sitti wa kulli makdnin yustafhamu biha ‘anhu, fa-yuqalu ‘ayna 
baytuk, ‘ayna zaydun, wa tunqalu 'ila al-jaza‘i fa-tuqalu ‘ayna takun ‘akun 
wal-murddu ‘in takun fi  makani kada ‘akun fihi M>al-’aktaru fi  isti‘maliha ‘an 
takuna madmiimatan ‘Hayha (ma).
And regarding ‘ayna, it is a noun of indefinite location indicating any one of 
the six geographical directions or positions (on, under, on the right of, on the 
left of, in front of and behind). It also indicates any other locations or places 
which need to be known, such as: ‘where is your house?’, and ‘where is 
Zaid?’. It also can be transferred to the apodosis clause: ‘whereever you are, I 
will be’, meaning ‘if you are in a place, I will be in it, too’. It is commonly 
used joined with ma, as in the following example:
yg-^ Luiill
‘aynama takunii yudrikkum ul-mawt.
Death will overtake you no matter where you may be. 4:78
However, it appears that the use of ma in this structure in the Qur’an, in particular, is 
not without function, as Ibn YaTs (1999, v8, p. 156) suggests. He adds that there is 
discussion among classical grammarians as to whether the Qur’an contains non­
functional elements or not.
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As a conditional particle, 'aynama is used in the Qur’an in nine conditional sentences, 
representing 0.65% of the conditional sentences occurring in the Qur’an.
3.2.7.1 Typological classification
The conditional particle Jaynama appears in the text in nine instances, classified as 
follows:
1- Past (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (2)
112:d)lJ ^  ell 
duribat ‘alayhim ud-dillatu ’aynama tuqifu.
They are overshadowed by vulnerability wherever they are found. 3:112
2 - Present - Present (1)
’aynamayuwajjihhu la ya ’ti bixayr.
Wherever he sends him, he does not bring any good. 16:76
3 - Nominal (apodosis) - Nominal involving kana (protasis) (2)
Of the two examples, the protasis clauses are preceded by kdna while all the apodosis 
clauses are regular nominal sentences.
wa huwa m a'ahum ’aynama kuntum.
And he is with you wherever you are. 57:4
4 - Present - Nominal (1)
115: SjiLlI
fa- ’aynama tuwallu fa-tamma wajh ullah.
So wherever you direct your faces (in prayer), there will be the face of Allah. 
2:115
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5 - Past (apodosis) - Nominal involving kana (protasis) (1)
Here the protasis is a nominal sentence preceded by kdna. The verb of the apodosis is 
the past tense:
wa ja  ‘alani mubarakan ’aynama kuntu.
And he made me a blessed (person) wherever I am. 19:31
6 - Nominal involving kdna - Present (2)
148 ^  ^
'aynama takunu ya ’ti bikum ullahu jam !‘an.
Wherever you are, Allah brings you all. 2:148
Table 8: Typological classification o f  the conditional sentences involving ’aynama
Protasis Apodosis
Past Past 2
Present Present 1
Nominal Nominal 2
Present Nominal 1
Nominal! involving kdna Past 1
Nominal involving kdna Present 2
Total 9
3.2.7.2 Order of elements of conditional sentences involving ’aynama
A  - Regular structure (5)
1 - Nominal involving kdna - Verbal (2)
148:&j£4^  aIII cjU Cs 
’aynama takunu y a ’ti bikum ullahu jam i’an.
Wherever you are, Allah brings you all. 2:148
2 - Past - Past (1)
61 ;l_jI j=wSfi 
’aynama tuqifu ’uxidu.
Wherever they were found they would be taken. 33:61
3 - Present - Present (1)
’aynama yuwajjihhu Idya ’ti bixayr.
Wherever he sends him, he does not bring any good. 16:76
4 - Present - Nominal (1)
fa- ’aynama tuwallu fa-tamma wajh ullah.
Wherever (which direction) you direct your faces (in prayers), there will be the 
face of Allah. 2:115
B - Reverse structure (4)
1 - Nominal involving kana (apodosis) - Nominal (protasis) (2)
jjjt f  t * jlbjp
wa huwa ma ‘akum ’aynama kuntum.
And he is with you wherever you are. 57:4
2 - Nominal involving kana (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (1)
31 I*® l
wa ja  ’alarii mubarakan ’aynama kuntu.
And he made me blessed wherever I was. 19:31
3 - Past (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (1)
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duribat ‘alayhim ud-dillatu 'aynama tuqifu.
Humiliation has been prescribed for them wherever they had captured. 3:112
Table 9: Order o f  elements o f  conditional sentences involving ’aynama
Clause type Regular
structure
Reverse
structure
Total
Protasis Apodosis
Nominal Nominal 0 2 2
Present Nominal 1 0 1
Nominal Verbal 2 1 3
Past Past 1 1 2
Present Present 1 0 1
Total: 5 4 9
3.2.13 Methods of connection in conditional sentences involving ’aynama
The particle ’aynama does not involve any unusual structural order or connection 
technique. The four sentence types occur in regular order, and the two clauses are 
connected by semantic implication and show no overt connection particle.
Table 10: Methods o f  connection in conditional sentences involving ’aynama
Clause type Covert connection
Protasis Apodosis
Present Nominal 1
Nominal Verbal 2
Past Past 1
Present Present 1
Total: 5
3.2,8 ’anna
Most frequently, ’anna is an interrogative particle and carries the meaning of ‘where’ or 
sometimes ‘when’. When it is used in conditional clauses, it operates as a conditional
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particle and implies the meaning of ’in. Ibn Ya‘is (Az-ZajjajI, 1986, v.7, p.45) regai'ds 
'anna as a place adverb used as an interrogative particle meaning 'ayna ‘where’, as in 
‘anna laki hada ‘where did you get this from?’, or as a conditional, as in: ’anna tuqim 
‘uqim ‘where you stay, I stay’. Labld says, describing a large tree:
fa - ’asbahta ’anna ta'tiha tastajir biha...kild markabayha tahta rijlayka 
sajirun.
Whenever you use her to fight...you will find her stirrups beneath your feet 
swing freely.
Ibn YaTs (1999, v4, p. 110) states that some grammarians say that 'anna can give the 
meaning of ‘however’. It also carries a conditional function in the following example:
223: *jjhll 1
nisei ’ukum hartun lakum, fa- 'tu hartakum 'anna si 'turn.
Your wives are field for you, so approach your field, (when or how) you will. 
2:223
In the example above the conditional sentence occurs in reversed order where the 
apodosis f a ’tu hartakum appears before the protasis 'anna s i’turn.
It also occurs as an interrogative particle as in the following:
37:L)f>*& cl' 4 '^  ^
qala yd maryamu 'anna laki hada?
He said: O Mary, from where have you got this? 3:37
3.2.8.1 Typological classification
The three examples above appear in an identical type of structure showing verbs in the 
protasis and the apodosis.
1 - Past (apodosis) - Present (protasis) (2)
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qatalahum ullahu ’annayu’fakun.
Allah is fighting them wherever they are caught. 9:30
2 - Imperative (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (1) 
fa- ’tu hartakum ’anna si ’turn.
So approach your field (wives) when or how you will. 2:223
3.2.8.2 Order of elements of conditional sentences involving ’anna
It is clear that the examples above occur in the reverse order, the apodosis coming first 
followed by the protasis, which is preceded by the conditional particle as in the previous 
verse.
Table 11: Order o f  elements o f conditional sentences involving ’anna
Clause type Reverse structure
Apodosis Protasis
Present Present 2
Imperative Past 1
3
Conditional clauses with ’anna in the Qur’an do not show a connecting particle because 
the order of apodosis and protasis is reversed.
3.2.9 ’ayya ( ’ayyama-’ayyama)
This particle is composed of ’ayya and met and has four functions according to Ibn YaTs 
(1999, v.7, pp.44-45) and five according to Ibn Hisam (1998, p.77). This particle is 
regarded as ism mu fab  ‘a declinable noun’ used in the definite state in any of the three 
cases, while ma is considered a governed noun in the genitive structure (Ibn YaTs 
1999, v.2, pp.131-133, v.4, pp.121-122 & v.7, pp.44-45).
Conditional ’ayya is used in the Qur’an twice and joined with ma in the accusative case 
as an object. It represents 0.13% of the conditional sentences in the Qur’an.
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3.2.9.1 Typological classification
The typological classification of the conditional sentences involving 'ayya is restricted 
to two clauses with different words classes in the protasis and apodosis.
1- Past - Nominal (1)
'ayyamd al- 'ajalayni qadaytu, fa-ld ‘udwana 'alayya.
Whichever of the two terms I fulfil, let there be no injustice to me. 28:28
2 - Present - Nominal (1)
'ayyawia tad ‘u, fa-lahu I-'asma' al-husna.
By whatever name you call, to Him belong the most beautiful names. 17:110
In the above two examples the apodosis appears as a nominal sentence but still needs 
the context to clarify the noun to which the attached pronoun hu refers.
3.2.9.2 Order of elements of conditional sentences involving 'ayya
In the above two examples of conditional sentences involving ’ayya, the word order is 
restricted on regular order:
Table 12: Order o f  elements o f  conditional sentences involving ’ayya
Protasis Apodosis Total
Past Nominal 1
Present Nominal 1
2
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3.2.9.3 Methods of connection in conditional sentences involving *ayya
The main method of connection between the protasis and apodosis in ‘ayya conditional
sentences is the particle fa- introducing the apodosis.
Table 13: Methods o f  connection in conditional sentences involving ’ayya
Protasis Apodosis Connection with fa -
Past Nominal 1
Present Nominal 1
2
3.2.10 haytuma
This is a complex particle consisting of haytu ‘where5 and ma. It is also a place adverb 
in Arabic indicating all geographical directions. However, according to Ibn Ya'is (1999, 
v.7, p.46), some grammarians restrict haytu in its conditional function to those instances 
where it is followed by ma. They explain that this particle is an “obscure or indefinite55 
particle which needs to be followed by a sentence to clarify its meaning.
The grammarians found that when haytu was used as a conditional particle, it occurred 
as an indefinite word joined to ma as with Hnnama ‘only5 or ka ’annama ‘as i f  and 
rubbamd ‘perhaps5. They also considered that the need to join it to ma was evidence of 
its conditional function and compared haytuma to the conditional ’ayna ‘where5 (Ibn 
Ya‘Ts, 1999, v.7, p.46 & Ibn Hisam, 1998, p. 133).
This particle was used in the Qur'an in two sentences, representing 0.13% of the 
conditional sentences.
3.2.10.1 Typological classification
Both types of conditional clauses which appear in the Qur'an are of the structure 
Nominal - Verbal. In this case, the protasis is a nominal sentence preceded by kana, 
while the apodosis is a verb in the imperative:
144:Sj3hll
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wa haytuma kuntum fa-wallu wujuhakum satrah.
And wherever you are, turn your faces towards it (the grand mosque of 
Makka). 2:144
Table 14: Typological classification o f  conditional sentences involving haytuma
Protasis Nominal involving kana 2
Apodosis Imperative
3.2.10.2 Order of elements of conditional sentences haytuma
Table 15: Order o f  elements o f  conditional sentences involving haytuma
Protasis Apodosis Regular structure
Nominal involving kana Imperative 2
3.2.10.3 Methods of connection in conditional sentences involving haytuma
Table 16: Methods o f  connection in conditional sentences involving haytuma
Protasis Apodasis Connection with fa -
Nominal involving kana Imperative 2
3.2.11 Jayyana
This particle does not occur in the Qur’an as a conditional particle, but rather carries the 
meaning of ‘when’. In Arabic prose and poetry, this particle occurs as a conditional.
’ayyana nu’minka, ta ’man gayrana wa ’ida...lam tudrik a l’amna minna lam 
tazal hadira.
Wherever we grant you security, you trust the others as well, and i f ... you are 
not granted security from us you will stay cautious.
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3.2.12 kayfama
This particle is not used in the Qur’an as a conditional particle, but is used in Arabic 
prose and poetry with a conditional function.
As with many of the particles mentioned above, kayfama consists of two parts: kayfa 
‘how’ and ma. Here the use of ma is what Arab grammarians call ma al-masdariyyah 
‘ma that fonns the gerund (ma of originality) (El-Dahdah, 1988, p. 174). The basis of 
this application is that if we say: kayfa tajlis, ’ajlis ‘however you sit, I will sit’, then it is 
the equivalent of saying: kayfa yakunu julusuka, yakunu julusi ‘however your sitting is, 
my sitting will be the same’. Ibn Manzur (1988, v .ll, p.202) describes its function as 
follows:
(j\^4 (jAi j  l o7'51^ 1 f-tsjly
t  A j  t . ,  ‘a f t  i\la A a ! }  C l i A A i J a  ! j j  j  <i _ A a J u l l  ^  \°t a ) ! } 3 j  ^  J & J
tQujl-iaJI Aic. Vj t ^ j lid  V j^tS2Sl IjiA cJ*^ *
iLnll^ J jliu £yi qa j
kayfa isman mubhamun gayru mutamakkinin wa ’innama turika ’axiruhu li- 
’iltiqa ’ is-sdkinayin, wa yubna ‘aid al-fathi dun al-kasri limakan il-ya ’i wa 
huwa lil-istifhami ‘an il- ’ahwal, wa qad yaqa ‘u bi ma ‘na itta ‘ajjub. wa ’Ida 
damamta ’ilayihi ma, kayfa tujazi bihi, taqiil; kayfama ta fa l ’a f‘al, qdla ibn 
bari: f i  hada al-makan Id tujazi bi kayfa wa la bi kayfama ‘ind al-basriyyin, 
wa min al-kufiyyin man yujazT bikayfama.
Kayfa is an indeclinable indefinite noun, but it is declined at the end to avoid 
the clash of the two consonants and it can be uninflected by using the fatha at 
the end instead of the kasra because of the position of the particle yd It is 
used for interrogation about conditionals. It may also be used for exclamation. 
Therefore, if you add ma to it, it is permitted to use it as a conditional particle, 
as if you say; ‘however, you do I do’. Ibn Bari says; in this position you do not 
use kayfa as a conditional particle, neither kayfama, which is said by the
Basrans, while some Kufans approve the latter.
( J j j j l  Cli.Uu \ A f t  J . , .  ^  J J  ^
’and kal-xayzuri sa ‘bun kasruhu...M>a huwa ladnun kayfama s i’ta infatal.
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I am like the cane, it is hard to break...but it is also soft, and however you 
desire it will twist.
This particle is not used in the Qur’an as a conditional particle, but is used in Arabic 
prose and poetry in this manner.
3.2.13 ’idma
This particle which consists of 'id and ma. The particle 'id is a word that indicates a 
time in the past. Arab grammarians regarded it as a voweless noun ending with sukun 
and added to a sentence in an 'iddfa construction (Ibn Manzur, 1988, p. 103). This 
particle will be discussed in the next chapter as an independent particle used in the 
Qur’an with a conditional function. In the Arabic prose and poetry, the particle ’idma is 
used as conditional particle:
l i l  )\r- t & k ,  ,  (  j J j i S  ( J ' ■ ' J  
‘idma ’atayta 'aid ar-rasuli fa-qiil lahu ...haqqan 'alayka 'icld itma'anna al- 
majlisu.
Whenever you come to the Messenger, then tell him...it is necessary for you, 
when the congregation becomes quiet.
In the above example, this particle is followed by a verbal protasis in the past tense, 
while the apodosis as an imperative verb.
3.3 Conclusion
By investigating the first group of conditional particles in conditional structures in the 
selected texts, we have found many significant differences among them with regard to 
the number of times they occur in the Qur’an and the type of words used to introduce 
the protasis and the apodosis. We have also seen differences in the methods used to 
comiect the two clauses with each other as well as the use of covert connection where 
the link is understood by the meaning.
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The following conclusions can be drawn from the above study of the the first group of 
conditional particles:
Regarding the particles themselves, it was found that the conditional particle ’in is the 
most frequently used, found in 572 sentences out of 1379 sentences, representing 40% 
of the total. The least frequent is haytuma, which appeal's only once in a conditional 
structure.
Some other particles are not used in the Qur’an at all. These are: kayfama, ’idma, ’ayna, 
mata and ’ayyana.
During this study, we focused on three areas related to the structure of the conditional 
structure. These were:
1 - The typological classification shows the types of word leading the two parts of the 
conditional structure. It is represented by verbal agreement in tense and nouns which 
form various types of nominal sentences.
The study of this chapter has shown that some particles, such as ’in, include all expected 
forms and structures, while others are formed in only one way.
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Table 17: Typological classification o f  the first group o f  conditional particles
P r o t a s i s A p o d o s i s 7 n m a n m a m a h m a *a y n a m a ’a n n a h a y t u m a ’a y y a
P a s t P a s t 2 4 1 2 1 2
P a s t I m p e r a t i v e 4 1 4 2 1
P r e s e n t P r e s e n t 8 9 5 1 7 1
P r e s e n t P a s t 1 7 2 4 2
P r e s e n t I m p e r a t i v e 6
P a s t P r e s e n t 6 7 2 0 1
N o m i n a l N o m i n a l 2
N K N I 7 4 3
N o m i n a l P a s t 1 0
N o m i n a l I m p e r a t i v e 6 4
N K P a s t 2 1
P a s t N o m i n a l 7 2 8 4 2 2 1
N K P r e s e n t 8 2
N K I m p e r a t i v e 2
N K N o m i n a l 7 2
N K T 1 6
P a s t N L 4 7
P r e s e n t N o m i n a l 5 4 6 7 1 1 1
p r e s e n t N I 7
P a s t P r e s e n t  D P * 6
P r e s e n t P r e s e n t  D P * 1
N K D P * 1 2
T o t a l 5 5 5 3 2 9 4 0 1 9 3 2 2
*  D o u b l e  p r o t a s i s  s e n t e n c e
2 - The second area was the type of method of connecting the two parts of the structure 
and an apodosis introducer. Four connectors were found including fa-, la-, tumma and 
7dan which we called the overt connectors. Where no connecting element was found 
we refer to it as a covert connection. In sentences including the conditional particle '/«, 
fa- was by for the most frequent connecting element.
My investigation of the second group of conditional particles in the Qur’an also 
provided new insight into the methods used to connect the two clauses of conditional 
sentences.
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Some protases are introduced by connectors such as fa-, ’ida, la, ’idan and tumma, 
while others do not appeal’ with connectors and rely on semantics to guarantee the 
relationship between the two clauses.
Table 18: Methods o f  connection in conditional sentences involving the firs t group o f  conditional
particles
C o n d i t i o n a l C o v e r t O v e r t  c o n n e c t i o n
p a r t i c l e c o n n e c t i o n fa- l a - ’i d a n ’i d a t u m m a T o t a l
’in 1 7 0 2 2 4 l l 0 1 0 4 0 6
m a n 4 9 2 1 4 1 0 0 0 2 6 3
m a 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
m a h m d 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
’a y n a m a 5 0 0 0 0 0 5
3 a n n a 2 1 0 0 0 0 3
’a y y a m a 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
h a y t u m a 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
T o t a l 2 2 7 4 4 4 1 2 0 1 0 6 8 4
3 - The third and final area was the word order of elements which form the different 
types of conditional sentence. The result shows different word orders, namely: regular 
order, where the protasis precedes, reverse order, where the apodosis precedes, double 
protasis sentence and interrupting structure.
Table 19: First group o f  conditional particles introduce the regular and reverse structures
Conditional particle Regular structure Reverse structure
’in 406 140
Man 282 0
Ma 31 0
Mahmd 1 0
’aynama 5 4
’anna 0 3
’ayya 2 0
haytuma 2 0
Total 547 78
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CHAPTER IV:
STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION:
CONDITIONAL PARTICLES, GROUP II
Introduction
The second group of conditional particles are those which do not put imperfect verbs 
into the jussive mood. They will be divided into two lists. The first list includes those 
known as huruf ‘particles’, namely:
law - ‘i f ,  ‘if only’ (contrary to fact), ‘supposing that’. 
lawla - - ‘were it not’, ‘unless’ (followed by a noun).
lawma - - ‘if it were not’ (followed by a verb).
’amma - - ‘as for’, ‘but’, ‘however’, ‘yet’.
’imma - U*J ( ’in + ma) ‘if .
The second list includes those known as ’asma’ us-sart ‘conditional nouns’. They are as 
follows:
’ida - - ‘i f ,  ‘behold’, ‘when’, ‘whenever’, ‘whether’.
lamma - - ‘when’, ‘after’, ‘as’, ‘not yet’, ‘since’.
kullama - _ ‘whenever’, ‘every time that’.
’id - - ‘when’, ‘since’, ‘as’, ‘at that time’, ‘then’, ‘while’.
In the following section we examine the structural description of the second group of 
conditional particles and nouns, including typological classifications, order of the 
elements of the conditional structure and methods of connection.
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4.1 law
The conditional particle law ‘i f ,  like ’in and ’ida, triggers a double-clause sentence 
exhibiting the sequence: conditional particle, protasis, apodosis introducer (in some 
cases) and apodosis.
According to Peled (1992, p.37), law- conditional sentences display various syntactic 
and semantic features concomitant with a specific set of structure-types and meanings 
that deserve a separate discussion. He states:
“Like ’ida, law is not a pure conditional particle. Originally it is a wish 
particle (see, e.g. Brockelmann, 642), and much like the temporal semantic 
component in ’ida, the optative semantic component in law plays a significant 
role in determining the meanings of /nw-sentences. In other words, it is the 
semantic component that motivates the large variety of structures, meaning, 
and semantic nuance that can be discerned in law-sentences.”
law carries the meaning of ’in. However, the difference between ‘in and law is that the 
latter usually precedes statement about the past where the semantic content of the 
protasis has not been fulfilled, and as a result, the semantic content of the apodosis did 
not take place (Ibn Ya’Is, 1999, v.8, p. 156).
Before discussing the typological classification of the conditional particle law, it is 
worth listing the various meanings of law- conditional sentences which have been noted 
by Ibn Hisam (1998, pp.255-272), who lists five of them, as in the following section.
1 - Past
The particle law may be used as a conditional particle in sentences covering past tense 
and impossibility. However, Ibn Hisam does not agree that law has a conditional 
function except when it comes at the beginning of a sentence or in a conditional 
sentence consisting of two protases and one apodosis (a double protasis sentence). The 
following is an example:
law ja  ’am la ’akramtuh.
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If he had come to me I would have honoured him.
2 - Future
law appears as a particle with a conditional function following indicative verb such as 
imperative carrying a future meaning:
wal yaxsa al-ladina law taraku min xalfihim durriyyatan di ‘afan xafu 
‘alayhim.
Let those have the same fear in their minds as they would have for their own if 
they had left a helpless family behind. 4:9
3 - masdar ‘gerund’
law can be harf masdar! ‘a particle that forms verbal nouns or infinitives’. This type of 
particles, when used before verbs, together form masdar m u’awal, translated by El- 
Dahdah (1988, p. 174) as ‘interpreted original’ or ‘gerund alike’. In other words, law 
carries the meaning of 'an ‘to’ and does not change the imperfect into jussive mood. 
From the above we see that this type of particles, when they precede an imperfect verb, 
form the gerund, which is a noun. Peled (1992, p.37) prefers to call the particle a 
(nominaliser). It often comes following verbs as wadda Tike’, ’ahabba ‘love’ or 
tamanna ‘wish’, as in the following example:
waddu law tudhinu fa-yudhinun.
Their desire is that you should be pliant, so they would be pliant. 68:9
If we want to use masdar ‘gerund’ in the above example instead of using the 
‘interpreted original’, then we need to omit the particle, and the translation will be as 
follows:
Their desire is your pliantness, so they would show their pliantness.
According to al-Misaddl (1985, p.56), this function has not been adopted by many 
Arabic grammarians.
4 - Wishing
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law ta ‘tim fa-tuhaddUum.
(I wish) if you come to me then you talk to me.
Some grammarians (al-Misaddl, 1985, p.55) note that the example above is a different 
structure which does not need an apodosis, while others say that it is the conditional law 
that expresses the meaning of wish. However, it can be a conditional particle with 
meaning wish where the apodosis can be posited as being understood by the listener. It 
is as if to say: ‘If you come and talk to me, I will be happy5.
5 - Offering
. I j f k  liA ic- f l j i i  j !
law tanzil ‘indana fa-tusiba xayran.
If you settle with us, you will obtain benefits.
In the above example there is a posited apodosis with a wishing law, but if we regard 
the fa- as a superfluous particle, then law could be seen to work as ‘in with an apodosis. 
When using law with the meaning of ‘in, as in the two examples above, the verb will 
occur in the present tense with the jussive mood.
Ibn Ya‘Is (1999, v.9, p.9) notes that the majority of grammarians believe that /aw 
should be followed directly with a verb, and if it contradicts their rules, they will treat it 
by applying the rules of at-ta’wili wal-’idmar ‘interpretation and ellipsis5, as in the 
following:
100:*'j-V' j^uLdSf 1^1
qul law kuntum tamlikuna xazd’ina rahmati rabbi ‘idan la-’amsktum xasyata 
al- ‘infaq.
If you had control of the treasures of the mercy of my Lord, behold, you would 
keep them back for fear of spending them. 17:100
This case is similar to their treatment of ‘in when it is followed by noun or pronoun.
The following is an example:
176>LuiAll
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’in imri ’un halaka laysa lahu waladun wa lahu 'uxtun fa-laha nisfu ma tarak 
If it is a man that dies, leaving a sister but no child, she shall have half of what 
he left behind. 4:176
As for the apodosis of law, scholars note that it is either an imperfect verb negated by 
lam, a positive past tense verb, or a verb in the past negated by ma ‘not’. It is also 
common for the apodosis to be preceded by the emphatic la-, while the negated 
apodosis does not occur in many cases.
Ibn Hisam (1998, p.272) believes that the past tense that represents the apodosis of law 
may also be preceded by qad. Because the apodosis of law comes as a nominal 
sentence, some grammarians agree that it has a conditional function, while others regard 
it as an apodosis for a hidden qasam ‘oath’, as in the following verse:
103:*j^ 41^
wa law ’annahum 1dmanu wattaqaw la-matubatun min ‘ind illahi xayr.
If they have believed and have feared Allah, surely there will be a reward from 
Allah which is better. 2:103
One clear feature of the conditional sentence involving law is the use of the emphatic 
la- as an apodosis introducer. Some grammarians regal'd it as a connecting particle 
between the protasis and the apodosis which strengthens the coherence between the two 
parts of the conditional sentence. Others consider it la- of a hidden oath 7amu l-qasam’ 
as mentioned above. If written as: law j i  ’tani la ’akramtuk ‘If you come to me, I would 
honour you’, they would regard it as: wallahi, law j i ’tam la 3akramtuk ‘By God, if you 
come to me, surely I would honour you5 (Ibn Ya‘is, 1999, v.9, pp.22-23). Ibn Ya‘Is 
adds that this la does precede the apodosis except in past tense cases and in those 
referring to the future.
4.1.1 Typological classification
This classification exists in various types, including two-clause agreement and two- 
clause disagreement, including verbal and nominal sentences. These types of sentences, 
which involve the conditional particle law in all types, cover 198 conditional sentences 
of 1379 sentences in the Qur5an, representing 14.35%.
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A - Two-clause agreement (95)
1 - Past - Past (61)
wa law sami 'u ma istajabu lakum.
And if they were to listen, they would not be able to respond. 35:14
2 - Present - Present (1)
6-5: J jjjI - jl
kalla law ta 'lamuna Him al-yaqm, la tarawunn al-jahim 
Certainly not, if you were to know with certainty of mind, you shall certainly 
see hell-fire. 102:5-6
3 - Present - Past (16)
70:^1 jll dl* •> frUij
law nasa 'u j a 'alnahu ‘ujajan.
If We will, We could make it salty. 56:70
4 - Nominal (apodosis) - Nominal involving kana (protasis) (5)
33:^1
wa la- 'adab ul- ’axirati ’akbaru, law kanu ya ‘lamitn.
But surely, the punishment of the hereafter is greater, if only they know. 
68:33
5 - Nominal involving Janna - Nominal involving kana (12)
5 :< ^ 'j^ ' CfP OP*- cJ^ Oj P^1 j O)
wa law ‘annahum sabaru hatta taxruja ‘Hayhim la-kana xayran lahum.
If only they had patience until you could come out to them, it would be best 
for them. 49:5
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B - Two-clause disagreement (103)
1 - Past - Nominal involving kana (5)
110:u'j 1Jp- 0-4*
wa law ’amana ’ahl ul-kitabi la-kana xayran lahum.
If only the people of the book had believed, surely it would have been best for 
them. 3:110
2 - Nominal involving lightened ’inna (apodosis) - Present (protasis) (3)
113:<dj*- '^ 15O lP- Ol)1
‘in hisabahum ’ilia ‘ala rabbi law tas'urun.
Indeed their account is only with my Lord, if you can understand. 26:113
3 - Nominal - Past (Ibn YaTs, 1999, v.9, pp.22-23) (1)
lOO^J^Vl (^3^ 4)0 42uA3k ij-0 P P j  uPP*
Law ’antum tamlikuna xaza’ina rahmati rabbi’idan la-’amsaktum xasyat l- 
'infaq.
If you had control of the treasures of the mercy of my Lord, behold, you would 
keep them back for fear of spending them. 17:100
4 - Past (apodosis) - Nominal involving kana (protasis) (29)
wa labi’sa ma saraw bihi ‘anfusahum law kanuya 'lamiin.
And vile was the price for which they sold themselves, if they only knew. 
2:102
5 - Verbal double protasis sentences (1)
In this example, the protasis is built on the past tense, and the apodosis is a conditional 
sentence preceded with 'in:
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^ ol fj&l -i>jj d  jlil*
wa law ’aradna ’an nattaxida lahwan, la-ttaxdndhu min ladunna ’in kunna 
fa cilm,
If it had been Our wish to take up (just) a pastime, We should surely have 
taken it from the things nearest to Us, if We would do (such a thing). 21:17
6 - Nominal involving ’anna (double protasis sentence) (1)
In this unique case, the protasis also is a nominal sentence preceded with ‘anna, and the 
apodosis is a law conditional sentence as well:
1 0 3  :* 1 jk S  j l  jfp* aIII
wa law ’annahum ’amanu wattaqaw, la-matubatun min ‘ind illdhi xayrun law 
kdnu ya ‘lamun.
If they had kept their faith and feared Allah, far better would have been the 
reward from Allah, if they but knew. 2:103
C - Truncated sentence (44)
Here the apodosis of the conditional sentence is omitted but inferred by context missed, 
as in the following examples:
1 - Nominal involving ’anna (protasis) (7)
31 j-aVl a!1 (Jj (jjjxl! Aj j! Aj c , j\ (JUaJl Aj Ljjiui Uibs (jl
wa law ’anna qur’anan suiyyrat bihi l-jibalu ’aw qutti ‘at bihi al-'ardu ’aw 
kullima bihi l-mawtd, bal HUahi l-’amru jamT’a.
And if there had been a Qur'an with which mountains could be moved, or the 
earth could be cleft asunder, or the dead could be made to speak (it would not 
have been other than this Qur'an). But the decision of all things is certainly 
with Allah. 13:31
2 - Nominal involving kana (protasis) (12)
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21 ^ u ^ FQlviil (ji^
'awalow kana as~saytdnuyad‘uhum ’ila 'adab is-sa'Tr.
What! Even if Satan is calling them to the suffering of the Blazing Flame? 
31:21
3 - Present (15)
J 1 ®^jj}
yawadd ul-mujrimu law yaftadi min ‘adabi yawma 'idin bibamh 
The criminal would wish he could ransom himself from the punishment of that 
day by his children. 70:11
4 - Past (7)
24 :L- j l j !
qul, 'awa law ji'tukum bi'ahda mimmdwajadtum ‘alayhi 'dba’akum .
Say: Even if I bring you better guidance than that which you found following 
your fathers. 43:24
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Table 20: Typological classification o f  conditional sentences involving law
Word type Protasis Apodosis
Verbal
-Verbal
Past Past 61 78 95
196
Present Present 1
Present Past 16
Nominal 
- Nominal
Nominal 
involving kana
Nominal 5 17
Nominal 
involving 'anna
Nominal 
involving kana
12
Verbal 
- Nominal
Past Nominal 
involving kana
5 8
Present Nominal 
involving 
'inna
3
Nominal 
- Verbal
Nominal Past 1 30
Nominal 
involving kana
Past 29
Truncated
sentence
Past 7 22
41
Present 15
Nominal 
involving ’anna
7 19
Nominal 
involving kana
12
Table 21: Typological classification o f  double protasis conditional sentences involving law
Double
protasis
sentence
Protasis 1 Apodosis Protasis 2
Past Past Nominal 
involving kana
1
2
Nominal involving
’inna
Nominal Nominal 
involving kana
1
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4.1.2 Order of elements of conditional sentences involving law
A - Regular structure (122)
1 - Past - Past (61)
9; AuiiSt ^ j  tibu-Isi £)a jl
wal-yaxsa al-ladma law taraku min xalfihim durriyatan di 'afan, xafu 
‘alayhim.
Let those who would fear for the future of their own helpless children, if they 
were to die, show the same concern(for orphans); let them be mindful of 
Allah. 4:9
2 - Present - Present (1)
kalld, law ta 'lamilna !ilm al-yaqin, la trawunn al-jahim.
Nay, if you know with certainty of mind, you shall certainly see hell-fire. 
102:5-6
3 - Present - Past (16)
31;(JliiVl cJ-u IjIsJ i-Uij y )
law nasa ’u, la-qulna mitla hada.
If we wished, we could say like this. 8:31
4 - Verbal - Nominal involving kana (4)
110:u'j AC’ ( - 1 1  ^ !As)
wa law ’amana ’ahlu al-kitab, la-kana xayran lahum.
If only the people of the book had faith, it would have been best for them. 
3:110
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5 - Nominal involving ’anna - Nominal involving kana (9)
4J44 b£- b ^  bjL-a jij)
wa law ’annahum sabaru hattd taxruja ’ilayhim la-kana xayran lahum.
If only they had patience until you come out to them, it would be best for 
them. 49:5
6 - Nominal - Verbal (29)
1 0 0 : < d -^3"^  ffihuaSf 1^1 (jJJ J  b^ b=*- 
qul: law kuntum tamlikuna xaza ’ina rahmati rabbi\ ’idan la- ’amsaktum 
xasyata al- ’infaq.
Say: If you had control of the treasures of the mercy of my Lord, behold, you 
would keep them back, for fear of spending them. 17:100
B - Double protasis structure
1 - Past (protasis) - Past (apodosis) - Nominal involving kana (protasis) (1)
17:?L^Vl ‘iftjdf-t-i {jl LSI qa LJjLjV 1j$l LSjt 
law ’aradna 'an nattaxida lahwan la-ttaxdnahu min ladunna ’in kunna fa  filln. 
If it had been Our wish to take up (just) a pastime, We should surely have 
taken it from the things nearest to Us, if We would do. 21:17
2- Nominal involving ’anna (protasis) - Nominal (apodosis) - Nominal involving kana 
(protasis) (1)
103:'eji4' £y& IjSjIj IjLle ^jt jlj^
wa law ’annahum ’amanu wattaqu, la-matubatun min ‘ind allah xayrun, law 
kanu ya ‘lamun.
And if'they had kept their faith and (feared Allah), guarded from evil, far 
better would have been the reward from Allah, if they but knew. 2:103
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C - Reverse structure
1 - Present (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (19)
7 3 ^  jij 14  ^ tjl uj^ u!^
’inna al-ladma tad‘ua min dun illdhi lan yaxluqu dubaban wa law ijtama ‘u 
lahu.
Those, on whom you call, besides Allah, cannot create a fly, even if they all 
work together for the purpose. 22:73
2 - Present (apodosis) - Present (protasis) (18)
yakadau zaytuha yudVu wa law lam tamsashu new.
Whose oil is almost gives light, even when no fire touches it. 24:35
3 - Nominal (apodosis) - Nominal involving kana (26)
’afa~ ’anta tusmi ‘ us-summ ad-du 'a 'a wa law kdnii la ya ‘qilun.
But can you make the deaf hear, even though they are without understanding. 
10:42
D - Interrupted structure (1)
In this structure the protasis interrupts the apodosis. In the following example, the 
apodosis is a nominal sentence which consists of the particle ’inna followed by a 
personal pronoun suffix and a noun phrase. The protasis occurs between the two 
elements of the noun phrase.
7 6 :^ 'jl'
wa ’innahu la qasamun law ta ‘lamuna ‘azitn.
And that is indeed an oath, if you but knew, it is mighty. 56:76
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4.1.3 Methods of connection in conditional sentences involving law
A - Covert connection (6)
1 - Past - Past (2)
1551 c i A A  ji ij 'Jiy 
qala rabbi law si ’ta ’ahlaktahum min qablu wa ’iyyciya.
He prayed: O my Lord! If it had been Your will, You could have destroyed us 
long before, both them and me. 7:155
2 - Present - Past (3)
law nasa ’u ja  ‘alncthn ’iijajan.
If We will, We could make it salty. 56:70
3 - Present - Nominal involving 'anna (1)
165:'®^ W^  aj^ ll (jt ( jjJ J  l^ alla {jjill
wa law yard l-ladina zalamu 'id yarawna l - ‘adab ’anna l-quwata lillahi 
janit'a wa ’anna allaha sadidu I- ‘iqab.
And if only the wrongdoers could see -  as they will see when they face the 
punishment- that all power belongs to Allah, and that Allah punishes severely. 
2:165
4 - Nominal involving ’anna - Nominal involving kcina (8)
c-t2ii (jf V } !j L j j ! 1 jk S  Ca 5da ^ jl!  Ij3j j  Uj! j l j ^
1 1 1 :^ 1
wa law 'annana nazzalnd ‘ilayhim ul-mald ’ikata wa kallamahum ui-mawta wa 
hasrna ‘alayhim kulla say’in qubula, ma kanii li y u ’minii ’ilia ’an yasa’a 
alldh.
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Even if We did send unto them angels, and the dead did speak unto them, and 
We gathered together all things before their eyes, they are not the ones to 
believe, unless it is Allah’s will. 6:111
B - Overt connection with fa- (1)
1 - Nominal involving 'anna - Nominal involving kcina (1)
102:p> ^  J  ’j&y
Fa-law 'anna land karratan fa-nakuna min al-mu 'minln.
So if We only have a chance of return, We shall truly be among those who 
believe. 26:102
C - Overt connection with la- (113)
This particle has an emphatic function and is used to strengthen the statement with ma.
1 - Present - Present (1)
kalld, law ta ‘lamuna lima l-yaqin, la-tarawunna IjahTm.
Certainly not, if you could know with certainty of mind, you shall certainly see 
hell-fire. 102:5-6
2 - Present - Past (13)
31 Lixj&jui !is
qdlu qad sami ‘na, law nasa % la-qulna mitla hada.
They said: We have heard (the Qur'an); if We wish, We could say like this. 
8:31
3 - Past - Nominal involving kdna (3)
110:u'j** f lM
wa law 'amana 'ahl ul-kitdb, la-kana xayran lahum.
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If only the people of the book had believed, surely it would have been best for 
them. 3:110
4 - Nominal involving ’anna - Past (3)
qul law ’anna 'indi md tastajiluna bihi la-qudiya al-'amru baym wa 
baynakum.
Say: If what you would see hastened were in my power, the matter would be 
settled at once between you and me. 6:58
D - Overt comiection with la- in the double protasis sentence
1 - Nominal involving ’anna (protasis) - Nominal (apodosis) - Nominal involving kana 
(protasis) (1)
103:Aa  ^ IjilS jl aIII 4jjju&3 lysjlj IjiaU jlj^
wa law ’annahum ’amanu wattaqaw, la-matubatun min ‘ind illdh xayrun law 
kdnii ya ‘lamun.
If they had kept their faith and feared Allah, far better would have been the 
reward from Allah if they but knew. 2:103
2 - Past (protasis) - Past (apodosis) - Nominal involving kana (protasis) (1)
17: ^  <j! fj&l A?dj 3I tj^jl ‘jty
law ’aradnd ‘an nattaxida lahwan, la-ttaxdnahu min ladunna, ’in kunna fa ‘ilm. 
If it had been Our wish to take up (just) a pastime, We should surely have 
taken it from the things nearest to Us, if We would do (such a thing). 21:17
E - Overt connection with ’idan (2)
The following two examples appear in Nominal-Verbal sentences. The connection is 
with ’idan followed by la-.
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1 - Nominal involving kana - Past (1)
42>'>-V' <J£ L5^1 kjuz, (jlS jl cJ3^
qul: law kana ma'ahu ’alihatun kama yaquliina, 1idan la-ibtagaw ’ila dil- 
‘arsi sabila.
Say: If there had been (other) gods with him, as they say -  behold, they would 
certainly have sought out a way to submit to the Lord of the Throne. 17:42
2 - Nominal - Past (1)
100:*L>-V' lj
qul law 'antum tamlikuna xaza'ina rahmati rabbi,Jidan la-’amsaktum xasyata 
I- ’infaq.
Say: If you had control of the treasures of the mercy of my Lord, behold, you 
would keep them back, for fear of spending them. 17:100
Table 22: Methods o f  connection in conditional sentences involving  law
Protasis Apodosis
Covert
connection
Overt connection Total
fa - la- Idan
Nominal Nominal 0 1 8 0 9
Verbal Nominal 1 0 3 0 4
Nominal Verbal 0 0 27 2 29
Present Past 3 0 13 0 16
Past Past 2 0 59 0 61
Present Present 0 0 1 0 1
Nominal Double
protasis sentence
0 0 1 0 1
Verbal Double
protasis sentence
0 0 1 0 1
Total 6 1 113 2 122
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Table 23: Methods o f  connection in double protasis sentence involving law
Protasis Apodosis Protasis Overt 
connection 
with la-
Nominal involving 
’anna
Nominal Nominal involving 
kana 1
2
Past Past Nominal involving 
kana 1
4.2 lawla
lawla is a negative conditional particle in which the occurrence of a positive condition 
in the protasis prevents the occurrence of the mentioned result in the apodosis clause. 
According to grammarians, it carries three different meanings (Ibn Hisam, 1998, 
pp.272-276). Ibn Hisam also mentioned another fourth meaning as interrogative, but 
few scholars have supported him (al-Misaddl, 1985, p.80).
1 - Abstaining al- ’imtina’
This particle is generated from the particle law in a negating form, which means that it 
comes as harfu ’imtina ‘in li wnjud ‘a particle of non-occurrence of the case in the 
protasis as a result of the occurrence of the case mentioned in the protasis.’ In this 
structure, the conditional sentence is usually formed in a Nominal - Verbal form.
2 - Exhortation and offering at-tahrid
In this case, the sentence occurs especially with an imperfect verb in the apodosis clause 
(ibid. p.276).
3 - Rebuking and at-taqrV
This structure is characterised by the use of the past tense. This type of conditional 
sentence appears in the Qur’an 74 times out of 1379, equalling 5.36%.
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4.2.1 Typological classification
A - Two-clause agreement (13)
1 - Past - Past (8)
4 9 . j W  ji>J ^IjxlLj Juil 4 j j  ^  AVkj AILjl2l (j\ V
lawla tadarakahu n i‘matun min rabbihi, la~nubida bil‘ard’i wa huwa 
madmum.
If his Lord’s grace had not reached him, he would have been left, abandoned 
and blameworthy, on the barren shore. 68:49
2 - Present - Past (1)
.I i i-iJ Ijplfi La <—ti-uill ^  \^ 1 j  (j^
63
lawla yanhahumu ar-rabbaniyun wal-'ahbdru (an qawlihimu al- ’itma wa 
‘aklihim us-suhta, la-bi ’sa ma kanu yasna ‘un.
Why do their rabbis and scholars not forbid them to speak sinfully and 
consume what is unlawful? How evil their deeds are. 5:63
3 - Nominal - Nominal involving kana (4)
In this case all the protasis clauses are regular nominal, while the apodosis clauses are 
nominalised involving kana. The following is an example:
64: tlA fdi&l Aj.V%,j j  ^Alc. d^li jVas Vjh^
fa-lawla fadlnl-ldhi ‘alaykum wa rahmatuhu la-kuntum min al-xasirm.
If it had not been for the grace and mercy of Allah to you, you surely would 
have been among the losers. 2:64
B - Two clauses disagreement (61)
1 - Nominal involving kana (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (6)
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43:(-jljc,Vl 1jI3a [jf VjJ 
wa ma kunna linahtadiya lawla ’an hadana allah
And never could we have found guidance, if Allah had not guided us. 7:43
2 - Present - Nominal involving la ‘alia (2)
46:lU1' 4 ^ 0 5^1*1 A.VLakl' (Jjs 4\u21j (jjN^ Luii -3
qala yd qawm lima tastajiluna bis-sayyi’ati qabla l-hasanati, lawla 
tastagfiriina allah la ‘allakum turhamiin.
Salih said: My people! Why do you rush to bring (forward) what is bad rather 
than good? Why do you not ask forgivness of Allah, so that you may be given 
mercy. 27:46
3 - Nominal - Past (15)
■ ^  aIII ^3
wa lawla daful-lah n-nasa ba ‘dahum biba ‘din, la-fasadat il-1ardu.
If Allah did not drive some back by means of others the earth would be 
completely corrupt. 2:251
4 - Nominal involving kana - Past (2)
4oj)St Al 4juiaS (joi tiiui I ^Llil (jt Vjlj^
33;<jjijl!
wa lawla ’an yakuna an-ndsu ’ummatan wahidatan, la-ja 'alna liman yakfuru 
bir-rahmani libiyutihim suqufan min fidatin wa ma ‘ar if a ‘alayha yazharun. 
And if it were not that (all) men might become one community, we would 
provide for everyone that blasphemes against the most gracious, silver roofs 
for their houses and (silver) stairways on which to go up. 43:33
C - Truncated conditional sentence (34)
1 - Past (protasis) (23)
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qalu lawla ’utiya mitla ma 'iitiya musa.
They say, why has he not been given (signs) like those given to Moses. 28:48
2 - Present (protasis) (8)
118 :*£ ^ V  jl
wa qal al-ladina laya 'lamun lawla yukallimuna allahu.
And those without knowledge said: If just Allah talks to us. 2:118
3 - Nominal (protasis) (3)
10: jjjll aIII i f j  (J2ba
wa lawla fadl ul-lahi ‘alaykum wa rahmatuhu, wa 'anna allah tawwdbun 
hakim.
If it were not for Allah’s bounty and mercy towards you, if it were not that 
Allah accept repentance and is wise...! 24:10
D - Double protasis sentence (4)
1 - Nominal (protasis) - Verbal (apodosis) - Nominal (protasis)
8 6 - 8 7 o! ‘OAA Jif ui
fa  lawla 'in kuntum gayra madinin, tarjifunahd 'in kuntum sadiqin.
Then why do you not, if you are exempt from future account, call it [the soul] 
back, if you are true? 56:86-87
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Table 24: Typological classification o f  conditional sentences involving  lawla showing number o f
occurrence in the Qur 'an
Word type Protasis Apodosis
Verbal - Verbal Past Past 8 9 70
Present Present 1
Nominal - Nominal Nominal Nominal 
involving kana
4 4
Verbal - Nominal Past Nominal 4 6
Present Nominal 
involving la ‘alia
2
Nominal - Verbal Nominal Past 15 17
Nominal 
involving kana
Past 2
Truncated structure Past 0 23 34
Present 0 8
Nominal 0 3
Table 25: Classification o f  double protasis sentence involving lawla
Protasis Apodosis Protasis
Nominal involving kana Verbal Nominal involving kana 4
4.2.2 Order of the elements
A - Regular Structure (32)
1 - Past - Past (7)
49:^11 fk j  (jf
lawla 1an tadarakahu n i‘matun min rabbihi, la-nubida bil-‘ard’i wa huwa 
madmum.
If his Lord’s grace had not reached him, he would have been left, abandoned 
and blameworthy, on the barren shore. 68:49
2 - Present - Past (1)
131
63 (_>«y CliajJl ^ .KlJ 5^)0 Oc’
lawla yanhahum ur-rabbaniyyun wal 'ahbaru ‘an qawlihim ul-’itma wa 
'aklihim us-suhta, la-bi ’sa ma kanu yasna ‘un.
Why do their rabbis and scholars not forbid them to speak sinfully and what 
and consume what is unlawful? How evil their deeds are. 5:63
3 - Present - Nominal involving kada (3)
y «islljlu2 (jt Vjlj^
wa lawla 3an tabbatnak, la-qad kidta tarkanu ’ilayhim 3ilia qalila.
And if we had not made you stand firm, you would almost have inclined a 
little towards them. 17:74
4 - Nominal - Nominal involving kana (4)
Fa-lawla fadl ulldhi ‘alaykum wa rahmatuhu la-kuntum min al-xasirin.
Had it not been for Allah’s favour and mercy on you, you would certainly 
have been lost. 2:64
5 - Nominal - Past (17)
1 1 0 : 4 N 0 ^ t“'h**1 ^
wa lawla kalimatun sabaqat min rabbika, la-qudiya baynahum.
If it had not been that word had gone forth from your Lord, the matter would 
have been decided between them. 11:110
B - Reverse Structure (4)
1 - Nominal involving kada (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (3)
42:u^j^' § ,7°- fjjL-3 (jf Vjl ijc- Uhiad ilS
‘in kada la yudilluna ‘an 3dlihatina lawla 3an sabarna ‘layhd.
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He indeed would well-nigh have misled us from our gods, if we had not been 
constant to them. 25:42
2 - Past (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (1)
24;t—sjoijj ^  f1^  J
wa la-qad hammat bihi wa hamma bihd lawla 3an ra 3a burhana rabbihi 
And (with passion) she did desire him, and he would have desired her, if he 
had not seen the evidence of his Lord. 12:24
Table 26: Order o f  elements in conditional sentences involving lawla
Protasis Apodosis Regular order Reverse order Total
Nominal Nominal 4 0 4
Verbal Nominal 3 3 6
Nominal Verbal 17 0 17
Present verbal Past verbal 1 0 1
Past verbal Past verbal 7 1 8
Total 32 4 36
4.2.3 Methods of connection in conditional sentences involving lawla
A - Covert connection (6)
1 - Past - Past (4)
43:f‘bsuS?l ILL ^$.1  ^ Vjla^
fa-lawld 3id j d 3ahum ba ’sund tadarra ‘u.
If only they, when the suffering from us reached them, had supplicated 
humbly. 6:43
2 - Present - Nominal involving la 'alia (2)
46;<J'<dll Alii (jjjiLLii Vjl^
lawla tastagfiriina allah la ‘allakum turhamiin.
If only you ask Allah for forgiveness, you may hope to receive mercy. 27:46
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B - Overt connection with la- (26)
All conditional sentences involving lawla have been connected by la, which has an 
emphatic implication. The following are examples:
1 - Past - Past (3)
49:(dall 'j&j  Aiil ajj (jt
lawla ’an tadarakahu nVmatun min rabbihi, la-nubida bil-'ara’i wa huwa 
madmum.
If his Lord’s grace had not reached him, he would have been left, abandoned 
and blameworthy, on the barren shore. 68:49
2 - Present - Past: (1)
CLikldl f&ljS (jc- jU k'V lj ^J^
lawla yanhahum ur-rabbaniyyuna wal ’ahbaru ‘an qawlihim ul-’itma wa 
’aklihim us-suhta, la-bi ’sa ma kanu yasna ‘un.
Why do their rabbis and scholars not forbid them to speak sinfully and what 
and consume what is unlawful? How evil their deeds are. 5:63
3 - Past - Nominal involving kada (1)
74;el (jf
wa lawla ’an tabbatnaka, la-gad kidta tarkunu ’ilayhim ’ilia qalTld.
And if we had not made you stand firm, you would almost have inclined a 
little towards them. 17:74
4 - Nominal - Nominal involving kana (4)
fa- lawla fadlul-lahi ‘alaykum wa rahmatuhu la-kuntum min al-xasirin.
Had it not been for Allah’s favour and mercy on you, you would certainly 
have been lost. 2:64
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5 - Nominal involving kana - Past (17)
143-144:*—'tiLuiall Ajlaj cLull - <^1 0* o ts  43t Yj&y
fa-lawld ’annahii kana min al-musabbihin, la-labita f i  batnihi 1ila yawmi 
yub ‘atun.
If he had not been one of those who glorified Allah, he would have stayed in 
its belly until the Day when all are rased up. 37:143-144
4.3 - lawma
Ibn YaTs (1999, v.2, pp.42-43) states that this particle consists of two parts, law ‘i f  and 
ma ‘n o f, and occurs in the same position as lawla. Unlike law, lawma and lawla are 
used with a negative semantic meaning. The particle law shows that the non-occurrence 
of a positive protasis clause has led to the non-occurrence of a positive apodosis. It also 
appeal’s that lawla usually is followed by nominal sentences, and in few cases by verbal, 
while lawma is followed by verbal sentences. In the Qur’an, lawma occurs as a 
conditional particle only in one example in a double protasis sentence.
The example given below is a truncated conditional sentence involving lawma. Here, 
the apodosis is omitted. In this case, the verbal clause that follows lawma is more likely 
to be an apodosis for a protasis preceded by 'in. At the same time, the conditional clause 
involving is an interrupting conditional clause which interrupts the conditional 
protasis following lawma. Therefore it can be said that lawma carries the meaning of 
law which is followed by a verbal conditional clause, while the apodosis is omitted and 
understood through context.
7 6: ui llljbi fa jS - lAlJ >^^11 UA1
wa qalu yd ’ayyuha al-ladl nuzzila ‘alayh id-dikra ’innaka lamajnun, lawma 
ta ’find bil-mald 'ikati ’in kunta min as-sadiqm.
They say: O you to whom the message is being revealed! Truly you are mad. 
Why don’t you bring the angels to us if it be that you have the truth? 15:6-7
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4.4 - 'amnia
This is a conditional, specific and emphatic particle which carries the meaning of ‘as 
for’ (Ibn Muqsid, 1999, p.35). However, (Staytiyyah, 1995, p.9) rejects the use of 
’amma as a conditional particle, while Ibn Hisam (1972, p.80) notes that majurity but 
not all ~ grammarians recognise it as a conditional particle. Usually it is followed by a 
noun or pronoun. The following is an example:
tjjs djkil Aj! (jjxilkjS Jjidfr
fa - Jamma al-ladina ’dmanu, fa-ya ‘lamuna ’annah ul-haqqu min rabbihim.
As for those who have believed, they know that it is the truth from their Lord. 
2:26
4.4.1 Typological classification
The protasis of the ’ammo-conditional sentence always comes as a nominal clause 
consisting of a proper name, noun, pronoun or nominal sentence that is preceded by 
kana or 'anna. The following are examples:
1 - Nominal - Present (22)
wa ’amma al-ladina kafaru fa-yaqiiluna madd ’arada allahu bihadd matala. 
But as for those who disbelieve, they say: "What did Allah intend by this 
parable. 2:26
2 - Nominal - Nominal (10)
107:0^^** cJl 15^ b:
wa ’amma al-ladina ibyaddat wujuhuhum fa-fi rahmat illah.
And as for those whose faces have been whitened, thus, (they will be) in the 
mercy of Allah. 3:107
3 - Nominal - Nominal involving kana (4)
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wa ‘amma l-jidaru fa~kdna ligulalamayin yatTmayini fil-madinah.
And as for the wall, it belonged to two orphan boys in the city. 18:82
4 - Nominal - Nominal involving ’inna (2)
41 l)^ o& f t j
wa ’amma man xafa maqama rabbihi wa naha an-nafsa ‘an il-hawa, fa- ‘inna 
al-jannata hiya al-ma 'wa.
For anyone who feared the meeting with his Lord, and restrained himself from 
base desire, Paradise will be home. 79:40-41
5 - Nominal - Conditional sentences (5)
1 5 ;  c J j L s J 3 3 A j j  a I I j j I  1 2  13] 1
fa- ’amma I- ‘insdm ‘ida ma btalahu rabbuhufa- ‘akramahu wa na ' ‘amahu, fa- 
yaqulu rabbi ‘akraman.
As for man, whenever his Lord tests him by honouring him, and is gracious 
unto him, he says: My Lord honoured me. 89:15
6 - Nominal - Past (6)
124;A4j l^ l j L L  (2^
fa- ‘amma l-ladma 'dmanu, fa-zddathum ’imanan.
As for those who believed, it has increased them in faith. 9:124
7 - Nominal - Imperative (1)
11 ^ llALs tdjj Lit
wa ‘amma bini ‘mati rabbika fa-haddit.
But as for the favour of your Lord, report. 93:11
8 - Nominal (truncated sentence) (2)
31 ;*LsjL=J1 ^-JjjS n »li ^ilc- Jdst Ij j ^
wa ’amma al-ladina kafaru ’afalam takun ’ayatl tutla ‘alaykum fa-stakfartum. 
But as for those who disbelieved, were not My verses recited to you but you 
were proud? 45:31
Table 27: Typological classification o f  conditional sentences involving ’amma
Word type Protasis Apodosis Total
Nominal Present 22
Nominal -Verbal Nominal Past 6
Nominal Imperative 1
Nominal Nominal 10
Nominal - Nominal Nominal Nominal involving kana 4
Nominal Nominal involving 'inna 2
Nominal- Conditional 
sentence
Nominal 5
Nominal (truncated 
sentence)
Nominal 2
Total 52
4.4.2 Order of elements
The order of elements in an ’amma-conditional sentence comes in regular structure 
where the protasis is followed by the apodosis.
In some conditional sentences involving ’amma, the apodosis is omitted -  a matter 
which results in a truncated sentence, as in the following example:
30 :^ r£W3i ^ I j j l S  
wa ’amma al-ladina kafaru, 1afalam takun ’dyatl tutld ‘alaykum.
And as for those who disbelieved, (it will be said unto them): Were not Our 
revelations recited unto you? 45:30
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4.4.3 Methods of connection
It appears that the connection between the two parts in all ’amma conditional sentences 
in the Qur’an is an overt connection with/a-.
4.5 ’imma (’in + ma)
Like lawma, this particle consists of a conditional particle followed by ma, in which Ibn 
Ya‘Ts (1999, v.9. p.4) says that some grammarians treat ma as a superfluous particle. 
Some claim that ma is added to the conditional 9in as a particle of emphasis, as if 
saying: ’imma ta ’tini 'atik ‘If you come to me, surely I will come to you’, since the 
original sentence is assumed to be 'in ta ’tini ’atik ‘If you come to me I will come to 
you’. The particle ma is added to ‘in to strengthen the meaning of the apodosis. The 
verb in imperfect tense that is used after ’imma can occur with a suffix double nun as 
emphatic particle, such as in yadhab ‘to go’ to be yadhabanna, although it is not 
commonly used with a conditional function (Ibn YaTs, 1999, v.9, p.5).
Instead of classifying this particle with the first group of conditional particles, we prefer 
to put it with the second group, because with the existence of ma, the latter cancels the 
syntactic function of ’in which normally puts the imperfect in the jussive mood. This 
particle appears in the Qur’an conditional sentences in 14 examples, representing 1.01% 
of the total conditional sentences in the text.
4.5.1 Typological classification
A - Two - clause agreement (9)
This agreement is found in all types of conditional sentences involving ’imma, as 
follows:
1 - Present - Present (3)
6 8 : ^ 1  (oaJill
wa ’imma yunsiyannaka as-saytanu fa-ld taq ‘ud ba ‘da ad-dikrd ma ‘a al- 
qawm iz-zalimin.
If Satan ever makes you forget, then after recollection, do not sit in the 
company of those who do wrong. 6:68
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2 - Present - Imperative (6)
200I 1— Vl A?*iM^  j .^2  ^(j^ ki*U all QA Oalj^
wa ’imma yanzagannaka min as-saytani nazgun fa-ista ‘id billdhi.
If a suggestion from Satan assails you (mind), seek refuge with Allah. 7:200
B - Two - clause disagreement (5)
1 - Present - Nominal (SafT, 1998, v.l 1, p. 137) (1)
46:<_>Aa jt
wa ’imma nuriyannaka ba‘d al-ladi na'iduhum 5aw natawafayannaka, fa- 
’ilaynd marji ‘uhum.
Whether We let you see some of the punishment we have thretened them 
with, or cause you to die, they will return to Us. 10:46
2 - Present - Nominal involving ’inna (1)
41 i f 4^x4 dUi iih
fa -Jimma nadhabanna bika, fa- ’inna minhum muntaqimun.
And if We take you away, We surely shall take vengeance on them. 43:41
3 - Present - Conditional sentence (2)
38:'»jLll Vj g^Vjfr Ciji. U<ia tjzia ^snju
fa- ’imma ya ’tiyyannakum minni hudan, fa-man tabi ‘a hudaya fa-la xawfun 
‘alayhim wa la hum yahzanun.
But when guidance comes from me, as it certainly will, there will be no fear 
for those who follow My guidance nor will they grieve. 2:38
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Table 28: Typological classification o f  conditional sentences involving  ’imma
Word type Protasis Apodosis Total
Verbal - Verbal Present Present 3 9
Present Imperative 6
Verbal - Nominal Present Nominal 2 3
Present Nominal involving ’inna 1
Verbal - Conditional 
sentence
Present Conditional sentence 2 2
Total 14
Table 29: Order o f  elements in conditional sentences involving  ’imma
Protasis Apodosis Regular Order
Verbal Nominal 3
Present Imperative 6
Present Present 3
Present Conditional sentence 2
Total 14
There is only one way to connect the protasis and the apodosis in 'imma-conditional 
sentences, and this is represented by fa-, as illustrated in the following table:
Table 30: Methods o f  connection in conditional sentences involving  ’imma
Protasis Apodosis Overt connection with fa ­
Verbal Nominal 's
Present Imperative 6
Present Present 3
Verbal Conditional sentence 2
Total 14
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4.6 ’ida
This particle is used for the future time carryying conditional function in general 
(Sybawayh, v.4, p.232) and does not put the imperfect into the jussive mood. Also, 
gammarians such as Ibn Babsad (1976, v.l, p.247), Al-MuradI (1973, p.373) and Ibn 
Hisam (1979, p. 129) regard it as a conditional particle.
There is little information about this particle as there is no reliable, fixed pattern to 
distinguish between the conditional ’ida and the adverbial one. At the same time, it 
shows clearly how the situation can be confusing when the conditional and adverbial 
contexts overlap (Al-MisaddI & at-TurabulsI, 1985, p.68).
In some contexts, ‘in can be used as a replacement for ’ida, and vice versa. It is 
sometimes difficult to distinguish between the specific meanings of these two particles 
because they are not always identical, but rather can replace each other in some 
contexts. The following sentence is an example:
’in mittu fa-qdu daynl.
If I die, pay back my debts.
The speaker will doubtlessly die one day, but as the specific time is unknown, it is 
permitted by grammarians to use 9 in as an adverbial conditional particle carrying the 
meaning of ‘when’, as also in the following example:
144: jljA& J  'dffijl <Jjja j! eiAj»
’a fa - 5in mata ’aw qutila inqalabtum ‘did ’a ‘qabikum.
And if he died or were slain, will you then turn back on your heels? 3:144
As a result, grammarians see that ’ida appears generally as an adverb of time. In 
addition, it has a conditional function.
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4.6.1 General theoretical aspects
Jida is considered as conditional particle whenever the content of the apodosis is 
restricted initially by the meaning of the protasis. This means that the verb which 
introduces the apodosis cannot be realised without the realisation of the ’ida clause, as 
in the following example:
2 0 4 jh-V'itj aI (jhjall IjIj )
wa ’ida quri ’a al-qur ’cinu fa-istami ‘u lahu wa ’ansitu.
And when the Qur’an is read, listen to it and pay attention. 7:204
In the following example ’ida has an adverbial function whenever the temporal verb is 
fixed in its meaning or takes place in temporal field. The following is an example:
2 5 : 0 ' l)' j  ■"T^ Ca [jilj ^  151
fa-kayfa ’ida jama 'nahum liyawmin la rayba fihi wa wuffiyat kudu nafsin ma 
kasabat wa hum la yuzlamun.
But how (will they fare) when We gather them together in a day about which 
there is no doubt, and each soul will be paid out just what it has earned, 
without injustice. 3:25
4.6.2 Structural features
There are some substantive features that can be seen in a given text and can be used as a 
guide to distinguish between the absolute adverbial ’ida’ and the one having a 
conditional function.
Among the features which allow grammarians to treat ’ida. as an adverbial particle 
carrying a conditional function are the following:
A - The apodosis is in a position where it is connected with the protasis clause by fa-. 
However, if the structure is a conditional sentence, then fa- is not needed to connect the 
two. The following is an example:
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wa ’ida ma gadibu hum yagfiriin.
And, when they are angry, they forgive. 42:37
B - The particle ’ida follows a forwarded apodosis in the oath function:
t lil
wal-layli ’ida yagsd.
By the night when it conceals (the light). 92:1 
C - Preceded by hatta with the meaning ‘until’:
hatta 7da j d ’uhd futihat ’abwabuha.
When they arrive, its gates will open. 39:71
D - Conjoined with another sentence by wa ‘and5 or ’aw ‘or5, as in the following 
example:
Is^Aj jdlalc. £§ j  Un 13] jajf Ajja (Ja^ LuU Qtgj jt UUj 1^ jdjf. jt (Ja^
51-50:uAjj
qul ’ara’aytum ’in ’atdkum ‘adabuhu baydtan ’aw nahdran mddd yasta'jilu 
minh ul-mujrimun, ’atamma ’ida ma waqa 'a ’dmantum bihi?
Say: Do you see, if his punishment should come to you by night or by day, 
what portion of it would the sinners wish to have? And when it actually comes 
to pass, would you then believe in it? 10:50-51
In the example above we have two conditional sentences in which the second one is 
conjoined with the first with tamma.
By examining the conditional 'ida in the Qur’an, we find 117 conditional sentences. 
However, there are other sentences involving ’ida which are considered to be adverbial 
sentences and do not have conditional status. These amount to 236 sentences (Al- 
MisaddT & at-TurabulsT, 1985, p.70).
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4.6.3 Structure of conditional sentence involving ’ida
’ida can only be followed by a verb which is the protasis of a conditional sentence. 
However, Ibn Ya‘Is (1999, v.4, p.96) states that when some grammarians are faced with 
a noun in nominative case (as a subject) following ’ida, they note that the protasis is a 
posited verb. Ibn YaTs adds that it is permitted to have either past or present tense after 
’ida, while Ibn Hisam (1998, pp.92-93) believes that a ordinary structure that does not 
have any hidden element should have only a past tense following ’ida.
4.6.4 Typological classification
A - Two-clause agreement:
Of the conditional sentences involving ’ida, all cases in the Qur’an are of the Verbal 
Verbal structure. The following are examples:
1 - Past - Past (30)
49:^'a.3^
fa - ’ida mass al~ ’insana durrun da 'ana.
Now, when trouble touches man, he cries to Us. 39:49
2 - Past - Present (18)
15:dUiSfl U k .j (djial
’ida laqitum ul-ladma kafaru zahfan fa-la tuwalluhum al- ’adbar.
When you meet those who disbelieved in hostile array, never turn your backs 
to them. 8:15
3 - Past - Imperative (30)
j*
204:^jc-Vl 0^jdl
wa ’ida. quri ’a l-qur ’anu fa-istami ‘u lahu wa ’ansitu.
And when the Qur’an is read, listen to it and pay attention. 7:204
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4 - Present - Past (1)
203:^sIjc-Vl Vji ljllS -LIL lilj>
wa ’ida lam ta ’tihim bi ’dyatin, qalu lawla ijtabaytaha.
And if you do not bring to them revelation, they say why have you not chosen 
i t  7:203
B - Two-clause disagreement:
1 - Past - Nominal (18)
In this structure, the verbs which introduce the protases are in the past tense, and the 
apodoses are nominal sentences. The following is an example:
55-54:ti=jl' lil ^
tumma ’ida kasafa ad-durra ‘ankum 'ida fanqun minkum birabbihim 
yusrikun.
Yet, when he removes the distress from you, behold! Some of you turn to 
other gods to join with their Lord. 16:54-55
2 - Past - Nominal involving ’inna (10)
wa ’ida sa ’alaka 'ibadi (anm, fa - ’inm qarlb.
(Prophet), if My servants ask you about Me, I am near. 2:186
3 - Nominal involving kana - Imperative (1)
This structure contains a protasis consisting of a nominal sentence preceded by kana, 
while the apodosis contains an imperfect verb in the jussive mood involving the prefix 
fal-. The following is the only example in the Qur’an:
]  0 9  1  f i t  m  a  A j u l J a  t  \  QJ] ^  t, \  ^
wa ’ida kunta fthim fa- ’aqamta lahum us-salata, fa-ltaqum ta ’ifatun minhum 
ma ‘ak.
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When you are with them, and stand to lead them in prayer, then, let one group 
of them stand up (in prayer) with you. 4:102
C- Double protasis sentence (4)
1 - Past (protasis) - Nominal involving laysa (apodosis) - Past (protasis)
In this type the two protases are introduced by verbs in the past tense. The following is 
an example:
( j f  j j l  o l j \ L r > \ l  ( j j i  ( j i  ^
X 01: *0j
wa ’ida darabtum fil- ’a rd i, fa-laysa ‘alaykum junahun ’an taqsuru min as- 
salati ’in xiftum ’an yaftinakum ul-ladma kafaru.
When you travel through the earth, there is no blame on you if you shorten 
your prayers, for fear the disbelievers may attack you. 4:101
2 - Past (protasis) - Present (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (2)
l i l  j i  ( j - w S n  ( j t
232
wa ’ida tallaqtumu an-nisa’afa-balagna ’ajalahunna, fa-la ta ‘duluhunna 'an 
yankihna ’azwajahunna ’ida taradaw baynahum bil-ma ‘ru f 
And when you have divorced women and they have fulfilled the term of their 
prescribed period, do not prevent them from marrying their (former) husbands, 
if they mutually agree on a reasonable basis. 2:232
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Table 31: Typological classification o f  conditional sentences involving ’ida
Word type Protasis Apodosis
Past Past 30 79
Verbal - Verbal Past Present 18
Past Imperative 30
Present Past 01 101
Verbal - Nominal Past Nominal 18 28
Past Nominal involving 
’inna
10
Nominal - Verbal Nominal
involving
kdna
Present 1 1
Verbal - Conditional 
Sentence
Past Conditional
sentence
2 2 2
Table 32: Typological classification o f  double protasis conditional sentences involving ’ida
Double protasis sentence
Protasis Protasis Apodosis
Past Nominal 
involving I ays a
Past 4
Past Present Past 2
4.6.5 Order of elements of conditional sentences involving ’ida
A - Regular Structure (102)
In this structure we find the regular order, in which the conditional particle is followed 
by the protasis and then the apodosis clause.
1 - Past - Past (29)
49:j-jll
fa- ’ida mass al- ’insana durrun, da ’ana.
When harm touches man, he cries to us. 39:49
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2 - Past - Present (15)
t a k . j  d y ^  f - y ^  ^  
’ida laqltum ul-ladma kafaru fa-la tuwalluhum id- ’adbar.
When you meet the disbelievers in hostile array, never turn your backs to 
them. 8:15
3 - Past - Imperative (27)
204:*— t l P j  a! *l£j^
wa ’ida quri ’a al-qur ’anu fa-stami ‘it lahu wa ’ansilu.
And when the Qur’an is read, listen to it and pay attention. 7:204
4 - Present - Past (1)
203 jc-Vl
wa ’ida lam ta ’tihim bi ’ayatin, qalu.
And if you do not bring to them a revelation, they say. 7:203
5 - Past - Nominal (21)
234:*6j^ Jl ^  (jfrxA bui ita tjglai
fa - ’ida balagna ’ajalahunna, fa-la junaha ‘alaykum ft  md fa'lna f t
’anfusihinna bil-ma ‘ruf
And when they have fulfilled their term, there is no blame on you if they 
dispose themselves in a just. 2:234
6 - Nominal involving kana - Imperative (1)
t  0 2 *£,duLlll *'(l~^ \ f  ^  ^  ft st *l-~» ^  Q L-IasLs  ^^   ^  ^ ^  4^ -5^
wa ’ida kunta fthim fa- ’aqmta lahum us-salata, fa-ltaqum ta ‘ifatun minhum 
ma 'ak.
When you are with them, and you stand to lead them in prayer, let one group 
of them stands with you. 4:102
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7 - Double protasis sentence (8)
(jt (jl Sl^ lLoll qa £)t (j?
ioi>v-iii
wa ’id a darabtum fd- ’ardi, fa-laysa ‘alaykum jundhun ’an taqsuru min as- 
salati ’in xiftum ’an yaftinakum ul-ladma kafa.ru.
When you are travelling in the land, you you will not be blamed for shortening 
your prayers, if you fear the disbelievers may harm you. 4:101
B - Reverse structure (14)
Here, the word order is in reverse. The conditional sentence starts with the apodosis, 
followed by the conditional particle, and ends with the protasis.
1 - Past (apodosis) - Nominal (protasis) (7)
233:'(b^ 4^  IjI
fa-la junaha ‘alaykum ‘ida sallamtum ma ’ataytum bil-ma ‘ruf 
There is no blame on you, if you pay (the foster mother) what you offer on 
equitable terms. 2:233
2 - Imperative (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (3)
3 5 UP  1 A t?)
wa ’awfu al-kayla ’ida kiltum.
And give full measure, when you measure. 7:35
3 - Present (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (4)
282 :*J^' $ ) ^  lil ^jP
wald ya ’ba as-suhada ’u ’ida ma du ‘u.
The witnesses should not refuse when they are called on (for evidence) 2:282
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Table 33: Order o f  elements in conditional sentences involving ’ida
Protasis Apodosis Regular structure Reverse order Total
Verbal Nominal 21 7 28
Nominal Verbal 1 0 1
Past Imperative 27 3 30
Present Past 1 0 1
Past Past 29 0 29
Past Present 15 3 18
Total 94 13 107
Table 34: Order o f  elements in double protasis conditional sentences involving ’ida
Double protasis sentence
Protasis Protasis Apodosis
Past Nominal Past 4
Past Conditional sentences 4
4.6.6 - Methods of connection in conditional sentences involving *ida
A - Covert connection
1 - Past - Past (29)
’Ida xawwalnahu ni ‘matan minna, qala ’innama ’utltuhu ‘aid 'ilmin 
When we concede a bounty to him as from us, he says, this has been given to 
me because of certain knowledge that I have. 39:49
2 - Past - Present (7)
3 6: ■p-t.iAj'vi 4} j j i  IjjiS dii j  !3j)>
wa ’ida ra ’dk al-ladina kafaru ’in yattaxidunaka ’ilia huzuwa.
When the unbelievers see you, they treat you only with ridicule. 21:36
3 - Present - Past (1)
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203:<-i'
wa ’ida lam ta ’tihim bi- 'ayatin qalu.
And if you did not bring to them a revelation, they say. 7:203
4 - Past - Nominal involving kana (7)
33 (jtS «Cjl6
wa ’ida massah us-sarru kana ya ’usd.
And when evil harms him, he will be desperate. 17:83
B - Overt connection with fa- (51)
1 - Past - Present (8)
( j t  ( j j i t l l l  i f i i  13!
wa ’ida hakamtum bayna an-nasi ’an tahkimu bil- 'adl.
And that when you judge between men, you judge with justice. 5:58
2 - Past - Imperative (27)
159:u^^>aC' cJI I3U^
fa- ’ida ‘azamta fa-tawakkal 'aid allah.
Then when you have taken a decision, put your trust in Allah. 3:159
3 - Past - Nominal (7)
11 3^« 'dll 31 jt
wa ’ida ’arada alldhu bi-qawmin su’anfa-la maradda lahu.
But when Allah wills a people’s punishment, nothing can turn it back. 13:11
4 - Nominal involving kana - Imperative (1)
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1Q 2 ; A ^ . \ l l  S i j l L a J l  c I l ^ U  ^ j a  c i i i S  l i l j ^
wa ’ida kunta flhim fa - ’aqmta laham us~salata, fa-ltaqum ta ’ifatun minhum 
ma ‘ak
When you are with them, and you stand to lead them in prayer, let one group 
of them stand with you. 4:102
C - Overt connection with 'ida (7)
All instances of 'ida as a connector in a sentence introduced by Verbal -  Nominal 
structures.
25:<»j^ >li lil Cy ® i
’ida da ‘ahum da ‘watan mina al~ ’ardi 'ida ’antum taxrujun 
When He calls you, by a single call, from the earth behold, you (straightway) 
come forth. 30:25
Table 35: Methods o f  connection in conditional sentences involving ’ida
Word type Protasis Apodosis Covert
connection
Overt
connection
Total
/* - ’ida
Verbal - Verbal Past Past 29 0 0 29
Past Present 7 8 0 15
Past Imperative 0 27 0 27
Present Past 1 0 0 1
Verbal - Nominal 7 7 7 21
Nominal - Verbal 0 1 0 1
Double protasis 
sentence
1 8 0 9
Total 45 51 7 103
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4.7 lamma
This particle is used to introduce the protasis in the past in a similar way to law, where 
the latter is opposite in semantic meaning to lamma. Ibn al-Qawwas (1985, v,2, p.1152) 
notes that this particle carries the status of a conditional particle because the result in the 
second clause relies on the first one.
KaiirT (2004, p. 162) gives another reason that strengthens the idea of the use of lamma 
as a conditional particle by stating that it comes before verbs and needs an apodosis.
Ibn Malik (1968, p.241) states also that lamma always has a conditional function. In 
addition, al-MaliqT (1975) notes that the lamma always has a conditional function when 
it introduces two interdependent clauses.
4.7.1 Typological classification (148)
1 - Past - Past (129)
7 6 ;^!*-^ ^ cJtS (Jat l!da Ix i fjta
fa-lamma janna ‘alayhi al-laylu ra’ci kawkaban qala hada rabbi, fa-lammd 
’afala qala la ’uhibb ul- ’dfilin.
When the night overcame him, he saw a planet. He said: “This is my lord.” 
But when it disappeared, he said: “I do not like those that set.” 6:76
2 - Past - Present (4)
wa tard az-zctlimina lamma ra ’aw I- ‘adaba yaquluna hal ’ila maraddin min 
sabil
And you will see the wrongdoers, when they see torment, they will say: "Is 
there any way of return. 42:44
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3 - Past - Nominal (8)
23 ls$ UJ*-£3 ^  '^ 1 JiAtajt llla^
fa-lamma ’anjahum 1ida hum yabgiina fil- ’ard.
Yet no sooner does He save them than, back on land, they behave 
outrageously againest all that is right. 10:23
4 - Past - Nominal involving kana (1)
1 oil  ciii£ yi txla^  
fa-lamma tawafaytam kunta ’anta arraqiba 'alayhim.
Then when you took me up, you were the watcher over them. 5:117
5 - Past - Nominal involving kada (2)
wa ’annahu lamma qama ‘abdullahi y d 'uhu kudu yakununa 'alayhi lubada. 
Yet when Allah’s Servant stood up to pray to him, they pressed in on 
him.72:19
6 - Nominal involving ‘inna (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (1)
66: ^  ^  uj* 0 ^  -4^ ls-*! iJ3)
qul ’inrit nuhltu ’an ’a ‘buda al-ladma tadcuna min duni illahi lamma j a ’anl l- 
bayyinatu min rabbi
Say: “I have been forbidden to invoke those whom you invoke beside Allah 
when the clear signs have come to me from my lord.” 40:66
7 - Past - Truncated conditional sentence (3)
ui3 _yill ^A\kj
fa-lamma najjahum ’ila l-barri fa-minhum muqtasidun.
And when he has delivered them safely to land, then there are among them 
those that falter. 31:32
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Table 36: Typological classification in conditional sentences involving lamma
Word type Protasis Apodosis Total
Verbal - Verbal Past Past 129 133
Past Present 4
Verbal - Nominal Past Nominal 8 12
Past Nominal involving kana 1
Past Nominal involving kada 1
Nominal involving ’inna 1
Verbal truncated 
sentence
Past Truncated sentence 3 3
Total 148
4.7.2 Order of the elements
A - Regular structure (126)
1 - Past - Past (114)
77;fUiVl qa cyl cjlS tJal Uli 11a Ljli to jU jlall tj\j
fa-lamma ra ’a al-qamara bazigan qala hada rabbi fa-lamma ’afala qala la- ’in 
lam yahdiyam rabbi la ’akiinanna min al-qawm id-dallm.
When he saw the moon rising, he said: "This is my Lord." But when it set, he 
said: "Unless my Lord guides me, I shall surely be among the misguided.” 
6:77
2 - Past - Present (2)
740jA IjLIIj
fa-lamma dahaba ‘an ’ibrahTm ar-raw‘u wa j a ’ath ul-busrd yujadiluna f i  
qawmi lut
Then when fear had gone away from (the mind of) Ibrahim, and glad tidings 
had reached him, he began to plead with Us for the people of Lut. 11:74
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3 - Past - Nominal (8)
12 : I 1 j! tluitj ilia)
fa-lamma ’ahassu b a ’sand ’ida hum minhd yarkudiin.
Then, when they sensed our torment, behold, they (tried to) flee from it. 21:12
4 - Past - Nominal involving kana (1)
fa-lamma tawafaytam kunta ’ant ar-raqiba {alayhim.
Then when you took me back, you were the watcher over them. 5:117
5 - Past - Nominal involving kada (1)
19:OA“^ 4_ile. (jj* f,)  *_JCr4!
wa ’annahu lamma qama ‘abdullcihiyd'uhu kciduyakununa ‘alayhi lubada. 
And when the servant of Allah stood up to invoke him, they were about to 
form a dense crowd around him.72:19
B - Reverse structure
1 - Past (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (15)
126:i-flL>c^ l til Ihj ciiUlh lialp. (jt V} t!L |»ijj
wa ma tanqimu minna ’ilia ’an ’amannabi’ayati rabbina lammaja’atna.
And you take vengeance on us only because we believed in the signs of our 
Lord when they reached us. 7:126
2 - Present (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (2)
77:<j Aa! <3*41
qala musa ’ataquluna lilhaqqi lamma ja  ’akum ’asihrun hada wa la yuflih us- 
sdhiriin.
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Moses said: “Do you say about the truth when it has come to you, ‘Is this 
magic?’ But the magicians will never be successful.” 10:77
3 - Nominal involving kada (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (1)
51 uj-Lsfb
wa 'inyakadu 1-ladTna kafaru la-yuzliqunaka bi'absarihim lamma sami ‘u ad- 
dikra wa yaquluna ’innahu la-majnun.
The disbelievers almost strike you down with their looks when the hear the 
Qur’an. They say, ‘He must be mad!’ 68:51
The example above is in reversed structure, where the apodosis is introduced by 
lightened ‘inna for emphatic purposes.
Table 37: Regular order o f  elements in conditional sentences involving lamma
Regular word order Protasis Apodosis Total
Verbal - Verbal Past Past 114 116
Past Present 2
Verbal - Nominal
Past Nominal 8 10
Past Nominal 
involving kana
1
Past Nominal 
involving kada
1
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Table 38: Reversed structure o f  conditional sentences involving lamma
Reversed
structure
Apodosis Protasis Total
Verbal - Verbal Past Past 15 17
Present Past 2
Nominal
Verbal
Nominal involving 
kada
Past 1 1
Total 144
4.7.3 Methods of connection
A - Covert Connection
1 - Past - Past (129)
143 j  l£3 ATLk (JjklJ ^  j
fa-lamma tajalla rabbuhu lil-jabali ja  'alahu dakkan wa xarra musa sa ‘iqa. 
When his Lord manifested Himself on the mountain, He made it as dust, and 
Moses fell down in a swoon. 7:143
2 - Past - Present (2)
44:<_$j i^ll J l  (_Ja ljtj L3 (j-ulUall ^jfijy
wa tara az-zalimma lamma ra ‘aw ul- (adaba yaquluna hal ‘ila mar addin min 
sabtl.
And you will see the wrongdoers, when they see torment, they will say: "Is 
there any way to return?” 42:44
3 - Past - Nominal involving kana (1)
117;*^fdl CjjSjJ! clii! (jiuajj CiSky
fa-lamma tawafaytani kunta ‘anta arraqiba ‘alayhim.
Then when you took me up, you were the watcher over them. 5:117
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4 - Past - Nominal involving kada (2)
19.'(j?>-^  j -^3 6^ c,4}
wa ’annahu lamma qama ‘abdulldhi yad Tihu kcidu yakununa ‘alayhi libadd.
And when the servant of Allah stood up to invoke him, they were about to 
form a dense crowd around him. 72:19
5 - Nominal involving 'inna (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (1)
66: jsli. 4(Jfj £& £->Uj21 &S aIII (jji qa j l j j ^ I  cs^ i
qul 'inninuhitu ’an 'a ‘buda l-ladina tad'una min duni illahi lammajd'anial- 
bayyinatu min rabbi
Say: “I have been forbidden to invoke those whom you invoke besides Allah 
when clear signs have come to me from my Lord. 40:66
B - Overt connection with fa- 
1 - Past (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (1)
101 ^  f'Lff"* Lfe® ^  OJ  ^Of
fa-md ’agnat ‘anhum ’dlihtuhum allatT yad ‘Una min dun illahi min say’in 
lamma jd  ’a ’amru rabbika.
So their gods upon whom they called besides Allah, profited them naught 
when the command of your Lord came. 11:101
C - Overt connection with ’ida
1 - Past - Nominal (8)
47:i_aji.jll Iftla lil OjIjIIj Cds y
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fa-lam m aja’ahum b i’ayatina 'ida hum minhayadhakun.
But when he came to them with Our signs, behold, they laughed at them. 
43:47
Table 39: Methods o f  connection in conditional sentences involving lamma
W o r d  t y p e P r o t a s i s A p o d o s i s C o v e r t
c o n n e c t i o n
O v e r t
c o n n e c t i o n
T o t a l
/ « -
.is
V e r b a l  
-  V e r b a l
P a s t P a s t 1 2 9 1 0 1 3 4
P a s t P r e s e n t 4 0 0
V e r b a l  
-  N o m i n a l
P a s t N o m i n a l  
i n v o l v i n g  k a n a
1 0 0 1 2
P a s t N o m i n a l  
i n v o l v i n g  k a d a
2 0 0
P a s t N o m i n a l  
i n v o l v i n g  ’i n n a
1 0 0
P a s t N o m i n a l 0 0 8
T o t a l 1 3 7 1 8 1 4 6
4.8 kullama
This particle is regarded as a conditional particle which carries both adverbial and 
temporal status (SafT, 1998, v.l, p. 190). It refers to the occurrence of the apodosis each 
time the protasis takes place and can be translated as ‘each time’ or ‘whenever,’ 
depending on the text. It appears in the Qur’an in fourteen examples in Verbal - Verbal 
structure type and mainly with the use of the past tense in both clauses. In only one 
example does kullama appears in the Past - Nominal structure. In all of the examples, 
the two parts of the conditional sentence involving kullama showed covert comiections 
in a regular structure.
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4.8.1 Typological classification
1 - Past - Past (14)
20:$JSJI fill J-it (jQjll
yakad ul-barqu yaxtafu ‘absarahum kullama 'add 'a lahum masaw flh.
The lightning all but snatches away their sight: every time it lights them they 
walk in its light. 2:20
2 - Past - Nominal (1)
70: j4^1 V ^
kullama jd  'ahum rasulun bima la tahwa 'anfusuhum fariqan kaddabu wa 
fariqan yaqtulun.
As often as a messenger came to them with that which their souls desired not, 
some (of them) they denied and some they slew. 5:70
4.9 ’id
The conditional particle 'id is used extensively in Arabic, whether in poetry, prose or 
the Qur’an. With the frequent use of this particle, we find that it has many different 
functions. Therefore, there is a need to specify its various functions in order to 
distinguish among them.
Many books on Arabic grammar have discussed this particle since Sibawayh wrote his 
book Al-kitab. They mainly discuss the relationship between 'id and 'ida, which are 
examined extensively here.
Scholars disagree about whether this word is a particle or a noun. As-SuyutI (1988, v.2, 
p.48) has noted that StbawayhT regarded 'id as a preposition or a particle harf On the 
other hand, others have regarded it as an adverb, carrying a meaning of time, or 
meaning ‘when’. Therefore, they note that they have extracted the meaning from the 
context and not from the literal meaning of 'id.
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Before discussing this word as a conditional particle, I will shed light on those different 
functions introduced by some grammarians in an attempt to clarify them. This process 
will include specifying the meaning of ’id \ explaining the concept and analysing its 
implications (Makram, 1988, p. 10).
4.9.1 Nominal ’id
In some Arabic structures the particle id appears as ism ‘a pronoun’ and carries the 
meaning of a circumstantial particle. It also appears as a preposition or a particle that 
carries other meanings (ibid. p. 10).
Some grammarians (ibid. p. 10) mention that the nominal ’id is a circumstantial particle, 
and they provide three pieces of evidence to prove their claim.
Firstly, the grammarians note that this particle accepts tanwin when attached to a 
specified time adverb to form one word, such as yawma- ’idin ‘at that day’ or hina- ’idin 
‘at that time’. They also, state that only nouns can accept the tanwin, as is the case in the 
previous two examples.
Secondly, they state that ’id appears as a xabar ‘predicate’ in nominal sentences, such 
as in the following example:
’ixldsuka. ’id bada ‘a al- 'amal.
Your sincerity is when the work starts, (ibid: 10)
Grammatically, ’id is regarded as a circumstantial particle and introduces the predicate 
of ’ixldsuka in the example above.
Thirdly, the majority of grammarians note that ’id is a nominal word because it is used 
as mudaf ‘ilayhi, ‘a governed noun in a genitive construction,’ as in the following 
example:
8:(jlj-4c- cJi V
rabbana Id tuzig quluband ba ‘da ’id hadaytana.
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Our Lord, do not let our hearts deviate after You have guided us. 3:8
As- Suyuti (1975, v.2, p.47) confirms his support by saying:
.IjjjJA il J
wad-dalilu ‘aid ismiyyatiha qubiiluhd at-tanwina wal ‘ixbdra biha, nahwa: 
maji’uka ’id j a ’a zaydun , wal ’iddfata ’ilayha bila ta ’wil, nahwa: ba'da ’id 
hadaytana.
The reason for regarding ’id as a noun is that it accepts the tanwin as a 
predicate, as in the saying: “maji’uka ’id j a ’a zayd” ‘Your coming is when 
Zayd comes’, and as a governed noun in the genitive construction without 
ta ’wil ‘interpretation’, such as: ba'da ’id hadaytana ‘after you had guided us’.
Al-MuradT (1992) has added further evidence to this argument regarding the particle as 
an adverb by noting that it can be a badal ‘apposition’ for the noun, as in:
ra’aytuka ’ams ’id j i ’ta,
I saw you yesterday when you came.
This means that we can replace ’ams ‘yesterday,’ by ’id ‘when’, and in that case the 
particle can give the required meaning.
4.9.2 ’id as a particle
Makram (1988, p.29) notes that some grammarians believe that ’id can be a particle 
with conditional function. However not all agree to this, since some think that it is still 
an adverbial particle in certain cases. They note that ’id has many functions, including 
the following:
1 - Explanatory ’id ’at-ta 'liliyyah
Arabic syntacticians have provided the following example for this function of the 
particle:
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il ^ a lb  (jJj^
wa lan yanfa 'akum al-yawma ’id z,alamtum ’anfusakum ’annakum fil- ‘adabi 
mustarikun.
(It will be said to them), “you have done wrong. Having parteners in 
punishment will not console you today”. 43:39
According to as-Suyutl (1988, v.2, p.47), the aforementioned verse is interpreted as 
meaning “your sharing in punishment or persecution will not benefit you today, because 
you have wronged others in life”.
2 - ’id of suddenness al-fuja ’iyyah
The term of 'id al-fuja ’iyyah ‘ ’id of suddenness’ was used in early grammars. It is said 
that grammarians did not find the term in Sibawayh’s al-Kitab when he discussed this 
particle. However, he did describe it as ’id which is followed by a sudden or surprising 
act. He explains it as the follows (Sibawayh, 1983, v.4, p.232):
. j^la Juj lili l^is dui jj slktLaU (jlkaj (jliilll i i l j  Jl
“’id wa ’idci alltani taqacani lil-mufdja’ti wa takunu lisay’in tuwaflquhu f i  
halin ’anta fihd, kaqawlika; marartu fa- 'ida Zaydun qd ’imun 
’id and ’ida which comes to show surprise, and are used for a case that you 
encounter when you are in certain situations. It is as if you wish to say: I was 
passing by when (suddenly I saw) Zayd was standing.
This means also that it is the same as ’ida in function in this case, but the question is 
whether ’id is a particle or a noun which carries an adverbial status.
With regard to the issue of ’id, Sibawayh did not decide on the typological classification 
of this particle when he talked about the conditional. However, he did compare it to 
sudden 'ida when he described it as an adverbial particle, as shown in the statement 
above.
3 - Superfluous particle, ’id az-za ’idah
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Treating ’id or other particles as ‘extra’ or ‘superfluous’ words in speech with neither 
syntactic nor grammatical function is a controversial issue among grammarians. The 
primary disagreement comes when someone says that a given word in the Qur’an is a 
superfluous one. This disagreement, however, is a religious matter and will not be 
included in this study.
Makram (1988, p.45) notes that the grammarian who began this debate was ’Abu 
‘Ubaydah, who claimed that ’id could exist in the text as a superfluous word. He 
commented:
iL iij& j > 1  IjlAj t IIluu iliii V j  itiLu ^  h)M VJ c V jk l
j  i 1 g 1 jl j  i {_5i x A l  I g j u J a j  ( J l - a i  ( j l j  ( j V  t ( J j S J  ( j !  S.\VlC- ( j a  [Sk
j A  ^  t - i l j k j  iw J jS i  ( f l  iA i a j u j y i  ( J j i j  ( j i  U a s d l  q a  A jla  j . j j l a l l  J A & l l
^  AjLalaJj ^  u^Lafl jjl \glak-) <■ 'nffi
“Wa ma'nd ziyddatihd ’annahd lagwun Id tahmilu ma‘anan, wa la 
tu ‘tlbayanan, wa la tufidu say ’an, wa hada ’amrun garib, wa garlbun haqqan 
min abT ‘ubaydah ’an yaqula dalika, l i’anna “id ’ f i  ’asli wacl'ihd j d ’at 
lima ‘nd, wa law hakmna bi ismiyyatihd, wa huwa al-katJr ul-galibi fa- ’innahu 
mina al-xata'I 'an naqula biziyadatiha f i  halati il-’ismiyyah, l i’anna ’aqraba 
ta'rlftn lil-’ismi fin-nahwi: huwa al-lafz ud-dalli ‘aid mand, fa-kayfa ’idan 
yaj'aluha ’abu ‘ubaydah litusbiha bila ma'nd, wa bixasatinfikitab illah?” 
And the meaning of being superfluous is that it does not carry any meaning, 
does not give information and does not have any benefit, and this is an odd 
point, and it is strange that ’Abu ‘Ubaydah say this. This is because ’id, in 
language, came in the Qur’an to give meaning, and if we agree on it to be a 
noun, which is the opinion of the majority, it will be a wrong to say it is 
superfluous. This is because the closest definition for the noun in Arabic 
grammar1 is that it is a word that implicates meaning. Then, why does ’Abu 
‘Ubaydah regard it as a superfluous word especially in the Qur’an?
To defend his argument, 5 Abu ‘Ubaydah provides the following example:
’id qalat imra ’atu ‘imrdna! rabbi ’inril ndartu laka ma f i  batrii muharraran, 
fa-taqabbal minni.
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Behold, (when) the wife of Imran said: My Lord, I do dedicate to you what is 
in my womb for your special service, thus, accept this from me. 3:35
Ar-RazT states that ’Abu ‘Ubaydah claimed that ‘id in the verse above is superfluous, 
noting that the meaning is as follows:
wa galat imr ’atu ‘imran, 
and the wife of Imran said,
This means that there is no need for ‘id, and that it has no syntactical function (Ar-RazI, 
1324, v.l, p.22). He adds that ’Abu ‘Ubaydah has repeated this claim in connection with 
another Qur’anic verse, as shown below:
wa ‘id qala rabbuka lil-mald ‘ikati ’innijd ‘ilun fil- ‘ardi xalJfatan, qalu.
And when your Lord said to the angels: “Surely, I am about to place a viceroy 
on the earth,” they said. 2:30
According to al-Faxr ar-RazI (ibid. v.8, p.24), ’Abu ‘Ubaydah has claimed that it is 
superfluous and meaningless, and that the correct meaning is qalat imra ‘atu 'imran ‘the 
wife of Imran said’, where ‘id does not have syntactic position.
At-Tabari (2004, v.l, p. 153) states: “Some people who are related (in some way) to the 
Arabic linguistic sciences claim that, among the scholars of the Basra School there are 
those who think that the meaning of ‘id qala rubbuka is: qala rubbuka, and that ‘id is a 
superfluous word. They add that its meaning is to be omitted.”
Here, I think that it is clear that the particle ’id came for a reason to show a protasis 
which needs an apodosis by linking the two sentences together. Another reason that 
causes me to belive that it is a conditional particle with a meaning and function is the 
existence of the fa- as an introducer to an apodosis. So if it is without meaning or 
function there will not be a need for that fa-.
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4.9.3 Comparison of the function of adverbial ’id and conditional ’in
There is not any clear relation in meaning between the adverbial ’id and the conditional 
Jin. This is because the conditional ’in is a particle harf while ’id is a pronoun ism. So, 
the relation between them from the standpoint of word typology does not exist.
The question here is whether there is any similarity between ’id, which indicates the 
past, and ’in, which indicates time in future. Another question which has been raised by 
grammarians is: does ’id, without being attached to ma, cause the imperfect to change 
into the jussive mood when it has no similar function to the conditional ’ini Since the 
similarity between the two words does not exist with regard to function or influence on 
one another, then why have linguists found this similarity between ’id and ’in when they 
are separated in function, semantic meaning, and temporal status, too?
To answer the above questions, we find that Basrans do not pay too much attention 
either to ’id or ’in in this context, since they actually deny the existence of any kind of 
similarity between the two particles.
Regarding the Kufans, they believe that there is some similarity between them, noting 
that ‘in could be used while carrying the meaning of ’id. This Kufan statement opened 
the door for controversy between these two Arabic schools of language. The question 
here is whether the Kufans are right in that ’in can be used as ’id in meaning (Makram, 
1988, p.65).
To answer this question, we need to review the arguments of scholars of both schools 
and of Qur’anic exegesis.
A - The Kufans’ position
Al-’Anbarl (2004, v.l, p. 153) states that the Kufans believe that the conditional ’in can 
exist carrying the meaning of ’icl. Therefore he lists the Kufans’ examples to support 
their arguments from three major sources, which will be summarised as follows:
1 - The Qur’an
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In many Qur’anic verses, ’in is only interpreted as ’id and bears a conditional function. 
In other words, the conditional ’in cannot be interpreted as ‘i f  but only as ’id ‘when’ 
(ibid, p.66). For example:
23:*jyi {*&> ajjhlj 1 Jjla Uip Uljj Uw L_JJj
wa ‘in kuntum f t  raybin mimmd nazzalna ‘aid ‘abdind, fa- ’tu bisuratin min 
mitlihi.
If you have doubts about the revelation We have sent to our sevant, then 
produce a single sura like it. 2:23
Al-’AnbarT adds that the Kufans explain that it is not permitted to state: ’in qdmat al- 
qiyamatu kana kada. ‘If the Day of Resurrection comes, such things will happen’, 
because there is no doubt that the Day of Resurrection will come. In addition, they also 
say that, to be more accurate, 'in should be seen as having the same meaning as ’id 
qdmat al-qiyamah ‘when the Day of Resurrection comes’, implying that day will arrive 
without doubt.
The following is another example that the Kufans provide:
278:Sjkll ui
yd ’ayyuha al-ladma ’amanu ittaqii allaha wa daru ma baqiya min ar-riba, 
’in kuntum mu ’rnimn,
O you who believed, fear Allah and give up what remains of your demand for 
usury, if you are believers. 2:278
The Kufans see that ’in here should be understood as ‘when’ or ‘because’. They also 
note that there is no room here for ’in to be used as a particle which carries an 
implication of doubt. They explain that this is because the people addressed have 
already been described at the beginning of the verse as ‘believers’, and therefore ’in 
cannot imply any doubt as to their being believers.
In my opinion, ’in still works in this context as conditional particle, as long as it fulfil 
the requirement to be so. It forms the conditional structure and presents the protasis and 
the apodosis.
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Another Kufan example from the Qur'an is the following:
wa ittaqii allah ’in kuntum mu ’minTn.
And fear Allah, if you are believers. 5:57
Their commentary on this passage asks: “If we accept ’in with its implication of doubt, 
how can they fear Allah if there is doubt about their faith?” A similar case can be found 
in the following example:
1 3 9 : 0 ' cJl uJ Oj^ -'?'
wa ’antum l~ ’a ‘lawna ’in kuntum mu ’miriin.
For you have gained mastery, if you are believers. 3:139
The Kufans’ question here is: how can they gain supremacy over their enemies when 
there is doubt about their faith?
The following provides another example:
27:^^!' c^l)A4 All eOS (j) .lyndl
la tadxulunn al-masjidal-harama ’in sa ’a allah ’amimn.
You shall enter the sacred mosque, if Allah wills, securely. 48:27
The Kufans do not accept ’in in the above verse as a particle which carries the 
implication of doubt, asking how Allah could mention their entrance to the mosque 
while using a particle of doubt. In addition, they note that ’in does not cany a function 
that could lead to an apodosis. Furthermore, they note that the adverbial ’id does not 
carry the implication of doubt.
From these examples we can see that the opinion of the Kufans is baced on semantics 
and context, rather than on structure.
2 - Example from the hadlV.
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“salamun ‘alaykum dara qawmin mu'mimn, wa ’inna ’in sa ’a allahu bikum la 
lahiqiin ”.
Peace is upon you, O abode of believers, and if Allah wills it, we shall follow 
you.
Regarding the example above, Kufans state that it is not acceptable (in meaning) that 
the believers have doubts about Death and about the fact that we will die like our 
ancestors.
3 - Examples from poetry:
dip" <^Kaui (j) ..T'd-w i^Jl Ighhv ClutAuij 
wa sami ‘ta halfatha allati halafat... ’in kana sam ‘uka gayra dT waqari.
And you heard her oath which she swore if your hearing did not suffer 
deafness.
The example which the Kufans provide in this verse was explained by Muhyl ad-Dln, 
who states that the example here is the second part of the line, ‘if your hearing...’. The 
Kufans say that ’in in this example means ’id, and the speech is explanatory because the 
poet states in the first line ‘you have heard her oath’, which means that your hearing 
was good: ‘you heard her, and you were not deaf (Makram, 1988, p.67).
The Kufans take this view because they believe that the conditional structure applies to 
the future and that the apodosis depends on the protasis. Therefore, they consider that 
this situation cannot exist except when the action of the protasis clause takes place 
before the consequence represented by the apodosis. When they find ’in introducing a 
verb in the perfect tense, they decide that it is an explanatory particle assuming the 
meaning of ’id and that it does not have a conditional function (ibid. p.67).
B - Basran view
The Basrans do not provide any evidence to support their view that ’in cannot carry the 
meaning of a circumstantial ‘adverbial’ ’id. The only argument they adhere to is the 
original position of ’in as a conditional particle. Ibn al-’Anbarl (2002, p.502) explains 
their argument as follows:
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Regarding the Basrans, they say: “We have agreed that the main function of 
’in is to be a conditional particle and the origin of ’id is to be an adverb. In 
addition, each particle should be used to indicate the meaning that it was 
designed for. Therefore, if one adheres to the original meaning, he is adhering 
to the real situation, but if one disagrees with that then he is required to 
provide evidence” (Ibn al-’Anbarl, 2002, p.502).
Responding to the statement of the Kufans, the Basrans state that what the Kufans have 
said about ’in in verse (2:23) is an unacceptable argument, because ’in in that text is 
conditional. They note that it is not true to say that ’in implies a doubtful situation 
because Arabic sources show ’in even when there is no implication of doubt, such as in 
the utterances ’in kunta ’insanan tafalu kada ‘If you are a human being, you will do 
this or that’ or ’in kunta ibm f a ’ati'ni ‘If you are my son, then obey me’. Here the 
speaker does not intend to show any doubt as to whether or not the addressee is a human 
being, nor does he mean that he has doubts about his son’s identity.
However, the Basrans present a dubious argument about the verse (48:27) cited by the 
Kufans. The Basrans explain that when the Kufans state here that the word carried an 
implication of doubt where there is none does not harmonise with the intended meaning 
of the verse. To avoid this confusion, they came up with two arguments. The first is 
that the doubt in this verse applies to the security at the moment of entering the mosque 
‘You shall surely enter the sacred mosque, if Allah wills securely’. However, they say 
that there is no doubt about entering the mosque, since the confirmation was clarified by 
using the emphatic la- and the nun of confirmation in the word la- tadxulunna ‘you 
shall surely enter’. Secondly, they believe that the use of ’in is a way of teaching people 
to be polite by linking the future to Allah’s will by saying ’in sa ’a allah ‘if Allah 
will’(ibid. p.502). They explain that it represents obedience to Allah’s instructions in the 
following example:
24 -2 3  Vj die. diii £Jeli [jljjaj
wa la taqulanna lisay’in ’innifa'ilun dalika gadan ’ilia ’anyasa’a allah 
Nor say anything: I shall be sure to do so tomorrow, except if Allah so wills. 
18:23-24
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The aforementioned verse is also used by the Basrans to oppose the Prophet’s statement 
cited by the Kufans and to reject their arguments. They believe that the Prophet had 
been taught by Allah to use this expression about future acts intended to be carried out 
by Muslims or about things that could happen to them, even if there was no doubt about 
it, such as death.
As for the argument from poetry, the Basrans disagree with the Kufans about ’in in the 
poem meaning ’id. They note that ’in in this case is a conditional particle, and the 
apodosis is posited on the protasis as ‘you heard her oath’, which I think is a correct 
argument and that is clear from the meaning of the verse.
4.9,4 Prepositional *id
Regarding the use of ’id as a preposition, we discussed this case previously in Chapter 
III where it was attached to md to form the particle ’idma, ‘when,’ as a conditional 
particle occurring with the imperfect in the jussive mood.
Slbawayh (1968, v.3, p.57) reports that the conditional status cannot exist with either 
haytu ‘where’ or ’id ‘when’ unless they are attached to md, ‘ever’. In such a case, md 
would not be a superfluous word.
In this thesis we will take the view that ’id can occur as a conditional particle for the 
following reasons:
Firstly, Safr (1997, p. 13) lists the particle ’id as having various functions including the 
conditional. He provides the following example of conditional function:
wa ’id lamyahtadu bihi fa-sayaqulima hada ’ifkun qadlm.
And when they will not be guided by it, then they will say: “This is an ancient 
lie.” 46:11
He explains that when the disbelievers were not guided by the Qur’an, they said, “This 
is some ancient myth told by previous nations” (ibid. p. 13). He adds that the sentence
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fa-sayaquluna ‘then they will say’ consists of three parts: fa-, sa- and yaquluna, where 
the fa- is a method of connection between the two clauses.
Secondly, he states that when sentences containing two independent clauses are 
introduced by ’id, the clauses are brought into a dependency relationship, and the 
sentence must be classified as a conditional sentence.
Thirdly, with regard to conditional statements dealing with the future, Safi defines the 
concept of future as pertaining to the relationship between the apodosis to the protasis, 
and not to the relationship between the speaker and the utterance. In other words, in 
the statement itself, the protasis verb should take place before the apodosis in time.
Fourthly, comparing the ‘id clause with the law clause, we find that they are the same 
in structure and that both of them reference the past, meaning that the future tense 
refers to an event which has already taken place. This can also be said about the 
particle lamma where grammarians treat it as a conditional particle.
Finally, with regard to the time reference in this conditional sentence, it is similar to 
that of the conditional structure involving ‘k id  introduced by h a t ta  ‘until’. This 
structure appears in the Qur’an two different times. One of them referes to an action 
that has not yet happened but will happen in the future. The following are examples:
71 c‘A 39 \AjAk 131
hatta ‘ida jd  ‘uha futihat ’abwabuhd.
When they arrive, its gates will open. 39:71
Here, we cannot tell the time of the discourse until we look at it within its context, 
which refers to a situation in the future and about the Day of Judgement. Another 
example is the following:
7 1  A m *  n il ^  1 3 $ j  131 U U a j l i ^
fa-ntalqa, hatta ’ida rakibd fis-safinati xaraqaha.
Then, they proceeded until when they were in the boat, he scuttled it. 18:71
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We notice here a similar example to the first one, but this is a story that happened in the 
past. The syntactic situation still shows the structure as circumstantial 'ida with an 
apodosis following the first clause of the sentence.
Here the second example can also be used as evidence for regarding 'id as an adverbial 
particle with a conditional function, since it introduces two clauses where the latter 
relies on the first.
The following examples involve id carrying a conditional function and with similar 
syntactic status to that shown in the previous two examples:
I31jj <Jla 3!j y
wa ’id qala rabbuka lil-mala ’ikati ‘innljd ‘ilun fil- ’ardi xallfatan, qdlu 
Behold, when the Lord said to the angels; I am about to place a vicroy on 
earth, they said. 2:30
Another example is the following:
wa 'id i ‘tazaltumuhum wa md y a 'buduna ’ilia allah, fa -’wii 'ild l-kahfi.
When you turn away from them and that which they worship except Allah, 
then seek refuge in the cave. 18:16
Al-Fara’ says that the clause fa - 'wii 'ild l-kahf is the apodosis of ’id, as if to say: ‘when 
you do this, so do that’. He states that this means that ’id is a conditional particle in this 
example (Ad-DarwTs, 1999, v.4, p.453).
4.9.5 Typological classification
1 - Past - Past (78)
34:'*^)  ^ ij^2ua f f l  1 j.w.uil
wa ‘id qulna lilmala ‘Ikati usjudu li ‘ddama, fa-sajadu ‘ilia ‘ibllsa.
And when we said unto the angels: “Prostrate yourselves before Adam,” they 
all fell, prostrated, save Iblis. 2:34
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The sentence above is the most common type of conditional sentence involving *id, 
namely ’id following a verb of speech such as ‘to say’.
2 - Past - Present (3)
25;Ajjill ( j ^  fjijy
wayawma hunayni ‘id ‘a ‘jabatkum katratukum fa-lam tugni ’ankum say’a.
And on the day of Hunayn (battle) when your multitude was pleasing to you, 
but it did not avail you anything. 9:25
3 - Past - Imperative (5)
1 6 ; i — £_5 - l )  V j l l  a H I  V ]  C j j  ^  j j i i l j i c .  1
wa ’id i'tazaltumuhumwa maya'buduna 'ilia alldhfa-’wu ’ilal-kahfi.
And when you turn away from them and what they worship but Allah, then 
take yourselves to the cave. 18:16
4 - Present - Present (6)
\ 1 ‘L TTa , j j l 1 j^il
wa 'id lam yahtadii bihi fa-sa yaquluna hada 'ijkun qadlm.
And when they will not be guided by it, so they will say: “This is an ancient 
lie.” 46:11
5 - Present - Past (3)
9: JtijVI ^^ £3 Ljiyiafe j  [jjlixluii
’id tastagTtuna rabbakum fa-stajdba lakum.
When you sought help of your Lord, then He answered you. 8:9
6 - Present - Imperative (3)
Alii Ijoj-dj Ijllp j  4dli '“r'tjj  jd iti p
13
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fa - ’id lam ta f‘alu wa tdba allahu 'alaykum fa - ’aqTmu us-salata wa ’atu uz- 
zakata wa ’afi 'u ulldh wa rasulahu.
Then, when you do not do, and Allah has forgiven you, then establish prayer 
and pay the poor alms and obey Allah and His messenger. 58:13
7 - Past - Nominal (3)
51 ;Liu) 1 1 °J ^S P
wa law tara ’id fazi ’u fa-la fatwa wa ’uxidu min makanin qarlb.
And if you could but see, when they become terrified then there will be no 
escape, and they will be seized from a place close at hand. 34:51
8 - Past - Nominal involving kana (5)
( J i  f-LuiSl ( j j i  q a  o f j \ J  A ( j j j t j i  t J t s
(JIK CaS - '
56-54:cUll
wa lutan ’id, qdla liqawmihi ’ata’tuna al-fdhisata wa ’antum 
tubsirun, ’a ’innakum lata ’tuna ar-rijala sahwatan min dun in-nisa ’i bal ’antum 
qawman tajhaliin, fa- md kana jawdba qawmihi ’ilia ’an qalii ’uxruju ’ala 
lutin min qaryatikum ’innakum ’unasun yatatahharun.
And (remember) Lut! When he said to his people: “Do you commit immoral 
sins while you see? Do you practice your lust on men instead of women? Nay, 
you are a people who behave senselessly.” Then, there was no other answer 
given by his people except that they said: “Drive out the family of Lut from 
your city. Verily, these are men who want to be clean and pure!” 27:54-56
9 - Past - Nominal involving ’inna (1)
63 :c ‘afl^ jUl Lmjoj [Ljpjj eiutjf fJlSjj
qdla 'ara ’ayta ’id 'awayna ’ila as-saxrati fa- ’inni nasit ul-huat.
He said: “Did you see when we took refuge on the rock? Indeed I forgot the 
fish.” 18:63
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10 - Present - Nominal (2)
J3;jjhl <uj:^ ^  Ail! Ajp tAxXjti y.1,^ tvtb 'jc-tk 'T
law la j a ’u ‘alayhi b i’arba'ati suhada’a, fa - ’id lam y a ’tu bis-suhada’i fa- 
’uld ’ika ‘ind alldhi hum ul-kadibun.
Why did they not produce four witnesses? When they do not bring witnesses, 
they are verily, in the sight of Allah, liars. 24:13
11 - Present - Nominal involving kana (2)
11 (pS'ijtdl IjaL (jAIj (jdali 0^
wa ’id taxluqu min at-tini ka hay’at it-tayri b i’idm fa-tanfuxu fthd fatakunu 
tayran bi ’idnl
And when you made out of clay, as it were, the figure of a bird by My 
permission, and you breathed into it, then it became a bird by My permission. 
5:110
12 - Nominal - Nominal (1)
18:_)^ tc. ^Uaj jspji'li Vj (> pjj pA
wa ’andirhum yawma al- ’azifati ’id l-qulubu lada al-hanajiri kazimina md liz- 
Zdlimma min hamfmin wa la. sa fi’in yutd \
And warn them of the day that draws near, when hearts will be at throats 
choking them, the wrongdoers will have no intimate friend, nor any intercessor 
who will be heeded. 40:18
13 - Nominal - Past (2)
26:cJl^?l {^p^ kjlj p£lj\a (JjAjM (jjalkj (Jjk phi il
wadkuru ’id ’antum qalTlun mustad ’afuna f i  I- ’ardi taxafuna ’an yataxtafakum 
un-nasu fa- ‘awakum wa ’ayyadakum.
And remember when you were few and were reckoned weak in the land, and 
were afraid that men might kidnap you, but He provided a safe place for you 
and strengthened you with His help. 8:26
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14 - Nominal - Present (2)
70;jstc g^.jilVr-1 (ji
. ’id I- ’aglalu f t  ’a ‘naqihim was-salasilu yushcibun.
When iron collars encircle their necks, and chains, they will be dragged along. 
40:70
15 - Nominal involving kana - Past (2)
j g ‘i.uv) A j  C i  ( j j t k j  A l i i  p c t j  [ j j ^ a J s u  I j j l S
’id kanu yajhaduna bi ’aydt illahi wa hdqa bihim md kanu bihiyastahzi’un. 
When they used to deny Allah's signs, and they were completely surrounded 
by that which they used to ridicule! 46:26
16-Nominal involving ’inna (apodosis) - Present (protasis) (1)
98-97:*'j*-^' 4 ,^ 11C£ 1^ aIIC^
talldhi ’in kunna laft dalalin mubin, ’id nusawwikum birabbi I- ‘alamin. 26: -98 
By Allah, we were truly in a manifest error, when we held you as equal with 
the Lord of all that exists. 26:97-98
17 - Past (truncated sentence) (38)
74:(at*jV! 4,0^ 1^1 (. LtiUlot ..v>rut jjle-
wa ’id qdla ’ibrdhimu li’abihi ’azara ’atattaxidu ’asnaman ’dlihatan ’inm 
’araka wa qawmaka f t  dalalin mubin.
And when Ibrahim said to his father Azar: "Do you take idols as gods? Verily, 
I see you and your people in manifest error.” 6:74
18 - Present (truncated sentence) (11)
7:cJtajVl CJJ  ^ -^4^  Jp' Oj j^Ls L^jCall AIll
wa ’id ya ’idukum ullahu ’ihda at-ta ’ifatayni ’annahd lakum wa tawadduna 
’anna gayra as-sawkati takunu lakum.
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And when Allah promised you one of the two parties, that it would be yours; 
and you wished that the one unarmed would be yours. 8:7
19 - Nominal (truncated sentence) (5)
93:?UjS/I
wa law tar a ’id az-zdlimuna f i  gamardti l-mawti wal-mala’ikatu basitu 
'aydlhim ’axriju ’anfusakum.
And if you could but see when the wrongdoers are in the agonies of death, 
while the angels are stretching forth their hands (saying): “Deliver your 
souls...” 6:93
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Table 40: Typological classification o f  conditional sentences involving ’id
Word type Protasis Apodosis Total
Verbal - Verbal
Past Past 78 97
Past Present 3
Past Imperative 5
Present Present 6
Present Past 3
Present Imperative 3
Nominal - Nominal 1 1
Verbal - Nominal
Past Nominal 3 13
Past Nominal involving kana 5
Past Nominal involving ’inna 1
Present Nominal 2
Present Nominal involving kana 1
Present Nominal involving ’inna 1
Nominal - Verbal
Nominal Past 2 8
Nominal Present 2
Nominal
involving
kana
Past 4
Verbal Past No apodosis 39 49
(truncated sentence) Present No apodosis 11
Nominal Nominal No apodosis 5 5
(truncated sentence)
Total 137
4.9.6 Order of the elements in conditional sentences involving 'id
A - Regular structure
1 - Past - Past (68)
V a L  ( j j a  I j l t a  A 9 ) ]  a .  ( J p ' t k  ( ^ 1  t d j _ j  I f s
wa ’id qdla rabbuka lilmala ’ikati ’inm ja  ‘ilun fil- ’ardi xallfatan qalu 'ataj ‘alu 
fiha man yufsidu fihd.
And when your Lord said to the angels: "Verily, I am going to place a vice 
regent on Earth." They said: "Will You place therein those who will make 
mischief therein?” 2:30
2 - Past - Present (1)
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wa yawma hunayni 'id 'a jabatkum katratukum fa-lam tugni 'ankum say ’d. 
And on the day of Hunayn (battle) when your multitude was pleasing to you, 
but it did not avail you anything. 9:25
Past - Imperative (demand) (5)
36-35 : u ' <-)! ^5^* ^  ^  v j  ohA? ^
'id qalat imra'atu Hmrdna rabbi ’inm nadartu laka md f t  batm muharraran 
fa-taqabbal minnl
(Remember) when the wife of 'Imran said: "O my Lord! I have vowed to You 
what is in my womb will be dedicated to Your service, so accept this from 
me.” 3:35
Past - Nominal (1)
51 i> 1 ^ 1 jp j* ^ (JJ*
wa law tard ’id fazi ’u fa-la fawta wa ’uxidu min makanin qarib.
And if you could but see, when they become terrified then there will be no 
escape, and they will be seized from a place close at hand. 34:51
Past - Nominal involving kana (3)
(jAjdtsdl (_ya ^ a i L-a '■' 12 Ajul^ial! ( jj lt li l  ^iajl (Jlil j l U a ^ lj^
Clu£ (jl f i l l  t_ll^*J UjjI 1 j l l i  j !  ^?l Ujljak [jVS UaS J^A<il (jk U J ^ J  ( j j a h i i j
2 9 - 2 8 : ^ o?
wa lutan ’id qdla liqawmihi 'innakum Ita 'tuna l-fdhisata md sabaqakum bihd 
min ’ahadin mina I- ‘dlamin, ’innakum Ita’tuna ar-rijala wa taqta‘una s-sabila 
wa ta ’tuna f t  nddlkum ul-munkari, fa- md kana jawaba qawmihi 'ilia ’an qalii 
i ’tina bi ‘adabi illahi 'in kunta mina as-sadiqm.
And (remember) Lut, when he said to his people: "You commit immoral sins 
which none amongst all creatures has preceded you in (committing). Verily, 
you practice sodomy with men, and cut off the highway and practis
wickedness in your meetings." But his people gave no answer except that they 
said: "Bring Allah's torment upon us if you are one of the truthful.” 29:28-29
6 - Present - Present (5)
’id tad 'awna ’ila I- ’imani fa-takfurun.
When you were called to the faith and rejected it. 40:10
7 - Present - Nominal involving kana (1)
110; (jiLH (j;a (3l^ j jlj)
wa ’id taxluqu min at-tlni ka hay’at it-tayri b i’idm fa-tanfuxu fiha fa-takunu 
tayran bi ’idm.
And when you made out of clay, as it were, the figure of a bird by My 
permission, and you breathed into it, then it became a bird by My permission. 
5:110
8 - Present - Past (2)
I'tjLa.jlk *£yA \ i^c. ^  (jLn^ kj (jLuluij
7 8 - 9 7 :^ '
wa dawuda wa sulaymana ‘id yahkumani fil-harti ’id nafasat fihi ganam ul- 
qawmi wa kunnd lihukmihim sahidin, fa-fahhmndha sulayman.
(Remember) David and Solomon, when they gave judgement regarding field 
into which sheep strayed by night. We witnessed their judgment and made 
Solomon understand the case (better). 21:78-79
9 - Present - Imperative (2)
12:J^Vl 1 jljiia a ^1
’id yulu rabbuka ’ila l-mala ’ikati ’anm ma ‘akum fa-tabbitu l-ladma 'amanu. 
(Remember) when your Lord revealed to the angels, "Verily, I am with you, so 
keep firm those who have believed. 8:12
10 - Present - Nominal (1)
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13:jj^  fojk'' ^  >h\Ij AjujLj ' f f f
lawla ja 'u  ‘alayhi b ’arba'ati suhada’a, fa - ’id lam y a ’tu bis-suhada’i fa- 
’ula’ika ‘ind alldhi hum ul-kadibun.
Why did they not produce four witnesses? When they do not bring witnesses, 
they are verily, in the sight of Allah, liars. 24:13
11“ Nominal - Nominal (1)
18;jalfc Vj fte4 Oi4diill fa il
wa 'andirhum yawma al- ’azifati ’id l-qulubu ladd al-hanajiri kazimina md Hz- 
Z,dlimTna min hamTmin wa la safi’in yuta
And warn them of the day that draws near, when their hearts will be at their 
throats choking them, the wrongdoers will have no intimate friend, nor any 
intercessor who will be heeded. 40:18
12 - Nominal - Past (1)
261 ^  j  JdiljU (jjiUll ^d-iVn (jl (jjafsu (j! (jjQ* chh <4
wadkuru ’id ’antum qalilun mustad’afuna f i  l- ’ardi taxafuna ’anyataxtafakum 
un-nasu fa- ’awdkum wa ’ayyadakum.
And remember when you were few and were reckoned weak in the land, and 
were afraid that men might kidnap you, but He provided a safe place for you 
and supported you. 8:26
13 - Nominal - Present (1)
70:jalo >t'.j j*£sUc-i
. ’id al- ’agldlu f t  ’a ‘naqihim was-saldsilu yushabiin.
When iron collars encircle their necks, and chains, they will be dragged along. 
40:70
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Table 41: Regular structure o f  elements in conditional sentences involving ’id
Word type Protasis Apodosis Total
Verbal - Verbal
Past Past 68
Past Present 1
Past Imperative 5
Present Present 5
Present Past 2
Present Imperative 2
Verbal - Nominal
Past Nominal 1
Present Nominal 1
Past Nominal involving kana 3
Present Nominal involving kana 1
Nominal - Nominal Nominal Nominal 1
Nominal - Verbal Nominal Past 1
Nominal Present 1
Total 92
B - Reverse Structure
1 - Past (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (7)
X 6 0  ^ d l l  v n t  j i _ j j O a 1  ( j t  ‘L a j S  e U a j i u i l
wa ’awhayna ’ila musa ’icl istasqahu qawmuhu 'an idrib bi ‘asaka l-hajar. 
When his people asked him for water, inspired Moses to strike the rock with 
his staff. 7:160
2 - Past (apodosis) - Present (protasis) (1)
18:^1 jjc. aIii duly
laqad radiya allahu ‘ani l-mu ’miriina ’id yubayu ‘iinaka tahta as-sajarati.
Allah was pleased with the believers when they swore allegiance to you 
(Prophet) under the tree. 48:18
3 - Past (apodosis) - Nominal involving kana (protasis) (1)
26:*—stSikSn CjLjB Ijjli Jlj O'* Vj jaA^Luiajt Vj -^IC.
fa-ma agna ‘anhum sam'uhum wa la ’a f’idatuhum min say'in ’id kanu 
yajhaduna bi ’ayati illdh.
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Yet their hearing, sight, and hearts availed them nothing since they used to 
deny the signs of Allah. 46:26
4- Present (apodosis) - Present (protasis) (1)
qdla hal yasma ‘unakum ’id tad ‘tin.
He said: "Do they hear you when you call?" 26:72
5 - Present (apodosis) - Past (apodosis) (3)
rabbana la tuzig qulubana ba ‘da ’id hadaytana.
Our Lord! Do not let our hearts deviate after you have guided us. 3:8
6 - Nominal (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (3)
9 2 ; 4 l s  ^ L i t j  c d k la  Id  ( j j j U k l i  
qdla yd hdrunu md mana ‘aka ’Td ra ’aytuhum dallu.
He said; "O Harun! What prevented you when you saw them going astray? 
20:92
7 - Nominal (apodosis) - Present (protasis) (1)
104:^ t^-ajJ Vj yfyl (j} luf Jjfl 1^ Lu (jkj^
nahnu ’a ‘lamu bima yaquluna ’id. yaqulu ’amtalahum tarTqatan ’in labittum 
’ilia yawmd.
We know very well what they will say, when the best among them in 
knowledge and wisdom will say: "You stayed no longer than a day.” 20:104
8 - Nominal involving kana (apodosis) - Present (protasis) (3)
44:u'>*c- cJl j  (jjdj ciu£ Idj^
wa md kunta ladayhim ’idyulquna ’aqlamahum ’ayyuhum yakfulu maryam wa 
md kunta ladayhim ’id yaxtasimun.
186
You were not with them when they cast their straws as to which of them 
should look after Maryam; nor were you with them when they quarrelled. 3:44
9 - Nominal involving kana (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (3)
115 cJl 'dll
wa md kana allahu liudilla qawman ba 'da ’id hadahum.
And Allah will never lead a people astray after He has guided them. 9:115
10 - Nominal involving ’inna (apodosis) - Present (protasis) (1)
98-97>'j*^ll -'I (jl aIIIj^
tallahi ’in kunna Iq/T dalalin mubin, ’id nusawwikum birabbi l~‘alamin.
By Allah, we were truly in a manifest error, when we held you as equal 
with the Lord of all that exists. 26:97-98
Table 42: Reverse structure o f  elements in conditional sentences involving ’id
Word type Apodosis Protasis Total
Verbal - Verbal Past Past 7 12
Past Present 1
Present Present 1
Present Past 3
Verbal - Nominal Past Nominal involving kana 1 1
Nominal - Verbal Nominal Past 3 11
Nominal Present 1
Nominal Present 3
Nominal Past 3
Nominal Present 1
Total 24
4.9.7 Methods of connection in conditional sentences involving ’id
Al - Overt connection with fa -
1 - Past - Past (34)
187
14:o^ UL/J 31)-
’id ’arsalna ’ilayhim utjiayni fa-kaddabuhuma.
When we sent two messengers to them, then they denied them both. 36:14
This type of sentence involving the particle ’id dominates (Past - Past) verbal sentences. 
This is particularly true when the particle is followed by the word qdla or qdW, ‘he said’ 
or ‘they said’, as in the following example:
f j ta  A iil ( j j i  q a  ( J j a V !  (_5-d j ( j j i t l l l  c i i ia  c i u p i  0 4  ^  u 0 ? .! " 4 j  ^
1 nn
wa ’id qdla alldhu yd 'Tsa ibna maryama ’a ’anta qulta lin-nasi ittaxidiini wa 
’ummi ’ilahayni min duni illahi, qdla subhanaka.
When Allah will say (on the Day of Judgement): "O Jesus, son of Mary! Did 
you say unto men: ‘Worship my mother and me as two gods apart from Allah, 
He will say: "Glory be to You!” It was not for me to say what I had no right 
(to say)?’ 5:116
The example above shows the importance ofcontext in understanding the meaning.
2 - Past - Present (2)
25 f3a 5^ uVcd il t
wayawma hunayin ’id ’a jabatkum katratukum fa-lam tugnl 'ankum say’an. 
And on the day of Hunayn (battle) the multitude was pleasing to you, but it 
availed you nothing. 9:25
3 - Present - Present (3)
x^ijis ilia I IiLk 1 jlj ^
wa ’id lam yahtadu bihi fa-sayaquluna hadd ’ifkun qadlm.
And when they will not be guided by it, then they will say: “This is an ancient 
lie”. 46:11
4 - Present - Past (2)
188
’id tastagituna rabbakum fa-istajdba lakum.
When you sought help of your Lord, then He answered you. 8:9
5 - Present - Imperative (1)
13 Alii 1j »,)htJ *dll CjIjj
fa - ’id lam tafalu wa tdba allahu falaykum fa - ’aqimu us-saldta wa ’atu uz- 
zakata wa ’a ti‘u ullah wa rasulahu.
Then, when you do not do, and Allah has forgiven you, then establish prayer, 
pay the poor alms and obey Allah and His messenger. 58:13
6 - Present - Nominal (1)
13:jja1I aIII juc. fHg.isJlj 1 jjL 3^ ill 4ile. IjAk
law la j a ’ii ‘alyhi b i’arba'ati suhada’a, fa - ’id lam y a ’tu bis-suhada’I  fa- 
’uld ’ika 'inda alldh hum ul-kadibiin.
Why did they not bring four witnesses to prove it? When they have not 
brought witnesses, such men, will be, in the sight of Allah, liars. 24:13
The above verse also shows that ‘id can be a conditional particle with the meaning of 
'in,
7 - Past - Nominal involving ’inna (1)
53 *" i--1'*1 <-s"^  iljjf jil ciiit jt L)^ >
qdla ’ara ’ayta *id ’awayna 'ild as-saxrati fa- ’inni nasTtu l-huta.
He said: “Did you see when we took refuge on the rock? Indeed I forgot the 
fish.” 18:63
8 - Past - Nominal (2)
51 c> 1 ^  <-?
wa law tara 'id fazi (u fa-la fawta wa ’uxid u min makanin qarib.
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And if you could but see, when they become terrified then there will be no 
escape, and they will be seized from a place close at hand. 34:51
9 - Nominal involving kana - Past (2)
103 :u^  u-w t—^  °^;V- <1]1 1 jj^ l
wadkuru n i‘mata alldhi ‘alaykum ’id kuntum ’a ‘da’an fa - ’allafa bayna 
qulubikum.
And remember Allah's favour on you, when you were enemies of one another 
but He joined your hearts together. 3:103
10 - Nominal - Past (1)
26:cJLaiV'i q \ (jjslAj (jjaj'VI ^  <32s il
wadkuru ’id ’antum qalTlun mustad'afuna f i l - ’ardi taxafuna 'an
yataxatafakum un-ndsu fa- ’dwakum.
And remember when you were few and were reckoned weak in the land, and 
were afraid that men might kidnap you, but He provided a safe place for you. 
8:26
A2 - Overt Connection with tumma ‘then’
1 - Past - Past (2)
Ij£\ ^ jil! llLutikl aIII (jjAjkj V (JjjI^ uiI
$4;SjAlll ^ ^\\a V) jjsJ Sl_y^ l^l Ijjlpj SijtLtall Lbjia. (jJillS]
wa ’id ’axadna mitaqa bam ’isrd’Tla la ta ‘budima ’ilia allaha wa bil- 
walidayni ’ihsand wa dT l-qurba wal-yatama wal-masdkmi wa qiilu lin-ndsi 
husna wa ’aqimu us-salata wa ’atu uz~zakdta tumma tawallaytum ’ilia 
qalTlan minkum wa *antum mu ‘ridun.
And when We made a covenant with the children of Israel, (saying): “Worship 
none but Allah (alone) and be dutiful and good to your parents, and to [your] 
kindred, and to orphans and (the poor), and speak well of people and perform 
Salat and give Z a k a t Then you regressed, except a few of you, and you 
became backsliders. 2:84
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B - Covert connection
1 - Past - Past (41)
4 3 I I l i J j  ^Ap.lk >il
f a - l a w l a  ’i d  j a  ’a h u m  h a  ‘s u n a  ta d a r r a  Tl
If only, when our torment reached them, they would have invoked Us with 
humility. 6:43
2 - Past (apodosis) - Present (protasis) (1)
18 ; ^ i a l l  <■“ v v i  CP
laqadradiya allahu ‘ani l-mu’mimna ’idyubayu ‘unaka tahta as-sajarati. 
Indeed, Allah was pleased with the believers when they gave the pledge to you 
under the tree. 48:18
3 - Past - Present (1)
42-41 LP ^  tllljjt Jl Jllc-
wa f t  fadin ’id ’arsalna ‘alayhim ur-riha l-'aqim, ma ta daru min say’in ’atat 
’alayhi 'ilia ja  ‘alathu kar-ramim.
And in ‘Ad, when We sent the life destroying wind against them, and it 
reduced everything it came up against to dust. 51:41-42
4 - Past - Imperative (2)
91 Ja Aj elk, [jill CjU&ll L) jjf O'4 U$ S-Lr" lA «>*^  CF^  ^  ^  y
’id qalu ma ’anzala allahu 'aid basarin min say 'in qul man ’anzala l-kitaba l- 
ladi ja  ’a bihi mils a.
When they said: "Nothing did Allah send to any human being (through 
inspiration)" Say: "Who then sent down the book which Moses brought?” 
6:91
5 - Prsent - Present (3)
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30l{JlijSn a^!]| jt ikljljaj jt ^  >^-^ i \^jP
wa ’id yamkuru bika l-ladina kafa.ru, liyutbituka ’aw yaqtuluka ’aw yuxrijuka 
wa yamkiruna wa yamkiru allah.
And when the nonbelievers plotted against you to imprison you, or to kill you, 
or to expel you, they were plotting and Allah too was plotting. 8:30
6 - Nominal (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (3)
9 2 ;^  i-*\» u Ua u jj^9
qdla yd hdrunu md mana (aka Id ra 'aytuhm dallu.
(Moses) said: "O Harun! What prevented you when you saw them going 
astray?” 20:92
7- Nominal (apodosis) - Present (protasis) (1)
\ 04 V} (jj 1^*^ 1 cJ^ aj il Uu
nahnu ’a flamu bima yaquluna ’id yaqulu ’amtalahum tariqatan ’in labittum 
’illdyawmd.
We know very well what they will say, when the best among them in 
knowledge and wisdom will say: "You stayed no longer than a day.” 20:104
Nominal involving kana (apodosis) - Present (protasis) (3)
4 4 (J1 (oj*: -'"'A; i'TA j  lWSj (jjaL Uijy
wa md kunta ladayhim ’id yulquna ’aqlamahum ’ayyuhum yakfulu maryam wa 
md kunta ladayhim ’id yaxtasimun.
You were not with them when they cast their straws as to which of them 
should look after Maryam; nor were you with them when they quarrelled. 3:44
9 - Nominal involving kana (apodosis) - Past (protasis) (2)
44;u^^4l (ja CliiS Caj ls-^ I 1 uliaS Jll
wa md kunta bijanib l-garbiy ’id qadayna 'ila musd I- ’amra wa md kunta mina 
as-sdhidin.
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And you were not on the western side (of the mount), when we made clear to 
Moses the commandment, and you were not among the witnesses. 28:44
10 - Nominal involving ’inna (apodosis) - Present (protasis) (1)
9 8 - 9 7 : * i j j u i l l  ^  u i
tallahi, ’in kunna lafi dalalin mubin, ’id, nusawwikum birabbi I- ‘alamin.
By Allah, we were truly in a manifest error, when we held you as equal with 
the Lord of all that exists. 26:97-98
11- Nominal - Nominal (1)
1 8 *(^ .’5 “i Vj ~ il/'v (j>J L>a (_f31 <—J
wa 'andirhum yawma I- ’azifati ’id l-qulubu lada l-hanajiri kdzimina md lid- 
ddlimina min hamimin wa Id saji‘.
When the hearts will be at the throats choking them, there will be neither 
friend, nor an intercessor for the wrongdoers. 40:18
Table 43: Methods o f  connection in conditional sentences involving ’i d
Word Protasis Apodosis Overt Covert
type fa tumma
Present Present 3 0 3 93
Verbal- Past Past 34 2 41Present Past 2 0 2
Verbal Past Present 2 0 1
Present Imperative 1 0 0
Past Imperative 0 0 2
Present Nominal 1 0 1 16
Verbal- Present N. kana * 0 0 3Present N. ‘inna * 0 0 1 113Nominal Past Nominal 2 0 3
Past N. kana 2 0 2
Past N. ’inna 1 0 0
Nominal N. kana Past 2 0 0 3
- Verbal Nominal Past 1 0 0
Nominal Nominal 0 0 1 1
51 2 60
*N .kana: Nom inal involving kana, *N. ’inna: Nom inal involving ’inna
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Conclusion (Details and differences are coming in following 3 pages.)
By investigating the second group of conditional particles in conditional structures in 
the selected texts, we have found many significant differences among them with regard 
to the number of times they occur in the Qur’an and the type of words used to introduce 
the protasis and the apodosis. We have also seen differences in the methods used to 
connect the two clauses with each other, as well as in the use of covert connection 
where the link is understood by the meaning. In addition, the tables which are provided 
following the section that investigates each particle, display the number of the 
conditional sentences in the Qur’an according to the order of the elements of the 
conditional structure. In the following we will see those tables followed by discussions.
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Table 44: Typological classification o f  the second group o f  conditional particles
P r o t a s i s A p o d o s i s l a w l a w l a ’a m m a *i m m a ’i d a l a m m a k u l l a n t a ’i d
P a s t P a s t 6 1 8 3 0 1 2 9 1 4 7 8
P a s t I m p e r a t i v e 3 0 5
P r e s e n t P r e s e n t 1 1 3 6
P r e s e n t P a s t 1 3
P r e s e n t I m p e r a t i v e 6 3
P a s t P r e s e n t 1 6 1 8 4 3
N o m i n a l N o m i n a l 1 0 1
N o m i n a l N K 5 4 4
N A N K 1 2
N o m i n a l P a s t 1 5 6 2
N o m i n a l P r e s e n t 2 2 2
N K P a s t 3 1 4
N K P r e s e n t 1 0
P a s t N K 5 4 1 1 5
P a s t N I 1
P a s t K d 2
P r e s e n t N o m i n a l 2 1 2
P r e s e n t N K 1
p r e s e n t N I 3 2 1 1
N o m i n a l N I 2
N o m i n a l D P 2 5
D P T 2
N K D P 6 4
P a s t N o m i n a l 1 1 8 8 3
P a s t T 7 2 3 2 3 9
P r e s e n t T 1 5 8 1 1
N o m i n a l T
N A T 7 3 5
N K T 1 2
V C o n d i t i o n a l 2
1 9 9 5 9 5 1 1 4 1 1 0 1 4 4 1 5 1 7 5
T o t a l 7 6 7
The above table shows that the conditional sentences involving the particle law 
represent the largest number (199). It shows different word types used in their
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formation. In addition, the type Verbal - Verbal and mainly Past - Past appeal- in 66 
examples in the Qur’an. The same picture emerges with conditional sentences involving 
lamma, the highest frequency being the Past - Past word type with 129 sentences, 
following which we see id with 78 and ’ida with 30. On the other hand, this word type 
incidence does not occur in sentences involving ’ammd and lamma. Finally, ’immd and 
kullama are appear- with the least frequency in the Qur’an, 'immd appearing in 14 
sentences and kullama in 15.
The investigation of the second group of conditional particles in the Qur’an also 
provides new insight in relation to the methods used to connect the two clauses of 
conditional sentences. These features are represented in the following table:
Table 45: Methods o f  connection in conditional sentences involving the second group o f  conditional
particles
C o n d i t i o n a l C o v e r t O v e r t  c o n n e c t i o n
p a r t i c l e c o n n e c t i o n fa- la - ’i d a n ’i d a t u m m a
l a w 6 1 1 1 3 2 0 0 1 2 2
l a w l d 1 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 3 6
l a w m d 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
a m m d 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 5 2
i m m d ’ 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 1 4
i d a ’ 4 5 5 1 0 0 7 0 1 1 3
l a m m a 1 4 5 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 6
k u l l a m a 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 5
i d ’ 6 0 5 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1
T o t a l 2 8 1 1 7 0 2 6 2 7 2 6 1 0
From the above table, we see that some protases are introduced by connectors such as 
fa-, 'ida, la, ‘idan and tumma, while others do not appear with connectors and rely on 
semantics to guarantee the relationship between the two clauses.
This study has also covered the two types of order of the protasis and the apodosis, 
namely, regular order where the protasis precedes, and reverse order where the apodosis 
precedes. The results of that section are shown in the following table:
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Table 46: Conditional particles introduce the regular and reverse structures
Conditional particle Regular structure Reverse structure
law 122 19
lawla 32 4
lawma 0 0
ammd’ 52 0
immd ’ 14 0
ida’ 94 13
lamma 126 18
kullama 15 0
id ’ 92 24
Total 547 78
The above table shows that some conditional particles introduce the regular and reverse 
structures. A small number of grammarians consider the latter as a truncated conditional 
sentence, the fronted apodosis being an indication of the meaning of the apodosis. 
However, we will adopt the opinion of the majority who consider it as a fronted 
apodosis in an reverse structure and that is because the information givin by the 
sentence that is introduced before the conditional particle is a full sentence which can be 
moved to a position after the protasis without a need to use another defferent sentence in 
other structure or meaning forming the apodosis in regular structure. Note that 1ammd, 
’immd and kullama only occur in regular structure, while other particles are used in 
both.
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CHAPTER V:
COMMON CONDITIONAL STRUCTURES IN CLASSICAL ARABIC
5.1 Ellipsis in Arabic structures (more details and information are 
following in 5.1.1 and 5.1.2)
In this section, I will deal with the use of the ellipsis in the Arabic language, focussing 
in particular on conditional sentences found in the Qur’an and other important texts. 
Crystal (1987, p. 107) defines ellipsis as: “a term used in grammatical analysis to refer to 
a sentence where, for reasons of economy, emphasis or style, a part of the structure has 
been omitted which is recoverable from a scrutiny of the context.” Traditional 
grammarians talk here of an element being ‘understood’, but linguistic analyses tend to 
constrain the notion more, emphasising the need for the ‘elided’ (or ellipted) parts of the 
sentence to be unambiguous. As an example, consider the exchange: “Where are you 
going?”/“To town.” In this exchange, sequence B, “To town”, could not stand on its 
own, but when it is preceded by sequence A, “Where are you going?”, its ‘full’ meaning 
is clearly understood as “/  am going to town”. However, in such sentences as “thanks”, 
“yes”, etc, it is generally unclear what the full form of such sentences might be, e.g, 
‘Thanks are due to you’ or ‘I give you thanks’, and in such circumstances the term 
‘ellipsis’ would probably not be used.
However, the term ellipsis as adopted in this study coincides with the definition put 
forth by Halliday and Hasan (1976) that it is “something left unsaid”, where “unsaid” 
implies “but understood nevertheless”. They further state that an expression is elliptical 
when certain structural features are missing and the addressee makes choices to 
complete the meaning. Their definition of the term “ellipsis” is as follows:
If substitution is replacing one word with another, ellipsis is the 
absence of that word, "something left unsaid". While many sentences 
presuppose some prior knowledge by its audience, ellipsis requires 
retrieving specific information from preceding information that can 
be found in the text (p. 142).
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Ellipsis occurs to one or more elements of a sentence which for some reason need to be 
left unsaid; it is associated with a sense of incompleteness. However, it is useful to 
recognise that the essential characteristic of ellipsis is the power derived from 
ambiguity, where the completing the meaning is left to the imagination of the addressee.
Before we cite some examples of ellipsis in the conditional sentences in the Qur’an, a 
word of caution is in order. The term ellipsis should not be, in any sense, taken to imply 
that anything - whether a single word or even a single letter - was originally in the 
Qur’an and then subsequently deleted for any reason whatsoever. In the present study, 
the word ellipsis -  to quote Crystal -  refers to a device used for “economy, emphasis or 
style”, where omitting the “predictable” or “posited” element is considered to be more 
aesthetically pleasing than explicitly mentioning it.
Discussions of ellipsis in Arabic and in the Qur’an falls into two categories. The first is 
one in which the utterance is quite acceptable as it stands. Here, the ellipsis stems from 
the fact that the speaker feels that he has conveyed the complete meaning of the 
utterance, even though the listener may feel that more information is needed for 
clarification. To the speaker, however, adding further words would result in a kind of 
unnecessary tautology, and hence it is preferable for such elements to be ellipted. The 
following verse demonstrates an example:
yd bam ‘adam xudu zinatakum 'inda kulli masjid wa kulu wasrabu wa la 
tusrifu ’innahu la yuhibbu l-musrifin.
O children of Adam! Wear your beautiful apparel at every time and place / of 
prayer: eat and drink: But waste not by excess, for Allah loves not the 
wasteful. 7:31
The purpose of this verse is simply to draw attention to the necessity of eating and 
drinking without excess as a means of extending life. The mention of the kinds of food 
to be eaten or the kinds of beverages to be drunk however, is immaterial to the intent of 
the verse. The purpose is not explicitly to enumerate these kinds, hence mentioning 
them is irrelevant. Thus the verbs kulu wasrabu ‘eat and drink’ are intransitive verbs 
and the objects have been omitted, bringing about the elliptical structure.
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In the second category of ellipsis, the ellipsis emanates from the utterance as it stands 
and requires the presupposition of an ellipted element either for rational (or logical) 
reasons or grammatical (or structural) considerations. The following is an example:
dlj l$-is Uhal (^1 j  ^  
was’al al-qaryata al-lati kunna fiha wal-‘ir al-latT ’aqbalnd fiha wa 'inna 
lasadiqun.
Ask at the village where we have been and the caravan in which we returned, 
and (you will find) we are indeed telling the truth. 2:82
Although the translation renders the elliptical part as ‘ask the village’, the meaning is 
‘ask the inhabitants of the village’, since one cannot address a ‘village’ in the literal 
sense of the word -  i.e. in terms of the houses and other physical components. Likewise, 
the same applies to al- ‘Tr ‘the caravan’ in the same sense that what is meant is ‘ask the 
owners of the camels’.
(jjSkj Ij AjI tjAll till? thj 4jL=dl
35:^cjll {jllil
matalu l-jannati 1-latT wu Ida l-muttaquna tajrT min tahtiha I- ’anharu 
’aukuluhd dd 'imun wa zilluhd tilka ‘uqba l-ladina ittaqaw wa 'uqba l-kafirin 
an-nar.
The parable of the Garden which the righteous are promised -  beneath it flow 
rivers: Perpetual is the enjoyment thereof and the shade therein: such is the 
end of the righteous; and the end of the unbelievers is the fire. 13:35
The translation ‘the shade therein’ stands for ‘perpetual is the shade therein’ or ‘the 
shade therein is perpetual’. In other words, a full interpretation of the elliptical structure 
is ‘its enjoyment is perpetual and its shade is perpetual’, but what we literally have in 
the Arabic verse is the equivalent of ‘its enjoyment is perpetual and its shade’.
5.1.1 Ellipsis in conditional sentences
We briefly mentioned the topic of ellipsis in conditional sentences when we discussed 
the truncated conditional sentence. That discussion was restricted to the ellipsis of the
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apodosis clause. In this chapter, however, the topic will be discussed with reference to 
three parts of the conditional sentence: the conditional particle, the protasis and the 
apodosis.
Staytiyyah (1995, p.51) notes that grammarians agree about the existence of ellipsis in 
conditional structures, but they disagree about the reverse conditional structures. Some 
of them regarded the ellipsis as referring to dropping some conditional elements from a 
conditional structure. However, other grammarians prefer to adopt the idea of a fronted 
element instead of an ellipted one. There are still other structures which linguists do not 
consider as having ellipsis at all, but in which other linguists find the ellipsis quite 
obvious.
We will not study this dispute; instead, we will target the others in which grammarians 
acknowledge the existence of ellipsis. In addition, we will examine some cases which 
they have not mentioned. The study will include the ellipsis of the conditional particle, 
the protasis clause, apodosis clause, and the protasis and apodosis clauses 
simultaneously.
5.1.2 Ellipsis of the conditional particle ’in
Among traditional grammarians there are few who accept the possibility of ellipsis of 
the conditional particle ’in with the presence of the protasis and the apodosis. However, 
as-Suyuti (2000) refers to some of these grammarians and explains how they accept this 
type of structure. According to him:
j k l l  Q a  u )  C lu lS  _ j l j  J a j ju o l l  e l3 i V  J
ijikiu] piiii j  0 * ^  u!
“wa la yajiizu hadfu ’adat is-sarti wa law kanat ’in ‘ala al- ’asahhi, kama la 
yajiizu hadfu gayriha min al-jawazimi wa jawwaza ba'duhum hadfa ’in fa - 
yartafi ‘ u l-fi 'lu, wa tadxul ul-fa ’u is 'aran bidalik ”
It is not permitted to omit the conditional particle, even if it is ’in, to be more 
exact. Furthermore, it is not permitted to omit any other conditional particle. 
However, some grammarians have approved the omission of ’in (while the verb 
is in a nominative case) in addition to the existence of the fa- as an indication of 
the conditional sentence and the particle ellipsis.
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There are many examples in the Qur’an and in poetry. Suyuti provides the following 
example:
SjILoll Juo (jx
tahbisunahuma min ba ‘d is-salati, fa-yuqsiman billdhi.
Detain them both after prayer, and let them both swear by Allah. 5:106
In the example above, Suyuti provides a sentence with a presumed ellipted ’in, where he 
argues that if we use ’in, then the verb tahbisunahuma will be in the jussive mood 
(tahbisuhuma). In addition, he notes that the fa- which introduces the apodosis 
(fayuqsiman) should be dropped. The result of such changes may weaken the coherence 
and eloquence of the text.
Another example was also found which may provide greater insight regarding the topic. 
Below is an attempt to clarify such omitted word(s):
135: ebuaill C5-^  ^
’inyakun ganiyyan ‘aw faqTran, fa-Allah ‘awlabihimd.
If he is rich or poor, so Allah will protect them both. 4:135
The verse literally means ‘if he is rich or if he is poor’. It also means that the conditional 
particle, in addition to the verb which introduces the protasis, has been omitted, and the 
word ‘or’ indicates the repetition of ‘if he is’ in the word after ‘aw ( ’aw faqiran). In 
addition, in the above example the coupling word ‘aw ‘or’ was a joining factor between 
the two structures using only one overt conditional particle and dropping the second 
one.
Staytiyyah (1995, p.52) believes that we can also drop the conditional particle when 
there is an indicator in the context. However, this case commonly takes place in what 
we call ‘as-sart ‘ad-dimm ‘the implied condition’, which appears in the Qur’an and 
Arabic literature. The following is an example:
I j j j i  J a l l t t J  ( J j l u  f l j ^ t  i J S j
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wa ka 'anna ’ajrama nnujumi law ami ‘an... durarun nutirna 'aid bisatin 
’azragi.
And as if the bodies of the stars (while they are) shining, pearls (when) they 
have sprinkled on a blue carpet.
Staytiyyah says that the poet in the line mentioned above likens the shining stars to 
pearls when they are sprinkled on a blue carpet. In addition, when we posit a conditional 
structure here, we note that the compared object is comprised of two things: the first is 
“the pearls”, and the second is “the blue carpet”. Al-JurjanT (1968, p. 139) concludes 
when commenting on this line:
. ( j j j j i  J a llaJ  tjd c . i j 'J l l  bS O j j i  b k j j  °ij\ y  J
wa Id yakadu yattafiqu ’an yujada durarun qad nutirna ‘aid bisatin ’azraq. 
And it is unusual to see pearls which have been scattered on a blue carpet.
The explanation is that the compared object is the pearls when they have been scattered 
on a blue carpet. Therefore, the poet assumes that such an image can exist. Similar to 
this case is what Sunawban describes in the following example (Staytiyyah, 1995, 
p.53).
q a  ( J j S j  j t  L - l j  > I hi
wa ka’anna muhmarra as-saqiqi ’ida tasawwaba ’aw tasa “ad, ... ’a'lamu 
yaqutin nutirna 'aid rimahin min zabarjad.
And like the red anemone when it goes up or down...mountains of rubies 
(when) scattered on spears of aquamarines.
Here, the compared object is the mountain of rubies which is scattered on spears of 
aquamarines. The conditional particle ’ida ‘when’ has been omitted from the second 
part, which is built on the basis of the first part where the conditional particle already 
exists. The situation is understood as follows:
First, with the existence of the conditional particle in the first part within the actual 
image, the poet describes the red anemones when they go up or down. Because we were 
able to accept the structure in the first part, it is also possible to assume the conditional
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particle in the second part. Similarly, since it is possible to omit it in the later sentences, 
it is also possible to omit it in the first sentence.
Second, many writers and poets use this style in their works which are similar to the one 
under discussion. ’Abu Firas (Staytiyyah, 1995) clarifies this phenomenon as follows:
IjU-al cjuLLai lij li£ j
wa kunna kas-sihdmi ’ida ’asdbat maramiha, fa-ramTha ’asdbd.
And we were as arrows when they hit (their targets), so their archer hits (his 
target).
Staytiyyah (1995, p.53) provides another example:
\ jVVhiid Aliia. (jl LijlLsi (j) i
fa-kassayfi *injVtahu sarixan ....wa kal-bahri ’in j i’tahumustatniyd 
He is (strong and helpful) like the sword if you come to him screaming 
(seeking help) and (generous) like the sea if you come to him for reward.
Radwan (1989, p. 191) notes that ellipsis in conditional sentences takes various forms 
based on the typological classification of the conditional structure. He explains that if 
the verb of the protasis clause is in the present tense, then the ellipsis can be of one type 
only. However, if the protasis is introduced by a verb in the past tense, then the ellipsis 
process can be formed in four different ways. The following is an attempt to shed light 
on these five types of ellipsis in Qur’anic conditional sentences, using examples and 
discussions provided by Radwan.
5.1.3 The ellipsis of the conditional particle *in and the protasis
In this case the apodosis is either left in a jussive mood or introduced with fa-. 
According to Radwan (ibid. p. 192), al-Juijanl has traced examples which are similar to 
the aforementioned structure where he classifies them into five types in the following 
statement:
Vlam anna fi'la  as-sarti yadmiru hddihi l- ’asya’a al-xamsati lidalTlihd 
‘alayhi:
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So, learn that the verb of the protasis clause is hidden after those five cases 
since they imply it.
These five types are the following:
a - Following the imperative
'Vtini 'ukrimka.
Come to me, I will honour you.
Here the full sentence may be understood to mean: “Come to me, and if you come to 
me, I will honour you.” Radwan added that al-Jurjanl explains that only commanding 
someone to come does not make the honouring action an obligation, but coming is a 
pre-condition for the act of honouring: it is used for encouragement. He also explains 
that the verb ’ukrim in the jussive mood is a case that requires a conditional particle. 
The same also applies to the following example from the Qur’an:
152:*jSd'
fa-dkurum, ’adkurkum.
So remember me, I will remember you. 2:152
In this verse, Allah has commanded the believers to remember him, and if they do so, 
then he will remember and help them.
b - Following the prohibitive
till V
la tafahyakun xayran laka.
Do not do (this), it is better for you.
This is posited as: ‘do not do so, if you do not do so, it will be better for you’. So if the 
jussive mood comes as a result of the prohibitive, then the meaning should be: ‘if I 
forbid you to do something (my ban) is good for you’ or ‘not doing it is good for you’.
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c - Following the interrogative
(V tmtuj (jji
'ayna baytuka ?, ’azurk.
Where is your house I will visit you.
This can be understood as: ‘If I know where your house is, I will visit you.’
d - Following a wish
p,Ua yi
’ala ma un ’asrabhu.
Is not (I wish) there any water I drink.
Here, it is understood as “I wish, if there were water, to drink it”.
e - Following an offering
Iji-n Lu^ aj Jjii yi
’ala tanzil tusib xayran.
Come and settle with us, you will obtain benefit.
Radwan (1989, p. 192) explained that the above example means: ‘If you settle with us in 
this land, you will obtain good things.’
In the aforementioned examples it is important to note that when we omit some words, 
they should be from the same type as the words used in the context, as, for example:
la taqtarib min al- ’asadi ya ’kulka
Do not approach the lion. (Because if you do so) it will eat you.
According to Radwan (1989, p. 192), it is not possible to have a real meaning by adding 
the conditional particle ’in to a protasis with negated meaning. For example, ‘If you do 
not approach the lion, it will eat you’, in this case, there will be a contradiction and the
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statement will be illogical. Therefore the intended meaning must be ‘If you approach the 
lion, it will eat you’. As a result, it is necessary to show the protasis, because the 
speaker usually hides it to avoid repetition.
From the above, Staytiyyah notes that it is obvious why al-Jurjanl did not include the
negative structure in the previous five cases. To conclude, it can be said that if we do 
not posit a hidden protasis in these five cases, then there will be no reason to have a 
verb after the imperative clause or similar' clauses.
The following two examples are similar, but use verbs which are not in the jussive 
mood. This means that we camiot say that there is a hidden protasis or conditional 
particle as in:
xud min ’amwalihim sadaqatan tutahhiruhum wa tuzakkihim biha.
Take of their wealth alms, so that you might purify and sanctify on their 
behalf. 9:103
The presumed sentence is ‘If you take from their wealth alms, then you might purify 
and sanctify on their behalf.
With regards to the verbs ‘purify’ and ‘sanctify’, we notice that the vowels change if the 
verb is in the jussive mood, so that the two words will be tutahhirhum wa tuzakkihim. 
However, for this verse, it is suggested that the omitted protasis introduces an adjectival 
sentence describing a previous noun sadaqah:
fa-hab h min ladunka waliyyan yaritum
So grant me a successor -a  gift from You- to be my heir. 19:5-6 
However, it is the same case when we find that the verb is in the imperfect in the
nominative mood, which means that it is not controlled by any hidden conditional 
particle, and it also introduces an adjective sentence.
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Radwan (1989, p. 192) notes that al-Jurjanl follows the opinion of al-FarisI who believes 
that the protasis might be dropped without introducing any word indicating its presence. 
In addition, both of them adopt the thoughts of al-Xalll which were passed on to 
STbawayh who confirmed the above by saying:
hada babun min l-jaza ’ yanjazimu fihi l-fi 7 ’ida kdna jawaban li ’amrin 'cm> 
nahyin ’aw istifhdmin ’aw tamannin ’aw ‘ardin.
This is a form of the conditional where the verb (present) is written in the 
jussive mood if it is in a position of an apodosis for an imperative, prohibitive, 
interrogative, wishing function, or an offer.
5.1.4 The ellipsis of the verb that introduces the protasis
The second form provided by al-Jurjam is the ellipsis of the protasis clause. The 
following is an example for the case of the ellipsis of a verb, which is a protasis by itself 
or introduces the protasis clause:
uJ
’in xayran fa- xayran.
If it is good, then, (the reward) will be good. .
This sentence is understood as ‘If the act is good, the reward will be good’. This 
stylistic usage is very common. The following is an example from the Qur’an:
fa-yaqul rabbi lawla ’axxartani ’ila ’ajalin qarib, fa- ’assaddaqa wa ’akun min 
as-salihm.
And he should say: “O my Lord, if you only would reprise me a little while, 
then I would give alms and be among the righteous.” 63:10
This example has caused disagreement between linguists and translators. There is not 
only the problem of different points of view, but also that of different interpretations. 
One opinion was given by Staytiyyah (1995, p.54), who approved the above reading for
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’akun, in which he considered the verb to be in the jussive mood. The second way of 
describing the verb, used by other grammarians, is fa- 'assaddaqa wa 'akuna, or putting 
the verb ‘akiina in subjunctive mood and joined to the previous one, ‘assaddaqa (Al- 
‘Ukburi, 1980, p.262). With regard to the second interpretation, it seems that there is no 
problem with the meaning or the cause of the subjunctive mood, but rather the question 
is about the first usage, in which the verb is in the jussive mood. According to az- 
Zamaxsarl (1947, v.4, p.112):
.0 ^  J  AjISj  jjj.iLata (Jk-« (—f l a  jA
huwa ma ‘tufun ‘ala mahall fa- 'assaddaqa, wa ka ’anahu qila: 'in ‘axxartam 
'assaddaq wa 'akun .
It is a coupled verb (or joined) by the joining particle (and) with the previous 
verb 'assaddaq.
The lull sentence can be understood as: ‘If you give me relief for a little while, then I 
will give alms and be among the righteous’. Some scholars have chosen other 
explanations. Nevertheless, Staytiyyah has commented that al-Juijanfs argument does 
not produce a persuasive answer. To explain his argument, he added that al-Jurjanl’s 
interpretation means that the semantic structure for the sentence comes in one of the two 
following forms:
First, it is posited as: lawld ‘axxartani, wa 'in 'axxartam 'assaddaq wa 'akun min 
assalihm. Because of the underlined conditional protasis, it is regarded as dropped, 
meaning that the verb 'akun will be joined to the absent verb ‘assaddaq, which is in the 
jussive mood. If this is the case, then we cannot accept his theory that ‘akun is 
syntactically joined with fa- ‘assaddaqa, the one in the accusative case (Staytiyyah, 
1995, p.54).
Second, the sentence can be understood as follows:
lawld ‘axxartam, fa- 'in ‘axxartam ‘assaddaq wa 'akun min assalihm.
If you give me relief for a little while, then I would give alms and be among 
the righteous.
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By considering the verb 'assaddaq to be in the jussive mood and joining it to the verb 
'akun, the fa- cannot be a causative particle ‘fa- sababiyyah\ and to explain why he 
rejects the possibility of the jussive for a verb preceded by a causative fa ~, following az- 
Zamaxsarl, Staytiyyah (1995, p.54) divided the text into two parts. The first is a 
compositional structure, lawld 'axxartam 'ild 'ajalin qarib, meaning ‘If you only give 
me a relief for a little while9. He finds it to be an independent sentence with no syntactic 
relation to the following sentence. However, the second statement is an informational 
sentence. He believes that some grammarians think that the letter waw in this sentence 
joins one verb to another {’akun and 'assaddaqa). Staytiyyah considers that wa is 
joining the first sentence with the second one. In this case, it is important that the latter 
sentence should be a full conditional one with an ellipsis of the protasis. Therefore, the 
structure will be as follows: ‘lawld 'axxartam 'ila 'ajalin qarTbin, wa 'in 'axxartam 
'akun mina assalihm\  He decided that the omitted parts of this verse are the conditional 
particle and the protasis. In addition, the omitted parts were indicated by the first part of 
the mentioned context.
The conclusion is that there will not be any confusion when using the verb 'akun and 
read it in the jussive mood. Moreover, the difference between the waw in the first 
reading ( 'assaddaqa wa 'akuna) in an accusative case, and the waw in the second in the 
jussive one {'assaddaq wa ’akun), is that in the first one, it joins a verb with a verb, and 
in the second, it joins a sentence with a sentence.
In addition to the aforementioned two arguments, we may add a third possibility to the 
given structure without changing the mood. This is by positing an omitted conditional 
protasis and particle in the jussive mood. In this new case, the sentence will be follows:
fa  yaqul rabbi lawld 'axxartam 'ild 'ajalin qarTbin, fa-'assaddaqa wa 'in 
'assaddaq 'akun min assalihm.
And he should say: “O my Lord, if you only reprise me for a little while? 
Then I then would give alms, and if I give alms, I would be among the 
righteous.”
Radwan (1989, p. 196) notes that cases of omitting the verb of the protasis clause can be 
divided into two types:
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1 - Ellipsis of the verb and the subject
This structure occurs if it is preceded by a sentence or words that indicate the existence 
of a protasis, in particular if it is negated by la, Ibn Malik (1974, v.2, p. 119) states the 
following:
,1—lljkll (je- fUVjV^ I (ja! Jajlioll (jc- pliiijjVlj 
wal-istigna’ 'anis-sarti wahdahu ’aqallu min al-istgna’i ‘ani l-jawdb.
And to dispense with the protasis is more likely than the cases which dispense 
with the apodosis.
Ar-RadT (ibid. p.253) says the following:
wa yuhdafu sartuha wahdahu ’ida kana manfiyyan bi-la ma‘a ’ibqa 7 la, 
nahwa i ’timwa  ’ilia ’adribka, y a ‘n l, wa ’in la ta ’tim ’adribka.
The conditional sentence’s protasis only will be dropped if it is negated by la 
with the remaining of la as if saying: “Come to me, and if not, I will beat you,” 
which means: ‘And if you do not come to me, I will beat you.’
We understand from what was said that only the protasis can be omitted -  not the 
particle or the apodosis. Another example is the following verse:
pU A l l  td S jiu  tJkj Vj j  .. .fC a ^ j  t$J Clilda 
fa-talliqha fa-lasta laha bikufin...wa ’illaya ‘lu mafriqaka l-husdmu 
Divorce her; since you are not capable enough for her...and if not, the sword 
will hit your hair parting (your head).
However, this means that what the poet intends to say is clear: ‘and if you do not 
divorce her.’ So he has omitted the verb which introduces the protasis because the 
indication is shown by the imperative sentence: “Divorce her.”
According to Ibn ‘Aqil (1997, p.160), Ibn Malik states the following:
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g^ikxll (jl O* C^ *t5 i»^ >Juiilj
wa as-sartu yugm 'an jawabin qad culim...wal-‘aksu qad y a ’tT 1in l-ma'na 
fuhim.
The protasis is sufficient if the apodosis is understood...and the opposite 
might happen if the meaning has been understood.
This means that one of the clauses of the conditional sentences may be enough to 
produce a meaningful sentence. He adds that the process of dropping the apodosis 
happens widely, as well as the protasis being negated by la following the conditional 
particle ’in.
2 - Ellipsis of the verb introduces the protasis
The conditional sentence may also appear with an omitted verb in the protasis which 
consists of a verbal sentence. This is the case when the conditional particle precedes a 
noun. In this case, a verb in the apodosis can serve to indicate or interpret the omitted 
part of the protasis. However, the conditional particle should be followed only by the 
verb. Here the word introducing the protasis is treated as a verb preceded by declinable 
and indeclinable words. Moreover, the protasis becomes a transitive verb that requires 
more than one object. In this case, it is permissible for it to be followed by a noun. 
Although, the particle ’in has this advantage, because it largely occurs in many 
examples which include the ellipsis of the protasis verb. This verb should be understood 
as a past tense, but not in the case when the posited verb is in the present tense preceded 
by lam or la following a conditional particle. The only exception can be found in 
poetry, as in the following example (SIbawayh, 1983, pp.67;130;135):
(JjaJ .....
sa ‘datun nabitatun f i  ha ’irin ’aynama ar-rihu tumayyiluhd tamll
A straight tree has grown in a pool; wherever the wind tilts it will be tilted.
As is noted above, the omitted verb should be regarded as being in the perfect tense in 
most cases. Therefore, SIbawayh understands it as an imperfect in the jussive mood 
only in poetry and where necessary. 5Ar-Radi explains that the verb that follows the 
noun which comes after the conditional particle ’in or any pronoun that carries its
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meaning in-conditional sentences should be in the perfect tense, whether that noun is 
nominative or accusative. He gives the following example:
.dLiiil j!  CLml Tjsjj  Jjl j i  j  (jl
’in zaydun dahaba or ’in zaydan laqita or laqTtahu.
If Zayd went or if Zayd you met or you met him.
He adds that the verb could be in the imperfect for poetic licence, as in the following 
verse:
OJ *^ 1°'
yutm ‘alaykawa ’anta ’ahlu tana ’ihi..... wa ladayka ’in huwa yastazid mazidu 
He praises you and you deserve his praising, and you have (praises for him), if 
he seeks more excessive (gifts).
5.1.5 - Ellipsis of the apodosis clause
Ibn Hisam (1998, pp.721;731) states that omitting the apodosis clause is required if it is 
preceded by or contains any text or word that indicates the apodosis, such as huwa 
Zdlimun ’in fa  (al: ‘He is a tyrant if he does it’. He gives also the following example:
YQ;Sj LlSI <111 eUi (jl
wa ’innd ’in sa ’a allahu la muhtatun.
And surely if Allah wills, we may be led aright. 2:70
He adds that the apodosis clause of the conditional sentence can be omitted if the 
protasis is preceded by a context which makes the meaning of the missing apodosis 
clear. For example:
1 9 - 1 8 : ( j ^  ^
qdlu ’innd tatayyarna bikum, la ’in lam tantahii la narjumannakum wa la 
yamassannakum minna ‘adabun ’alTm. qalu ta ’irukum ma ‘akum, ’a ’in 
dukkitum bal ’antum qawmun musrifun.
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They said: “For us, we forsee evil from you, and if you do not desist, we will 
certainly stone you, and a grievous punishment indeed will be inflicted on you 
by us.” They said: “Your evil omens are with yourselves, if you are 
admonished, nay, but you are a people transgressing all bounds.” 36:18-19
The following is another example:
1Q ;< I 4ill Ale.
qul ’a r’aytum ’in kana min Hnd illdh wa kafartum bihi.
Say: “You wonder if it is from Allah, and you reject it. 46:10
Commenting on the example cited above, az-Zamaxsarl says that it is understood as 
’alastum bizalimm? ‘Are you not unjust?5 He notes that the interrogative clause could 
not be an apodosis but by introducing it by the fa- after the interrogative particle, such 
as ’in j i ’tam ’afama tuhsin 'ilayya, ‘If you come to me, do you provide me with 
honour?5 If a sentence comes before the conditional protasis carrying the meaning of an 
apodosis, it will not be regarded by the Basrans as a literal apodosis (Radwan, 1989, 
p. 163). This is because the protasis has the first position in conditional sentences, while 
what we actually have in this case is only a clause that indicates or represents the 
apodosis. On the other hand, the Kufans insist that it is also an apodosis in a literal 
sense, not only in meaning. They explain that the apodosis is not in the jussive mood 
and has not been introduced by the fa-, and they regard it as an apodosis because of its 
position at the beginning of the sentence. The Kufans believe that it should be jussive if 
its position following the protasis clause is as in: ’adrib 'in darabtani, ‘I hit if you hit 
me.5 Therefore, ’adrib is an apodosis semanticlly, since its meaning relies on the 
protasis clause. The Basrans also do not accept, with this fronted clause, any other 
apodosis clause after the protasis, because they find it sufficient as a full and 
understandable conditional structure. In addition, they do not approve of the idea that 
this is the apodosis but in a fronted position, the reason being that the verb should be in 
the jussive mood, and furthermore it should be linked with the fa-.
In conclusion, the position of the apodosis for the Basrans should be after the protasis, 
whereas for the Kufans it can be before the particle. In brief, we can say that the ellipsis 
of the apodosis of conditional sentences can exist for two main reasons:
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Firstly, it occurs for syntactic and structural purposes such as the existence of both the 
conditional case and an oath, in particular when the oath precedes the conditional 
particle. Secondly, there should be a semantic or syntactic indication in the structure, as 
in the following example:
86 llllc- (ill iaJ V jd lihlj thkjl IjjJ;
wa la 'in si ’na lanadhabanna bil-ladl ’awdayna ’ilayka tumma la tajidu laka 
bihi ‘alayna wakTld.
If we pleased, We could take away what we have revealed to you, then you 
would find no one to plead for you against Us. 17:86
In the above example, Staytiyyah (1995, p.57) believes that the lam in wa la’in indicates 
the oath al-qasam, and therefore, it is called lam al-qasam ‘the lam of the oath’, while 
’in is the conditional particle. In this case, the apodosis of the conditional particle was 
omitted, whereas the apodosis of the oath sentence jawdb ul-qasam was kept in the 
sentence, which makes the clause landhabanna bi ‘we would withdraw’ an apodosis of 
the oath sentence. Moreover, the lam of oaths was repeated in the apodosis clause, while 
the conditional apodosis is omitted because the oath particle comes before the 
conditional particle.
Following the above argument, it can be determind that the conditional particle has 
preceded the particle of oath; hence, the apodosis of the oath as a conditional sentence 
will be omitted, as in the following example:
.liV nc-l C lilu l . i i i l j  J j l
'in wa allahi si 'ta ’a ‘antuk.
If, by God, you willed it, I will help you.
The clause ‘I will help you5 is the apodosis of the conditional sentence, not of the oath. 
The reason for this transformation is that the particle which comes first will have its 
apodosis, since its fronted position demonstrates its importance. Therefore, it has the 
power to have an apodosis.
Moreover, the option to omit any pail of the protasis or oath sentence occurs when the 
double structure is preceded by a subject. Therefore, in such cases, the double structure
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will lose the ability to keep its apodosis. However, in this situation, Staytiyyah prefers 
to omit the apodosis of the oath and to keep the conditional one. He thinks that the 
protasis comes either before or after the particle or the protasis of oath. He explains that 
the significance of the sentence will be strongly indicated by a conditional structure 
rather than by an oath structure.
The other case in which the apodosis clause can be omitted is when it is implied by 
context, as follows:
90;i—Luijj ^ u ; V aTIT (jjli qa *^ 1^
’innahu man yattaqi wa yasbir fa- ’inna allah la yudi 'u ’ajra l-muhsinm. 
Whoever fears Allah and is patient, Allah will never squander the rewards of 
the righteous. 12:90
Some grammarians believe that the sentence 'inna allah la yudT'u ’ajra l-muhsinm is 
the apodosis clause of the conditional sentence (Staytiyyah, 1995, p.57). However, 
Staytiyyah does not agree that this argument is completely correct, because he believes 
that this sentence follows an omitted apodosis, which he posits as ‘yakunu muhsinan 
“he becomes kind’. This is because the sentence above is not linked to the given 
protasis. However, Staytiyyah’s argument ignores the fa-, which is an indicator that an 
apodosis will follow. On the other hand, the other grammarians’ argument does not 
address the fact that the sentence is not a future state of the protasis, but rather it 
describes a more general idea.
Secondly, the apodosis can be omitted for purposes of eloquence, in spoken language, 
prose and poetry, and in the Qur’an, in which there are many examples. The following 
example is a quotation for the second caliph Omar Ibn al-Xattab to ’Abu ‘Ubaidah:
IjI I) JJC.
law qdlaha gayruka yd ’aba ‘ubaydahl 
If someone else had said that, O ’Aba ‘Ubaydah!
This sentence implies admonition by the speaker to the addressee, since the noted 
statement may be understood as: ‘if someone else had said that, it would not be strange, 
but if you say it, it is unacceptable’. The ellipted elements are determined by factors
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such as the tone, the immediate context, the historical context and the relationship 
between the speaker and addressee. The following is another example:
20: sJtJ  Alll q\j  J aJUI
wa lawld fadlu l-ldhi 'alaykum wa rahmatuhu, wa ’anna allah ra ’u f rahTm.
If it had not been for the grace of Allah and His mercy unto you, and that 
Allah is gentle, merciful. 24:20
In this verse, the apodosis is not mentioned, but by examining the content we can see 
words such as ‘mercy’ and ‘grace’ of Allah in conditional structures imply that the 
opposite to this features could happen if He were not the Merciful (for example, 
punishment). Therefore, the omitted apodosis can be understood as: ‘he would punish 
you.’ However, the apodosis might not be as we anticipate, but rather depends on the 
addressee’s attitudes towards the topic. In addition, it is certain that they will expect 
something unpleasant and the opposite of grace and mercy. The speaker may find it 
better to leave it open and to let the addressees expect the worst rather than something 
that they may welcome.
Ibn Hisam considers the following verse as another example of an omitted apodosis:
1 f  3 lil luii j^jjLua La il u 2 _^ii I3j
bada IT ’annilastu mudriku ma madd... wa la sabiqun Say’an 'ida kanaja’iya. 
It has appeared to me that I could not reach what had passed...and cannot 
avoid anything when it comes.
There is no clear agreement among grammarians regarding this type of structure 
because each interprets it according to his own understanding. In this case, we find that 
’ida is a conditional particle, and the clause following it is a protasis clause, while the 
apodosis structure is omitted because the context makes the meaning of the posited 
apodosis clear.
Ibn Hisam (1998, p. 131) decided that there is an omitted apodosis here, which means 
that we are dealing with a conditional sentence. He understands the omitted apodosis as: 
‘When something comes, I will not be able to avoid if. Whereas Staytiyyah (1995, 
p.58) states that some grammarians believe that it is not correct to say: ‘When
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something happened, I did not come before it5 because one cannot return time to do 
something before the event if it has already taken place. In addition, they believe that 
the particle ’ida in this context is not a conditional particle, but only an adverbial one in 
a regular context.
Another example of ellipsis of the apodosis in conditional sentences is the following:
wa ’ida qila lahum ittaqu ma bayna ’aydikum wa ma xalfakum, la ‘allakum 
turhamun.
Yet when they are told, “Beware of what lies before and behind you, so that you 
may be given mercy”. 36:45
The clause la ‘allakum turhamun is not the apodosis of the conditional sentence, as the 
apodosis was omitted because of the implication in the context.
Here is another example with law:
3  1  ^ l a - U a .  A l l  ( J j  j i  ^  C j f  f j  C j j Aui ( j t
wa law ’anna qur’anan suyyirat bihi l-jibdlu 'aw qutti‘at bihi l-’ardu’aw 
kullima bihi l-mawta, bal lilldhi l-’amru jam l‘a.
If there were a Qur’an with which mountains were moved, or the earth were 
cleaved asunder, or the dead were made to speak, (this would be the one), but, 
truly, authority is with Allah in all things. 13:31
The following quotation is an example from the Hadlt:
j i  \ f u i  'Jb A j j a J f c  . a J j I j i j j  A j j a * g i  a J j I h j j  ja -S >  ( j ^ 3
.full a^.lA Uj Jjll 'it^ al
fa-man kanat hijratuhu ’ila allah wa rasulihi, fa-hijratuhu 'ila Allahi wa 
rasulihi. wa man kanat hijratuhu lidunya yusTbuha ’aw imra ’atun yankihuha, 
fa-hijratuhu ’ild ma hajara ’ilayhl
So, whoever’s migration is for Allah and His messenger, thus, his migration 
will be for Allah and His messenger. And whoever’s migration was for
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worldly goals to gain, or a woman to marry, thus his migration is for what he 
has migrated.
The example cited shows the absence of the apodosis in all of the conditional clauses, 
for eloquent or rhetorical purposes. Ibn Hisam (1998, p. 133) explains this structure as 
follows:
jsluwdl 4-ilJjlt jjpJud jSa u, c-iudl AjjISI (JjxxS
fa-mu ’awwalun ‘ala ’iqdmati is-sababi maqama al-musabbabi, 'ayy; fa-qad 
istahaqqa at-tawciba al- ‘a?jm al-mustaqirra lil-muhdjirin.
So it is regarded by using the cause in the place of the result (apodosis) 
because the result is well known. Therefore, he deserved the great reward that 
is given to those who have migrated for the sake of Allah and his messenger.
5.1.6 - Ellipsis of both the protasis and the apodosis clause
In some contexts in Arabic prose, poetry and spoken language, neither protasis or 
apodosis is mentioned. In these cases the conditional particle appears independently and 
is not followed by either a protasis or an apodosis for reasons of eloquence or to avoid 
repetition in the text.
; ClilU . • *(j]j ‘ ^ 13 ClAjj dills
qalat banatu I- ‘ammi: yd salma, wa ’in... kdna faqiran mu 'daman? qalat: wa 
’inin
The cousins (females) said: uO, Salma, and if.. .he is destitute?” She said: 
“Even i f ’.
In the above example the apodosis of the first protasis, wa 1in kdna faqiran, is omitted. 
However for the second ’in the meaning is understood to be: ‘And if he is poor, I love 
and accept him’. According to Ibn Malik (1978, p.653), as-Sirafi provides the following 
example:
Ajli 1 jitk <jl£ [j] j  31 jj ,^]j AjjI i l^ V
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la 'ati ’amir l-mu’minin li’annahu j a ’ir, fa-yuqalu Vtihi wa ’in, yuradu 
bidalika: w>a ’in kdna jd  ’iran fa  ’tih,
I will not come to the prince of the believers because he is unjust. Thus it 
would be said to him: “Come to him even if, which means: ‘even if he is 
unjust, come to him.’ ”
Therefore when the two parts are omitted, according to Ibn Hisam, the particle still 
shows its strong link to the conditional structure (Radwan, 1989, p.218). From the 
above, ar-Radl (1853, v.2, p.273) states that Ibn Malik considers the ellipsis of the 
protasis and apodosis as a permissible option. As-SiyutT (1908, v.2 p.62) supports his 
opinion. But on another occasion Ibn Malik notes that the ellipsis of the two parts is 
obligatory, stating that the two parts can be omitted for necessity, and Ibn ‘Asfur (1986, 
p. 176) concurs with this view. ’Abu Hayyan says that Ibn Hisam’s opinion is supported 
by Ibn ‘Asfur, but no one else notes that it is obligatory (As-SuyutI, 1908, v.2, p.62). 
However, Abu Hayyan adds that Ibn Hisam and Ibn ‘Asfur both say:
It is permitted to omit the protasis and the apodosis after ’in, if the 
meaning is understood. Even though, it was said previously, that this type 
of ellipsis in conditional sentences is restricted by the particle ’in.
However, Radwan (1989, p.218) notes that we may hear some Arabic native speakers 
using particles such as law and ’ida. In addition, in such structures the need for the 
conjoiner waw preceding the conditional particle is significant, as in wa ’in.
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5.2 Interruption in conditional sentences
5.2.1 Introduction
Ibn Hisam (1986, p.31) states that it is common in this type of sentence to see two 
conditional particles and protasis clauses in one conditional structure following each 
other, rather than being followed by an apodosis. This phenomenon is known as i 'tirad 
as-sarti ‘ala as-sart, ‘conditional clause that interrupts another conditional clause’. Ibn 
Hisam discusses this topic under the above title. The title implies a second conditional 
particle is inserted with a protasis clause before the apodosis of the first particle.
Ibn Hisam (1986, p.31) states that some grammarians believe that this situation exists 
when two protases precede an apodosis, and that this structure does not exist with more 
than two protases. He notes that the structure can exist with more than two protasis. He 
investigates the forms which other grammarians provide by using the term ‘ ’i 'tirad as­
sart ‘ala a ssa r f  and explains that there is some confusion and misunderstanding with 
regard to this issue. Some grammarians mention this misunderstanding. In the following 
section, we shall attempt to list the opinions and arguments provided by linguists and 
discuss them in the context of Ibn Hisam’s contribution to the issue.
5.2.2 Ibn As-Sajarl and conditional interruption
Ibn As-Sajaii (1930, v.l, pp.240-241) states that when we have two protases following 
each other without a joining particle between them, subsequently followed by an 
apodosis, then the apodosis belongs to the first protasis. This is based on the principle of 
the similarity between the conditional structure and the oath structure, wherein the 
apodosis of the first oath in a two-oath structure is connected to the first protasis. He 
notes that by relying on that principle, if we have two conditional protases following 
each other then the apodosis belongs to the first one. At the same time, the first protasis 
and its apodosis as one unit form the apodosis of the second protasis.
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He adds that if the apodosis is connected to the first protasis, it should be used closer to 
its apodosis and moved forward, while the second protasis should be repositioned at the 
beginning of the structure.
Ibn As-Sajari illustrates with the following example:
.(jlUa Ciiii cIujju! [jl ciiKi [j)
’in ’akalti ’in saribtifa- 'anti taliq.
If you eat, if you have drunk, then you are divorced.
He explains that the apodosis ‘you are divorced’ is the consequence of the act of eating, 
whereas “if you drink” is another protasis whose apodosis is “if you eat, you are 
divorced”. He notes that for “if you eat”, the speaker intends to put this act in a later 
position after another action, despite the fact that it comes before it in the order of 
elements, meaning; ‘if you eat after you drink, then you will be divorced (ibid. pp.240- 
241).
On the other hand, Al-‘UkburI (1998, v.2, p.38) says: “The provision of the conditional 
protasis, if it interrupts another one, is that the second protasis and the apodosis will be 
an apodosis for the first.” This can be seen in the following:
[j) yjjAji Jjl
’in ’ataytam ’in kallamtani ’akramtuk.
If you come to me, if you talk to me, I will honour you.
“If you talk to me, I will honour you” is a conditional sentence that works as one unit 
and is regarded as the apodosis of the first protasis “If you come to me.” Here the 
speaker means that if this is the case, then the first protasis in a structure or an utterance 
will be placed as the second condition in meaning, so that even if the addressee came to 
the speaker and then he talked to him, the honour would not be required. But, if the 
addressee talked to the speaker and then he came to him, the honour would be given to 
the addressee. In other words, the meaning would be: ‘If you come to me after you have 
talked to me, I will honour you. The reason, in his opinion, is that the apodosis has 
become strongly reliant on the second protasis (ibid. v.2, pp.38;198).
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In this argument, al-'Ukburl does not agree with Ibn as-Sajarl on the provision of the 
apodosis following two protases. He sees the apodosis as reliant on the second one, and 
at the same time, the second protasis and its apodosis are the apodosis of the first. Ibn 
as-Sajarl, as mentioned above, believes that the apodosis belongs to the first protasis 
because it comes earlier, while it and its apodosis therefore act for the second protasis. 
Nevertheless, al-‘Ukbun agrees with Ibn as-Sajarl that the second protasis, as an act, 
should take place before the first one. Moreover, the one which comes later in the 
utterance is first in meaning. However, it seems that al-'Ukburfs argument is weak, 
because the second protasis and apodosis cannot be an apodosis for the first protasis 
unless we posit a hidden fa -, but the fa- cannot be omitted unless there is a reason, as 
most grammarians agree (As-SuyutI, 1984).
Radwan (1989, p. 163) states that ar-Radl also concurs with Ibn as-Sajarf s opinion that 
the apodosis belongs to the first protasis. Ar-RadT regards the apodosis of the second 
protasis as an omitted one, indicated by the existing apodosis. However, Ibn as-Sajarl 
thinks that the first protasis and the existing apodosis are not an apodosis for the second 
protasis because the middle position of the second protasis is evidence and an indication 
of the apodosis of the first protasis and its apodosis.
Radwan added that ar-Radl agrees with Ibn Malik and al-'Ukburl’s argument, but he 
adds to that a fa- should exist to introduce the second protasis. In this case, the apodosis 
of the second protasis is considered as a deleted one, while the apodosis of the first is 
the second protasis and its apodosis. Ar-Radl believes that this is so because it is 
permissible to use another conditional sentence as an apodosis, if it is introduced by fa-, 
but if it is not, then the apodosis belongs to the first protasis,
5,2.3 Ar-Radl and conditional interruption
Regarding the case of interruption where the protasis follows another protasis and has 
one apodosis, ar-Radl says:
jilill Qx JlJ (jf <■* I.Wafl (jli lij ( j i
Jikj f-l~Ukyi (jll Cjlllo [jlj tills d [jl CilsO jj] (^ 3
.Jlyidt
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wa i ‘lam ’anna as-sart ’ida daxala ‘aid sartin fa- ’in qasadta ’an yakuna as­
sart at-tam ma'a ja zd ’ihi lil-’awal, fa-ld budda mina l-fa’i f i l- ’adat at- 
taniyati, taquul: ’in daxaltafa-’in sallamta fa-laka kada, wa ‘in sa ’altafa-‘in 
’a 'taytuka fa- ‘alayya kada; li ’anna I- 7 ‘td ’a ba ‘da as-su ’al 
And know that when the protasis interrupts another protasis, if you mean to 
use the second protasis with its parts as an apodosis for the first one, you 
should use the fa- before the second conditional particle. It is as if you are 
saying: ‘If you enter, then you greet, you will have (such things) from me, and 
if you ask (to receive something) and then I gave, then that is what I should do, 
because giving something comes after the request’.
Commenting on Ibn Malik’s argument, he notes the following (Radwan, 1989, p. 164):
(JjSn 2ajjuill Ujl jA f.\jaJ jjWi\ Jajoill filiS elkll <■“i.WaS (jlj
wa ’in qasadta ’ilgd ’a ’addt is-sart id-tam litaxalluliha bayna ’ajza ’ il-kalam 
il-ladi huwa jazd ’uha ma ‘na, ’a ‘ni as-sart I- ’awal ma ‘a l-jawab I- ’axir, fa-ld 
yakun f t  ’adat as-sart it-tanlfa.
And if you meant to cancel the conditional particle of the second protasis, 
because it occurs within parts of the utterance which are the apodosis, that is, 
the first protasis with the last apodosis. Therefore, there will not be fa- before 
the conditional particle of the second protasis.
On the other hand, Ibn Hisam agrees with Ibn as-Sajarl and ar-Radl in their opinion that 
the apodosis is related to the first protasis. They explain this by noting that when one 
protasis is followed by another, as in: ’in ’akalti ’in saribti fa- ’anti taliq, ‘If you eat, if 
you drink, you are divorced,’ then the apodosis serves and belongs to the first protasis.
5.2.4 Ibn Hisam and conditional interruption
Ibn Hisam (1986, p.31) lists five conditional structures which he does not recognise as 
conditional interruptions:
A - When the first protasis is followed directly by its apodosis, then there follows a new 
protasis, as in:
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84:oA*J ul 1 oi  f
yd qawm ‘in kuntum ’amantum bil-lahi fa- ‘alyhi tawkkalu ’in kuntum 
muslimin.
O, my people! If you do believe in Allah, then put your trust in him if you are 
submitted. 10:84
He believes that there is no interruption here because the first protasis is followed 
directly by its apodosis. I have also treated this type of sentence as a double protasis 
sentence where the two protases share one apodosis, or, as some grammarians think, the 
apodosis of the second protasis is omitted because of the meaning carried by the first 
one.
B - The second protasis is joined with an apodosis introduced by an overt fa, as in:
3L=J Jjla j  [j]
’in takallama Zayd fa- 'in ‘ajdda, fa- ’ahsin ’ilayh.
If Zayd spoke, and if he did well, then treat him well.
Ibn Hisam explains that there is no interruption in this example because the second 
protasis and its apodosis together represent the apodosis of the first protasis.
C - The second protasis follows an omitted one and posits fa, as in the following 
example:
89-88 :^ jl' <J^  u)
fa - ’amma ’in kana min al-muqarrabin, fa-rawhun wa rayhanun wa 
jannatu na ‘Tm.
If that dying person is one of those who will be brought near to Allah, he 
will have rest and satisfaction, ease, and Garden of Bliss. 56:88-89
According to Ibn Hisam (1986, p.3 3), some grammarians do not agree that this example 
is an interrupting conditional structure. He explains that they think that the main 
meaning of this verse is the following:
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j  Ljlkjjj ' f j f  M (j>s ^Ijldl (jl£ (jji i t. ' ( ja J k
mahma yakun min say 'in, fa- ’in kana almutawafja min al-muqarrabin, fa- 
rawhun wa rayhanun wa jannatu na (im.
Whatever the case is, if the dead person is among those closest to Allah, 
there will be for him rest and satisfaction, and a garden of delights.
Ibn Hisam adds that the particle mahma, ‘whatever’, was omitted from the conditional 
clause mahma yakun min say'in, ‘whatever happened’, which was replaced by 'amma 
and therefore he posits the conditional particle to be 'amma fa- 'in kana. He explains 
that grammarians treated this case by discussing two aspects. One is that the apodosis 
does not follow the conditional particle without being separated by a suitable word or 
words. The second is that fa- is used as a joining particle and should be placed between 
two statements or joined words. As a result, the grammarians do not recognise its 
conditional function but rather recognise its other function as a mediator, such that it 
had to be preceded by a word as an utterance reformation. They brought forward the 
sentence of the second protasis because it represents one unit. He concludes that such 
sentence could not be regarded as a conditional interruption.
D - A conditional protasis is joined with a similar one, as in:
37-36 (jly t(ai3f^ d ^ uL
wa 'in tu ’minu wa tattaqu, yu 'tikum 'ujurakum, wa la yas 'alkum 'amwalkum, 
'in yas ’alkumuha fa-yuhfikum tabxalu.
But if you and are mindful of Allah, He will recompence you. He does not ask 
you to give up all your possessions -  you would be grudging if He were to 
press you for them and he would bring your ill-will to light. 47:36-37
On this point, Ibn Hisam (1986, p.34) comments that it is understood from Ibn Malik’s 
discussion of this matter that this is an interrupting conditional structure. This is not 
correct, according to Ibn Hisam.
E - When the conditional apodosis is omitted with the existence of two protases, there 
will be no such interruption, as shown in the following two examples:
34:^j* u! ^  ^ O l
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wa la yanfa ‘ukum nushi ’in ’ardtu ’an ’ansaha lakum ’in kana allahu yurid 
’an yugwJkum.
My advice will be no use to you if Allah wishes to leave you to your 
delusions. 11:34
5 0 Uj-1 ^  Alkalis. cJ1 (1)1 ClnA j  (jl Aiajpi
wa imra ’tun mu ’minatun ’in wahabat nafsaha lin-nabiyi ’in ’arada an-nabiyu 
’an yastankihahd xalisatan min dun il-mu 'minin.
Also any believing woman who offers herself to the Prophet and whom the 
prophet wishes to wed this only applies to you (Prophet) and not the rest of the 
believers. 33:50
Ibn Hisam (1986, p.37) notes that this example does not have an interrupted structure, 
as some grammarians, including Ibn Malik, believe. Ibn Hisam argues that the apodosis 
of the first protasis should be regarded as being in the adjacent position indicated by the 
first protasis and its apodosis. Therefore, the sentence will be understood as: ’in ’aradtu 
’an ’ansaha lakum fa- la yanfa‘akum nushi, ‘If I cared to advise you, my advice would 
not benefit you. ’ The same argument can be applied to the following example as well:
1“^"* L)jj [j]j tl£l
lakinna qawml wa ’in kanu dawT ‘adadin ...laysu mina as-sarri f t  say’in wa 
'in hand.
But my people, even if they are great in number...they are not seekers of 
evil even if the evil is slight.
Reading in these examples, Ibn Hisam (1998, p.801) explains that he does not accept 
that any of the above structures can be called interrupting conditionals. He noted that 
the following sentence exemplifies an interrupting structure:
IjjlLL Cliili 1 [jl Cufij [j!
’in rakibti ’in labisti, fa - 'anti taliq.
If you ride, if [after] you had dressed, you are divorced.
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Ibn Hisam (1986, p.37) notes that few grammarians would reject it and the majority 
accept it, and he used some of the above verses as examples supporting the majority 
view. He adds that according to al-BahawT, those who reject this view used some of the 
same verses as evidence for their arguments, as discussed above. However, Ibn Hisam 
does not accept them and lists them among the rejected examples for this topic. Other 
examples which he does consider legitimate include the following verse from the 
Qur’an:
^  Alii jtWi (ji - k A 3^ (." v,‘wa^ a pUjujj (j^ Liy^ s
25:^31 (UJI
wa lawla rijalun mu’minun wa nisa’un mu’minat lam ta ‘lamumum, ’an 
tata’uhum fa-tiisibukum minhum ma‘arratun bigayri (ilm, liyudxila allahu f t  
rahmatihi man yasd’ law tazayyalu la-‘addabna al-ladma kafaru minhum 
(adaban ’alimd.
If there have not been among them, unknown to you, believing men and 
women whom you would have trampled underfoot, inadvertently incurring 
guilt on their account-Allah brings whoever He will into His mercy-if the 
(believers) had been clearly separated, we would have inflicted a painful 
punishment on the disbelievers. 48:25
Ibn Hisam (1986, p,38) states that the two clauses following lawla and law were 
interrupted and have one apodosis: la ‘addabnd. He also introduced another example 
that will be discussed along with comments of other grammarians to assess their points 
of view towards Ibn Hisam’s arguments:
180:®^ £4i (jjilljll (jl ciijidl lil 1.'
kutiba ‘alaykum ’ida hadara 'ahadakum l-mawtu, ’in taraka xayran al- 
wasiyyatu lil-walidayn wal- ’aqrabin .
It is prescribed for you, when death approaches one of you, if he leaves wealth, 
that he bequeath it unto his parents and next of kin. 2:180
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He notes that this verse was chosen by ’Abu al-Hasan who accepts 5al-wasiyyatu lil- 
walidayn'1 by regarding the existence of the fa, which means fal-wasiyyatu lil-walidayn. 
But if we consider that the nominative case of the word al-wasiyyatu results from the 
influence of the passive verb kutiba, ‘prescribed’, then al-wasiyyatu cannot be an 
apodosis for the second conditional protasis ‘in tar aka. No grammarian other than Ibn 
Hisam has used the aforementioned two cases (ibid. p.41).
Ibn Hisam (1998, p.801) adds the following example as more evidence :
‘in tastagitu bind ‘in tad'uru tajidu. . .minna m ‘dqila ‘izzin zanahd karamu.
If you implore relief, if you fear, you will find...from us shelters of honour 
decorated by generosity.
As-Suyuti (1975, v.4, p.85) notes that Ibn Hisam has provided the following example as 
well:
j£a LjIa £j) tlijjb Ijli
fa- ‘in 'atarat ba ‘daha ‘in wa ‘alat...nafsi hatd fa-qula: la la ‘a
Thus, if I stumbled after I had escaped danger...then come to me and say: “We
wish him to be unsafe.”
5.2.5 Ibn Hisam and the interruption structures
Having understood the given interruption structure and various aspects of disagreement, 
we find that even those who approve this structure disagree about the implications of 
the apodosis which follows two protases. Grammarians are divided into three groups on 
this issue as follows:
A - The first group believes that the event happens in two steps, of which the first is the 
occurrence of the two protases, and the second is the occurrence of the second protasis 
before the first one. The following is an example:
( j j lU a  C lu ta  l C‘ U n A ( j j  O '. l lS j  ( j l
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‘in rakibti ’in labisti, fa- 'anti taliq.
If you ride, if [after] you had dressed, you are divorced.
This means that if only one of the protases has occurred, the divorce will not happen, 
but if the wife wore her clothes and then she rode, in this case she will be divorced. This 
is the position of the majority of linguists and Islamic scholars (As-SuyutI, 1975, v.4, 
p.85).
Linguists who disagree on the above interpretation are divided into two groups. One 
group, the majority opinion, suggests that the existing apodosis belongs to the first 
protasis, whereas the apodosis of the second protasis should be omitted. The reason is 
that the omitted apodosis is already implied by the overt first protasis and its apodosis 
(As-SuyutI, 1975, v.4, p.85).
Ibn Hisam (1986, p.32) provides the following example from the Qur’an:
84:uAjj jjl
ya qawm ’in kuntum ’amantum billahi fa - ‘alayhi taw>kkalu ‘in kuntum 
muslimm.
O, my people! If you do believe in Allah, then put your trust in him if you 
submitted. 10:84
Ibn Hisam (1986, p.42) agrees that this can also be understood as: ‘If you do submit, if 
you believe in Allah, then put your trust in him,’. He adds that the principle is that, if 
two clauses in any other type of conditional sentence occur where each protasis needs 
an apodosis, then the overt apodosis belongs to the first protasis (ibid. p.42).
The Kufans, ’Abu Zaid and al-Mubarrid have provided the following example:
CllUi [jl Cllil
‘ant a zalimun ‘in fa  ‘alt a.
You are unjust if you do so.
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According to as-Suyutl (1984, v.4, p.87), they state that the sentence ’anta zalimun 
which precedes the protasis is the actual apodosis, and not an indication of it, whereas 
Ibn Hisam notes that the apodosis should come after the protasis, since it is the result of 
the occurrence of the protasis. He adds that the preceding conditional apodosis is an 
indication of a second one, since it shows sufficient information to remove the need for 
an apodosis after the protasis. He concludes that in both the first and second examples 
above there is permitted usage: in the first, it is permitted to separate the first 
conditional protasis from its apodosis by another protasis, while in the second sentence 
‘You are unjust if you do so’, it is permitted to omit the apodosis.
Based on what has been said, we can conclude that it is correct to use a verb in the 
perfect or imperfect with the first protasis. In pure classical speech, however, it is only 
permissible to use a verb in the perfect. That is because the principle is that the first 
apodosis should not be omitted unless the verb of the conditional protasis occurs only in 
a perfect. Ibn Hisam provides the following example:
[jl Lb Ijlu u lu j [jl
’in tastagltu bind 'in tad’uru tajidu.
If you implore relief, if you fear, you will find.
He notes that using the imperfect as a protasis introducer is a poetic licence, as in the 
following example:
JJ-aJ [j] j i il  Li Q i
Ya ’aqra'u bin habisinya 'aqra'u... ’innaka ’inyusra ‘ ’axuka tusra ‘u 
O, ’ Aqra‘ bin Habis, O, bold man... if your brother is killed then it is as if you 
too are killed.
B - The group led by Ibn Malik (1968, p.239) says that the existing apodosis belongs to 
the first protasis, as the majority of scholars agree. However, the second protasis does 
not have any apodosis, either overt or covert, because the existing apodosis is restricted 
by the first protasis. Therefore, it is here treated according to the situation of the text, as 
in:
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.(jjJUa clllli ( j."uiT (jl ClljSj (jl
’in rakibti ’in labisti, fa- ’anti taliq.
If you ride if you wear (your clothes), you are divorced.
This means: ‘If you ride wearing (your clothes), you will be divorced’. Similarly:
(jj Lij ijmumi (j!
’in tastagTtu bind ’in tad ‘uru tajidu.
If you seek help, if you feel fear, you will find.
Many analysts understand this sentence as: Tf you seek help in fear...’, since it agrees 
with the principle that the regular sequence required the presence of the first protasis 
after the second one in the text. However, Ibn Hisam (1986, p.44) has a different 
opinion regarding the second conditional protasis. He notes that the majority of 
grammarians believe that it is correct for three reasons:
First, their argument is built on qiyas, ‘analogy’, which means that the apodosis can be 
either overt or covert. However, Ibn Malik’s argument is not based on analogy. This is 
because he considers it acceptable for the protasis to exist without any kind of apodosis, 
whether overt or covert. Ibn Hisam believes that the principle of analogy is more 
convincing, and he accepts the argument proposed by the other grammarians.
Second, Ibn Hisam believes that they were correct in suggesting that what Ibn Malik 
states can be accepted in the cases where the two verbs introducing the two protasis 
clauses coincide or work together, as in the previous examples (imperfect). However, in 
other cases what Ibn Malik suggests is not possible. If it was said, for example; ‘If you 
stand, if you sit, you will be divorced,’ then we could not regard that as: ‘If you stand 
sitting...’, since the two actions are contradictory. Similarly, it is not possible if the two 
acts do not occur at the same time, such as: ‘If you eat if you drink...’, or Tf you pray, 
if you make ablutions’; in these cases, it cannot be understood that you are eating while 
drinking or praying while performing ablutions.
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Third, Ibn Hisam points out that the conditional structure is distinct from the adverbial 
structure ‘jumlat al-haP because the first one deals with the future, whereas the second 
deals with the present time. If there is a time gap between the two clauses, then it cannot 
be an adverbial structure, since the adverbial structure only refers to one event. 
Similarly, a sentence which is located in an adverbial position cannot be preceded with 
a future dalil ‘implication’; this is possible only with a sentence located in a conditional 
position.
Ibn Hisam adds that al-FarisT, however, permits the following:
[jlj j Jjl (CjLd ji i_sAi
la 'adribannahu dahaba ’aw makat, wa la ’adribannahu ’in dahba wa ’in 
makat
Surely I will beat him, whether he goes or he stays. And surely I will beat him 
if he goes or if he stays.
Ibn Hisam (1986, p.46) believes that the circumstantial adverb has two forms: one 
occurs simultaneously with the verb that it modifies, while the other follows the verb 
that it modifies in time. The first form describes how the act occurs, while the second 
form describes the state that exists after the act has taken place. The following example 
by Ibn Hisam shows both forms:
27:^iill <f[ j j ^
la tadxulunna l-masjida l-haraama ’in sa ’a alla.hu ’amiriin, muhalliqina 
ru ’usakum wa muqassirxn.
Allah willing you will most certainly enter the Sacred Mousque in safty, 
shaven headed or with cropped hair. 48:27
The first form is evident in this example by ‘secure’, which describes the state in which 
the addressees enter the mosque. This is followed by the second form, ‘heads shaved 
and hair cut’, which describes not the present state but rather a future state which is 
expected or assumed; at the moment of entering the mosque their hair still has not been 
shaved, but after the the rituals are complete this will take place.
Another example shows just the second form:
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73
fa-dxuluha xalidm.
Come in: you are here to stay. 73.
Here, we see that entering has nothing to do with immortality -  the immortality occurs 
after the entering, not at the same time. According to Ibn Hisam (1986, p.46) the 
grammarians translate the sentence: ‘enter it (paradise)’, presuming mortality after 
entering.
On this basis, Ibn Hisam thinks that the position of al-FarisT stating that the conditional 
particle can be followed by an adverbial sentence is correct, but he does not agree with 
generalising that to cover all types of conditional structures, primarily the interrupting 
one. On the other hand, he notes that Ibn Malik was not precise in generalising that 
adverbial sentences should not be introduced by a future particle such as the conditional 
particle Un.
Ibn Hisam notes that Abdullah al-Juwaynl (As-SuyutI, 1986, v.4, p.86) suggested that if 
someone says: ‘If you ride if you wear-, you are divorced’, the divorce will depend on 
the riding and the wearing together, either when they occur in the same word order or 
vice versa. He adds that this argument has been adopted by other scholars. Therefore, he 
states that this argument is incorrect, because this means that we may use the existing 
apodosis for the two protases together, or for the first one only, or for the second one 
only, which is not possible. He also denied the possibility of using the apodosis for any 
of the protases. He notes that if al-Juwaynl posits that particle, then he is not permitted 
to use one apodosis for them.
To explain his opinion, he notes that if one accepts the argument, it will be similar to 
saying: Zaydun, ‘Amrun 'indak, ‘Are Zayd and Amr with you’, or rindaka xabarun 
'anhumal ‘do you have any news about them?’ If you join the two names in one 
predicate, then you have to provide a method to connect them, and if we presume the 
presence of that connector, then we should have either fa- or wa ‘and’ and nothing else. 
This is similar to the case of the omitted fa-, as in the following:
Ift ulj jtfll CjUiu-Jl (J*ij (JA
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man ya fa l al-hasanati, allahu yaskuruha.
Whoever does good deeds, Allah will reward (the doer) for them.
The above means: fa-llahu yaskuruha ‘Allah will reward him’, the introducing fa- 
being posited. In this case, the second protasis and its apodosis work together as the 
apodosis of the first protasis. In addition, according to this argument, the separation 
between the husband and his wife will not take place without the occurrence of the two 
protases. Moreover, they must occur with the second verb after the first one in the 
sequence. This is the case if we provide the hidden fa-. In contrast to Ibn an-Nazim 
(1893, p.279), Ibn Malik notes:
AjIc. qa  V] |aJ
tumma hadfu l-fa 7 la yaqa ‘u ’ilia f i  in-nadir min al-kalam, ’aw f t  ad-darurah, 
fa-ld yuhmalu ‘alayhi l-kalamu 1-fasJh .
Then, omitting the fa- does occui* rarely in speech and with necessity, but 
should not be accepted as pure Arabic.
On this presupposition, in the example of divorce the separation will take place in two 
stages, but this presupposition does not mean that the speaker does not accept or is not 
aware of the omission of the fa-. It is only when the two protases come together in the 
order shown.
Ibn Hisam (1986, p.51) adds that it is not permissible to link the apodosis with the first 
protasis only. In addition, the apodosis of the second protasis is omitted only because it 
is implied in these cases by the first conditional sentence with its two elements. Here 
Ibn Malik follows the opinion of the majority of grammarians. He thinks that it is not 
acceptable to regard the apodosis as belonging to the second protasis. Ibn Hisam 
believes that it is possible either to cast the second protasis and its apodosis as the 
apodosis of the first protasis, or to consider it to be omitted, as indicated by the existing 
apodosis of the second protasis.
He insists that there is no way to accept the first argument, explaining that, in this case, 
the fa- should exist with the second protasis, because it is incorrect to follow one 
protasis with another one. Therefore, saying ’in ’in ‘if i f  would not be correct. In
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addition, no apodosis can be accepted as a conditional protasis because it should be 
joined with the fa - and there is no fa- here.
Ibn Hisam discusses the second possibility through the following example:
man ya fa l al-hasanati allahu yaskuruha.
Whoever does good deeds Allah will reward (the doer) for them.
He states that positing fa- before the apodosis is a weak argument, and wonders why Ibn 
Malik presumes such a thing. He remarks that it is not obvious why he made it 
obligatory to posit such things in order to explain the text. In addition he rejects the 
second possibility, claiming that it is unusual in Arabic because Arabs usually omit it 
from the second sentence since the meaning is indicated by the first one, and not vice 
versa (ibid. p.51)
Ibn Hisam provides the following as another unacceptable example which omits the 
second part of a sentence, suggesting a posited sentence in full (even if it is not pure 
Arabic):
^
nahnu hima 'Indiana wa ’anta bima... 'indaka radin wal-’amru muxtalifun 
We with what we have and you with what...you have are satisfied, and the 
matter is different.
In the above example of two nominal sentences following each other, he explains that, 
in this case, the predicate of the second subject does not agree with the first subject in 
number. He therefore concludes that this is ungrammatical, and notes that Ibn Kaisan 
tried to find an excuse for that unusual structure by saying that the first subject actually 
means T ,  and the poet used it to praise himself by using a plural pronoun. He adds that 
this is an attempt to prove that the predicate after the second subject can be used for the 
first one as well.
Ibn Hisam does not accept this argument, adding that Arabs do not like the use of 
structures which use two protasis clauses with one apodosis clause for both of them.
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Perhaps that the only thing that can be said about this example is that it is a result of 
poetic necessity.
By not accepting the second argument, Ibn Hisam concludes that what makes this 
argument completely unacceptable is that when we examine speech, we find that Arabs 
do not use interruption in conditional sentences; they only do so when the apodosis 
relies on both acts, with the condition that the second act in surface meaning should 
happen before the forwarded one. This was noted earlier in discussing the example:
|jJaj' (jj Uu lyijjujuj (jj
’in tastagitu bind ’in tad ‘uru tajidu.
If you implore relief from us, if you feel fear, you will find.
In this case, we agree that the fear usually takes place before seeking help or imploring.
C - The third group believes that the existing apodosis belongs to the second protasis, 
and, at the same time, the resulting conditional sentence is the apodosis of the first 
protasis. This means, if we use the previous example, that the meaning will be: ‘If you 
ride (first), then you dress, you are divorced.’
Linguists who adopt this argument rely on the word order in the structure and relate the 
apodosis to the neighbouring protasis. However, this option cannot be accepted unless 
we posit the fa- to introduce the second protasis, because it will be an apodosis for the 
first protasis. In this case, each protasis becomes independent from its own apodosis and 
makes the statement useless for a number of reasons. One is that the fa- cannot be 
omitted except in poetry. A second reason is that the principle here is that if we have a 
first and a second protasis, which needs an apodosis, then the apodosis should relate to 
the one that comes first. A third reason is that their argument cannot be applied to the 
example given above, i.e., ‘If you implore relief from us, if you feel fear’, because fear 
usually comes before imploring.
Ibn Hisam (1986, p.53) indicates that he is aware of this issue from what the other 
linguists and grammarians believe, and he concludes that if one says:
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’in tastagitu bind ’in tad ‘uru tajidu.
If you feel fear, if you implore relief from us, you will find.
or:
Gliijl [jj H ia jli [jl
’in tatawada ’ ’in sallayta, 'utibta.
If you perform ablutions, if you pray, you will be rewarded.
then this will be incorrect and will go against what we have already decided -  namely, 
that the apodosis must belong to the first protasis, whereas the apodosis of the second 
protasis can be omitted and indicated by the first protasis and its apodosis. The reason is 
that the first protasis and its apodosis should not be a result of the second protasis and 
vice versa. He thinks that the proper way of saying this is: ‘If you pray, if you perform 
ablutions, you will be rewarded’.
Ibn Hisam also concludes that it is possible to see more than two protases in a 
conditional sentence which has only one apodosis (ibid.p.53), for example:
• l)k (jj j  jjl d&uJaC-i (j)
’in 'a ‘taytuka ’in wa ‘adtuka ’in sa ’ham fa- ‘abdi hurrun.
If I give you, if I promised you, if you had asked me, my slave will be free.
If the request has occurred first and is followed by the promise and then the giving, then 
the slave will be free, but if the acts occurred in a different sequence, then the slave 
would not be free.
The majority of grammarians say that fa- ‘abdt hurr ‘my slave is free’ is the apodosis of 
’in ’a ‘taytuka, which indicates the apodosis of ’in wa ‘adtuka. At the same time, this 
also indicates the result of the apodosis ’in sa ’ham. It is as if it one were to say:
, [ jk  id'nWr.1 [jj dliAc-j [jl jj)
’in sa jtarii, fa- ’in wa ‘adtuka fa- ’in ’a ‘taytuka fa- ‘abdT hurr.
If you had asked me, then if I promised you, then if I give to you, then my 
slave is free.
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Ibn Hisam adds that Ibn Malik has explained the case as: ‘If I give you, promising you, 
asking me, my slave is free’, meaning that promising is an adverb describing the giving 
and that they occur at the same, claiming that my slave is free is the apodosis of the first 
conditional protasis. This argument is regarded as weak by Ibn Hisam,
To conclude this investigation of interruption in conditional sentences, it is useful to see 
some perspectives of modern linguistics which do not posit the presence of 
‘interruption’ in conditional sentences.
1 - Staytiyyah (1995, p.63) believes that what is refered to as “interrupting” here does 
not really constitute interrupting. He explains that the purpose of interrupting a speech 
is to take it away from its discourse or direction. And there is no alienation of the 
speech from its meaning in the topic under discussion. He also prefers to describe this 
phenomenon as the expansion and attenuation of information in a conditional structure. 
Through the example given below, he notes that the introduction of the second protasis 
before the apodosis of the first structure is only an expansion for the first clause, while 
they are both heading to the same result.
411 (Jikill jdiu 'J; (jt ^A^ allu
25 :<~all
wa lawla rijalun mu ’minun wa nisa ’un mu ’minatun lam ta ‘lamumum, ’an 
tata ’iihum fa-tusTbakum minhum ma 'arratun bigayri 'ilm, liyudxila allahu f t  
rahmatihi man yasa’ law> tazayyalu la-‘acldabna al-ladma kafaru minhum 
‘adaban ’allma.
If there have not been among them, unknown to you, believing men and 
women whom you would have trampled underfoot, inadvertently incurring 
guilt on their account-Allah brings whoever He will into His mercy-if the 
(believers) had been clearly separated, we would have inflicted a painful 
punishment on the disbelievers. 48:25
There are two conditional sentences in the above verse, lawla rijalun mu ’minun and law 
tazayyalu, followed by one apodosis, la'addabna, ‘we should have punished’, which is 
based on the idea of expanding and narrowing the conditional sentence by having two 
conditional clauses and particles where we expect also to see two apodoses. However,
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the expansion is only in the protasis, where it appears in two forms, while on the other 
hand the apodosis has been narrowed or remains one apodosis without explanation, and 
to serves the two (ibid. p.61).
Staytiyyah (1995, p.63) notes that some grammarians do not agree on the possibility of 
linking an apodosis with two preceding protasis clauses. This is because they believe 
that the form of each one of the two protases has a different semantic meaning, even 
though they are, in reality, a single unit in terms of semantic implication.
However, according to al-‘UkburT (1998, v.2, p.696), one group of linguists believes 
that if a new particle and protasis follow the first one, then it should be regarded as the 
second protasis clause, and the apodosis then belongs to the first conditional clause. A 
second group claims that the existing apodosis belongs to the second protasis, and the 
apodosis of the first protasis should be omitted. A third group of grammarians says that 
the second protasis does not have an apodosis, omitted, posited, or uttered. They explain 
that it is only an implication for the first one (Ibn Hisam, 1986, pp.39-40).
In order to support the third opinion, Staytiyyah provides the following explanation of 
verse 48:25, given above:
lawla rijalun mu ’minuna wa nisa ’un gayru mutazayyilin.
If there have not been believing men and believing women who were not 
clearly separated.
and the verse:
(jj U j I j l i i l u u  (j]
’in tastagitu bind ’in tad ‘uru tajidu.
If you seek help from us, if you fear, you will find.
This can be read as: Tf you seek help from us in fear you will find’ (Ibn Hisam, 1986, 
pp.39-40).
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It seems that the third group’s position is closer to what Staytiyyah (1995, p.63) and 
some modern researchers tend to argue, because they say that this style is a form of 
expansion for the conditional protasis and not an interruption. He thinks that this group 
counters that position on two levels.
First, they say that we can consider one of the two protases as an adverb, but not 
necessarily the second one. In addition, it can be presumed to have a restricted adverb 
position according to the meaning of the sentence, as in the following example:
180:*Aw^  aI; Ijjak iiljj (jl ciijldl
’ida hadara ’ahadakum ul-mawtu, ’in taraka xayran al-wasiyyata li-lwalidayn 
wal- ’aqrabm.
When death approaches one of you and he leaves wealth, it is prescribed that 
he should make a proper bequest to parents and close relatives. 2:180
This first part of this verse ’Ida hadara ’ahadakum ul-mawtu ‘when death approaches 
any one of you’, can also be revised as ‘If anyone of you leaves wealth when death 
approaches him, the bequest should be for his parents’. Staytiyyah clarifies that the 
interpretation of the protasis is not reasonable and is produced by a certain amount of 
arbitrariness and needs more examination.
Second, one of these protases may be an extension for the other one, but it is not 
necessary for the second protasis only, on the surface meaning, to be the extension of 
the first one. If this is the case, then the sentence, ’ida hadara ’ahadakum ul-mawtu, can 
be a contrary extension of the protasis, ’in taraka xayran, in which the second protasis 
in surface meaning should not be regarded as an extension of the other.
5.3 Apodosis introduced by fa- in conditional sentences
Peled (1983, p.213) states that in classical Arabic grammars, the occurrence or non­
occurrence of the^a- as an apodosis-introducer in conditional sentences is traditionally 
accounted for by the structure of the apodosis. He adds that Ibn Ya‘Ts stated that az- 
Zamaxsarl asserts that fa- is required, la budda min a l - f a when the apodosis consists of 
a) an imperative/prohibitive, b) a real ‘perfect’, or c) a nominal clause. Peled notes that 
this is further corroborated by Ibn YaTs, who contrasts az-Zamaxsari’s three types of
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apodosis with an apodosis introduced by the jussive. The apodosis introduced by the 
jussive lacks the preceding harf jazm ‘eliding particle’and relies on the protasis. He also 
regards the nominal clause introduced by the subject as *ibtida ‘a word to start with’.
yaftaqiru 'ila mdyarbituhu bima qablahu fa - ’ataw bil-fa'i li’annaha tufid ul- 
ittiba ‘a wa tu ’dinu bi *anna ma ba 'daha musabbabun 1amma qablaha.
A conjunctive is required to bind it to the preceding clause; so they conceived 
of the fa- because it designates consecutiveness and indicates that what 
follows is the consequence of what precedes it. (ibid. p.213).
However, Stbawayh (ibid. 214) states that many grammarians agree that the conditional
apodosis should be obligatory and introduced by fa- when the apodosis contains one of
the following clauses:
a- Nominal
b- Imperative
c- Promise
d- Prohibitive
e- Clauses introduced by the defective verbs such as I ays a, easd, ni ‘ma, sd ’a etc. 
f- Clauses introduced by particles like ’inna, m a, sa-, sawfa, qad and lan, 
g- Verbal clauses where the verb occurs in non-initial position and clauses introduced 
by the preterite perfect verb qatala form. Srbawayh (ibid. p.214) has included them 
in the following:
J  (_jJ j  IaJ j  j  <Lul!a 4jajujI
ismiyatun talabiyyatun wa bijdmidin...wa bi ma wa lan wa bit-taswifi. 
Nominal, command and by defective verb...and by ma, lan and by a 
willingness (to use sawfa).
Ibn Hisam (1999, pp.217-218) lists six types of conditional sentences involving fa- as 
an introductory element for the apodosis as follows:
a - The apodosis is a nominal sentence, such as:
1 j $.3 i^ hu2r^ .;) V|J Al uj/iAjs ‘dll u'uta;
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wa ’in yamsaska allahu bidurrin fa-ld kdsifa lahu ’ilia huwa, wa ’in yamsaska 
bixayrin fa-huwa 'ala kulli say ’in qadir.
If Allah touches you (Prophet) with affliction, no one can remove it accept 
Him, and if He touches you with good, He has power over all things. 6:17
b - The apodosis is a verbal clause with the defective verb (Jdmid) (Galaylnl, 1992, 
p.55):
4 0 - 3 9  ( j t  ^  c j y  C 0
’in tarani ’ana ’aqalla minka malan wa waladan, fa- ‘asd rabbi ’an yu ’tlyani 
xayran min jannatika.
You may see me as less than you in wealth and children, yet it may be that my 
Lord will give me more than your garden. 18:39-40
c - The verb of the apodosis is 'insa’i, ‘a compositional verb’. In Arabic this means 
verbs that do not merely evaluate to true or false. These verbs include imperative, 
forbidding, inquiring, vocative, wishing, astonishment, oath, praising and criticising. 
The following is an example:
31 Jl aUI (j\f
’in kuntum tuhibbuna allaha fa-ttabi‘um yuhbibkum ulldh.
If you love Allah, follow me; Allah will love you. 3:31
d - The verb of the apodosis is in the past tense in utterance and in meaning as well:
q a  j i j  o a J A L x L a l ( j l S  ^ j l j  ^ J la  s s  J A ( j l i i  ( j l ^
27-26: iCuA~'
’in kana qamisuhu qudda min qubulin fa-sadaqat wa huwa min al-kadibin, wa 
’in kana qamisuhu qudda min duburin fa-kadabat wa huwa mina as-sadiqm.
If his shirt is torn from the front, then she speaks the truth and he is of the liars, 
but if his shirt is torn from the back, then she lied and he is of the truthful. 
12:26-27
e - When the apodosis is introduced with a future particle such as sawfa, ‘will’:
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5 4 : 'i^ ' j> j> j j  ^>3 o^P
man yartadda minkum ‘an dinihi fa-sawfa y a ’t illahu biqawmin yuhibbuhum 
wa yuhibbunahu.
If any of you go back on your faith, Allah will soon replace you with people 
He loves and who love Him. 5:54
f - If the apodosis is introduced with a particle that is usually fronted such as du, ‘with’:
L £tlal l_i^ S t£l&i h)li
fa - ’in ’ahlakfa-di lahabin laddhu... ‘alayya takddu taltahib ul-tihabd 
If I perished then the one who burns with anger... (against me) would burst 
into flames.
Commenting on this line, Ibn Hisam (1998, p. 136) posits a hidden rubba, ‘may’, 
introduced by the existing /a- which should be in the front. He says the following:
."Aja Alii jLc. Jl f«j]j
w a ’innama daxalatftnahwi " wa man ‘adafa-yantaqimu ullcihu minhu”.
It is similar to the case in: (But if anyone re offends, Allah will exact the 
penalty from him).
He explains that in the case where we posit a hidden verb it serves as a predicate for an 
omitted subject within a nominal sentence.
This argument deals with the topic of fa- as an introductory element for the apodosis in 
conditional sentences. In the following section we will discuss the cases provided where 
it is obligatory to use f a according to the above discussion, but here the fa- does not 
present any exceptional cases.
5.3.1 Introducing nominal sentences with fa-
When the conditional apodosis is a nominal sentence, it is obligatory to introduce it with 
fa-. Grammarians base this view on classical texts. In addition, when setting out this 
principle, they found that some texts contradict this conclusion. However, faced with 
the new facts, instead of reviewing their conclusions they sought new interpretations to 
protect their previously-formed opinions. This way of seeking new interpretation has
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become a dominant method used by the majority, which aims to fill the gaps and 
shortcomings of their principles.
There are a number of conditional sentences in the Qur’an in which the apodosis is a 
nominal sentence, but where there is no fa- as an apodosis introducer. We can divide 
them in to three types, as follows:
Group 1:
wa l-ladina *ida ’asabahum ul-bagyu hum yantasirun.
And those who when great wrong is done to them, they defend themselves. 
42:39
31' . ( J 12 Bf
wa ’ida ma gadibu hum yagfiriin.
Who forgive when they are angry. 42:37
Commenting on the verses cited above, ’Abu Hayyan (1978, v.7, p.522) states that ’Abu 
Al-Baqa’ noted that hum is the subject and yagfiriin is the predicate, whereas the 
nominal sentence hum yagfirun is the apodosis for the protasis introduced by particle 
’ida. ’Abu Hayyan notes that ’Abu al-Baqa’s argument is not acceptable because if the 
clause is regarded as an apodosis for the protasis, then it should be introduced by fa-.
On the other hand, Ibn Hisam (1998, p. 136) denies that these two sentences are 
conditional at all, claiming that there is no fa- preceding the apodosis. He says the 
following:
_BB
l ^ ) & U a  l— l I j s J l  1 2  ( j i j  <■ 1-V n.n ^  \ ? 5 j '  { j l  ( J ° J ^ J  p B l i  {_g!2. 4_ij
(jx cJ_jl22 {jl
fa- ’ida -fihima- darfun lixabar il-mubtada 7 ba ‘daha, wa law kanat sartiyatan 
wal-jumlat ul-’ismiyatu jawdban laqtarant bil-fa’i. wa qawlu bacdihim: 
’innahu 'aid ’idmdr il-fd 7 taqaddama radduhu. wa qawlu ’dxarin: ’inna ad- 
damira tawkidun la mubtada \ wa ’anna maba‘dahu l-jawab zdhir ut-
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ta'assufi. wa qawlu ’axarin: ‘inna jawabaha m a‘tufun madlulun ‘alayhi bil- 
jumlati ba ‘daha, takallufun min gayri daruratin.
And ’ida in these two verses is an adverb for the predicate that follows them, 
and if it were conditional and the nominal sentence were a conditional 
apodosis, then it should be joined with the fa-. And regarding what some of 
them were saying, that it is built on impeding the fa-, we have already rejected
that. So, regarding the argument of some others that the pronoun is an
emphatic one and not a subject, fmubtada\ and what is following it is the
apodosis, that is extreme arbitrariness. However, those who say that the
conditional apodosis must be omitted and must be indicated by the following 
sentence, we see that as unnecessary exaggeration.
If we exclude the arguments of ’Abu al-Baqa’ mentioned by ’Abu Hayyan above, we
find that all the arguments we have seen are designed to escape the contradiction
between the principle they have developed and the verses mentioned earlier. In addition, 
it seems that Ibn Hisam went too far in rejecting the argument that the two verses are 
conditional sentences, since they appeal’ as conditional sentences even if he attempts to 
assume that ’ida is an adverbial particle. This is because we believe that ’ida indicates
an adverbial case even if it is a conditional particle. Ibn Hisam also says that this
particle is commonly used as an adverb for future implication with conditional status 
(ibid. p. 136).
Group 2:
This group is represented by the following two examples:
Aj jdlyti All JiC- J j ^ kVi>h Alt A.I^1
qul ’ara ’aytum ’in ’axada allahu sam ‘akum wa ’absarakum wa xatam 'ala 
qulubikum, man ’ilahun gayr ullaahi y a ’tTkum bihi.
Say: “Have you seen, if Allah should take away your hearing and your sight 
and seal your hearts, who is the God who could restore it to you save Allah?” 
6:46
u>iji f A i s  A lt  j j c . 4 2  j jit ’^ 1  cfelt A lt  J i i .
7 1 ; , j - a * - f i s l l
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qul ’ara’aytum ’in ja 'al allahu ‘alaykum ul-layla sarmadan ’ila yawm il- 
qiydmati, man ’ildhun gayr ullahi y a ’tTkum bidiyd’in, ’afald tasmaTin .
Say: “Have you seen, if Allah made night everlasting for you till the Day of 
Resurrection, who is the God beside Allah who could bring you light? Will 
you not then hear? 28:71
‘Udaymah (1972, v.l, p.549) notes that az-Zamaxsarl agrees that the apodosis of the 
first verse is man 'ildhun and of the second verse man ’ ildhun. However, ’Abu Hayyan 
rejects this argument because, in his opinion, the fa- cannot be omitted except by poetic 
licence, although most grammarians do not accept that such ‘licence’ is employed in the 
Qur’an. However it is possible to modify the principle to suit the two examples above.
Staytiyyah (1995, p. 16) states that one objection might be that we cannot join two 
contrary structures under one principle. A solution is to drop the idea of obligation for 
the fa- in introducing the apodosis. In this case, the use of the fa- can be regarded as 
optional, which means that we can either drop it or retain it. Therefore, saying that the 
fa- cannot be omitted unless there is a poetic licence is a result of the rigidity of the 
principle and the keemiess of those who support it (ibid. p. 16)
Group 3:
This group is represented by the following example:
wa ‘in ’ata ‘tumuhum ’in-nakum la-musrikun.
But if you obey them, you will be, in truth, idolaters. 6:121
’Abu Hayyan (1978, v.4, p.213) says:
t.,yAll tfill!
(j]
wa jawab us-sarti za ‘ama al-hawfiyyu ’annahu: ’innakum la musrikun, ‘aid 
hadf il-fd ’i, ’ayy: fa- 'innakum, wa hdda al-hadfu min ad-dara 'ir fa-ld yakiinu 
fll-qur ’an, wa ’innama al-jawabu mahdufun, wa ’innakum la musrikun jawabu 
qasamin mahduf wattaqdlru: wa allahi ’in ’a ‘a ‘tumuhum.
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And the conditional apodosis as Al-HawfT claims is: “You will be truly 
idolaters (by dropping of the fa) and the origin is (then you are).” He adds that 
this kind of omission is a necessity but does not exist in the Qur’an. However, 
the conditional apodosis is omitted, while wa ’innakum la musrikun is an 
apodosis for an omitted oath and is regarded as wallahi ’in ’ata'tumuhum cby 
God if you obey them’.
Staytiyyah (1995, p. 16) notes that ’Abu Hayyan’s argument has an element of 
arbitrariness in interpreting the verse and interprets it wrongly. That is because if we 
agree that the nominal sentence ’innakum la musrikun is an apodosis for an omitted oath, 
there must be a la that introduces the protasis and paves the way for that oath. Therefore, 
the la should be there to indicate two things: first, to serve as an indicator for the 
omitted oath, and second, to serve as an evidence that the omitted oath is the clause 
which the apodosis in innakum la musrikun.
If we accept the argument mentioned above by ’Abu Hayyan, then the apodosis will be 
regarded as belonging to an omitted oath, whereas the conditional apodosis is posited as 
an omitted one. However, it is necessary to have the element la- before ’in (la’in) 
instead of ’in alone. Therefore, the issue is not as ’Abu Hayyan states it. Hence, 
Staytiyyah (1995, p. 17) notes that the argument that says that this clause is an apodosis 
for an omitted oath and that the conditional apodosis should be dropped must be treated 
carefully and with reservation.
5.3.2 Apodosis as a verbal sentence
According to some grammarians, the fa- cannot introduce the conditional apodosis 
when it is in a verbal sentence. This necessitates the search for a suitable interpretation 
of those sentences in which the conditional apodosis is introduced by an imperfect verb 
without fa. However, the case is different in the following example which does include 
fa-:
9 5 ; 3 j S U 11 AliT (v im 9  Jslc-
wa man 'ada fa-yantaqim ullahu mink
But whosoever relapses, Allah will take retribution from him. 5:95
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Ibn Hisam (1998, p.218) comments on this idea by saying:
.AjjujudI A.Y^aJl5 Clilki tiulj
“wa ‘innama daxalat huna litaqdir il f i ‘U xabaran limahduf fa-ljumlatu 
ismiyatun”
However, the fa- is only inserted here by presmning that the verb is a predicate 
for an omitted subject, hence the clause is a nominal sentence.
Yet, the presumed structure for this verse will be:
.Aka illl jsan Jjl (o j!_>^) 31c- 
wa man ‘ada (fa-jazd ’uhu) ‘an yantaqima allahu minh.
And whosoever relapses, (thus, his punishment) is that Allah will take 
retribution from him.
Furthermore, Ibn Hisam (1998, p.219) explains that some grammarians believe that the 
existence of the fa- is a decisive issue for distinguishing between the meanings of two 
structures, as in the following verses:
fa- ‘ida ja  ‘a ‘ajaluhum Id yasta ’xiruna sd ‘atan wa la yastaqdimun.
And when their time (of death) comes, they cannot put it off an hour nor yet 
advance. 7:34
4 9 :0 ^  ) - ? Ll.' Iuij !ita
’ida ja  ’a ‘ajaluhum fa-la yasta ‘xiruna sd ‘atan wa la yastaqdimun.
When their time (of death) comes, then they cannot put it off an hour, nor yet 
advance. 10:49
Ibn Hisam (1998, p.219) notes that the apodosis should be considered as omitted in the 
first verse, and in the opinion of many grammarians, the verbal clause which is 
mentioned in la yasta 'xiriin is not an apodosis. They think that the reason for this is the 
disappearance of the fa-, while in the second verse, they say that the conditional 
apodosis is the clause fa-la yasta ‘xirun. Hence, these examples show the power of the 
fa- and how it can enforce conditional status for the sentence or remove it.
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5.3.3 Apodosis as jumlah ’insa’iyyah, ‘compositional sentence’
The term jumlah 'insa ’iyyah is used in Arabic grammatical writing to refer to sentences 
introduced by compositional verbs such as those mentioned above (p240). These 
structures are introduced as independent types because they might occur independently 
and not within a conditional structure.
Some claim that the conditional apodosis in a compositional sentence is introduced by 
fa. However, the conditional apodosis is often used in the Qur’an without fa- when the 
apodosis is a compositional sentence. The following is a case in point:
4 0 . All? Alii
qul 'ara 'aytum ’in 'atakum ‘adab ulldhi ’aw ’atatkum us-sd ‘atu 'agayra allah 
tad‘una ’in kuntum sadiqin,
Say: “Can you see yourselves, when the punishment of Allah comes upon you 
or the hour comes upon you? Do you then call (for help) to any other than 
Allah? (Answer that) if ye are truthful.” 6:40
47 hill *i?J aJU
qul ’ara 'aytum 'in 'atakum ‘adab ulldhi bagtatan ’aw jahratan hal yuhlaku 
'ilia l-qawm u^-zdlimun.
Say: “Can you see yourselves, if the punishment of Allah comes upon you 
unawares or openly? Would any perish save wrongdoers?” 6:47
We notice that the apodosis in the second verse is a compositional sentence; however, it 
is preceded by a particle hal, which normally comes after the beginning of a sentence. 
This means that this sentence has included two conditions which necessitate using the 
fa- as a conditional apodosis introducer. However, fa- does not occur in these examples, 
so the principle does not cover these verses.
5.3.4 Apodosis negated by md
’Abu Hayyan (1978, v.8, p.49) states that the conditional particle ’ida is unlike the other 
particles, because if the apodosis is negated by md, then the apodosis cannot be 
introduced by fa-. However, other conditional particles should have the fa- as an
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introducer. One such example is: ’in tazurnafa- md jafawtana, ‘if you visit us, then you 
do not abandon us.’ On the other hand, Statyiyah (1995, p. 18) argues that ’Abu 
Hayyan’s argument is unsustainable and can be refuted by adopting the following two 
principles:
Firstly, ’ida is used in the Qur’an with an apodosis that is introduced by fa-ma, as in:
(jgjlc.dal jlhaS {jjS ( j A I j l  1 jiolf.
49:v'>V '
Yd ’ayyuha al-ladina ’amanu ’ida nakahtum ul-mu ’mindti tumma 
tallaqtumuhunna min qabli ’an tamassuhunna, fa-ma lakum 1alayhinna min 
‘iddatin ta ‘taddunahd.
Believers, you have no right to expect a waiting period when you many 
believing women and then divorce them before you have touched them. 33:49
Secondly, ’in can be negated by ma and used without the existence of the fa- to 
introduce the apodosis, as in the following example:
207-205:^1^'
’afa-ra ’ayta ’in mata ‘nahum simn. tumma ja  ’ahum md kdnu yu 'adun. md 
’agna ‘anhum md kdnu yumatta ‘tin .
Do you see, if we satisfy them for (long) years, yet there comes to them [that] 
which they were promised, it will not earn them the enjoyment which they 
were given. 26:205-207
According to these examples, what ’Abu Hayyan notes is that it cannot be accepted, and 
that negative apodoses in sentences with all conditional particles except ’ida can be 
introduced by fa- joined with the md of negation. This is also the case with his argument 
concerning the apodosis of sentences with ’ida, where he suggests that it should not be 
introduced by fa- when there is also a md of negation. I think this is correct because we 
did not see any example in the Qur’an or other Arabic text that shows ma of negation 
introduces a fa- as an apodosis introducer in a conditional sentences involving ’ida as a 
conditional particle..
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5.4 Commentaries on Ibn Hisam’s arguments
Staytiyyah (1995, p. 19) finds that most of the examples provided by Ibn Hisam 
regarding the use of fa- as an introductory element for the apodosis in conditional 
sentences are not suitable and are used inaccurately. Staytiyyah treats Ibn Hisam’s 
examples under the following groups:
A - The following verse is used as an example for the conditional apodosis as a nominal 
sentence:
J y; I <J£ VI a! - ayfl < its dll lAifulaj
wa ’in yamsaska allahu bidurrinfa-la kasifalahu ’ilia huwa, wa ’inyamsaska 
bixayrin fa-huwa ‘ala kulli say 'in qadir.
If Allah touches you with affliction, there are none that can relieve it but Him, 
and if He touches you with good fortune (there are none that can impair it); for 
He is Able to do all things. 6:17
Here Staytiyyah (1995, p. 19) finds that fa-huwa ‘ala kulli say ’in qadlr is not an 
apodosis and cannot be used to argue that the apodosis should be introduced by fa- 
when it is a nominal sentence. He holds that it cannot be the consequence of the 
protasis, ’in yamsaska, and that if we accept that, then the meaning will be: ‘if Allah 
touches you with affliction, then he will be able to do everything as a result of his 
ability to touch you with a favour’. However, Staytiyyah believes that Ibn Hisam was 
concentrating on the factor of fa- and did not realise the fact that the nominal sentence 
after the fa- could not be an apodosis.
Staytiyyah also did not interpret correctly what Ibn Hisam meant when he provided the 
whole verse. For me, it seems unlikely that Ibn Hisam would attempt to say that fahuwa 
‘ala kulli say ’in qadlr is the apodosis in this sentence. That is because the whole line 
contains two conditional clauses with two conditional particles ’in. The first clause is:
“TjA V I Al l a .‘‘A < ' Jnj -dll (^ jl
wa ’in yamsaska allah bidurrin fa-la kasifa lahu ’ilia huwa.
If Allah touches you with affliction, there are none that can relieve it but Him.
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This is a full conditional sentence which includes a protasis and an apodosis 
that is introduced by a la of negation followed by a noun (active participle): fa- 
la kasifa lahu ’il-la huwa, ‘none that can relieve it but him’.
The second clause is:
wa ’in yamsaska bixayrin fa-huwa fala kulli say’in qadir.
And if He touches you with good fortune (there are none that can impair it); 
for He is Able to do all things. 6:17
With regal'd to the second clause, Staytiyyah notes that there is no apodosis, but rather it 
is omitted. Here it is worth providing a similar example, but one with two protases as 
well as two apodoses:
107 ilj j a! its aIII i-3h>niTAj jjl ^
wa ’in yamsaska allahu bidurrin fa-la kasifa lahu ’ilia huwa, wa ’in yuridka 
bixayrin fa-la radda lifadlihi
If Allah touches you with hurt there is none who can remove it but He; and if 
he desires good for you, there is none who can repel his bounty. 10:107
B - In parallel to the above verse, Ibn Hisam provides an example showing the fa- 
introducing an apodosis. He regards it as a verbal sentence with a verb in the real past 
tense and carrying the meaning of the past semanticly:
’in yasriq fa-qad saraqa ’axun lahu min qabl.
If he steals, a brother of his has stolen before. 12:77
We can say the same thing that we said about the previous one, since in this sentence, 
fa-qad saraqa ’axun lahu min qabl is not an apodosis in any sense. The reason is that 
the existing situation cannot be the result of the protasis provided, 'in yasriq, because it 
is only a comment that follows an omitted apodosis. The meaning of the verse seems to 
be ‘If he steals, (then no wonder) a brother of his stole before’.
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If Ibn Hisam had used another example, of which there are many in the Qur’an, then his 
argument would have been more convincing. One relevant such example is:
116
‘in kuntu qultuhu fa-qad *alimtahu.
If I had ever said it, then you would have known it. 5:116
5.5 Findings
By examining various arguments concerning the existence of qad associated with the 
fa- to introduce the apodosis, and by looking at the arguments of Staytiyyah, we come 
to the following conclusions:
Firstly, commenting on the use of the verse (21:77) that was produced by Ibn Hisam, 
Staytiyyah (1995, p.20) maintains that the reason for the existence of the fa- in the text 
is not as an apodosis introducer. He believes that it is a particle that maintains the flow 
of the speech (ta'qib) by providing more information and an explanation for omitted 
information. However, in the other verses (12:39/40), in his opinion the word qad is 
omitted, and he argues that the full sentence should be as follows:
(  V*) L a ' j O  '\$ J q a  ( .13 ) j j jS  q a  ^2  J A jL aw S  ( j l S  ( j l
‘in kana qamisuhu qudda min qubulinfa- (qad) sadaqat wa huwa min l- 
kadibin, wa ’in kana qamisuhu qudda min duburin fa- (qad) kadabat wa huwa 
mina as-sadiqm.
If his shirt is torn from the front, then she (has told) the truth and he is of the 
liars, but if his shirt is tom from the back, then she (has told) lie and he is of 
the truthful.
Secondly, Staytiyyah (1995, p.20) explains the reason for the omission of qad in this 
verse is rhetorical. He mentions that, if the witness among the workers of the king of 
Egypt in this story was asked about the issue, then he avoided confirming a truth or an 
accusation. In other words, the king does not know who is guilty and who is imiocent.
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Therefore, since the witness was aware of this fact, he did not want to confirm anything 
by using the qad of confirmation until the truth was uncovered. However, he 
concentrated on the explanation of the situation rather than confirming who the guilty 
party was.
Thirdly, it is important to determine why Ibn Hisam and other grammarians insist that 
the fa- should introduce the apodosis when it comes as verbal sentence with a verb in 
the perfect carries past meaning. To support their argument, they provided the following 
example:
wa ’in ‘udtum ‘udna.
If you return (to your sin) we will return (to our banishment). 17:8
They found here that the conditional apodosis is ‘udna, ‘we will return’. This is a a case 
in perfect tense with future meaning without the presence of the fa. Then they thought
semantic meaning. Hence they decided that such an apodosis should not be introduced 
by fa- (when a perfect verb in the apodosis carries future meaning). They believed that 
the apodosis could be introduced by fa, only when it carried past in meaning. The 
following is a second example:
fa- ’in yakfur biha ha ’iild 7fa-qad wakklnd biha qawman laysu biha bikafirm. 
But if these reject them, then indeed we shall entrust it to a people who will 
not reject them. 6:89
Here we find that the sentence wakkalna biha qawman laysu biha bikafirm cannot be an 
apodosis according to the arguments made by the grammarians previously, unless the 
verb wakkalna indicates the future and is considered as a result of the protasis, ’in
Yet as a result of the arguments and interpretations provided by grammarians, the 
sentence containing wakkalna, cannot be regarded as a conditional apodosis. This is 
also supported by ’Abu Hayyan’s statement:
that the reason for the omission offa- was that the verb in the apodosis carried a future
yakfur.
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.jLaUiil ^  *Llk IkUkki a^jLaua^ a I4J tlulfi j^]j kiV'j
wal ’dyatu wa ’in kanat qad fussira biha maxsusn fa-ma ‘ndhd ‘ammun ft l- 
kafirlna wa l-mu’mimn ’ilayawmi l-qiyamati.
And the verse’s meaning, even if it is interpreted about a particular people, is 
to include the disbelievers in general and also the believers until the Day of 
Resurrection.
Fourthly, since we concluded above that the sentence wakkland biha qawman laysu 
biha bikafirm starts with a verb in the perfect but indicates the future, it was necessary 
to review the results found by Ibn Hisam and other grammarians. They argue that the 
apodosis should be introduced by fa-, if the protasis is a verbal sentence and includes a 
perfect verb with past meaning. The verb wakkalna, ‘entrust’, in the verse indicates the 
future in meaning, not the past. In addition, the apodosis is introduced by fa-, because 
the apodosis is introduced by the confirmation particle qad. If the reason for joining the 
fa- and the apodosis is that the verb is in the perfect with past meaning, the sentence 
should not be introduced by fa-. It is clear that introducing the verb with fa- does not 
prevent it from carrying the meaning of the future semanticly. Such cases are well 
known in Arabic where there are examples in prose and in the sayings of the Prophet. 
The following are two examples, recounted by al-‘AskarI and al-QudaT:
!i!ia U^  clfe3 ^ jV&t (ji4 (jSia 1
fa-man 'u 'tiya hazzahu min ar-rifqi, fa-qad ’u ‘tya hazzahu min xayr id-dunya 
wa I- ’dxirati, wa man hurima hazzahu min ar-rifqi, fa-qad hurima hazzahu 
min xayr id-dunya wa I- ’axirati.
Whosoever is given his share of compassion, he is one who will be given his 
best fortune in life and the hereafter. And the one whose share of compassion 
is taken from him, he will be deprived of his best fortune in life and the 
hereafter.
The following is also recounted by at-TermidT, an-Nasa’T, ’Ahmad, Ibn Hibban and al- 
Hakim:
y jlS ssk (jka ^  \ Ulu "
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al-‘ahd ul-ladf baynana wa baynahum us-salatu, fa-man tarakaha fa-qad 
kafar.
The covenant that is between us and them is prayer, who left it, he had 
disbelieved.
The apodoses in the two examples above are verbal sentences, and the verb included in 
each of them is in the perfect in structure but not with past meaning. However, the form 
’u'tiya means ‘he will be given’, and it is the same case with the apodosis, hurima, 
which means ‘he will be deprived’. Furthermore, the apodosis in the second example 
qad kafara means ‘he will be considered as an unbeliever’. Staytiyyah (1995, p.22) sees 
that these apodoses are introduced by fa- because of the confirmation particle qad. He 
claims that if the case was because the verbs were in past tenses, in utterance and 
meaning, then in those cases the conditional apodosis should come without the fa- as an 
introductory element.
Fifthly, we accept the conclusion that the apodosis clause can be introduced by fa- when 
it is preceded by qad, a matter which Ibn Hisam did not list among his six principles. 
Hence it becomes permissible to say that the situation is the same whether the verb of 
the apodosis is a perfect verb with past or non-past meaning. This means that in both 
cases, the fa- can serve to introduce the apodosis.
Furthermore, accepting the above situation means that there is no difference between 
the following examples:
man kutibat lahu s-sahadatu, fa-qad kutibat lah us-sa ‘ddatu.
Whoever was granted sahadah, he was granted happiness.
i d l l  d l l  y )
1in kutibat laka as-sahadatu, fa-qad kutibat laka as-sa ‘ddatu.
If you are granted sahadah, you will be granted happiness.
both of which mean that happiness has been granted in the past. Here Staytiyyah (ibid.) 
notes that sentence means that happiness will be granted to you in the future. He
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explains that this is because the verb in the first example is past tense, in utterance and 
meaning, while in the latter is in past in utterance but not in semantic meaning.
5.6 Staytiyyah’s position on /a - as an apodosis introducer in 
conditional structures
As a conclusion of his investigation about the fa- as an introducer for apodosis, 
Staytiyyah (ibid. p.23) comes up with the following points:
First, he believes that the fa- that is used as an apodosis introducer in the conditional 
structure is only a rhythmic connector, which means that it does not have any effect on 
the meaning of the conditional sentences. Therefore it differs from the other semantic 
connectors such as the joining particles. In addition, he sees that it also differs from the 
other semantic particles, such as the adverbial waw, which cause semantic changes as 
well.
Second, he states that if the case is as it is said to be above that fa- is only a rhythmic 
connector, then this means that the fa- has a powerful effect on the context, and it is able 
to put a sentence in the position of conditional sentences and also can take it out from 
that position. This view is plain when he discusses the two following verses:
34:^1 joSn 4 ii,; V^I'd $,lk. Ijti y 
fa- ’ida ja  ’a ’ajaluhum la yasta ’xiruna sd ‘atan wa la yastaqdimun.
They cannot hasten it, nor, when their time comes, will they be able to delay it 
for a single moment. 7:34
49 Ak 131^
’ida ja  ’a ’ajaluhum fa-la yasta ’xiruna sd {atan wa la yastaqdimun.
They cannot hasten it, nor, when their time comes, will they be able to delay it 
for a single moment. 10:49
He clarifies that the clause la yasta ’xirun in both verses is one sentence in position and 
meaning. However, grammarians do not regard this clause as an apodosis in the first 
verse, whereas they consider it to be an apodosis in the second.
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What appears to others (ibid. p.22) is that the first verse lacks a connector. However, in 
the second verse, this kind of connector does occur. Therefore, Staytiyyah notes that we 
are not able to inteipret all the examples that do not have such rhythmic connectors 
without employing arbitrary interpretations. In addition, the occurrence and non­
occurrence of the connectors might lead us to alternate the speech away from its 
targeted meaning in order to achieve coherence between the text and the grammatical 
principle.
Staytiyyah (ibid.) finds that if we agree that the absence of the fa- does not prevent the 
sentence from being conditional, then so long as parts of the conditional sentence exist, 
the occurrence of fa- in some structures does not mean that this structure conditional. 
This is the case primarily if one element or more of the conditional sentence appears in 
the structure.
Hence, those who understand that following verse involves a conditional structure note 
thsLtfa-allahu huwa al-waliyyu is an apodosis for a posited protasis:
'am ittaxadu min dunihi ’awliyd'a fa-lldhu huwa l-waliyyu wa huwa yuhyl l- 
mawta wa huwa ‘ala kulli say 'in qadir.
Or have they chosen protecting guardians besides Him? But Allah, He (alone) 
is the Protecting Friend. He quickens the dead; it is He who has power over all 
things. 42:9
As-Subkl (1937, p.331) and others assume that the sentence is: ‘If they truly want 
protectors, then Allah is the one that they have to choose alone’. They also say that the 
evidence is the entity of the fa- as an introductory element for the conditional clause, 
with the implication of an interrogative particle as istifhdm inkarl ‘disproving 
interrogation’ for adopting anyone but Allah. Moreover, they do not restrict the 
evidence to the interrogative particles but also apply it to wishing, imperative and 
interdiction particles as indicators for a presumed conditional sentence. In their opinion, 
it is also permissible to assume that a conditional structure occurs following the four 
cases mentioned above. To defend their argument, they add that these four structures
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share an implied meaning within a usage denoting demand, hence it is permitted to 
assume the existence of a conditional apodosis, in their opinion, as a result of an omitted 
protasis and an omitted conditional particle (ibid. p.327).
Staytiyyah comments that the followers of this doctrine do not assume that there is an 
omitted protasis unless the fa- exists to indicate the presence of the conditional 
structure. However, it appears that there is a contradiction between those grammarians’ 
argument and various facts concerning other particles. At the same time, in cases where 
they treat it as evidence that indicates the existence of a conditional structure, they also 
give it unlimited power. Staytiyyah explains that it is known that the indicator does not 
have the power to enforce the occurrence of a conditional structure or to remove it out 
from conditional status, while they see that the fa- can do so. In addition, it is known 
that the absence of the fa- does not cancel the semantic indication, while they see that 
the existing fa- can do so. In their minds, it is not possible to presume an omitted 
conditional protasis following particles of interrogation, interdiction, wishing or 
imperative, even if the other parts are there without the presence of the fa- (ibid. p.24). 
He also clarifies that the presence of the fa- is not enough to allow us to consider what 
is following the interrogative structure as a conditional sentence. It can also be said that 
its absence does not prevent us from supposing an omitted conditional clause and 
particle.
Here is an example of the first case, in which the fa- exists in the verse:
'am ittaxadu min dunihi ’awliya ’fa-alldhu huwa l-waliyyu.
Or, They have taken protectors other than Him? But it is Allah, He is the
Protector. 42:9
Staytiyyah notes that we can recognise that the latter clause in the verse fa-alldhu huwa 
al-waliyyu cannot be an apodosis. This is because the result of the supposed omitted 
protasis ‘if they choose protectors other than Allah’. Therefore, if this is clearly 
understood, and if it is correct to presume the existence of a conditional clause after the 
interrogative particle in this verse, then this means that the conditional apodosis is 
omitted. Hence the conditional sentence in this case will be regarded as an omitted 
sentence with all its elements. He argues that if someone claims that it was necessary to
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indicate the omission because of the following clause: fa-allah huwa al-waliyyu, then 
the answer will be that the following clause is needed for the first clause: 'am ittaxadu 
min dunihi 'awliya 'un following the interrogative structure. This means there is no need 
to suppose an omitted conditional clause in this context, because the clause fa-allah 
huwa al-waliyu is not a part of a conditional sentence.
However, the same argument which he uses to explain the above can also be used 
regarding those sentences which some grammarians claim cannot be regarded as 
conditional in the absence of the f a even if all other parts of the conditional sentence 
are there. He also provides the following example:
23;t£lldl jjSLall J
wa 'asirru qawlakum 'aw ijharu bihi 'innahu ‘alimun bidat is-sudiir.
And keep your opinion secret or proclaim it, indeed He knows all that is in the 
hearts (of men). 67:13
He notes that it is claimed to be permissible to presume the existence of a conditional 
sentence after an imperative clause. If we accept this argument, wherein this verse 
represents such a structure, then we will be able to claim that we can assume a protasis 
after wa 'asirru. This cannot be prevented by the absence of the fa-, because the 
apodosis was originally omitted. We demonstrated this previously in verse 42:9, cited 
above. This means that the sentence 'innahu ‘alimun bidat is-sudiir is not, by any 
means, an apodosis, but rather a following sentence or a compositional one following an 
omitted apodosis. The apodosis can be regarded as ‘he will know it’. In this case, the 
assumed apodosis is a consequence of the protasis which can also be regarded as: ’in 
tasirru qawlakum 'aw tajharii bihi, ‘if you keep your opinion secret or you proclaim it’.
We find that the absence offa- was not a problem in assuming the conditional apodosis, 
but here we might raise a question: does it make a difference whether we have the fa- or 
not, and whether we want to consider the presence of a conditional apodosis?
Third, the issue of positing a conditional sentence after interrogative, wishing, 
command or interdiction particles represents a contradiction. At the same time, they 
accept the presence of conditional status in the following example:
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’am ittaxadu min dunihi ’awliya’a fa-allah huwa l-waliyyu.
Or, They have taken protectors other than Him? But it is Allah, He is the 
Protector. 42:9
Some grammarians accept the presence of conditional status in the verse above, they 
reject such idea in a verse such as the following:
5 3 :< -_ ilj£ .^ l ^  t il  l ( j - a  Ul
fa-hal land min sufa 'a ’a fa-yasfa eu land.
Then have we any intercessors that may intercede for us? 7:53
Staytiyyah supposes that in this verse, if we accept such an argument then it is logical to 
accept the supposition of a conditional entity. That is because if we adopt their 
argument in the way they understand the conditional apodosis in the texts which they 
choose, then we will end up with the following semantic structure: ‘If we have 
intercessors, they will intercede for us’. This assumption means that it is permissible to 
interpret the interrogative sentence fa-hal land min sufa ‘d ’a by stating a clear protasis 
with conditional particle, for example; ’inyakun land sufa 'a ’a ‘if we have intercessors’. 
Therefore, the second part of the sentence yasfa ‘u land is suitable and can be an 
apodosis where its existence is dependent on the protasis, ‘if we have intercessors’.
Staytiyyah believes that the reason grammarians do not accept structures which involve 
fa- assababiyah fa -  of causality’ is because it precedes an imperfect verb in the 
subjunctive mood and not in the jussive, as it would naturally be in a conditional 
sentence. Hence they gave priority to the mood of the verb as grounds for conditional 
status, rather than semantic meaning.
Fourth, Staytiyyah states that, by attempting to find the reason for restricting the 
possibility of occurrence of conditional structures with particles such as interrogative, 
wish, interdiction and imperative, it can be said that if it is correct to attribute 
conditional status in verse 42:9, ’am ittaxadu fa-alldhu huwa l-waliyyu, then why it is 
not acceptable in a verse like the following?
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qul: ’inna l-mawt al-ladi tafirruna minhu fa - ’innahu mulaqikum.
Say: “Indeed, the death that you flee from will surely meet you.” 62:8
In this verse it is possible to posit a conditional status in the same way as in the previous 
example, 42:9. In addition, it is easily understood in the same way that 62:8 should be 
considered as: Jinna al-mawta al-ladi tafirriina minhu, ’in tafirruna minhu fa - ’innahu 
mulaqikum, ‘Indeed, the death which you flee from (if you flee from it) will surely meet 
you’. As long as it is possible to posit conditional status for this example, according to 
their thoughts, there can be no reason to restrict permission on the four types of 
sentences with the aforementioned particles, namely: the interrogative, wish, 
interdiction and imperative.
Fifth, we need to distinguish between the fa- which normally introduces the conditional 
apodosis and the fa- which imitates it and does not have the similar function. The 
following is an example:
7 7 ;Ulujjj
’in yasriq fa-qad saraqa 'axun lahu min qabl.
If he steals, a brother of his stole before. 12:77
This is not the fa- that introduces the conditional apodosis, because it is clear that the 
second part of the sentence is not an apodosis. It is not a direct consequence of the 
preceding protasis since it is omitted and posited as ‘then no wonder’, or of any other 
posited apodosis clause which seems to be a consequence of the provided protasis. 
Hence the fa- in this verse is a following particle la  ’qibiyyah ’ and not an introductory 
particle for an apodosis.
Sixth, Staytiyyah5 s investigation has clarified that the fa- which is located as an 
introducer for the conditional apodosis is primarily a rhythmic connector. However it 
does not differ from the fa- which is described as an indicator of an omitted conditional 
protasis. It exists in sentences that start with particles of interrogation, imperative,
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interdiction and wish, which means that the latter is a rhythmic connector as well. In 
addition, Staytiyyah went on to note that the fa- which introduces the conditional 
apodosis does not differ from the one in the following example:
274:'<o^
al-ladina yunflquna ’amwalahum bil-layli wa n-nahari sirran wa 'aldniyatan 
fa-lahum ’ajrahum ‘inda rabbihim,
Those who spend their wealth by night and day, secretly and openly, verily 
their reward is with their Lord. 2:274
According to Staytiyyah (1995, p.28), the two instances of fa- in the examples 
mentioned above are both rhythmic connectors, since the verse 2:274 does connect the 
rhythm of the second sentence with the one in the first sentence, whereas the one that 
introduces the apodosis also connects the rhythm of the apodosis with its posited 
protasis.
Finally, it should not be thought that considering the fa- which introduces the 
conditional apodosis as rhythmic connector underestimates its importance. Rhythmic 
connectors play an essential functional role: they are not only placed at an important 
level of the functional performance, but also using them is obligatory in language.
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CHAPTER VI:
FUNCTIONAL AND SYNTACTIC DESCRIPTION: 
THE PLACE OF CONDITIONAL SENTENCES WITHIN THE LARGER TEXT
This section presents the various functional uses of conditional sentences within the 
wider context.
6.1 Resumptive conditional sentence jumlah ’istVnafiyyah
The notion of ‘resumption’ is well known to grammarians, both in its general meaning 
and as a technical term. However, its functionality has not been studied and has not 
been evaluated except for studies that depend on the textual analysis method. Here it 
refers to a conditional sentence which is closely linked to a preceding sentence and 
either explains it or somehow strengthens its meaning.
According to al-Misaddi (1985, p. 147), this is an older concept, but it has not yet been 
exploited in a comprehensive functional study. This term is precise, since it is explicit in 
its semantic field. It entails the idea that speech consists of a chain of links, ‘sentences’, 
which are functional. When each sentence ends as one unit, they link themselves 
together spontaneously, forming a unified text. The following is an example:
13:JUiVl ffsrrjfsjdi .iiiui aIII (jls <IJ| (jjUij Alii
dalika bi 'annahum sdqqu alldha wa rasulahu wa man yusdqq illdha wa 
rasulahufa- 'inna alldha sadid ul- ‘iqab.
That is because they opposed Allah and his Messenger, and whoso opposes 
Allah and his Messenger, then verily, Allah is severe in punishment. 8:13
In the example above, the conditional sentence has no link with the preceding sentences 
except through a textual connection. It does not have subordination as one unit of the 
text. However, this type of subordination appeal's in the following example (ibid. 
p.147):
wa md lakum Id tu'miniina bil-ldhi wa ar-rasulu yadTtkum litu'minu 
birabbikum wa qad 'axada mitdqakum 'in kuntum mu ’minm.
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How is it that you do not believe in Allah! While the Messenger invites you to 
believe in your Lord, He has indeed taken your covenant if you are real 
believers. 57:8
In the previous example, the conditional structure maintains a strong coherence with the 
preceding structure, having an interior functional and semantic role within the larger 
text. One of the features of these types of resumptive conditional sentences is that they 
follow one another in a sequential chain formed by the coherence of the text as a whole. 
The following is another example:
qa cfjr up / ^ U ^  *• **^ 3
lLa l_^ 1I j ^  u^ up / ^j ^  lAj (j) JdSjj / cA'* A
J£ia clikt jt y  aIj ji cjjjj <d?kj uii /CfcP ujj-a_P u^
[ j jJ  j \  LgJ (jjw a jJ  4 n q a  C iliil  1_ptS Ljla /  La^io J
1 2  : is-Liiill (“j l k  jSjIc. 4 1 l j  411 j j q  A u ^ j  j  f p .
wa lakum nisfu md tar aka ’azwdjukum ’in lam yakun lahunna waladun / fa- ’in 
kana lahunna waladun fa-lakum ar-rub‘u mimma tarakna min ba‘di 
wasiyyatin yusTna biha ’aw daynin /w a  lahunna ar-rub eu mimma taraktum ’in 
lam yakun lakum waladun /  fa- ’in kana lakum waladun falahunna at-tumnu 
mimma taraktum min ba ‘di wasiyyatin tiisuna biha ’aw daynin /  wa ’in kana 
rajulun yuratu kalalatan ’aw imra’atun wa lahu ’axun ’aw ’uxtun fa-likulli 
wahidin minhuma as-sudusu/fa- ’in kdnu ’aktara. min ddlikafa- hum suraka’u 
fit-tuluti min ba ‘di wasiyyatin yusd biha ’aw dayn gayra mudarrin /  
wasiyyatan mina allahi, wa allahu 'alimun halim.
In that which your wives leave, your share is half if they have no child / but if 
they leave a child, you get a quarter of that which they leave after payment of 
any bequests or debts / In that which you leave, their (your wives’) share is a 
quarter if you leave no child / but if you leave a child, they get an eighth of 
that which you leave after the payment of legacies that you may have 
bequeathed or debts / If the man or woman whose inheritance is in kalalah, 
‘question5 (has left neither ascendants nor descendants), but has left a brother 
or a sister, each one of the two gets a sixth / However, if they are more than 
two, they share a third; after the payment of legacies he (or she) may have 
bequeathed or debts, so that no loss is caused (to anyone) / This is a
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commandment from Allah; and Allah is the Ever All-Knowing, Most 
Forbearing. 4:12
According to al-MisaddT (1985, p. 148) this textual syntactic function accounts for 862 
sentences of the 1379 conditional sentences recorded in the Qur’an, which form 62.66% 
of the total.
As a result, with regard to the examples above, the conditional sentence is involved in 
various functional structures. However, they occur in varying percentages in large texts. 
In such cases, the conditional structure shows a coherence among its elements in a 
syntactical context.
The conditional sentence also carries the function of the main syntactic elements as in 
the 1musnad 'ilayhf (correlative of attribute).
6.2 Conditional sentence as a subject musnad ’ilayhi
These types of conditional sentences usually exist in a nominal structure as a noun for 
verbs which introduce nominal sentences such as kana To be’, scira ‘to become’ or 
particles such as 'inna or one of its related particles (ibid. p. 149).
123 jkj I
laysa bi ’amaniyyikum wala 'amanT fahl il-kitab, man ya ‘mal sii 'an yujza bihi. 
It will not be in accordance with your desires, nor the desires of the people of 
the Scripture. Whosoever works evil will have the recompense thereof. 4:123
There is a disagreement between grammarians as to the function of these. Al-MisaddI 
(1985, p. 149) sees this sentence as the subject of laysa, while ad-DarwIs (1999, v.2, 
p.l 13) regards it as a resumptive sentence.
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Nominal sentence 
involving laysa
bi 'amaniyykum wala 
'amariiyyi ’ahl il-kitab
Fronted predicate 
(xabar laysa)
Verb
laysa
Delayed subject 
ism laysa ‘mubtada ’) 
Conditional sentence 
man ya ‘mal sii 'an 
vuiza bihi
Figure 1: Conditional sentence as a subject musnad ’ilayhi
This type of conditional sentence, which acts as a subject of a nominal sentence 
involving laysa, only appears in the Qur’an once. It represents 0.07% of the recorded 
conditional sentences in the target text. If we accept this structure as what al-Misadd! 
proposes, there will be a contradiction with the real interpretation.
6.3 Conditional sentence as a predicate musnad
This type puts the conditional sentence in the position of the predicate, ‘xabar\  of the 
subject, 'mubtada” , in a nominal sentence.
4:iJpUall { (j) {j a  {j a  { j> d u  j)
wal-la 7 ya 'isna min al-mahJdi min nisa 'ikum, ’in irtabtum fa - 'iddatuhunna 
talatjatu 'ashur.
If you are in , the period of waiting will be three months for those women who 
have ceased menstruating. 65:4
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Nominal Sentence
Predicate ‘xabar ’
’in irtabtum fa- 'iddatuhunna 
talatatu ’ashurin
Subject ‘mubtada’ 
walla 7  
ya 'isna min al-mahidi min 
nisa ’ikum
Figure 2: Conditional sentence as a predicate musnad, showing subject and predicate
BadawT (2002, pp.320;588) sees that conditional sentences may also appear as the 
predicate of the particle ’inna, ‘indeed’, which usually introduces nominal sentences. 
The following is an example:
192:<j'>*c cJi  ^ jLli
rabbana 'innaka man tudxil in-nara fa-qad ’axzaytahu.
Our Lord! Verily, whom You admit to the fire, indeed, You have disgraced 
him. 3:192
Nominal sentence
Subject Pronoun 
Affix -ka you 
2d.m.s
Particle 
’inna ‘indeed’
Predicate ‘xabar 
’inna'
man tudxil in-nara fa- 
qad 'axzaytah
Figure 3: Conditional sentence as a predicate  musnad. showing particle, subject and predicate
The conditional sentence appears also as the predicate of 'anna ‘that’ as predicate as in 
the following:
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1 -> f t  <Ul j jC -J  IjJ 4 j t j
dalikum bi 'annahu 'ida du ‘iya allahu wahdahu kafartum.
This is because when Allah alone was invoked, you disbelieved. 40:12
Nominal sentence
Subject 
pronoun affix 
-hu ‘he’ 
3d.m.s
Particle 
’anna ‘that’
Predicate.
’ida du ‘iya allahu 
wahdahu kafartum
Figure 4: Conditional sentence as the predicate o f'  anna
Finally, the conditional sentence can take the position of the predicate of a defective 
verb, such as in a nominal sentence 'asa, ‘perhaps’:
fa-hal 'asaytum 'in tawallaytum ’art tufsidufi al- ’ardi.
So would you perhaps, if you turned away, spread corruption on earth? 47:22
Subject 
Subject pronoun affix 
-turn ‘you’ 
2d.m.p
Nominal sentence
Defective Verb 
‘asa ‘perhaps’
Predicate 
Conditional Sentence 
’in tawallaytum ’an 
tufsidu f i  al- ’ardi
Figure 5: Conditional sentence as a predicate o f  a defective verb
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The above function concerns around 38 conditional sentences in the Qur’an, 
representing about 2.63% of the total.
6.4 Conditional sentence as the object of the verb
Another function occurs when the conditional sentences occupies a place where it can 
be considered as the object of the verb of the sentence, Al-MisaddT (1985, p.151) notes 
that grammarians have divided this object function into three types as follows.
A - Object of qala ‘to say’
Grammarians formerly called this type miqwal ul-qawl One feature of this type of 
sentence is that the ‘linguistic’ element remains as one independent unit, even if we 
drop the preceding words such as the verb. Therefore, the grammarians have described 
that speech form as the object of the verb, and it is that form that we can understand as 
close to direct speech (ibid. p. 151).
Thus, the sentence that carries the function of miqwal ual-qawl, ‘as an object of the verb 
qcda\ will remain structurally independent. This might be the reason for which the 
sentence below, which starts with an infinitival particle ‘ harf ma§darf, is forced to take 
the particle ‘inna, ‘indeed’ (direct speech), and not 'anna, ‘that’. However, conditional 
sentences may appear directly after the expression qala ‘to say’:
132:^'
wa qalu mahma ta 'tina bihi min 'ayatin letasharana biha fa-ma nahnu laka 
bimu 'minin.
They said: “Whatever portent you may bring to us, to work wherewith to 
bewitch us, we shall never put faith in you.” 7:132
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Verbal sentence
Subject 
pronoun affix 
-u ‘They’ 
3d.rn.pl
Object 
mahma ta 'tina bihi 
min 'ayatin 
letasharana biha fa- 
ma nahnu laka
Verb 
qala ‘said’
Figure 6: Object o f  qala 'to say ’
B - Object of qala introduced with interrogative particle
Another type of conditional sentence is one in which the object of a verb starts with an 
interrogative particle introducing the object conditional sentence, such as:
1 0 ;a .1 > »J l ( 3 ^  ^  ^  U lL ia  l i f t
wa qalu 'a 'ida dalalna ftl- 'ardi 'a ’inna la-ftxalqin jadJd.
And they say: "Is it when we are lost on the earth, shall we indeed be in a new 
creation?" 32:10
Subject 
pronoun affix -u 
‘you’ 
3d.rn.pl.
Verbal sentence
Object 
'a 'ida dalalna ftl- ’ardi 
’a ’inna lafi xalqin 
jadid?
Verb 
qalu ‘they said’
Figure 7: Object o f  qala introduced with interrogative particle
Statistically, this type of conditional sentence is used in the Qur'an 288 times, 
representing 20.88% of the total number of conditional sentences.
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C - Object of the main verb of a sentence
This type of conditional sentence which appears as an object occurs when a conditional 
sentence becomes a main part of the verbal sentence and joins a larger syntactic 
structure containing a conditional sentence as an object. In order to assume this role, 
this type of sentence needs to be supported with a specific kind of verb, such as awsa 
‘to charge’ or nada ‘to call out’, as in the following examples:
22: ° u\ ^  ,ji *(Jj>
fa-tanadau masbihin, 'an igdu 'aid hartikum in kuntum sarimin.
Then they cried out one unto another in the morning, saying: "Run to your 
field if you would pluck (the fruits).” 68:22
The above example shows that the conditional sentence comes in the position of an 
object for a hidden verb ‘say’ in the context.
Verbal Sentence
Subject 
Pronoun affix w 
3d.m. pi.
Object 
igdu 'aid hartjkum in 
kuntum sarimin
Verb
tanadd 
‘to callout’
Figure 8: Object o f  the main verb o f  a sentence (a)
Some verbs in Arabic have implied meaning and are called 'af'dl ul-qulub, ‘verbs of 
sensory perception’. These include such verbs as ‘learn', ‘see’, ‘think' and so on.
102: ® C y  ? ^  ^  
wa laqad 'alimu laman istarahu ma lahu fil- 'axirati min xalaq.
They know full well whoever acquired (this knowledge) would have no share 
in the Hereafter. 2:102
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Verbal Sentence
Subject 
Pronoun affix-w 
3d.rn.pl.
Verb 
‘alima 
‘to know’
Object 
laman istarahu ma 
lahu ft al- ’axirati min 
xalaq
Figure 9: Object o f  the main verb o f  a sentence (b)
qul ’ar a a y  turn ’irt 'atakum 'adabuhu bay at an ’aw naharan mada yastajilu 
minh ul-mujrimun.
Say, think: if his punishment were to come to you, during the night or day, 
what part of it would the guilty wish to hasten? 10:50
Verbal sentence
Subject 
pronoun affix 
-turn ‘you’ 
2d.m.pl.
Verb 
ra 'a ‘to see’
Object 
'in ’atakum ‘adabuhu 
bayatan ’aw naharan 
mada yastajilu minhu 
al-mujrimiin
Figure 10: Object o f  the main verb o f  a sentence (c)
The conditional sentence appears as a third object in a verbal sentence, a case which 
occurs only once in the Qur’an. This sentence is classed as a jumla ma'tufah ‘a 
conjoined sentence’, which puts the conditional sentence in the position of the second 
object of the verb.
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58;cl*iall 1 , j l  ( j i j  l i j j  I^Ia I k_5J) CjULaSM ^ <j) ^
'inna allah ya 'murukum 'an tu 'addu I- amanati 'ila 'ahliha wa ’ida hakamtum 
bayna nnasi 'an tahkimu bil- 'adl.
Verily, Allah commands you to restore deposits to their owners, and, when 
you judge among men, that you judge with justice. 4:58
Two objects + one 
Conjoined sentence
2nd Object1st Object 
pronoun affix-kum 
2nd m.pl.
3d Object
’an tu 'addu al- 
' amanati ’ila 
'ahliha
wa id a hakamtum 
bayna an-nasi 'an 
tahkimu bil- 'adl.
'amara
Verb
Objectsallaha ‘Allah’
SubjectSubject pronoun 
affix ya-
3d.m.s
Two objects + one 
Conjoined sentence
Figure 11: Conditional sentence as a third object in a verbal sentence
This type of sentences occurs only once in the Qur'an and represents 0.07% ot the 
conditional sentences.
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6.5 Adjectival conditional sentence sifah
This function occurs when the conditional sentence serves as an indefinite relative 
clause describing a noun in the main clause.
3 5 :j^ >  < jU 4 .Vi 3^ ’j l j  f ^ \  jj»j Vj V A? j  Cy* y
yuqadu min sajaratin mubarakatin la sarqiyyatin wa la garbiyyatin yakddu 
zaytuha yudi 'u wa law lam tamsashu nar.
It is lit from a blessed tree, an olive, neither of the East nor of the West, whose 
oil would almost glow forth, even if no fire touched it. 24:35
In the above example, the conditional sentence adds an additional description to the 
noun ‘the olive tree’, showing that its oil glows almost continuously. Thus the tree was 
described by an adjective represented by conditional sentence in a reversed structure.
This type of sentence occurs in the Qur'an only twice, representing 0.14%.
Prepositional phrase 
min Sajaratin 
mubarakatin
Verbal sentence
Relative clause 
yakddu zaytuha yudi ’ 'u 
wa law lam 
tamsashu nar
Verb
yuqadu
Figure 12: Adjectival conditional sentence sifah
6.6 Adverbial conditional sentence hal
Al-MisaddT (1985, p. 159) notes that this type shares with the adjectival type mentioned 
under 6.5 the description of a particular noun, but the majority of grammarians agree 
that the latter only works with definite nouns. On some occasions, the concept is 
restricted to indicating the case of the described noun, for example:
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yd 'ayyuha al-ladina ’amanii ma lakum ’ida qila lakum infuru ft  sabll illah 
itjaqaltum ’ila al- ’ard.
O you who believe! What is the matter with you, that when you are asked to 
march forth in the cause of Allah, you cling heavily to the earth? 9:38
Main clause 
ma lakum
Nominal Sentence
Vocative phrase 
yd ’ayyuha al-ladina 
’amanii,
Adverbial conditional 
sentence 
’ida qila lakum infuru 
f t  sabil allah 
itjaqaltum 'laal'drd.
Figure 13: Adverbial conditional sentence hal
Above, the conditional sentence comes after a vocative expression introduced by yd 
‘Oh’. The above sentences can be understood as: “why, in your situation, when you are 
asked to march forth in the cause of Allah, do you cling heavily to the earth?”
The second adverbial function is when a conditional sentence takes the form of a causal 
sentence which shows a reason or a cause, according to DarwTs (1999, v.7, p.418). The 
conditional particle ’in in the following example means "because, since you are', 
corresponding to the explanation of ’id as suggested by some grammarians and as 
mentioned in Chapter IV. Otherwise, it is not clear why Staytiyyah chose this example:
(jl AiJ !iSJ JJ 1 jj-a jil j-bo jj V 'oa
wa ma lakum la tu ’minuna bil-lahi wa ar-rasulu yad'ukum litu'minu 
birabbikum wa qad ’axad mit_aqakum ’in kuntum mu 'minin.
And what is the matter with you that you believe not in Allah! While the 
Messenger invites you to believe in your Lord; and He has indeed taken your 
covenant, if you are real believers. 57:8
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Resumptive sentence.
Adverbial sentences 
la tu ’miniina bil-lahi + 
wa ar-rasulu 
yad'ukum
Adverbial conditional 
sentence 
wa qad 'axada 
mltaqakum ’in kuntum 
mu ’minln
Nominal sentence 
wa ma lakum
Figure 14: Adverbial conditional sentence takes the form o f  a causal sentence
Conditional sentences that bear adverbial function in the Qur’an in 12 sentences, 
covering 0.87% of the total.
6.7 Explanatory conditional sentence tafsTriyyah
The explanatory conditional sentence is a sentence which follows and re-explains a 
previous one, using a different form of expression. Together, the explanatory 
conditional sentence and the original preceding sentence provide two different 
perspectives on the same semantic meaning, where the second is intended to clarify and 
confirm the first. This usage usually takes place when there is a potential for 
misunderstanding. ’Alyyah (1965, p.208) regards the explanatory sentence as a 
syntactical function that decides the relationship of the parts of speech to one another. In 
other words, interpretation is a functional concept that is restricted to sentences alone; 
however, it is considered to be an image produced by two initial functions: confirmation 
and substitution. Therefore, the explanatory sentence explains ambiguous speech or 
clarifies a comprehensive meaning which has appeared previously.
According to al-Misaddl (1985, p. 159), the explanatory sentence has two types of 
structural link, one of which is very clear. The sentence is preceded by terms such as 
’ayy, ‘that is to say’, or verbs like y a ‘w or ’a ‘m  ‘it means’ or T mean’. The second 
type of these sentences is that with an implied meaning, such as in the following:
JC J  t j j a <lll (jl (JjAj-a j i l t
2 7 :^ '
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laqad sadaqa allah rasulahu ’arru 'yet bilhaq-qi. latadxulunna al-masjidi al- 
harama 'in sa 'a allahu 'aminlna muhalliqlna ru ’usakum wa muqassirln 
Indeed Allah has fulfilled the vision for His Messenger in very truth. 
Certainly, you shall enter al-masjid al-haram. ‘the sacred mosque’, if Allah 
will secure, (some) having your heads shaved, and (some) having your hair cut 
short. 48:27
The beginning of the verse shows that Allah will fulfil the Prophet’s vision and realise 
his dream. The following verse is an interpretation of the dream that Allah will make 
come true, largely because it is explained in an interpretative conditional sentence, 
analysed below.
Conditional sentence
Protasis 
’in sa 'a allahu
Apodosis 
latadxulunna ’al- 
masjida ’al-harama
Adverbial sentence 
’aminina muhalliqlna 
ru 'usakum wa 
muqassirln
Figure 15: Explanatory conditional sentence tafsiriyyah
Al-MisaddT provides 4 similar conditional sentences from the Qur'an, representing 
0.29% of the total number of conditional sentences.
6.8 Conditional sentence as an apodosis of a higher conditional 
sentence
This function exists when the conditional sentence itself plays the role of an apodosis as 
highlighted by al-Misaddl (1985, p. 161). He notes that the conditional sentence allows 
the existence of a rested conditional structure. He provided the two examples which 
follow.
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This conditional sentence shows wide flexibility in performing the function, represented 
by the ability to use many conditional particles to achieve the required role:
94;6jaJ I |  jjl 1 jjjj (j-s <lll -lie. j IaII dul£ jj]
qul 'in kanat lakum uddar ul- ’axiratu ‘inda allahi xalisatan min dun 
in-nasi fa-tamannaw ul-mawta 'in kuntum sadiqln.
Say to (them): “If the abode of the Hereafter with Allah is indeed for you 
especially and not for other members of mankind, then long for death if you 
are truthful.” 2:94
The above example occurs in the inverted order. However, al-Misaddl (1985, p. 161) 
states that he stands by those who refuse to accept this argument that there is no room 
for this function in this classification. The following is then a case of the first argument:
’in kanat lakum ’ad- 
daru al- 'axiratu
Protasis 1
Conditional
sentence
Apodosis 1
Conditional structure 1
(Verbal sentence)
Apodosis 2
fa tamannaw 'al- 
mawta\    J
Protasis 2 
'in kuntum sadiqln
V _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J
Figure 16: Conditional sentence as an apodosis o f  a higher conditional sentence
Here they regard it as a second conditional sentence. In addition, this function occurs 
with other conditional particles such as: man (2:38), law (47:21), law ma (15:6-7) and 
7da (2:232).
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Al-Misaddi (1985, p. 162) adds that the conditional sentence performs this function 
without the use of the conditional particle in a ‘requesting’ structure:
3 1 ^ j v \ )  L)1 t i3 y
qul 'in kuntum tuhibbuna allah fa-ttabVum yuhbibkum ullah.
Say (O Muhammad to mankind): "If you (really) love Allah, then follow me 
(i.e. Muhammad); Allah will love you.” 3:31
The flexibility of the conditional sentence occurs in its word order when it appears in its 
original form: conditional particle + protasis + apodosis.
38:®j^ Cali y
fa - ’imma y a ’tTyannakum minm huda fa-man tabVa hudaya fa-la xawfun 
‘alayhim.
Then whenever there comes to you hudan ‘guidance’ from me, and whosoever 
follows My guidance, there shall be no fear in him. 2:38
6.9 Adverbial (circumstantial) apodosis
This function is very similar to the previous one with respect to the structure, and there 
is no significant difference except that the associated structure, which contains the 
conditional sentence, appears as an adverbial sentence.
5)eLiaul! ^ hiuij •ig xa  ^u ilp (jjts 1 j)*fi 131
wa ibtalu al-yatama hatta 'ida balagu an-nikah fa- ’in ’dnastum minhum 
rusdan fa-dfa (u ’Hayhim ’amwalahum.
And test orphans until they reach the age of marriage; if then you find sound 
judgement in them, release their property to them. 4:6
Such sentences occur in the Qur’an only two times, representing 0.14% of the total.
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C o n d i t i o n a l  s e n t e n c e
A p o d o s i s  1
ibtalu al-yatama hatta 
ida balagu an-nikah
P r o t a s i s  1
Apodosis 2
fa-dfa'u ’ilayhim 
’amwalahum
fa- ’in 'an as turn minhum 
rusdan
Protasis 2
Conditional Structure 1
(imperative sentence)
F ig u re  17: A d v e rb ia l  ( c ir cu m sta n tia l) a p o d o sis
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Table 47: Number o f  occurrences o f  each function o f  the conditional sentence in the Q ur’an
Function Sequence Percentage
1 Resumptive 862 62.66
2 Subject musnad ’ilayh 1 0.07
3 Predicate musnad 38 2.63
4 Object of a verb 0 0
a Object of qdla 288 20.88
b Object of qdla introduced with 
interrogative particle
53 3.84
c Object of the main verb of a sentence 1 0.07
5 Adjectival conditional sentence 2 0.14
6 Adverbial conditional sentence 12 0.87
7 Explanatory tafsTriyyah 4 0.29
8 Conditional sentence as an apodosis of a 
higher conditional sentence
26 1.88
Conclusion
The above table shows that the conditional sentence appeal's most frequently as a 
resumptive sentence in the Qur’an.
This type is used in the text under investigation on 862 occasions, representing 62%. 
Al-MisaddI (1985, p. 169) sees that this initial investigation has allowed us to decide that 
the conditional sentence is characterised by a structural integration which leads to 
semantic integration. So this leaves it relatively qualified for independent status in the 
discourse. Thus it will be in a position where it has informational energy, which enables 
it to serve as both introduction and conclusion, bringing the idea full circle (ibid. p. 170).
As for the functional types that have been performed by conditional sentences in the 
Qur’an, the general investigation reveals that the conditional structure is also 
characterised by a very high level of flexibility in typological variation. We have 
already mentioned eight types of functional conditional sentences according to al- 
Misaddl. However, we ignored conjoining ma ‘tu f as having an independent function, as
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it is recognised in Arabic syntax. The study is restricted to provide only those which are 
coupled in wider function where it was joined with the main function (ibid. p. 175).
In this chapter, we have attempted to count various types of functional sentences. Future 
studies might expand this analysis further over a wider range of textual sources and over 
different time periods — poetry and classical Arabic texts in particular. Even so, we can 
get a feeling for some of the flexible features within the main function from the texts 
examined above. In addition, this study provides us with two types of divisions of these 
functions.
Above, we saw the extent of the flexibility of conditional sentences, which can play a 
role in performing functional syntactic tasks. The extent of that flexibility can be noted 
clearly by examining the functional table above. Here, we can see that resumptive 
functions and the object of a verb occur in total of 1211 conditional sentences.
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CHAPTER VII:
DISCOURSE FUNCTION IN CONDITIONAL SENTENCES IN CLASSICAL 
ARABIC 
Introduction
Neither grammarians nor rhetorical scientists have produced an in-depth study 
examining the discourse function carried by conditional sentences in Arabic texts. On 
the other hand, they have produced a great deal of work investigating the discourse 
function of the interrogative and vocative structures.
The term discourse function used here is meant to approximate to that of ‘Speech Acts’ 
as developed by Hymes (1960, p.47). The labels used are translations of the 
conventional Arabic labels.
The reason for this oversight, according to Staytiyyah (1995, p.72), is that when they 
examined the conditional structure, they considered it to be only an informational 
structure. Therefore, they paid less attention to its semantic content. Staytiyyah adds 
that if they had considered this aspect, they would have come up with a number of 
features that characterise its implied semantic meanings, providing useful information 
for the fields of rhetoric and semantics.
However, it is still possible to find indications scattered throughout various studies of 
Arabic grammar, largely in texts of Qur’anic exegesis. This is the case for the work of 
as-Sabunl (1981), one of the greatest works in the field from the twentieth century 
dealing with the exegesis of verses of Islamic law. Other works found in the 
grammatical field are not sufficient to create a suitable framework for assessing both 
covert and overt semantic meanings in conditional structures.
In this study, through my investigation of the text of the Qur’an, of tafsir ‘exegesis’, of 
prophetic traditions hadit, and of poetry, I have attempted to provide a foundation that 
can act as a starting point for further studies as well as a springboard for theoretical 
discussions.
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7.1 Types of discourse function in conditional sentences
In this section, I will give examples of more than fifty different types of implied 
meaning that can be carried by the conditional structure. Some of them are quite close to 
each other in meaning, but the range of possibility for interpretation should be 
considered.
7.1.1 Adornment and luring at-tazyln wat-targTb
These types attract and encourage the addressee toward a deed or behaviour which will 
result in good rewards or consequences, as in the following examples:
fa - ’in tubtum fa-huwa xayrun lakum.
Then, if you repent, it will be good for you. 9:3
5 4 :  j ) j ) >
wa ’in tutVuhu tahtadu.
And if you obey him, you shall be on the right guidance. 24:54
The function of adornment and luring carried by conditional sentences has made the 
conditional sentence popular and has made this form the natural choice in a persuasive 
context. Staytiyyah noticed that this kind of sentence has two integral dimensions: 
decorating the deed and emphasising its inherent value, and presenting the desired 
result, which is the reward of the protasis.
7.1.2 Promise al-wa‘d
In general, a promise refers to a declaration, written or verbal, made by one person to 
another, which binds the person who makes it to do what is specified. In this context, as 
an example, the promise given by Allah to the Muslims is that if they support each other 
to protect other Muslims or to defend their land, then He will reward them by granting 
them victory against their enemies.
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1^11 1jjLaxi yl 1 jLl* <jLSl ^b)
ya ’ayyuha al-ladina ’amanu ’in tansuru ullah yansurkum wa yutabbit 
’aqdamakum.
O you who believe! If you support (the cause of) Allah, He will support you, 
and make your foothold firm. 47:7
7.1.3 Threatening at-tahdld
This function also is widely used in conditional sentences. The following is an example:
8; 7. \j^ c- (jlj {jt ^
‘asa rabbukum ’an yarhamakum wa ’in ‘udtum fudna wa ja  ‘alna jahnnama 
lil-kafirina hasira.
It may be that your Lord may show mercy unto you, but if you return (to sin), 
we shall return (to our punishment). And we have made hell a prison for the 
unbelievers. 17:8
The following is another example that carries both adornment and a threatening 
function, a very common conditional structure in the Qur’an:
(jlj £^1 IjtgTu (jlj Aai 1
’in tastaftihu fa-qad ja  ’akum ul-fathu wa ’in tantahu fa-huwa xayrun lakum 
wa ’in ta ‘udu na ‘ud.
(O disbelievers) if you ask for a judgement, now has the judgement come unto 
you; and if you cease (to do wrong), it will be better for you, and if you return 
(to the attack), so shall We return. 9:19
7.1.4 Rebuking at-tawbfx
The difference between this function and the previous one is that the threatening is 
usually followed by a punishment, stated explicity in the sentence. However, we 
understand from the rebuking sentence that the addresser is only criticising or 
condemning the addressee.
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12:^-^ ^  piklla (jlj JdjT  ^ j  1^11 lf?'^
dalika b i’annahu ida du‘iya allahu wahdahu kafartum wa 'in yusrak bihi 
tu 'minu, fa-lhukmu lildh il-'alyy il-kabir.
This is because, when Allah only is invoked, you disbelieved; but when some 
partners are associated with Him, you believed! Then, judgement is only with 
Allah, the Most High, the Greatest. 40:12
7.1.5 Sarcasm and irony as-suxriyah wat-tahakkum
This function is similar to the previous one, but rebuking is not necessary for irony.
24;CllL*aS Cal (j|j jtilli (jls^
fa 'in yasbiru fa-n-naru matwan lahum wa 'in yast‘tibu fa-md hum min al- 
mu ‘tab in.
Then, if they bear the torment patiently, then the fire is the home for them, and 
if they seek to please Allah, yet they are not of those who will ever be allowed 
to please Allah. 41:24
7.1.6 Warning and forbidding at-tahdlr wal~man(
The difference between warning and threatening is that warning does not require the 
mention of punishment; instead, it takes the form of advice or forbidding a certain deed.
140>'-^2l' 4 ^  A  A  (ji
wa qad nazzala ‘alaykum fil-kitabi 'an 'ida sami ‘turn 'dydt illdhi yukfaru bihd 
'aw yustahza'u bihd fa-la taq‘udu ma'ahum hatta yaxudu f i  hadltin gayrihi 
'innakum 'idan mitluhum.
And it has already been revealed to you in the Book that when you hear the 
words of Allah being denied and mocked, sit not with them until they engage 
in talk other than that; certainly (if you stay with them), in that case you will 
become like them. 4:140
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7.1.7 Caution al-hadar
Here, the speaker expresses his fear and caution of committing a sin and receiving 
punishment.
15 LstJ *•“ u! C5^ i)
’inm ’axafu ’in ‘asaytu rabbi 'adabayawmin fazTm.
If I were to disobey my lord, I should myself fear the chastisement of a 
great day to come. 10:15
7.1.8 Deterring at-tanfir
This is a case in which someone intends an action which is unacceptable to others. The 
speaker either describes it as a bad thing or relates it to immoral people as one of their 
unacceptable characteristics.
’innci al-munafiqina yuxadi ‘una allaha wa huwa xadi ‘uhum wa ’ida qamuu 
’ila as-salati qamu kusala.
Verily, the hypocrites seek to deceive Allah, but it is He who will mislead 
them. And when they stand up for salat ‘prayers’, they stand with laziness. 
4:142
The above example shows that ‘standing’ or ‘becoming lazy’ during prayer is the 
characteristic of a hypocrite, and those with weakness believe hypocrites. The message 
is that ‘if it is a bad deed, then do not do it’.
7.1.9 Challenge at-tahaddl
In general, a challenge is an invitation to engage in a contest or controversy of any kind, 
a defiance or a summons to fight. Here it is a challenge by Allah to the unbelievers to 
produce one verse or sura similar to those in the Qur’an. Here it is impossible for the 
addressee either to accept the challenge or to achieve what is demanded of him.
23:«jyi (j a  jjjluJ 1 jjti lij (jl
wa *in kuntum f i  raybin mimma nazzalnd ‘ala eabdina fa - ’tu bisuratin min 
mitlihi.
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And if you (Arab pagans, Jews, and Christians) are in doubt concerning that 
which we have sent down (i.e., the Qur'an) to our servant (Muhammad), then 
produce a Surah (chapter) of the like thereof. 2:23
7.1.10 Impossibility al-istihalah
This case refers to things which are by their nature impossible, or which represent an 
action that is impossible to do.
Hi ^ fVuo L \t All <3 1 jlj  lja3-s. 1 (j3 (jj.1 QA (jjill (jl y
’inna l-ladina tad‘una min dun illahi lan yaxluqu dubaban wa law ijtania 'u 
lahu wa ’in yaslibhum ud-dubabu say ’an la yastanqiduhu minhu, da ‘u f at- 
talibu wal- matlub.
Surely, those on whom you call besides Allah, cannot create a fly, even though 
they combine together for the purpose. And if the fly snatches away a thing 
from them, they will have no power to release that thing from it. So weak are 
the seeker and the sought. 22:73
Ibn Katlr (2000) explains that Allah says to those who worship idols and other things 
besides him that they are unable to create a single fly, which is a challenge by Allah to 
them. Moreover, He has challenged them to resist the fly or take revenge against it if it 
takes anything from the good and perfumed item on which it lands. If they wanted to 
recover it, they would not be able to do so, even though the fly is the weakest and most 
insignificant of Allah's creatures.
It appears that the difference between the conditionals of challenge and impossibility in 
the above two examples is that the challenge is a direct request from the speaker to the 
addressee to do something, whereas impossibility appeal’s as an informative fact 
declared by the speaker, with no request to take action to prove it.
7.1.11 Despair at-tay’Ts
This case refers to utterances which cause someone to lose hope despite his attempts to 
reach certain goals or to achieve an important task, as in the following example:
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C* ljpximj (jJ ( A^alafl qa 11* 4Jj.l QA QjC-Si (jjjSij^
13-14:>^ <£1
walladina tad'una min dunihi ma yamlikuna min qitmir. ’in tad ‘uhum la 
yasma ‘u du 'a ’akum wa law sami u mastajaabu lakum.
Those you invoke beside Him do not even control the skin of a date stone; If 
you call them they cannot hear you; if they could , they could not answer you. 
35:13-14
This verse contains two conditional sentences. In the first, the meaning is an impossible 
situation. When it is followed by the second, it shows desperation and little chance of 
getting any benefit from either the idols or the people who worship them.
7.1.12 Exaggeration al-mubdlagah
It is common to find this characteristic of conditional sentences in Arabic poetiy with 
various purposes such as praise and love in heroic or panegyric poetry, where poets 
often use exaggeration to describe things, events or people. The following is an 
example:
UjuS Lg-Viljj tV;.Vi t’AVi li] AjUiij
wa fattanat ul-‘aynayni, qattalat ul~hawa ... ’ida nafaxat sayxan rawd’ihuhd 
sabbd.
Seductive her eyes, deadly her love... if she blew her scent toward an old man, 
he would turn young again.
7.1.13 Augmentation (increasing) at-taktlr
The example is from the traditions of the Prophet (al-Buxaii, 2001):
M qa l!Lui AjiilSj O'4"
man sama Ramadan wa ’atba'ahu sittan min sawwal kdna kaman sam ad- 
dahra.
Any believer, who had fasted during Ramadan and followed it by fasting six 
days during the next month, Shawwal, it would be as if he had fasted the 
whole year.
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This was to encourage Muslims to fast for the six days of the month that followed 
Ramadan as a voluntary act. Thus, he equates those six days plus the thirty days of 
Ramadan with a lifetime of fasting and advocates a similar reward.
It appears that this type of function is accompanied by that of adornment (7.2.1) as well 
as that of forbidding (7.2.6), demonstrating how great some deeds are and how bad 
some others are. Below is another example:
(Jjillll (JiU \ ( j S  jt  fjaii J g x J L-Oli (Jja ( j a  UiiS dlli (Jkj
min ’ajli dalika katabna ‘aid bam 'isra 'ila ’annahu man qatala nafsan bigayri 
nafsin 'aw fasadin Jil-'ardi fa-ka’annama qatal an-nasa jamVa wa man 
'ahydhafa-ka'annama ’ahya an-nasa jamVa.
For that reason We decreed to the Children of Israel that whosoever killed a 
human being for a reason other than manslaughter or corruption on earth, it 
shall be as if he had killed all mankind, and whosoever shall save the life of 
one, it shall be as if he had saved the lives of all mankind. 5:32
7.1.14 Lessening and easing at-tahwin
The purpose of this function is to comfort the addressee with regard to certain events or 
situations. The following is an example:
’in tamsaskum hasantun tasu ’hum wa ’in tusibkum sayyi'atun yafrahu bihd wa 
’in tasbiru wa tattaqu la yadurrukm kayduhum say 'a.
They grieve at any good that befalls you (believers) and rejoice at your 
misfortunes. But if you are steadfast and conscious of Allah, their scheming 
will not harm you in the least. 3:120
7.1.15 Command al-’amr
Here the command refers to orders or directions issued by someone in authority, as in 
the following example:
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53;«Lui]l (TiadL 1 j ( j t  (joiljJli (Jjj L^^ -s. lijj ^1 1 *V' ljA>* Oi^
Hnna allah y a ’murukum ’an tu ’addu l~’amanati ’ila ’ahliha, wa ’ida 
hakamtum bayna n-nasi ’an tahkimu bil- ‘adli.
Allah commands you (people) to return things entrusted to you to their rightful 
owners, and if you judge between people, to do so with justice. 4:58
The above example shows the importance of not isolating the conditional structure from 
the larger text to which it belongs. This is because it makes it easy to extract the 
discourse function from the preceding or the following words.
7.1.16 Appealing and requesting aWiltimas
In contrast to the above example, the appeal or request is used by a person who is in a 
lower position of authority when speaking to an individual in a higher one, requesting 
help of a physical or abstract nature.
192-191 cJl 4 ^ 3 ^  0-<i .jtUl t—ilic. USa -A« lii
rabbana ma xalaqta hada batilan fa- qina 'adab an-nari. rabbana ‘innaka 
man tudxil in-nara fa- qad ’axzaytahu.
Our Lord! You have not created this without purpose. Glory to You! Give us 
salvation from the torment of the fire. Our Lord! Verily, he who You admit to 
the fire, indeed, You have disgraced him. 3:191-192
In the example above, there is supplication to Allah, which is usually built on appeal 
and demand. Here, the demand is shown in the previous sentence at the end of verse 
(3:191). The believers say that the man you admit to the fire will be disgraced and 
humiliated before all people at the Day of Judgement.
7.1.17 Reaching a goal or destination bulug ul-gayah
The next example is the Prophet’s hadit narrated by al-Buxarl (2001) showing that the 
addressee should not perform a certain act until he reaches the region of the tribe of 
Barn Qurayzah.
.4_3aJ_^3 {^9 V! aall 1^9 ^ A jIe-
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man kdna y u ’minu billahi wal-yawm il-’axiri fa-laa yusallXyanna al-'asra 
’ilia f l  bam qurayzah.
The Prophet has spoken to his companions (urging them to hurry and go and 
fight the tribe of the Banu Qurayzah), “He who believes in Allah and the Last 
Day shouldn’t pray the ‘ Asr before reaching The Banu Qurayzah.”
One of the interpretations of this is: ‘do not pray the afternoon prayer until you reach 
The Banu Qurayzah.’
7.1.18 Banning acts before certain events have occurred
This case of the conditional represents an explicit command which seems fairly clear in 
the example, namely not to perform a certain act before another circumstance is 
realised.
222:&jaJl 4 Cua. (j^ s (jAjjtl 111!
fa - ‘tazilu an-nisd’a fil-mahidi wa la taqrabuhunna hatta yathurna fa -’ida 
tatahharna fa  'tuhunna min haytu ’amarakum ullah.
So, keep away from women when they are menstruating and do not approach 
them until they are cleansed. When they are cleansed you may approach them 
as Allah has ordained. 2:222
The permission in the above example and the following is given when the conditions 
under which a certain act was banned previously have passed. In addition, this new deed 
is not obligatory and differs from the original command. Here is another example:
l*|Lj - i j j j  Us u! J Oj* (jLJa f p  jjIjj Us Vl ^
(JjLiii Clmll Vj Vj VJ 4^11 V IjfaL
2  \ I (  ! i l j  L j f j j J a j j  ( >  !iUja3
’uhillat lakum bahlmat ul ‘an ‘ami ’ilia ma yutla ‘alykum gayra muhillT as- 
sayda wa ’antum hurumun ’inna allah yahkumu ma yurid. yd ’ayuhd al-ladina 
’amanii la tuhillii sa rcia ’ira allahi wa la as-sahr al-hardma wa la al-hadya wa 
la l-qald’ida wa la ’ammma al-bayt al-hardma yabtaguna fadlan min 
rabbihim wa ridwana, wa ’ida halaltum fa-stadu.
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O you who believe! Violate not the sanctity of the symbols of Allah, nor of the 
Sacred Month, nor of the Hady (animals brought for sacrifice), nor the 
garlands, nor the people coming to the Sacred House (Makkah), seeking the 
bounty and good pleasure of their Lord. But when you finish the Ihram, then 
you may hunt. 5-2
7.1.19 Agreement between two actions muwafaqatfi*lun lifVl
This is a situation in which the verb that introduces or represents the apodosis is similar 
to and agrees with the one in the protasis.
61:cJ^V' IjLIa. (j)j'i
wa ’in janahu lis-silmi fa-jnah laha.
But if they (your enemies) are inclined toward peace, you, also, incline toward 
it. 8:61
The following is another example:
ub uAjy ^ f A J  IjAj !^S 
fa- ’in lam tajidu fiha ’ahadan fa-la tadxuluha hatta yu ’dana lakum wa ’in qila 
lakum irji ‘u fa-rji ‘u.
And if you find no one there (in the houses), still do not enter until permission 
has been given to you. And if you are asked to go back, then go back. 24:28
7.1.20 Astonishment and wonder at-ta‘ajjub
This case of the conditional imparts a sense of wonder and awe. This may be awe in 
terms of admiration or in terms of fear.
A - . u  si ( J j U i ' - o  a  .Y u  i— u A  ( j i_ J  p fi 4  >n°^t j
4:Qj^ jAll yt>
wa ’ida ra ’aytahum tujihuka ’ajsamuhum wa ’in yaqulu tasma‘ 
liqawlihim, ka ’annahum xusubun musannadatun yahsabuna kulla 
sayhatin ‘alayhim, hum ul- ‘adww fa-hdarhum qatalahum ullahu 
’anna yu fakun.
And when you look at them, their figures please you; and when they 
speak, you listen to their words. They are as blocks of wood propped
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up. They think that every cry is against them. They are the enemies, 
so beware of them. Allah confound them! How they are perverted. 
63:4
Staytiyyah (1995, p.78) selects the aforementioned example as one which supports his 
idea concerning the existence of conditional sentences: namely, that they can imply 
wonder and astonishment. In my opinion it actually gives a warning to the Prophet not 
to be astonished by the hypocrites and to be aware that they are the enemy.
7.1.21 Compensation and equivalence al-badal wal-musawat
This case of the conditional is used in situations to impart a sense of balance or 
substitution.
106:®j^ 4^  & tjjjiiij jt foy
ma nansax min ’ayatin ’aw nunsiha na ’ti bixayrin minha ’aw mitlihd.
Any revelation We cause to be superseded or forgotten, We replace with 
something better or similar. 2:106
7.1.22 Comforting al-muwasat
This example demonstrates the conditional used to communicate a sense of consolation 
or support and encouragement.
wa ’in yukaddibuka fa-qad kaddabat qablahum qawmu nuhin wa 'adun wa 
tamudu wa qawmu ’ibrahTma wa qawmu lutin wa ‘ashdbu madian wa kuddiba 
mousa fa- 'amlaytu lil-kafirina tumma ’axadtuhum fa-kayfa kana nakir.
And if they do deny you, so did the people of Noah, ‘Ad and Thamud, and the 
people of Abraham and the people of Lot. And the dwellers of Midian; and 
Moses too was denied. Then, I granted respite to the unbelievers for a while, 
then I seized them, and how (terrible) was My punishment! 22:42-44
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7.1.23 Opposition al-muxalafah
This example shows the conditional used to emphasise opposition to an act or deed.
1 5 0 : f^ V ' Mi 1 1 y
fa  ’in sahidu fa-la tashad ma ‘ahum.
Then if they testify, then do not testify with them. 6:150
7.1.24 Reward and compensation al-jaza’ wat-ta‘wTd
Staytiyyah (1995, p.79) sees that this type of function has been called at-ta‘aqub ‘some 
thing follows another and replaces it5 by other scholar's, but I used the above term 
because it is more suitable for the examples given.
32: ^  3^*.; (dsXn ^
wa ’ankihu I- ’aydmd minkum was-salihma min ‘ibadikum wa ’ima ’ikum, ’in 
yakunu fuqard ’a yugnihim ullahu min fadlih.
Marry of the single among you and those of your male and female slaves who 
are frt (for marriage). If they are poor, Allah will provide for them from His 
bounty. 24:32
In the above example, Allah establishes the real consequence and reward that prosperity 
will follow poverty.
To illustrate obligatory procedures and the need for compensation, Staytiyyah chooses 
the following example:
24:Audill 0^ jjO fdkiijU Us y
fa-ma istamta ‘turn bihi min hunna fa- 'atuhunna ’ujurahunna.
So with those among them whom you have enjoyed, give them their required 
due. 4:24
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The above example states that men should pay their wives a dowry. The meaning is that 
if they want to many them, they will have to surrender to them their rightful dowry as 
compensation.
7.1.25 Analysis and linking events at-tahlll wa rabt ul-’ahdat
This function is used largely in scientific, social and mathematical matters; in particular, 
it is used with incidents which are related to one another in order to reach a conclusion 
or a result for a certain argument, such as in the following example:
q a  AS (jlS (j}j t(j;yit^ ll q a  j & j  ( j a  AS AJLaxaS (jl 0-* AAUj ^
27-26
wa sahida sahidun min ’ahliha, ’in kdna qamTsuhu qudda min qubulin fa- 
sadaqat wa huwa min Ikcidibm, wa ’in kdna qamisuhu qudda min duburin fa- 
kadabat wa huwa min as-sadiqin.
And a witness of her own folk testified (saying): "If his shirt is torn from the 
front, then she speaks the truth and he is of the liars. And if his shirt is torn 
from behind, then she has lied and he is of the truthful”. 12:26-27
7.1.26 Confirmation at-tawkid
The function involves confirmation either by implied meaning or by using an overt 
word of confirmation to introduce the conditional apodosis, such as ’inna ‘surely’ or 
‘indeed’, or by using words like ‘I confirm that’, as in the following verse:
7 ; 4 j a  ^ 5 ^ . 1  J  j l d l  p u  4113 J j a l t j  J  ( j l j )
wa ’in tajhar bil-qawlifa-’innahuya'lam us-sirra wa ’axfa.
And if you speak aloud, then verily, He knows the secret and (that which is 
yet) more hidden. 20:7
7.1.27 Compulsion al-Hlzdm
The function involves an obligation imposed upon the addressees by the speaker 
through a command.
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2 7 9 - 2 7 8 : * u-uj* j  f^ ® ^  oij jj  
yd ’ayyuha al-ladma ’amanu ittaqu allah wa daru ma baqiya min ar-riba ’in 
kuntum m u’minm. fa - ’in lam tcifalu fa - ’danu biharbin mina allahi wa 
rasiilihi wa ’in tubtum fa-lakum ru ’usu ’amwalikum.
You who believe! Beware of Allah: give up any outstanding dues from usury, 
if you are true believers. If you do not, then be warned of war from Allah and 
His Messenger. You shall have your capital if you repent. 2:278-279
The above example, states that, for the person who used to take interest when lending 
money and now wants to repent, it is obligatory to take back only his capital from 
others. By agreeing to this condition, his repentance will be accepted by Allah.
7.1.28 Submission at-tasllm
Submission is a case wherein the speaker accepts his fate and judgement from Allah 
with strong belief and trust. In such cases, he submits and receives the judgement with 
no objection and with trust that Allah is the only one who can reward or punish.
1 1 8;e^jLd1 j j j j d l  Cliit lillUi ^ 1  d)ij "Static. Qiu
’in tu ‘addibhum fa- ’innahum ‘ibaduka wa ’in tagfir lahum fa- ’innaka ’anta al- 
‘azJz ul-hakim.
If you punish them, they are your servants, and if you forgive them, verily you, 
only you are the Mighty, the Wise. 5:118
According to Ibn Katlr (2000), this verse shows that all matters refer back to Allah, for 
He does what He wills, and no one can question Him about what He does, while He can 
question them.
7.1.29 Permission aWibahah
This function involves granting permission to carry out certain deeds which are not 
forbidden by Islamic law, which describes a range of deeds between great sins that 
deserve punishment, and those acts which are unacceptable, permitted, acceptable and 
so forth. The following example discusses the rights of a custodian who looks after the
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inherited property of underage orphans. It gives approval for the custodian to take 
enough money from the property to cover his expenses while looking after it,but only if 
he is also in need.
Ia Instil! fijuSj lil (bb*. ^
()■ C.Lvnill <A_4jjkAJLj jjts  jj j ij  Cue. (jUs (j-aj b-J'^ ' J  b ' A j
Wabtalu al-yatama hatta ’idd balagu an-nikdha fa - ’in ’anastum minhum 
rusdan fa-dfa ‘u 'Hayhim ’amwalahum wa la ta ’kuluhd ’israfan wa bidaran ’an 
yakburii wa man kdna ganiyyan fa-lyasta ‘f i f  wa man kdna faqlran fa-lya ’kul 
bil-ma eruf
And test oiphans until they reach the age of marriage; if then you find sound 
judgement in them, release their property to them, but consume it not 
wastefully and hastily, fearing that they should grow up. And whosoever 
among guardians is rich, he should take no wages, but if he is poor, let him 
keep for himself what is just and reasonable (according to his work). 4:6
7.1.30 Rousing at-tahrld
Rousing means to awaken, stir or provoke someone into action. It is usually used in 
hunting and fighting. Sometimes rousing includes words of promising or support. Here 
is an example:
fA’ia (jlj (jJJjLa 1 LiJJ&P U^5 L>i b ^
yd ’ayyuha n-nabiyyu harrid al-mu’mimna 'ala al-qitdli 'in yakun minkum 
‘isruna sabiruna yaglibu m i’atayn wa ’in yakun minkum m i’atun yaglibu 
’alfan min al-ladina kafarii.
Prophet, urge the believers to fight: If there are twenty of you who are 
steadfast, they will overcome two hundred, and a hundred of you, if steadfast 
will overcome a thousand of the disbelievers. 8:65
This example starts with a speech directed to the Prophet to exhort the believers at the 
battle of Badr to fight against the unbelievers of Makkah. Allah promised them that, 
with patience, he would support them and grant them victory, even if the number of the 
enemy troops was larger than those of the believers.
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7.1.31 Absolution at-tabrVah
This example demonstrates the conditional imparting a sense of absolution for the doer 
of the acts or deeds described.
(j>i CjIjjjILj IlSj aIII (Jjij q \ j j l l i i t  AjUcliI (Jh q a
28 o^ *-} ffiv? <nj <klj (j}j Ajlxa bilS t^ L j l j
qala rajulun mu’minun min ’ali fir ‘awnet yaktimu ’Tmanahu ’ataqtuluna 
rajulan ’an yaqiila rabbiya allah wa qad ja  ’hum bil-bayyinati min rabbikum, 
wa ’in yakun kadiban fa- ‘alayhi kadibuhu wa ’in yakun sadiqan yusibkum 
ba (d ul-ladi ya ‘idukum,
A secret believer from Pharaoh’s family said: “How can you kill a man just for 
saying, “My Lord is Allah”? He has brought you clear signs from your Lord? 
- if he is a liar, on his own head be it- and if he is truthful, then at least some of 
what he has threatened will happen to you.” 40:28
In the first conditional sentence the aim is to absolve the addressees from the suspicion 
of having committed an undesirable act (lying), and it is the third person’s 
responsibility. But the alternation of the two sentences also absolves the Prophet Moses 
from being a liar.
7.1.32 Notification al-’ixbar
This case is used for communicating information, such as describing a requirement or 
providing an answer, to the addressees.
wa ’idd sa ’alaka ‘ibadT ‘anrii fa - ’inrii qaribun ’ujlbu da‘wata idda'i ’ida 
da ‘an.
And when My servants question you concerning Me, then surely I am near. I 
answer the prayer of the suppliant when he cries to me. 2:186
The above example implies an instruction to give notification to the servants of Allah 
through the Prophet. Here, Allah informs the prophet that the believers will ask him
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about Allah. If they do so, he should inform them that he is very close to them to listen 
and to respond to their prayers. Here is another example:
j i* J j .Sad \lcm t^ li. (^ 1 ^ 4  til! L>* f&jJut £yS (Ja tfcjt-j)
70:cJ^Vl < ^ j  jj& pS3
yd ’ayyuha n-nabiyyu qul liman f i  ’aydlkum min a l-’asrd; ’in ya ‘lami illahu 
f i  qulubikum xayran yu ’tikum xayran mimmd ’uxida minkum wa yagfir 
lakum walldhu gafurun rahim,
O Prophet! Say to those captives who are in your hands: "If Allah knows any 
good in your hearts, He will give you better than that which has been taken 
from you and will forgive you, for Allah is forgiving, merciful." 8:70
Staytiyyah (1995, p.82) states that this verse also contains instructions to the Prophet to 
give notification to captives that if they show a willingness to become believers, then he 
will reward them with better than what was taken from them and will forgive them.
7.1.33 Classification at-tasmf
It is common that the particle man ‘who’, which stands for the relative clause, also has a 
conditional function. It can be used as a tool for classifying different types of people 
such as in the following Hadit: (ibid.):
"AjII U> Ajjrvg.q I g ~v5\)
fa-man kanat hijratuhu ‘ila allahi wa rasulihi fa-hijratuhu ’ild allahi wa 
rasulihi, wa man kanat hijratuhu lidunyd yusibuha ’aw imra ’atin yankihuha 
fa-hijratuhu ’ila ma hdjara ’ilayhi.
And he whose migration is for the sake of Allah and his messenger, then his 
Hijrah ‘migration’ will be counted for Allah and his messenger. And he whose 
migration is for worldly gain or to marry a woman, so his migration will be 
counted according to his intentions (al-Buxarl, 2001).
Isolating this text from the leading sentences and focusing on the surface meaning, we 
can see how this excerpt exemplifies Staytiyyah’s concept of at-tasmf
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7.1.34 Denial (negation) an-naft
This example shows the conditional used to impart a sense of denial or of refusal to 
accept what is required from the addressees.
70:1— Qf- l“i^  d)l Uu UjU UjjUle iikj (jlS t>^j <111 -4*-^
qalu ’aji ’tana Una'bud allaha wahdahu wa nadaru ma kdna ya ‘budu ’aba ’una 
fa- ’tina bima ta ‘iduna ’in hunt a mina as-sdiqin.
They said: "You have come to us that we should worship Allah alone and 
forsake that which our fathers used to worship. So bring us that wherewith you 
have threatened us if you are of the truthful." 7:70
These are the words of the polytheists to the Prophet when he invited them to worship 
Allah alone, accusing him of being a liar and denying his message.
7.1.35 Admission and confession al-iHirdf
In this function the conditional communicates the confession or acknowledgement on 
behalf of the speaker for his actions or deeds.
1 8 8 : ^ 1  j& V I k j S S M  LuJJl p b t  £ &  ° f j  A il ;'U i U  V] I j l i  Y j  &S3 M  V J a  >
qul la ’amliku UnafsT nafan wa Id darran ’ilia md sa ’a allahu wa law kuntu 
’a ‘lam ul-gayba la-staktartu mina al-xayri.
Say: “I possess no power over benefit or harm to myself except as Allah wills. 
If I had the knowledge of the gayb The unseen’, I would have secured for 
myself an abundance of wealth.” 7:188
The above example, used by Staytiyyah under the title mentioned, also implies the 
original meaning of law, a wish that he might know the unseen and at the same time a 
confession that he does not know the unseen.
7.1,36 Vindication at-taswig
This is a structure which provides explanation and reasons for the addressee to clarify 
why someone has committed a certain deed. The following is an example:
7 7 {IS& o* jM (jjjui ui ' ^
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qalu ’in yasriq fa-qad saraqa ’axun lahu min qabl 
They said: "If he steals, a brother of his stole before." 12:77
7.1.37 Inescapability and inevitability as-sumiil wal-’ihatah
This case shows the act of controlling by restraining someone or something, with a 
sense of the person or thing being surrounded and having no way to escape. The clearest 
example is that no one can escape death if it is his appointed day, as in the following:
78:c,Luiill (ji j l j  iiijlall 1
’aynctma takunu yudrikkum ul-mawtu wa law kuntum f i  burujin musayyadatin. 
Wherever you may be, death will overtake you even if you are in fortresses 
built up strong and high. 4:78
7.1.38 Repetition takrar al-famal
This type describes certain repeated procedures or routines. These commands or 
instructions fall under rules and legislation, both religious and non-religious.
J s jjIa SI . i k t  j f  ( j l c -  j t  (_5 J k i a ^ 4  ( j l j  ( j j j  j
!_^JU L»La f  n h  1 J-<ULiA9 $ ,tja  1 f - l l i u l l  »‘>* ii-aNf j t
yd ’ayyuha al-ladina ’dmanu ’idd qumtum ’ild as-salati fa-gsilu wujuhakum 
wa ’aydiyakum ’ild al-marafiqi wamsahu biru 'usikum wa ’arjulakum ’ila al- 
ka ‘bayni wa ’in kuntum marda ’aw ‘aid safarin ’aw j d ’a ’ahaduku min al­
g a ’iti ’aw lamastum un-nisa’a fa-lam tajidu m a’an fa-tayamammu sa ‘Tdan 
tayyiban fa-msahu biwujuhikum wa ’aydikum minhu.
O you who believe! When you rise up for prayer, then wash your faces, and 
your hands up to the elbows, and rub your heads, and (wash) your feet up to 
the ankles. And if you are in a state of janaba ‘you have approached women or 
have had wet dreams’ purity yourselves (by bathing your whole body). But if 
you are sick or on a journey or one of you comes from the ga’it ‘closet’ or you 
have touched women and you find no water, then perform Tayammum 
(purifying by hitting the ground) with clean earth and rub therewith your faces 
and hands. 5:6
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7.1.39 Blaming al-lawm
This case refers to situations in which the speaker accuses others of disobedience and 
assigns them responsibility for harmful consequences. The following is an example:
1 6 8 :0 '^  ell jl 1jaSl9j 1 jlLs
alladlna qalu li ’ixwanihim wa qa ‘adu law ‘ata ‘una ma qutilii.
They are the ones who said of their slain brethren while they themselves sat (at 
home): "If only they had listened to us, they would not have been killed/slain." 
3:168
7.1.40 Justification at-taHil
In this instance, ‘i f  is used to mean ‘since’ or ‘because’, thus justifying the assertion:
57:S^U1I ^  oJ j^'j )
wattaqii allah *in kuntum mu ’mimn.
And be mindful of Allah if you are true believers. 5:57
Ibn Hisam interprets this verse as ‘But fear ye Allah since you are a true believer’, or, in 
other words, it is as if one said to his son: “Since you are my son, listen to me.’ So here 
the speaker does not mean that he doubts whether the one he speaks to is his son, but 
rather that he wants to encourage him and tell him that because he is actually his son, 
and he must obey him.
7.1.41 Clarifying the stipulated case bayan haqiqat il-masrut
In this function, the apodosis gives more information and facts about the subject of the 
protasis.
jp y
wa ’idd ra ’ayta tamma ra \'yta na ‘Tman wa mulkan kabira.
And when you look there (in Paradise), you will see delight (that cannot be 
imagined), and a great dominion. 76:20
17>
man yahdi allah fa-huwa al-muhtadi.
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He whom Allah guides, he is the rightly-guided. 18:17
7.1.42 Commentary on stipulated at-talqtb lala al-masrut
Here the function of the apodosis is to comment on the content of the protasis.
wa ’in ta ‘jab fa- ‘ajabun qawluhum ’a ’Ida kunnd turaban ’a ’inna laftxalqin 
jadid.
And if you wonder, then wondrous is their saying: "When we are dust, are we 
then forsooth (to be raised) in a new creation?" 13:5
7.2 Conclusion
In this chapter, some examples of selected implied meanings have been mentioned by 
Staytiyyah (1995), with additional examples from the Qur’an and HadTt.
As in the discussion in the previous chapter, where a larger text was needed fully to 
show the function of the conditional sentence, the same can be said about discourse 
function. The discourse function of the above structures has been understood either by 
the meaning of the conditional particle used in the structure, such as law for wishing, or 
derived from the surrounding sentences and context. As a result, it seems that some 
factors also affect the discourse function carried by conditional sentences. These factors 
will be discussed here.
The first factor is hierarchy, or the levels of the participants within a text or 
conversation. Different levels can show different authority and power. In other words, if 
the conditional is used by a figure with a higher level of authority, as in commands from 
religious officials, instructions from Allah to people, from managers to workers, or from 
parents to children, then this will carry a form of command, threat or promise. On the 
other hand, if the speech travels in the other direction, from a lower authority to a higher 
one, then here states of appeal, request and prayer will take place. However, sometimes 
relationships can be parallel or at an equal level, as in legal contracts.
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Secondly, it is important not to isolate the conditional structure from its context and 
neighbouring sentences, since they often clarify meanings and improve accuracy. Lack 
of context can lead to misunderstandings and even significant misinterpretations of the 
structure’s intended meaning.
Finally, time and occasions are important issues which require equal consideration 
when attempting to understand the discourse function where meanings can change.
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CHAPTER VIII:
CONCLUSION
8.1 Introduction
Four main goals were set for this thesis. The first was to produce a comprehensive and 
integrated descriptive overview of conditional structures in classical Arabic. The second 
was to shed light on some of the unresolved problems and concepts noted by both 
ancient and contemporary grammarians. The third was to examine new claims which 
reject the conditional status of particles such as ’id, ‘when’, and ’ammd, ‘as for’, as 
discussed by Staytiyyah in as-sart wal ’istifham (1995). The final aim was to explore 
topics such as the place of the conditional sentence within a larger context and the 
discourse function of the conditional structure.
To achieve these goals I began in Chapter II with providing an overview of the literature 
which offers a historical background of linguistic developments in classical Arabic in 
general and the conditional structure in particular. The coverage began with ad-Du’alt 
and Stbawayh in the seventh century, followed by the medieval period including Ibn 
Hisam, Ibn YaTs and as-Suyutl, and finally continued until today -  including 
grammarians such as Peled, Radwan, Karlrl and Staytiyyah -  all of whom have 
contributed to grammar development in general and to the topic of conditionals in 
particular. In addition, I examined various points of view among scholars, especially 
those recognised to represent the Basra or Kufa schools and debates among them from 
the earliest days of Arabic linguistics.
I sought to provide some background on the early days of Arab scholars’ interest in 
language. Included also were the very important stages of the development of the 
language, represented by the existence of the two schools of Basra and Kufa and the 
disagreement among scholars with regal'd to certain grammatical issues in Arabic in 
general and in the conditional structure in particular.
The thesis included a discussion centered on four major issues concerning conditional 
sentences in Classical Arabic. These included the structural study which divided the 
conditional particles in to two groups in Chapter III and IV, where I examined the non­
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conditional functions and the various uses of these particles in general and their 
conditional functions. In addition, I examined the typological classification of the 
sentences involving the conditional particles with regard to the type of words, such as 
nouns or verbs in different tenses which introduce the two parts of the conditional 
sentences. Following the section on typological classification, the section on structural 
description covered the order of elements of conditional sentences, which included 
regular and reversed orders as will as truncated and double protasis sentences. The 
structural investigation also covered methods used to connect the two parts of 
conditional sentences, such as fa-, la-, ’idan, ‘idd and tumma. The section on methods 
of connection included ‘overt connection’ and ‘covert connection’. Here, less 
commonly mentioned particles were investigated and added to the list of the conditional 
particles, supported by the positions of some older scholars such as al-Fara’ and 
Slbawayh. I added evidence from the books of Arabic syntax such as ‘i 'raab al-quran 
and Qur’anic exegesis. These particles included ’id and ’amma and others which do not 
occur in the Qur’an but do in other texts.
The thesis also included topics such as common conditional sructures in Arabic, which 
were also discussed by grammarians such as Ibn Ya‘is, Ibn Hisam, Radwan and 
Staytiyyah. These topics included ellipsis in conditional sentences and omitting parts of 
conditional sentences. This investigation showed the possibility of omitting the 
conditional particle, protasis and apodosis in different types of sentences.
Subsequently this thesis explored the important issue of ‘interruption’ in conditional 
sentences. Scholars have different points of view with regard to interruption, including 
scholars Ibn as-Sajan, ar-Radl, Ibn Hisam and Staytiyyah. Later I discussed the 
contribution of Ibn Hisam and his views on the topic.
This was followed by a discussion of the presence offa- as an apodosis introducer. This 
section mentioned conditions that permit the use of fa- before an apodosis and also 
when its use is obligatory. The views of Ibn Hisam and Staytiyyah on the topic were 
refered also mentioned.
Chapter VI discussed functional and syntactic description. This analysis showed the 
place of conditional sentence within the larger context.
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In Chapter VII, entitled ‘Discourse function in conditional sentences’, we adopted the 
procedure of a recent study by Staytiyyah with regard to implied meanings carried by 
conditional sentences and provided examples to illustrate this procedure.
By investigating this topic and by examining previous studies, I found that many 
researchers were hesitant to adopt a specific label, as there is still much disagreement 
over many aspects of its function. Some chose to adopt the label “conditional style”, 
while others chose to name it the conditional structure 01* the conditional sentence, 
which I found to be the most precise definition for defining the structure and its 
mechanisms. Some contemporary grammarians, such as ‘Abdus-Salam al-Misaddl, 
refer to ‘The Condition in the Qur’an’, thereby avoiding any of the previous options.
8.2 Findings
I have attempted to shed light on issues which were not widely discussed previously, as 
well as on a number of unresolved problems and neglected areas of the study of the 
Arabic conditional, examining also instances of agreement and debate among 
grammarians.
In the following section I will summarise what I regard as the more significant findings 
of this research.
A - The idea that conditional sentences should have a future implication in order to be 
accepted as conditional structures has been misunderstood by some grammarians who 
believe that the future is relative to the point at which the sentence itself is uttered. My 
study indicates that the future is linked to the relationship between the two verbs 
introducing the two clauses, in which the apodosis takes place after the protasis in time.
B - As a result of the above, I have considered the particle 'id as a conditional particle. 
It is similar in its tense structure to lammd, ‘when’, which is normally regarded as a 
conditional particle. The two particles precede sentences which give information about 
events which take place in the past, but the second clause is introduced by a verb that 
occurs in the future in comparison to the protasis.
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C - This thesis has shown that studying conditional structures in Arabic is particularly 
important for those who are concerned with the meanings carried by conditional 
sentences in such fields as religion, law, contracts and other important areas,
D - This study concluded that grammarians in general, both ancient and contemporary, 
as well as Islamic scholars are in agreement with one another with regard to the major 
issues of the conditional particles. In contrast, however, some grammarians are not in 
agreement on ’idma and mahmd regarding their meanings and uses. The debates, with 
regal'd to conditional issues, have focused on aspects such as their functions and their 
effects on other elements in the structure.
E - Regarding the types of particles about which grammarians have had some debate, 
the most striking are ’idma and mahmd. Some state that 'iclmd is an adverb, but the 
majority concur that it is a particle, which is also the position that I have supported in 
this study. Examples of the evidence provided regarding the latter opinion are that in 
isolation, ’id accepts nominal morphology such as tanwin and ’idafa, but when joined 
with md, none of these features occurs. In addition, 'iclmd is used to join verbs and co­
occurs with the imperfect in the jussive. Regarding mahmd, it functions as a noun, 
according to the majority of grammarians, since there is no evidence showing that it is a 
harf ‘particle’.
F - By studying the first group of conditional particles, those which co-occur with the 
jussive mood, I found that they differ from the second group of functional conditional 
nouns. They differ by not having syntactic case endings except bind’, ending withfatha. 
The only one which can be vocalised is ’ayyu ‘which’ or ‘any’, which can end with 
kasra or damma in addition to the fatha, as with any regular noun. It has been said that 
‘ayyu has this case because it is linked with ’idafa. And others have noted that ‘ayyu 
was originally a noun which was usually vocalised. Other opinions claim that it was 
treated as its counterpart and antithesis represented by ba ‘cl and hull, ‘some and all’.
G - My study shows that az-Zajajl was the first to classify the ’ayydna as a conditional 
particle. It was not mentioned by grammarians before his time.
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H - When examining the conditional structure in a larger context, I have pointed out that 
religious scholars, when defining the conditional structure, do not concern themselves 
with the linguistic definition. They define it in the following manner:
, J  Q a  Ajaio f  j 4? f 4
mayalzamu min ‘adamih il- ‘adam wa layalzamu min wujudihi wujudun wa la 
*adamun lidatihi.
It is that when it disappears, the result should not exist and it is not necessary 
to get a result if it exists.
This definition is of a religious, intellectual and general nature. However, it cannot be 
regarded as a linguistic definition (Karin, 2004, p.453).
I - My study did not find any disagreement among grammarians and sari'a scholars 
with regard to the uses of conditional particles. In addition, there was no sign of debate 
in relation to the types of conditional sentences and their links with verbs.
J - With regard to sari‘a scholars, I found that they do not differ regarding the meanings 
of the conditional particles. Furthermore, it appears that the meanings of these particles 
are important factors in Islamic law, and that the replacement of one particle with 
another can lead to different judgements. (Kami, 2004, p.454) notes that some have 
claimed that the term man is only used for men and not for women, as in the example 
where they believe the woman who leaves Islam should not be killed, because the 
particle is used only for men in the statement relating to the topic (ibid. p.455). In my 
examination of the term man, I found that it can be used for both genders.
K - My study of the work of scholars of Islamic sarVa leads me to believe that they 
concentrate on discourse function. This is an issue that many grammarians and linguists 
have neither investigated nor given much attention. Thus, in this research, I have opted 
to provide a chapter analysing discourse function in the conditional structure.
L - The scholars of sarVa agree with the grammarians with regard to many grammatical 
rules concerning structural and syntactic functions. Nevertheless there are some rules 
that the first group has not investigated, such as the fronting of the two conditional 
clauses before the particle, the fronting of the apodosis before the particle, the entrance
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of the interrogative hamza before the protasis, and the topic of ellipsis. This is because 
these issues do not have any effect on sarVa.
Finally; we conclude that the topic of conditional in classical Arabic needs much more 
investigations. Research should be expanded to study the various areas of the 
conditional including structure, function, and legal as well as semantic meanings. 
Deeper examination should be made into the examples provided as conditional 
structures by grammarians from the early period through today,- because we still see 
disagreements among grammarians regarding certain examples and even regarding 
particles which some scholars reject entirely. It is also important to do wider researches 
into the topic of conditional in legal and religious texts, which was beyond the scope of 
this particular study. It is also important to investigate this topic in other languages in 
comparative studies as well as having more Western grammarians contribute to 
shedding light on this topic. In addition, research should be expanded into other bodies 
of texts, such as literature, to uncover more similarities and differences which, when 
added to the findings of this descriptive study which examined the Qur’an and classical 
poetry, can provide new perspectives on the interesting and complex role of the 
conditional structure.
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